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NOTES ON TYPOGRAPHIC STYLE
Tropes
The typographical conventions of style in this paper for presenting figurative phrases,
metaphors and metaphor themes are the ones established by the preeminent journal in the
field, Metaphor and Symbol. Figurative sentences or phrases are set in quoted lower-case
italics (e.g., "My soul is an enchanted boat"). Expressions of foundational metaphors (also
termed metaphor themes or metaphor formulas) are set in quoted upper-case italics (e.g.,
"LIFE IS A JOURNEY"). Subordinate instances of these foundational themes are set in quoted
lower-case italics ("Our relationship has come a long way"). This is based on George Lakoff's
work, but with some slight changes. Thus, although he and his co-authors' books established
the field, quotations from their works prefigure and do not always follow this scheme.

Capitalization
Names of historical periods, styles, movements, schools and trends are capitalized when
they serve as proper nouns designating specific, usually time and location-bound, entities.
They are lower-cased when the word is intended in a general sense or as a broad
classification. Therefore Pablo Picasso and Ernest Hemingway are Modernists, but Julian
Schnabel and Thomas Pynchon are not, although each may consider himself modernist.
Likewise, most literary theories today are poststructuralist. Paul de Man was one of the
leading American Poststructuralists.
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ABSTRACT
METAPHOR(M): ENGAGING A THEORY OF CENTRAL TROPE IN ART.
Mark Staff Brandl
This dissertation presents, tests, embodies and performs a theory of trope in visual art.
My thesis is that the formal, technical and stylistic aspects of creators' approaches concretely
manifest content in culturally and historically antithetical ways through a particular trope.
Creators seek to discover and construct such a central trope of form in a dialectical, even
dialogical, circle of testing and understanding. This process allows them to express their
desires, both those willed and those revealed by the trope. The term metaphor(m) used in the
title is a pun; it describes the core of the theory — that such tropes are both metaphoric and
meta-formal. My theory is grounded in the continuing scholarship on conceptual metaphor
pioneered by cognitive linguists and scientists, particularly George Lakoff, Mark Turner and
Mark Johnson and the personal and cultural process of struggle as advance by Harold Bloom
in his work on poetic misprision. The theory of central trope is applied to single paintings,
series of paintings, installation works, electronic media, the expanded text concept, art history
timeline models, comics, and artistic cultural inheritance. This dissertation is in the traditional
form of a book, but with the addition of paintings and sections in sequential comic form as
well as an actual installation comprised largely of paintings.

ABSTRACT DEUTSCH
METAPHOR(M): ZUR THEORIE DER KERNMETAPHER IN DER KUNST
Die vorliegende Dissertation entwirft und überprüft eine Metapherntheorie und bringt
diese in der visuellen Kunst zur Anwendung. Der Verfasser geht dabei von der These aus,
dass in formalen, technischen und stilistischen Aspekten gestalterischer Schaffensprozesse
besondere Tropen oder Metaphern zur Anwendung kommen, die antithetisch auf kulturelle
und historische Ausdrucksformen reagieren. Um ihre formale Kernmetapher aufzuspüren und
konstruktiv zu entwickeln, bedienen sich Kunstschaffende eines dialektischen, wenn nicht
sogar dialogischen Verfahrens, in dessen Verlauf Erkenntnis und Überprüfung wechselseitig
zum Einsatz kommen. Dieser Prozess bringt ihr Verlangen zum Vorschein – das beabsichtigte
ebenso wie jenes, das durch die Metapher enthüllt wird. Beim Begriff Methaphor(m) handelt
es sich um ein sinniges Wortspiel, das auf den Kern der Theorie abzielt, denn die diskutierten
Tropen sind sowohl metaphorischer wie metaformaler Natur. Die Theorie stützt sich auf eine
lange Reihe wissenschaftlicher Untersuchungen zur konzeptuellen Metaphorik (allen voran
die Arbeiten der Sprach- und Kognitionswissenschaftler George Lakoff, Mark Turner und
Mark Johnson) sowie auf Harold Blooms Traditionstheorie und dessen Aufsätze zur
"kreativen Fehl-Lektüre" (poetic misprision). Die Theorie der Kernmetapher wird auf
einzelne Gemälde, Bilderserien, Installationen, elektronische Medien, das Konzept des
erweiterten Textbegriffs, Zeitleisten der Kunstgeschichte, Comics und künstlerisches
Kulturerbe angewandt. Die Dissertation erscheint in traditioneller Buchform, enthält aber
zahlreiche Bilder und Zeichnungen, Abschnitte in sequenzieller Comicform sowie eine
mehrheitlich aus gemalten Bildern bestehende Installation.

INTRODUCTION
...[T]he human conceptual system is
metaphorically structured and defined.
—George Lakoff and Mark Johnson1

This dissertation presents, describes, investigates, performs and embodies an original
theory of trope in art. My proposition is that the formal, technical and stylistic aspects of
creators' styles concretely embody content in new, yet culturally and historically antithetical
ways. One central trope of form is sought and discovered by creators. This tool allows them to
express their desires, both those willed and those discovered within the trope. The term
metaphor(m) used in the title is a pun. Puns can be particularly slippery when used in theories.
However, this one works so well I consider it, only partially tongue-in-cheek, to belong to me
as a trademark: Metaphor(m)™, as can be seen throughout this dissertation on the paintings
which begin each chapter.2 This word describes and embodies the core of my theory — that
such tropes in the hands of artists and authors are both metaphoric and meta-form.
My claim is that a vocabulary of "foundational cognitive metaphors" is at work in the
formal, technical, and stylistic aspects of the works of artists and other creators. One central
trope is brought into being through a figurative vision of one or more aspects of the form,
most often by way of what George Lakoff and Mark Turner refer to as "image mapping" or
"image schemes."3 This central trope may be located in construction, composition, paint
handling, color, dialogue, syntax, or other qualities of the aesthetic object. It can be a complex
comprised of various metaphors, metonymies and other figurative forms. These may be
extended, elaborated, composed, questioned, and/or otherwise manipulated.
Due to cognitive science there have been major breakthroughs in understanding tropes.
This began in earnest approximately twenty years ago, yet has been most impressive over the
last decade. Especially in the last few years, major cross-disciplinary communication has been
cultivated concerning the connection between "poetics" and thought in general. Many
approaches, including the one presented here, are inspired by and profoundly indebted to the
continuing work on conceptual metaphor by George Lakoff, Mark Turner and Mark Johnson.
Such a large portion of research is grounded in cognitive psychology and science that some
even call this new outlook on the mind a "cognitive revolution." It is important to know,

1

George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1980), p. 6.
2
This is not because of a wish to discourage anyone else from using this theory or term, if they are so
inclined. In fact I rather encourage it. However, a trademark allows control of how it is used, if need be.
Additionally, most powerful terms in our postmodern culture seem to have that small tm after them. I
have joined the club. Finally, this little symbol pleasingly fits the comic/show-card style of the Covers
paintings at the start of each chapter.
3
"Foundational metaphors," "image-mapping" and "image schemes" are important in all the publications
of George Lakoff and his co-scholars. Foundation metaphors were brought to the attention of a wide
public first through the book Metaphors We Live By. The best short descriptions of image-mapping and
image schemes are in Lakoff and Mark Turner’s More than Cool Reason: A Field Guide to Poetic
Metaphor (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989).
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though, that the man who has inspired many of us, Lakoff, has a background in linguistics and
logic. There are other contributors to the study, analysis and application of trope to thought
including scientists from other fields, literary and cultural theorists, philosophers (especially
from aesthetics and the philosophy of mind), artificial intelligence and computer experts,
scholars of religion, scholars of literature, and even a few creative artists and authors. The
discovery animating all of this is that trope is the basis of thought, thus language is one
instance of it, not the other way round. This new concentration on the human power of
cognitive imagination strengthens some old contentions of artists and inspires new
observations, such as the theory in this dissertation.
The personal and cultural process lying at the heart of the discovery of creators'
individual metaphor(m)s is the antithetical struggle they enter into with their precursors. This
is the "agon," a battle based in love and fear, so well described by Harold Bloom. His inspired
concept of misreading, or misprision as he calls it, borrowing a wonderful word from
Shakespeare, offers the important clarification of why the invention of a metaphor(m) takes
place. His "agonistic"” revisionism, cognitive metaphor, and the theory of central trope will
be shown to interlock with reciprocal rapport.4
The postmodern flowering —even, until recently, overwhelming hegemony — of
literary theory, or critical theory as it is more broadly termed, has both bolstered and limited
contemporary discourse on the arts. It is thus a necessity to address such postmodernist
metacriticism in this paper. Likewise, philosophy has experienced a surprising growth in the
stature of aesthetics, once the barely tolerated foster child of metaphysics, to a position of
vital importance in the discipline. How insights gleaned from this field bear on the theory of
central trope will also be canvassed. I seek to integrate certain aspects of important theories
from both these camps into my notion, when they either parallel or contribute to it. Major
literary-critical thinkers and aestheticians have indeed made very discerning insights and
speculations, which have direct pertinence for my theory. By looking for useful tools in both
areas, I will be avoiding the still almost war-like divisions between the two fields. Whereas it
would be hoped that all could learn from one another, there may be even a three-pronged
separation emerging: literary criticism vs. aesthetics vs. cognitive metaphor. We must get
beyond such partisan thought, fostered by petty jealousies between academic disciplines, old
rivalries between schools of thought, and simple nationalism. The theory of metaphor(m),
while simple in many ways, is integrative and cross-disciplinary in its search for the actuality
of the various dialectics of the creative act. I occasionally focus on my disagreements with
specific theorists in order to clarify the thought process in my own presentation here. This
should not mask the huge debt I owe to all the philosophers and thinkers I mention. I see
theorization at its best as a polyphonic dialogue, often even an argument. I may have the
tendency to appear polemical, but I genuinely desire heartfelt discussion.
Therefore, in the following chapters, metaphor(m) will be seeking "similar souls," but
also countering opponents. A particular strength of my theory is that Formalism is subsumed
and transumed in it, rather than denied or faithfully obeyed. My theory allows the
incorporation of certain positive aspects of what has been called (artworld) Formalism or
(literary-world) New Criticism and Structuralism, while in effect standing them on their

4

Harold Bloom introduced and developed this exciting contention in his trilogy of books on the subject:
The Anxiety of Influence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973), A Map of Misreading (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1975; Oxford University Press Paperbacks, 1980), Agon: Towards a Theory of
Revisionism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982; Oxford University Press Paperbacks, 1983).
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heads, showing form to be a function of achieved content. Such object-obsessed
hypothesizing is shown to be a useful, but not exclusive, tool. In another vein, the theory of
central trope is an attempt to create a pugnacious logic of critical poststructuralist
interpretation, which is however purged of post-deconstructivist nihilism.
A general comment on terminology is in order. The term trope is used in this paper
when figurative language in general is meant. Metaphor is one usual term for the idea which
is discussed here. Unfortunately, though, this word is used in two distinct applications, one
general and one particular. Confusion often results from this failure to distinguish the species
from the genus. Metaphor may mean alternately either figurative expression itself, the genus
— therefore identical with figurative language or trope — or that particular instance thereof,
the species, usually described as follows.
A figure of speech, an implied analogy in which one thing is imaginatively compared to or
identified with another, dissimilar thing. In metaphor, the qualities of something are
ascribed to something else, qualities that it ordinarily does not possess.5

That is the famous description of metaphor as a "comparison without a like or as,"
which is always taught in high school and secondary school literature classes. "Achilles is a
lion." Useful terminology does not allow a thing to be a species of itself. Other terms bring
other difficulties, all probably reflecting the various underlying philosophies of the animal
under study. Various general terms include trope, figure and figurative language. The latter
two would cause a problem when the theory is applied to visual art as well as literature.
Anything containing the word language is not interdisciplinary enough and figure in visual art
is widely used to mean the human form (e. g. "figure painting").These terms are inadequate in
reference to literature anyway. They clearly reinforce views of the subject opposite to those
espoused in this paper. Connotations such as figure skating or ornateness come to mind,
declaring metaphor to be no more than decorative fancy. There are linked terms such as
scheme, conceit, symbol, rhetoric, poesy, poetics, analogy, etc. Yet each expresses a particular
idea somewhat askew of the intentions here. It will be shown that some of these terms
describe ideas which are corollaries or particular instances of metaphor(m). In short, the
problems with many terms reflect old, deficient and competing theories of the thing itself.
Trope is difficult because it is derived from turning, which might suggest that analogies of
any sort are decorative twists on normal "transparent" speech. However, it seems that trope
and its concomitant adjectives tropological or tropaic are the most promising. Turning can be
envisioned in other, more evocative images and analogies. Therefore it will serve as the
general term, metaphor will be chiefly used in its specific application ("no like or as" species),
occasionally substituting for the general, along with the other terms mentioned, where this
occurs in common use and for stylistic variety. It is included in the title for the word play as
noted, and because it remains an important keyword in any literature search of poetics. In
addition, cognitive science now uses the term for the broad, analogical basis of thought itself.
Linking striven-for content, discovered form, antithetical historical and critical cultural
awareness, metaphor(m) is proposed as a general theory of trope in the arts. This is primarily
a theory aimed at visual art, especially painting, but cross-disciplinary in implication, making
suggestions about application to other art forms. For the sake of economy in argument and my

5
Kathleen Morner and Ralph Rausch, NTC’s Dictionary of Literary Terms (Lincolnwood, Illinois: NTC
Publishing Group, 1996), p. 131.
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own strengths, art forms other than painting will be touched on only in passing. It is hoped,
however, that an interdisciplinary understanding of this theory will encourage readers to
envision its potential usefulness in other arts and genres.
The theory of central trope is applied in this paper specifically through discussions of
several visual artists (Vincent van Gogh, Charles Boetschi, Leonard Bullock, among others);
authors (including Ernest Hemingway); of a single painting (Color Unit 24.1 by Charles
Boetschi); and a variety of other visual artworks, electronic media, literary works, and
comics. I additionally apply the theory to models of the art history time-line, to the extended
text concept in media, to a tropaic re-envisioning of Harold Bloom's theory of revisionism and
to my own development as an artist. Finally, I attempt to embody my theory within the form,
structure and details of the dissertation itself.
This is the most exciting aspect of this dissertation for me. It is a direct result of the
amazing creative encouragement I received from my professor, Dr Philip Ursprung at the
University of Zurich and my reader, Dr Andreas Langlotz of the University of Basel and the
University of Lausanne. They suggested the performative application of my theory to the text,
to my own work and to the conception of the dissertation as a whole. Concrete results of this
notion will be seen in several aspects of the dissertation, e.g.: the Covers paintings beginning
each chapter; the comic sequences adding a personal dimension, commenting on and ending
each chapter; Chapter Three, which is entirely in a pictorial, extended comic form; the
extended metaphors or conceits guiding each chapter's composition — some of which are the
relics of actual use; the Conclusion, which is also largely in comic form; and Chapter Five,
which is a painting-installation created by me to embody and visually discuss my own
metaphor(m) within a work of my own. In that chapter, the installation is in fact the chapter.
The text is a contemplation of the artwork, making it oddly both secondary and primary (from
the artist's mouth). This entire dissertation will exist, upon completion, as both a book and an
exhibition, with the assistance of Markus Landert, the Director of the Art Museum of
Thurgovia.
Both my professors noted that the chapters could be assembled in several orders other
than that with which they appear here, each with a different effect upon the perceptions of
readers, although the texts would stay the same. Professor Langlotz in particular feels that he
most appreciates Chapter Five, My Metaphor(m), as the culmination of my dissertation, rather
than as one interspersed, embodied example. However, he feels it works as it is situated as
well. This reminded me of Alasdair Gray's Lanark: A Life in Four Books. In the Epilogue, this
author suggests that he would like the book "to be read in one order, but eventually thought of
in another." He has joined chapters into groups which he labels "Books." These he feels
should be read in the order numbered and printed, but thought of in the sequence "books
three, one, two, four."6 In this spirit, I will suggest an alternative ordering of my dissertation
chapters, while leaving them as they stand. An order which places the emphasis upon my own
art would be: Introduction, Prelude, Chapters One, Two, Four, Seven, Eight, Nine, Six, Three,
Five, Conclusion.
Why have I spent so much time on this dissertation? Over the 12 years since I first had
the initial inkling of desire to write it, Metaphor(m): Engaging a Theory of Central Trope has
become my chief artistic creation, although in that time I did more than 50 art shows of
paintings and installations, both group and solo, as well as taught, wrote articles and reviews,
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blogged and gave speeches. These exhibitions, publications and presentations were in
galleries, museums and Kunsthallen all over the world, but Metaphor(m) dominated my
thoughts since I first brainstormed it in discussion with Daniel F. Ammann in Switzerland. It
has colored all of the other art and teaching I have done. Especially while learning Latin as a
part of my studies, but also due to the length of time I took to accomplish this dissertation, I
have been confronted by others with the question as to why I would want to write, paint and
draw such an extensive work. Most frequently, I have answered that it is my own, though
radically different, Über das Geistige in der Kunst, Wassily Kandinsky's personal book of
theory.7 This is approximately true, although a bit disingenuous, for as compared to
Kandinsky I am more philosophical and not at all esoteric in thought. It might be more
appropriate to say that in my own thoughts it is my mixed and cross-media, personal,
equivalent of Tintoretto's Scuola Grande di San Rocco, or at least the prolegomena to one.
A shorter answer to the question: Beyond the pure joy of using difficult reasoning to
discover and formulate a serious new perception of art, the aim of this dissertation and theory,
like that of many others, is to serve as a truth and corrective to certain deficiencies of the
current theoretical landscape in which I am an artist —hopefully, in the minds of others, thus
my webs presence and lectures, yet chiefly in my own mind. As Lakoff has pointed out,
"Philosophy matters. It matters more than most people realize, because philosophical ideas
that have developed over the centuries enter our culture in the form of a world view and affect
us in thousands of ways."8 Most of all I am concerned with understanding works of art and the
creative thought processes embodied in them. I have a daily practice of making art for some
40 years, thus am invested in the phenomenological reality of artistic agency. If this or any
other theoretical analysis of art is worthy of serious consideration, it is in its usefulness for a
fuller understanding and criticism of the works before us.
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fig. 1
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PRELUDE
Tropi, Agon et Quo Vadam

Theories are constructed objects. …
[Example:] 'They assembled a theory.'
—George Lakoff (The Conceptual Metaphor
Home Page)1

A Personal Beginning
In the early 1980s, the artworld was in an uproar. It was increasingly clear that
Modernism had, surprisingly, indeed been a "period," not the ultimate state of culture, and
furthermore that it was slowly coming to a close. Postmodernism seemed a little insipid, even
unappealing at first as diverse anti- or retro-styles vied for the pole position. French literary
theory of a Deconstructivist bent slowly became hegemonic, a situation still now in place.
Yet, for most artists and authors, Post-Modernism (still capitalized and hyphenated at that
time) seemed an opportunity to seek new theoretical inspiration, to free oneself of the
previously prevailing Formalism, also termed the New Criticism in literature, while hopefully
also offering a way to avoid the trap of what threatened to be a cynical mise en abyme of
sophistry under the first influences of Poststructuralism. In heated discussions in New York
and elsewhere, artists sought out new interpretations of the inevitably intertwined dialectic of
form and content. Art was clearly not all about form; it was plain to see that creators had
something to say, to discover. Equally, art was not all about the inability to say anything,
about illustrating the unreliability of form as sole content. There was a widespread recognition
that, indeed, form was a tool for discovery and yet also the discovery itself. Through that
fissure, the great beast, long considered dead, re-arose in a new and splendid form: ludic
trope. At first the source of inspiration for many artists, including myself, was Jacques
Derrida and the Yale Deconstructivists such as Paul de Man.
Jacques Derrida was a French literary philosopher and the founder of what is called
Deconstruction. He argues that much of philosophy rests on arbitrary dichotomous categories,
sees language as writing, uses the metaphor of "text" for all experience, and suggests that
there is no possibility of intentional meaning. Deconstruction can and has been disparaged as
nihilistic, solipsistic, and a-political, but has also contributed greatly to the contemporary
critical analysis of art and society, attacking seemingly fixed notions of gender, race, and
privilege. I found Derrida's notions most interestingly presented in Writing and Difference,2
and Margins of Philosophy,3 although Of Grammatology 4 is his most popular book. Many of
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the theorists affiliated with Yale University in the late 1970s, including Paul de Man,
Geoffrey Hartman, J. Hillis Miller, and Harold Bloom, are especially influential in literary
criticism and, influenced by Derrida, are called the "Yale Deconstructivists." One of de Man's
key texts in my opinion is The Resistance to Theory.5
Theory in this vein remains the most powerful force in literature and art departments in
universities around the US and indeed the western world. As a rather trendy art gallery owner
once commented to me in 2003, "Aren't ALL contemporary artists Derridaian and
poststructuralist now?"6 While this may appear to be true, many of the artists, authors and
students who identify themselves with poststructuralist thought do not fully understand it, not
truly applying their own preferred theory. They are generally citing it as an influence for
fashionable reasons, verbally espousing many of its tenets, such as the impossibility of fixed
interpretation, the death of the author, and others. Denis Dutton describes this situation in his
article of 1992, "Delusions of Postmodernism" from the journal Literature and Aesthetics:
That contemporary artists are as eager as ever for attention as unique individuals is
demonstrated by the fact that they tend to treat their work as an expression of individual
subjectivity in discussion and documentation. That the privileged position of the
author/artist is not entirely dead in the minds of artists is also indicated by the unceasing
tendency of artists everywhere—including those who style themselves "postmodern"—
angrily to dispute hostile critical interpretations of their work which "fail to comprehend"
their intentions, which "miss the point" of their work. For many artists, complete freedom of
interpretation is fine as a general philosophical theory applied to other people's work, but
not to their own.7

What began as a situation promising a possibility for more free artistic play, has
unfortunately now become the dominant master of the academy. Renowned art historian,
psychologist and art critic Donald Kuspit has asserted in an email that, "In the artworld,
followers of Derrida are not against hegemony; they now possess almost complete
hegemony." 8
It was in this context that my study of literary theory arose — perhaps a bit defensively,
yet also out of enthusiasm. In fact, it was more of a return to previous pursuits than a new
interest. Throughout my university studies and in my free time I have been actively involved
in aesthetics, the analytical philosophy of art. This passion operates in concert with my ardor
for and interaction with the possibilities of an "extended" interpretation of the (supposedly
dead) medium of painting, of installation art, of comics as an artform, and of display signpainting . Indeed, I even began my doctoral studies in the department of English Language
and Literature (called in German Anglistik) in order to concentrate on the linguistic options of
my endeavor. Later, after I had completed the learning of Latin as a portion of my studies,
another opportunity arose. The University of Zurich finally had a scholar of modern and
contemporary art as a professor, Dr Philip Ursprung, whom I met personally when we both
were speakers at the convention of art historians in the US in Boston, the 2006 College Art
Association conference. Almost simultaneously I became acquainted with Dr Andreas
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Langlotz of the University of Basel, an expert in cognitive linguistics. These events led me to
change to art history, leave my original, more orthodox literature advisor, and begin afresh
with the stimulating new influences of Ursprung and Langlotz. Professor Ursprung
understood not only my focus, but encouraged me to reach for a whole new form of
dissertation, suggesting not only that I investigate other artists' works, both historical and
contemporary, but that I also include my own art in it as an integral component, the
performative presentation of the creation of these dissertation works and an attempt to analyze
them with the tool of my theory. I was thrilled and yet presented with a whole new range of
challenges, which I hope I have mastered.
At first my theoretical research consisted of working my way through key books and
articles by and about the most influential poststructuralist practitioners of literary theory and
of what has come to be called "critical" theory, the expansion of literary critical theories into
the discussions of socio-political questions. Simultaneously, I intensified my already existing
involvement with contemporary analytic aesthetics. In both fields, I was seeking points of
conjecture which I felt illuminated my understanding of art in unexpected ways, yet also rang
true to my experience as an active artist, art critic, art historian and appreciator of
contemporary art by others. I was inspired by concepts from many thinkers, as I describe in
the next chapter, yet not the entirety of anyone's system. I have thus sought to incorporate
ideas I find enriching from a variety of sources into my own theoretical construction. I now
realize that an ulterior motive was also to be able to theorize myself out of the constraints of
theory, fighting fire with fire as is often my wont. I sought to discover philosophers offering
pertinent, contemporary analyses which, however, also acknowledged agency: that creators
were responsible makers of meaning and not mere symptoms of societal flaws. In truth, I
heartily hoped for theorists who would go even farther, searching for ones who suggested
intelligent means of resistance to an at that time ever-increasing dominance by the radical
right of politics and mass media; likewise, seeking methodologies which could serve as
insurrection against the even then quickly hardening academic stifling of art in consensus and
market sophistry. Books important to me then included Hans-Georg Gadamer's Truth and
Method,9 Bakhtin, Essays and Dialogues on His Work edited by Gary Saul Morson,10 Arthur
C. Danto's The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art,11 John Lechte's Julia Kristeva,12
Cornel West's Prophetic Reflections: Notes on Race and Power in America,13 and R. A.
Sharpe's Contemporary Aesthetics: A Philosophical Analysis.14
I learned from all these and more. However, most crucially, I found the greatest
revelation in the cognitive linguistic approach of George Lakoff and others and in the
antithetical revisionist theory of Harold Bloom. Combined, they accorded genuinely with my
experience of art while also electrifying me with new possibilities for understanding art, its
production and its producers. Cognitive linguistic theory was first widely introduced in
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Lakoff and Mark Johnson's Metaphors We Live By15 and Lakoff and Mark Turner's More than
Cool Reason: A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor.16 Bloom presented his theory initially in a
trilogy of books beginning with The Anxiety of Influence.17

Trope and Struggle
Although also first appearing in the late 80s, cognitive metaphor and the embodied
mind concept took until the turn of the millennium to begin affecting the practice and
understanding of creators and scholars. Cognitive linguistics, especially the subdivision of it
which I will use the most called cognitive metaphor, is largely based on the ground-breaking
work of George Lakoff and his two collaborators, Mark Turner and Mark Johnson. Lakoff,
who began as a student of Noam Chomsky, initiated research which led to the creation of an
important interdisciplinary study of metaphor, now generally called cognitive linguistics.
Theorists involved in this approach advance the hypotheses that metaphor is the foundation of
all thought, that linguistic elements are conceptually processed and that language is chiefly
determined by bodily and environmental experiences.
The desire for an imminent fundamental change linked to a new understanding of trope
is indeed in the air, not only for me; ever more frequently, artists and authors have begun to
refer to metaphor and cognitive metaphor theory. For example, Frank Davey, a Canadian poet
with an involvement in theory, states the following in an interview with Héliane Ventura in
the journal Sources:
Lakoff and Johnson suggest that many of our habitual metaphors are connected to our
culture's ideological investments. ... To some extent their work appears to be related to
various projects of Deconstruction, in that they raise to consciousness the hidden
assumptions of banally figurative language. Political and economic metaphors, they write,
"can hide aspects of reality," "they constrain our lives," they "can lead to human
degradation." But they also argue that ordinary language is necessarily metaphoric, that
cultures need the conceptual frames of metaphor to provide perspectives and coherence.
And I recall that as well they examine metaphors around women—women as food ("a real
dish") or as fire ("hot babes," "hot stuff," "kiss of fire," "torrid romance" etc). It's this ... kind
of metaphor that I play with in Back to the War in poems such as "The Complaint," or
"Sweets," or "The Fortune Teller." ... The 'link' that metaphor requires isn't foregrounded in
[my poems] but is merely latent until it is made by the reader....18

Likewise, art critic Barry Schwabsky writes of the influential New York painter
Jonathan Lasker in ArtForum magazine:
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Jonathan Lasker once told me he thought the Minimalists had been trying to make an art
without metaphor, and in fact had succeeded; but the point having been proved, he
continued, there's no longer any urgent motivation to produce more metaphor-free work.19

Cognitive linguistics and Bloom's revisionism were a revelation to me. I found Bloom's
notion of agon to supplement Lakoffian conceptions splendidly. Bloom sees the primal
activity of the creative life as one of struggling with and overcoming one's influences by
revisionistically, willfully and yet imaginatively misunderstanding them. In cognitive
linguistics and agonistic revisionism, I discovered theories which read true to my experiences
and additionally offered openings to the world, criticizing the solipsism and sophistry of much
other current literary theory by, among other strengths, subsuming their rivals' insights.
It can now be seen that the Late Modernist attempt to undermine metaphor, as described
by Schwabsky and Lasker above, although necessary at that time, did not actually function as
expected, but was rather a negational, metaleptic trope in itself. Moreover, Davey expresses a
perception that there is a continuation between Derrida and Lakoff , an opinion both
controversial and, surprisingly, held by many. In his eyes as a working poet, he finds aspects
of Deconstruction and cognitive metaphor to be akin, something that both factions would
heartily rebuff. The continuum containing both these theories is that of the free play of tropes.
The fascination and excitement of encountering and applying new conceptual systems can
lead to productive discoveries, both in the hands of creators and of scholars, whatever their
final political status becomes. Applying novel theories can produce new discernments into
literature and art contemporary with a given philosophy, but also into aspects of the nature of
creativity across a broader time span.
Lakoffian theory offers an, at this time, atypical model, in that it acknowledges agency
— that is, the individuals who make art experiences. This renders a chance to investigate into
and speculate on the nuts-and-bolts of creation. The cognitive theory of metaphor is also
unusual in that it is a theory more concerned with concepts than with words alone, thus
fostering application to a wide range of art forms. An important facet of cognitive linguistic
theory is that metaphors are embodied, that is, that mental concepts are constructed
tropaically from bodily experiences. These foundational perceptions can furthermore lead to
what he terms "image schemas," which can then be used to structure somewhat less physical
events. This has potentially significant implications for the poet, the painter, the novelist, the
critic and the scholar. It is indeed one of the main tools I have chosen to employ. In my
dissertation, Lakoffian theory will be applied to the competitive discovery of trope within
aspects of form in visual art.
Lakoff believes that a proper appreciation for metaphor cuts through the perpetual clash
between the so-called "objective" view of trope (that it is purely literary, almost decorative)
and the so-called "subjective" view (that it has no direct tie to experience). He promotes an
alternative that stresses the centrality of metaphor to our thinking processes, and thereby to
our language and other actions. Hence, I see cognitive metaphor theory similarly offering an
alternative to Formalism and Poststructuralism by subsuming them both. This study will use
theory derived from cognitive linguistics as a method of augmenting the range of
poststructuralist thought and revivifying appreciation of the formal discoveries of authors and
artists.
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Cognitive metaphor theory proffers a mode of thinking which can be applied to the
analysis and creation of art, while accentuating the efforts of the makers of these objects.
After the object-only orientation of Formalism, after the medium-only focus of
Deconstruction, this may lead to a feeling of liberation, of agency. Nevertheless, this is a
theory which brings with it a new sense of the burden of the past. Whereas the Formalist
Modernists felt free from the past and the Deconstructivist Postmodernists are endlessly
tangled in an inescapable present, authors and artists as viewed through cognitive metaphor
theory are directly responsible for fashioning their own tropes through the processes of
extension, elaboration, composition and/or questioning. This they accomplish in and through
the formal parameters of their work, with enough cultural coherence to be able to
communicate, but enough originality to be significant. Important tropes cannot merely be
selected from a list; they are discovered and built out of revisions of cultural possibilities, in
fact, fought for and won. Thus Harold Bloom's theory of antithetical revisionism also
contributes an important component to this paper, as he writes:
But again, why should someone crossing out of literary criticism address the problematics of
revisionism? What else has Western poetry been, since the Greeks, must be the answer, at
least in part. The origins and aims of poetry together constitute its powers, and the powers of
poetry, however they relate to or affect the world, rise out of a loving conflict with previous
poetry, rather than out of conflict with the world. ... This particularly creative aspect of a
kind of primal anxiety is the tendency or process I have called "poetic misprision" and have
attempted to portray in a number of earlier books.20

The heart of Bloom's theory of misprision is the concept of an indispensable,
antithetical agon of each poet. With poetry being the chief artistic discipline for Bloom, the
word poet may also be replaced here with artist, which is what I will do. Revisionism is
exalted to the central fact of artistic creativity. Agon is Bloom's term for the conflict arising
from the anxiety of influence. Each and every author must wrestle with his or her precursors,
the ones who inspired them to be writers in the first place. In amendment of Bloom, though,
this "loving conflict" also transpires with the world, as it involves tropes of bodily experience
as outlined in Lakoffian theory. Creators seeking individual ways to convey their experiences
within their media, are necessarily forced to fence with comparable expressions of similar
experiences by their predecessors, therefore primarily with their predecessors' tropes.
Cognitive metaphor theory offers an important basis for the study of art and literature, in
particular their formation. Bloomian agonistic misprision completes the portrayal of the
process by which creators arrive at the cognitive tropes so described.
The theory of central trope which I will be developing within this dissertation is
postmodern, as described. It is a model unfolding the construction by authors and artists of
distinctive central tropes in the tangible forms and processes of their media. They achieve this
by means of an agonistic struggle with predecessors' tropes, doing so in order to uniquely
articulate personal perceptions and experiences. Such tropes in the hands of artists are both
metaphoric and meta-formal, thus yielding the punning term metaphor(m) in my title. This
word describes and embodies the core of the theory. For creators, artistic value is grounded in
form, the way a work is made and its technical aspects. Yet, turning Formalism on its head,
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these attributes in themselves are significant only due to their meta-properties as tools and
modus operandi involving context, tropaic content and cultural struggle.

This Dissertation
Cognitive metaphor theory will be put in the service of art and art historical theory. In
this dissertation, then, I develop a theory of how meaning is embodied in Modern and
Postmodern creativity. I view my hypothesis as the elucidation of a theoretical yet concrete
tool with which artists create. Based in part on linguistic theory, metaphor(m) is a general
theory of trope in art, which links content and form with historical and critical cultural
awareness. I apply my theory to visual art, especially to painting and installation art. The
artists include the famous and the less well-known, historical and contemporary, friends and
foes, a smattering of all of these. (When I first wrote this Prelude, I had been studying an
applying my theory to Charles Boetschi, Vincent van Gogh, Gerhard Richter, Wesley Kimler,
Stuart Davis, Jackson Pollock, Donald Judd, Leonard Bullock, C Hill, Bill Viola, Robert
Rauschenberg, Sigmar Polke, Lawrence Weiner, Marcel Duchamp, George Brecht, Jack
Kirby, Gene Colan, Jonathan Lasker, Stephen Westfall, David Reed, Mark Francis, Mary
Heilmann, Edith Altman, Annette Messager, Joseph Beuys, Richard Long and many others.
Who exactly would turn up in my dissertation I could not then say for certain. In the
following, completed dissertation, readers will see who I settled on.) Topics include specific
and close analysis of artworks and media. While the theory of central trope is in dialogue with
a number of theorists and creators within my discussions, this dissertation is intended to be a
work of performed theory, not an exhaustive monograph on a single artist nor a purely
personal reflection. Rather, I test my thesis through the study of chosen subjects, while
simultaneously working through the implications of the theory on my own art as manifested
in the planning and creation of a painting-installation. In this way, I probe metaphor theory's
bounds and limitations, as well as its depth and utility in the study of creative works. Thus my
theorization is embodied performatively, and what is the creation of art, especially paintings,
if not mentally guided bodily experience?
I am creating this dissertation in the traditional form of a book, but with the addition of
an actual installation. If successful, both will manifest the process of creation displaying, in
open performance, the slow but steady making and finding of a metaphor(m). However, much
like Sigmund Freud's psychotherapy of himself, this may not be completely possible, opening
my dissertation to the rich possibility of partial failure. In either event, it is a thoroughly
dialogical approach to production, uniting performance and reflection in a manner perhaps
best describable as a Deweyian double-loop learning procedure or a Gadamerian hermeneutic
circle of understanding. Philosopher and education reformer John Dewey proposed that
learning was more than the prevailing view described as error and then correction. He
believed learning to be a reiterating process of testing, learning, correction and within retesting modification of the underlying goal could be altered, thus seeing it as two loops of
correction. The philosopher of hermeneutics, Hans-Georg Gadamer proposes that
understanding is accomplished by coming to a situation with preconceptions, testing these and
then necessarily altering one's judgment, resulting in ever repeating circles through which one
then deepens the comprehension of any whole through knowledge of its parts encountered in
subjective yet open investigation.
Within the writing and creating art for this dissertation, I perform something of a guided
tour my thought process. Each chapter of the dissertation, then, embodies the idea of the
chapter through the inclusion of analytical discourse, a painting and a comic sequence
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featuring an investigation of how the (meta-)discourse is being applied in the art works, in a
plurogenic, braided interlacing of registers, a methodology much inspired by Giuliana Bruno's
book Atlas of Emotion.21
My "painting installations," which I term Panels, are wall and room-filling works
wherein a group of large painted canvases are surrounded by additional painting directly on
the wall, thereby transforming the space into huge, readable, sequential "pages" of a walk-in,
"comic book." One chapter will be one of these artworks. Second, there are the somewhat
more detached paintings I term Covers. These works are paintings in gouache, ink, acrylic
and oil on paper, wood panel, or canvas. They are recognizably based on the structure of
comic book covers, with title, bold lettering, price, date, numbering, image and so on. Each
chapter begins with one of these paintings. Furthermore, important portions of the dissertation
were posted on-line on an art "e-zine" blog, allowing for additional "viewer" and reader
discussion. My hypostatization of central trope centers on testing it in the production of
Covers works and a Panels painting-installation as well as the text. Thus, I will be imagining,
conceiving, and bringing-into-vision the concept of central trope in art, as proposed in my
subtitle. Some Modernist critics are dismissive of the possibility that various art forms and
media might have any similarities or effects upon one another. Most famously advocated by
Clement Greenberg, this form of Modernism asserts that each art must be rendered "pure" by
concentrating solely on what separated it from other disciplines, especially demanding an
anti-literary stance in visual art. By contrast, my theory of central trope denies such
separation, claiming an underlying level of tropaic reasoning to be integral to literature, visual
art and creative works in other media, perhaps even postulating a necessary postmodern
impurity. Application of a conceptual theory of metaphor to art history remains a relatively
unexplored — but potentially very rich — area of research.
In addition to the text, artworks, and on-line e-zine blog posts and discussions, as
mentioned, my dissertation chapters will include sequential art (comics) concerning my
thoughts. The image preceding this Prelude was the first Cover painting. The page following
is the first of the meta-sequences in comic form. In the completed book, the Introduction
physically precedes yet temporally follows this chapter, as of course introductions are best
written after the entire text has been completed, but are presented at the beginning. The title
and topic of the next chapter is "Wandering and Surveying: Links and to Literary Theory and
Contemporary Aesthetics." It is a "placement" of the theory within the world of literary
theory, as well as a discussion of related approaches or influences from contemporary
analytical aesthetics.
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fig. 2
Cover Chapter One: Wandering and Surveying,
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CHAPTER ONE.
Wandering and Surveying: Links to Literary Theory and
Contemporary Aesthetics

Creating Is Moving To A Location (here)
- 1 The created object is brought into existence.
- 2 The created object is brought into being.
- 3 Aspirin can make your headaches go away.
Note: (here). When we understand creating in this
way we are actually understanding it as an instance
of causation: as a caused change of state of an
affected party.
—George Lakoff 1

Affinities
Scholars, other intellectuals and artists operate in landscapes populated with a vast array
of competing and overlapping circles of discussion, dialogues both historical and
contemporary. One's own thought will reflect these, as one wanders among them seeking
insightful inspiration, yet one must also critique them. To make a play on the title of Goethe's
famous novel, these are one's eclectic affinities, thinkers to whom one's own thought is linked.
Scholars generally emphasize the importance of specific affinities to their own projects. The
process is similar for creators, yet they dramatically foreground their divergence from their
discoveries in others. In land-surveying the most important practice is triangulation, the act of
using multiple reference points to connect to and locate (that is, find and describe) one's exact
position with the greatest possible accuracy. I am using this metaphor in this chapter, both
because I find it very productive and because I am attracted to it as a former land-surveyor
and now both an artist and scholar.
In the Prelude, I quickly described my individual response to a current, specific
situation in the artworld. That is, for the last several decades what is termed "literary" or
"cultural theory" has had a signal, even hegemonic, position within the analytic segments of
the fields of literature and visual art. In this chapter, I explore more completely the particulars
of some of the theories themselves, tracing and retracing my search through the various ideas.
This is a somewhat curious endeavor, because on the one hand, I knew much of the outcome
already, having of course done most of my research previous to this writing. On the other, I
tried to remain open to fresh decisions as I retrace my peripatetic explorations, while
continuously "tying them in" to my principal personal perceptions concerning art and
creativity. Thus a doubling of exploration occurs here, and throughout this dissertation, as I

1

George Lakoff, et al., Conceptual Metaphor Home Page (University of California at Berkeley website,
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recreate an intellectual journey and yet intensely live it, leaving it open to new finds. Perhaps
this is something of a simile for painting itself.
In this first decade of the new millennium, dogmatic partisanship appears to have begun
to wane. Nevertheless, most authors in these fields still appear to pay attention and respect to
a delimited pantheon of theorists. The various theories comprising this multifarious enterprise
include Structuralism, Poststructuralism, Deconstruction, Hermeneutics, Formalism, several
Marxisms, some neo-Freudianism, Reader-Response theory, Feminist criticism, Relational
Aesthetics, Performative Aesthetics and a few others. The dominance of "theory" has been so
persuasive as to have given rise to an attack against it as if it were a single, monolithic entity
as exemplified in Steven Knapp and Walter Benn Michael's essay "Against Theory." 2 Much
of postmodern advanced theoretical reflection on literature and art is rooted in
poststructuralist French ideological thought and has been polemically used to prod the sleepy
beast that standard Anglo-American criticism unfortunately had become. Sole adherence to
this group of Postmodernists can lead to simplistic clannishness or it can manifest academic
trendiness. However, the creature is certainly now wide awake and frisky, (although,
unfortunately not in standard art criticism itself yet). All aesthetic or metacritical speculation
must come to terms with the challenges and insights within what is called literary or critical
theory. My thought has been influenced by selected aspects of postmodern theory. This
includes, nevertheless, a skeptical and sometimes even antagonistic response to the sophistry
and solipsism of many partisans of theory. Contemporary literary theory has been
perceptively termed the "hermeneutics of suspicion," a term introduced by Paul Ricœur, who
felt that all texts are corrupted by societal forces aiming for domination.3 This is a rather
paranoid, totalizing conception of creative works, relegating them to symptoms of illness and
of creators, seeing them merely as minions of the powerful. Nevertheless, literary theory can
be intellectually stimulating, particularly as a provocative catalyst to thought. The sundry
doctrines of theory expose new insights by subjecting every assumption to recrimination. The
light of theory may be actinic, but it throws deficiencies into high relief.
Concurrently, the philosophy of art has assumed an unprecedented prominence in
analytic thought. From accusations of "dreariness" by J. Passmore in 1954, aesthetics has
developed into an exciting and important realm of inquiry in the hands of such philosophers
as Arthur C. Danto, George Dickey, Nelson Goodman, Noël Carroll and Berys Gaut.4
Nevertheless, more than literary theory, it has tended to stay within its own frame of reference
as Lydia Goehr has described.
[American aesthetics] continues seriously to investigate its relation to its single parent,
philosophy. While it sometimes strives for independence, it never actually breaks free.
Instead, it usually finds itself trying to reeducate its parent as a result of its own maturing.
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See the volume Against Theory, with its many, often defensive, responses. It appeared at the end of the
1980s, but this book and others with similar complaints have had ever increasing effect in the new
millennium. W. J. Thomas Mitchell, ed., Against Theory: Literary Studies and the New Pragmatism
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1985).
3
Paul Ricœur, Freud and Philosophy: An Essay on Interpretation (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1970).
4
J. Passmore, "The Dreariness of Aesthetics," Mind 60 (1951); reprinted in Aesthetic and Languages, ed.
William Elton (Oxford, 1954).
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Perhaps this constant reeducation is a necessary, albeit unwieldy, component of the
continuing rejuvenation of both aesthetics and philosophy.5

While this is true, aesthetics has much to offer working writers, artists and critics. Their
reeducation could result in a healthy rejuvenation of creative practice. The stimulating effect
of aesthetics on visual art can be illustrated by looking at Danto's philosophical criticism. His
inspiration of the institutional theory of the ontology of art has had a great impact on the art
world through his critical reviews and books such as The Transfiguration of the
Commonplace, which first appeared in 1981 and has since become one of the most widely
read texts in its field.6 Other philosophical problems and solutions could be potentially even
more enlightening. Particularly important in recent history was the widening of aesthetics as a
result of the disappearance of narrow positivism as an over-dominant force, allowing the
expansion in the field we see from the 1960s until today. According to Avrum Stroll, Ludwig
Wittgenstein's "idea that philosophical problems are 'deep disquietudes,' that they must be
taken seriously in their own right and not be assimilated into various forms of scienticism as
the positivists urged, gave new impetus to a field that the positivists had dismissed as a
species of nonsense." 7
Creators themselves have become acutely interested in aesthetics. Gordon Epperson is a
musician who is also deeply involved with the philosophy of art. He finds this concern natural
and necessary.
Musicians (like other artists) are inveterate theorizers, ceaselessly discussing their musical
ideas and problems, analyzing techniques, making judgments, striving to get things "right."
They are preoccupied in practice with form, function, and meaning: and their special
vocabularies, sometimes as recondite as the argot of professional philosophers, are rich in
imagery. They are, to a degree, aestheticians, though it would surprise most of them to be
told that.8

This is also true for authors and creators in the other arts; it is even occasionally true of
critics, publishers, curators and the like. Aesthetics has had a greater, if less particular,
influence on my speculations than has literary theory. The theory of trope I am charting,
building and applying in my dissertation bridges several gaps. First, it contains elements of
both literary theory and the philosophy of art which I sought out and applied. Second, it is
important for me that it accounts for aspects of creativity from the standpoint of the maker,
the object, and the viewer, as well as being a critical hypothesis. Third, it focuses on visual art
but has wider implications for other arts. Finally, it is primarily inspired by the poetics of
metaphor and research discoveries in contemporary cognitive psychology and linguistics,
with additional elements from other theoreticians and of my own creation.
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Owing to what I feel is my wide range of theoretical kin within the fields of literary
criticism and contemporary philosophical aesthetics, I could present this chapter solely as a
list of internet links, that is, as a hypertextual document containing the names of all the
theorists and philosophers who have influenced my theories, or whose thought borders on it in
some way. (The internet version of the test draft of this chapter had hot links on many of the
names.) Additionally, as a part of this chapter, I have created a painting doing something
similar. On it I am represented looking through a theodolite, viewing a mind-map-like array
of all the names of the theorists and philosophers in this chapter, connected by lines as I see
relationships among them, each name painted in a logo-like form reflecting their interests.
This reveals my Diogenes-like wandering through their works and thoughts, seeking wise
council which I apply in my own way as tools of understanding. The "world" of my theory is
thus delineated indirectly in readers' minds, obliquely. Such a format models the searching,
stumbling path of theoretical discovery itself, while dramatically foregrounding the social,
cultural and historical bonds which constitute the theory's nexus — links to others in the
original as well as computer-jargon sense. The two fields I survey here, literary theory and
analytic aesthetics, frequently seem to despise each other, yet can be seen as co-dependent: a
worthy topic for development in the future. The following chapter lists kindred souls and a
few clear opponents. Each is rather cursorily canvassed for its direct bearing on the
development of my thought. However, in the interests of readability, I have retained the form
of a traditionally ordered text. Yet, this text, the hyperlinked on-line version and the
accompanying artworks visibly reflect my survey-map-like search.
A better metaphor than a link being "clicked on," is a site being "measured to." I will
attempt to locate the development of my theory, of central tropes being found within formal
elements, in the world of other theories, much as a surveyor "locates" (legally designates the
site of) a piece of land by running simple connecting lines to nearby, already documented
sites through physically measuring to them, drawing and registering plans. The theodolite and
measuring chains that I use in this chapter are applied inclusively, thus occasionally
brusquely. Let this be a plat (a map showing existing and intended features) of where I have
built my speculation.
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fig. 3
Wandering and Surveying: the Names,
oil and acrylic on canvas,
2009,
160 x 100 cm / 63 in x 39 in
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Literary Theory
There are moments when the inadequacy of our
language seizes us, when language seems to fall
apart and falling apart opens us to what transcends
it. ... As language falls apart, contact with being is
reestablished.
—Karsten Harries 9
Is [reading, as an art] sweetness and light, as
modern humanistic criticism from Matthew Arnold
to M. H. Abrams tells us it is going to be? Is it the
working through of the epistemology of its tropes,
as modern deconstructive criticism from Heidegger
to Paul de Man insists upon telling us?
Increasingly I suspect that Abrams and Hillis
Miller, when they debate interpretive modes, truly
dispute only degrees of irony, of the human gap
between expectation and fulfillment.
—Harold Bloom 10

The human gap between expectation and fulfillment, the basic problem of the mediated
nature of our experience, has been a perennial point of trouble which began as a philosophical
problem long before "new media" entered the scene. We know nothing but what reaches us
through our senses or from information supplied by others. There is no "direct" contact with
any concrete reality as such. The epistemological anxiety over this state of affairs, as well as
its exploitation in the form of ironic reiteration, is a mainstay of contemporary literary critical
theories and the works of art inspired by them. This is Postmodernism's pride and its folly.
Literary criticism accentuates the points where language (in its widest sense) falls apart. This
could point toward contact with "reality" and toward the difficulty of the act — the beauty of
what we call "stubborn fact." Beginning with such negatively framed epigraphs and
comments, one would hardly suspect how important literary criticism is to my conjecture. I
prominently utilize the idea of antithetical misprision from Harold Bloom and, like him, feel
that I am both a member of and dissenter from literary criticism.
Bloom, the American literary critic and former professor at Yale University, is an ideal
starting point for this discussion. His controversial theory of artistic influence is important to
my theory. It is difficult to do justice to his marvelous yet labyrinthine theory in a short
description. Nevertheless, I will attempt to quickly summarize what I find useful in his theory
for my work, based on the full range of his publications. Bloom's theory of misprision is
poststructuralist, yet in many ways an attack on the self-centeredness of other
Poststructuralisms. Throughout his books and essays Bloom lets fly many well-aimed arrows
of criticism at these thinkers. Inevitably they strike with deadly accuracy. For example, taking
site on the field as a whole, Bloom asks rhetorically of "those problematics of deconstruction"
if they "are not the death-throes of German Romantic philosophy?" 11 Shortly thereafter in the
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same book, Bloom asserts that modern deconstructive critics "truly dispute only degrees of
irony" 12 He is capable of summing up Postructuralist theorizing and dismissing its (selfignored) metaphor-model in an astute pair of sentences.
Deconstruction and other post-Heideggerian paradigms tend to the so-called linguistic
model, which reduces to the very odd trope of a demiurgical entity named "Language"
acting like a Univac, and endlessly doing our writing for us. I don't find this trope any more
persuasive than the traditionalist trope of the Imagination as a kind of mortal god endlessly
doing our writing for us. 13

The solid core of Bloom's theory is the concept of an essential, antithetical agon of each
poet-creator. Revisionism is vastly expanded and exalted to the primal fact of artistic
creativity. Agon is Bloom's term for the conflict arising from the anxiety of influence. Each
and every author or artist must wrestle with his or her precursor, the ones who inspired them
to be writers in the first place. That figure may be singular, plural or a composite one. This is
not an intellectual choice of "favorite paragon." One cannot choose this figure, rather he, she
or they thrust themselves upon the would-be creator.14 This spar can be seen as a synecdoche
of the struggle against pastness in its entirety. Since this method involves sharp opposition,
Bloom calls it "antithetical." An important aspect of this strife is the purposeful misreading of
the precursor's works, which Bloom terms misprision. He takes this word from Shakespeare:
"So thy great gift, upon misprision growing,/" (Sonnet 87).
"Misprision" for Shakespeare, as opposed to "mistaking," implied not only a
misunderstanding or misreading but tended also to be a punning word-play suggesting
unjust imprisonment. Perhaps "misprision" in Shakespeare also means a scornful
underestimation: either way, he took the legal term and gave it an aura of deliberate or
willful misinterpretation. 15

Creators create themselves and their works by battling their fear of being a
Johnny-come-lately. "Strong" authors, as Bloom calls them, attempt to occupy the position of
each of their precursor-figures, thus actually forming a new and independent spot for
themselves. This, according to Bloom, is a continuous process, even against oneself and
previous versions of oneself.
The theory of misprision stresses the prominence of allusion and the trope of
metalepsis. Metalepsis, also called transumption, is that figure of speech which plays a trope
on another previous trope, often in an anachronistic or "frame-breaking" fashion. This tropeof-tropes becomes the tool for an allusive yet affirmative struggle of reversals, performed
with purposeful discontinuity on a stage of one's own knowledge, with psychological and
spiritual desire. The precursor's, and history's, presence is nether denied in feigned or sought
out ignorance, nor granted a forfeit win through worship. It must be emphasized that for
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Bloom the work itself is central. It itself is the achieved anxiety of influence, not some relic of
the same. He affirms "the self over language, while granting priority to figurative language
over meaning." 16
Bloom's controversial theory grants artworks substantial bedding in the acts of
individual creators, something which appears self-evident to me, yet has been expunged from
most contemporary theories. Theorists such as Ricœur relegate artists to something akin to
symptoms, expressions of societal sickness. I seek a way to include agency, the conscious
contribution creators make, not only in their formal proficiency but also what they have to
say, so-called extra-formal concerns. Artists are often active intelligences, expressing yet also
critiquing the cultures of which they are a part. When I discovered Bloom, his work offered a
new dimension of understanding for me, one that impeccably supplemented my later
encounter with cognitive metaphor theory. Upon my discovery of George Lakoff, I realized
that my hypothesis of the invention of a central trope could be best envisioned as the end
result of a subjective contest with social and moral dimensions. In Lakoffian terms, my
hypothesis is that a vocabulary of foundational cognitive metaphors is at work in the formal,
aspects of the works of artists. One central trope is brought into being through a figurative
vision of one or more aspects of the form. To Bloom's agonistic "why," cognitive linguistics
wed the "how," when supplemented by my own ideas and those described in this chapter.
However, I am jumping ahead of myself on the trail of my survey.
To return to Harold Bloom, not all poets, authors and other artists conduct this agonistic
struggle fully or to its end. Those who do not are creators as well, yet ones whom Bloom
terms "weak." More graciously, we could call them "less resolute." They can be engaging, but
only interesting at best, not riveting, according to Bloom. At worst, they are the derivative
contemporary equivalent of the Academicians of art: faded reflections of previous, "strong"
artists (again Bloom's terminology).17 Such incompleteness, perhaps even timidity, is often
quickly rewarded nowadays, as many critics, curators, publishers, editors and others in power
above creators are themselves similarly "weak" thinkers, or at least unrepentantly derivative,
unwilling to do the appropriate antithetical battle with their own precursors. (These are field
and role specific, such as various forms of criticism, earlier forms of exhibition, former
publishing endeavors, influential past gallerists, curators, historians, and so on.)
I will not delve into the intricacies of Bloom's "revisionary ratios," and so on. Yet, I
sense they would accord as well with paintings as with poems.18 The fact of "agon" itself is
his perspicacious discovery: the essential struggle with what is inherited; with the inherited
precursor(s), probably composite, who inspired one to be a "poet" at all (read: novelist,
painter, scholar, critic, curator, publisher, et al.), yet whom one must defeat to become a real
artist and not a borrowed whisper of derivativeness. As a case in point, in his book The
Anxiety of Influence, Bloom discusses his agonistic struggle with William Shakespeare, as
well as that author's own agon with his contemporary Christopher Marlowe. Marlowe was
both a positive influence on the Bard, due to shaking off earlier moralistic conventions, yet
also a negative one due to the fact that Shakespeare saw a way to improve on Marlowe by
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deepening the humanity and personal psychological factors of his characters, in opposition to
Marlowe's, who tended toward caricature. In a similar fashion, Bloom discusses how
Shakespeare was influenced by, yet overcame, the influences of Ovid and Geoffrey
Chaucer.19 Although clearly inspired by Freud, Bloom can be pushed beyond the simplicity of
most interpretations of Oedipal father-figure relationships. In truth, I see a clearer source for
Bloom's thought in the Biblical account of Jacob's struggle with the angel (or God) than in the
Greek myth of Oedipus. I explore this side-issue Chapter Seven.
Another literary theoretician who has served as an inspiration behind my thought is
Mikhail Bakhtin, who, perhaps unfortunately, has been claimed by all. Theorists of every bent
seem to find him a compatriot. This may be a result of "confusion," as Gary Saul Morson
suggests in his essay "Who Speaks for Bakhtin?" due to Bakhtin's "peculiar, elusive, even
weird biography and style, not to mention his breadth of interest."20. However, Bakhtin is
important because he invented several genuinely remarkable ideas; ones which are insightful
and serve as necessary solvents for unproductive philosophical notions gumming up current
theorizing. More positively stated, Morson goes on to assert that reading Bakhtin encourages
us to make a "meaningful escape from an endless oscillation between dead abstractions." 21
This is a better explanation of why he has such importance to me and so many others.
Bakhtinian notions which have helped inspire me include his sense of the living fluidity
of expression; his concepts of heteroglossia, polyphonic form and dialogic form; his insight
that these may engender the liberation of alternative voices; and his presentation of the
carnival as a suggestive metaphor. 22 In Bakhtin's view, language is not a neutral static object
(à la Ferdinand de Saussure). Language, especially creative language, is an "utterance," a
social act of speaking, involving struggle, ideology, class, speakers and listeners. I see this as
describing the socio-political context of the development of artistic tropes. Therefore works of
art are not "uni-accentual." That is, they are not limited to having simply one of a small range
of possible meanings. Rather, heteroglossia defines the state of meaning in all discourse. By
this, Bakhtin means that a multitude of voices naturally resonates within each utterance. This
is the chief source of richness in all expression and, prescriptively speaking, should be
emphasized and built upon by authors. Nevertheless, he believes, heteroglossia is generally
suppressed, if unsuccessfully, in order for those in power to feel comfortable in their attempts
to control others. Bakhtin supplies us with an artistic version of the philosophical necessity of
accepting belief in the existence of other minds. Artists' works interweave multiple social
points of view as well as being individual expressions. Likewise, a specific artistic trope is
only possible within the confines of the time and place where it is created, thus it reflects the
cultural and temporal dependency of all tropes, even Lakoff's so-called foundational
metaphors, at least in their concrete manifestations. Any theory I fashion must too, then, be
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framed by context. Yet I see this frame like the walls of an arena. Within its confines lie the
elements with which the thought-game can be played, both in and against the rules.
Heteroglossia may be envisioned as an unsystematic, almost chaotic struggle of a
variety of voices. Likewise, the "strongest" artworks (to return to Bloomian terminology) are
many layered and composed, yet often not truly systematically unified, I contend. I see this in
the novels of James Joyce, some of Pablo Picasso's most important works such as Les
Demoiselles d'Avignon, and the early installations of Dennis Oppenheim such as Early
Morning Blues.

fig. 4
Pablo Picasso,
Les Demoiselles d'Avignon,
oil on canvas,
1907,
243.9 x 233.7 cm / 96 in x 92 in

fig. 5
Denis Oppenheim,
Early Morning Blues,
room installation,
mixed media,
1977,
dimensions variable,
5 ft diameter aluminum record player, 10 ft diameter neon hotplate
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Continuing this line of reasoning, Bakhtin both asserts heteroglossia as a foundational
truth and promotes its exploitation in writing. This is approach I use in my dissertation as
well. Bakhtin finds an exemplary version of heteroglossic literature in the novels of Fyodor
Dostoevsky. This author created what Bakhtin terms a new polyphonic or dialogic form. The
various points of view which arise in a novel, within or between characters, are presented and
utilized, but not hierarchically ordered. The invention of a unique self in art, of a central trope
as I will discuss in following chapters, comes about through antithetical struggle, as I have
repeatedly asserted, hence I am frequently tempted to use the term dialectical when
describing it. However, this term suggests very ordered conflicts between simple pairs of
contradictions, which then result in clear syntheses. The formation of artistic tropes, and
creative thought in general, I find accurately described in Bakhtin's terms. An artistic trope is
dialogically forged and used. It revels in the interplay of equivocal, interlocked meanings.
There are multiple theses and antitheses yielding no synthesis, but rather the opportunity for
even more conflict. Such struggle is subversive and liberating. Similar to Bakhtin, I will
define my theory as being fundamentally true of the arts, and yet I am also propagandizing for
its more conscious and proficient application.
Finally, Bakhtin's use of the carnival as metaphor is attractive, albeit perhaps too often
cited. Bakhtin asserts that literature can undermine the dominant conventions and rules
through jesting and unruliness. In our time such festivities have disappeared, been
commercialized beyond use, or have degenerated into exploitative, sexist, drunken sprees.
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri envision plurality itself as a potential carnivalesque arena
of liberation in their book Multitude: War and Democracy in the Age of Empire, one resistant
to neo-liberal globalization and homogenization.23 I believe the spirit of the carnival, as
Bakhtin imagines it, lives on in the creation and enjoyment of tropes. Raman Selden describes
this spirit as "collective and popular; hierarchies are turned on their heads...; opposites are
mingled...; the sacred is profaned. The 'jolly relativity' of all things is proclaimed." 24 In my
theorizing, the carnival as trope is replaced by the trope as carnival. Borrowing a phrase from
Morson in his essay "Tolstoy's Absolute Language" wherein he describes the novel in
Bakhtin's eyes, we might say that all central tropes"are framed by an implicit 'for instance'."25
The effect Julia Kristeva has had on my deliberation can be summed up in four words:
the possibility of resistance. As I searched the field, it appeared to me that the dominant forms
of contemporary theorizing such as Deconstructionism were pathographic, seeing art as
simply a symptom, forever doomed to morbidly mirror the diseases of the society surrounding
it. It had not perhaps been originally so conceived, but in art critical practice, that is what the
followers of Jacques Derrida had made of his theories. Reading Kristeva's works encouraged
me in my search for a location in the creative practice itself where an "opening" could occur,
where dominant tropes might be disrupted as well as expressed. This effort was an integral
engine behind the origination of my exploration of theory. In Kristeva I saw the first glimmer
of hope. Her form of feminism privileges opposition through a "dispersed" subject/speaker.
The inherent contradiction of the process of likening one thing to another in tropes is central
to my thinking. Creators may thus be seen as those who anarchistically answer the
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domineering assertion of rules as the Other, as the perennial foreigner. Kristeva's philosophy
can be used in this way to supplement the Bakhtinian notion of liberating alternative voices.
What would those voices say? Within the often fatalistic confines of poststructuralist theory,
she contrarily traces the necessity of an outlet. John Lechte describes Kristeva's rich
estimation of poetics: "It is precisely one of the features of poetic language, for example, that
it embodies contradiction."26 Syntax, order and rules of form are turned topsy-turvy by
pleasure, laughter and poetry. In this aspect of Kristeva's thought one can see that type of
incorrigible play which occurs in metaphor-making — especially in those creative tropes
which question, invert or criticize metaphors which are taken for granted in our culture. As I
roamed through the various thinkers ideas, my thoughts increasingly crystallized around the
individual creation of tropes as a potential avenue of resistance.
Acknowledging the historic and social situation in which any cultural entity is
embedded must be an integral aspect of any useful theory of art. One school of literary
theorists who accentuate this is termed either New Historicism or, alternately, Cultural
Materialism. These thinkers remind us of the social contextuality of all thought, including
their own. This is something which has not often been focused on in the discussions of
various formalist and even deconstructivist critics, from the exclusively object-oriented
theorists who dominated in the 70s when I was first studying art and art history through the
solipsistic denials of meaning and agency in Postmodernism of the early 21st century. New
Historicists assert that history is of primary importance, yet it is discontinuous and
contradictory. It is in fact not an it at all — rather a they. History consists of multiple
histories. As I develop my own theories, I feel it crucial to propose the necessity of multiple
personal and social histories. Each person's history is invented. It cannot be viewed in a
detached fashion, as it is rooted in desire. Furthermore, every individual history is actually an
interwoven cable of multiple histories, each representing a contextual role or relationship of
that human (class, gender, profession, geographical origin, social position, and so on). The
strands twist about one another under the tension of the agon of that specific individual. By
person I mean here creator, perceiver, critic, historian and more, even though I am
emphasizing artists in this dissertation, for each of us is all of these and much else at one time
or another. In Chapter Nine I delve further into this at the level of art history survey classes.
In New Historicism, cultural objects such as literature and art are studied in context in
order to recover as many contextual relationships as possible. Basing their thought heavily on
the late works of Michel Foucault, these theorists in the U.S. tend to view the situation
pessimistically. However, I would concur with their British counterparts, the Cultural
Materialists, in interpreting it more positively. Each context itself is a precarious human
construct, not just the discreet objects situated therein. This is manipulable material, too. As
both New Historicists and Cultural Materialists have pointed out, there are three possible
responses to every authoritarian demand. There is not only the "yes, yes" of the good subject
or vassal, but also the "no, no" of the bad subject or dissenter, and most importantly the third
modality, the "not in that way" answer of the heretic. In a similar modality, one may see all
three such responses in the development of creators' tropes. There is the good subject who
reiterates the accepted metaphors of a time and place, pasting together available tropes.
Depending on the circumstances, this can be culturally affirming or it can lead to academic
doggerel or kitsch. Second, there is the trope created by the bad subject, which actively denies
or negates metaphors generally taken for granted. Such a rebuttal also may lead in two
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directions. Either it is a stirring criticism suggesting new options of thought, or it results in a
clichéd expression of simplistic nihilism. Finally, there is the third modality, which I seek to
emphasize in my theory. This creator repudiates the unacceptable metaphors by questioning
and bending them into surprises of new insight. Such authors tell us "not in the way
commanded" and then carry on, showing us a new way to conceive of the experience under
discussion.
Louis A. Montrose in "Professing the Renaissance," has described the New Historicism
as the "poetics and politics of culture," and shown how this quickly leads to questions of
political power and its effects on literature and art.27 The Marxist Fredric Jameson is the
theorist most rigorously analyzing the political aspects of culture, and he has originated an
especially astute form of dialectical criticism. He attempts to view the individual, whether
author or reader, within a larger context, particularly within social structures, while keeping
an eye on the present and his own ideological position. Jameson has suggested that positions
taken in postmodernism "can be shown to articulate visions of history, in which the evaluation
of the social moment in which we live today is the object of an essentially political
affirmation or repudiation." 28 According to Jameson, perceivers as well as creators of art
works are clearly subjective, even fragmented and suppressed. Nevertheless, works of art and
literature express the alienated condition of our time and yet also compensate for certain
aspects of this loss through alternative offerings of fullness. This can be interpolated to be true
of reception and interpretation as well. It is impossible to completely step outside the fact of
our subjective perception, but works of art can assist us in rupturing the casings which
continuously threaten to surround us — formed from the incrustations of our unquestioned
assumptions. This action can bring about a widening of our subjective experience, an idea
which meshes well with the philosophical theory of interpretation of Hans-Georg Gadamer,
which is discussed below. It is also the aspect of Jameson's theories which I find most fecund.
Jameson has a strong sense of the urgency of concrete experience, however subjectively
encountered it must always be. The form of literary works is always profoundly intertwined
with the tangible. What is important is what a technique or structure can or cannot do, as
engaged with the dominant cultural imperatives of its time and place. This is a fine
observation that can be applied to visual art, especially painting, and the formation of
individual tropes. The strength of a trope resides in what it can say or not say about lived
experience. I agree with Jameson that reality is more than just a text. I feel his insight can be
used to clarify one aspect of the confrontational interaction between artworks — the "text" —
and subjective, yet not solipsistic, perceptions of palpable reality. As I studied Jameson's
works, although I am inherently anti-formalist, I began to see that the concrete formal
qualities of an artwork could be the site at which this clash transforms itself into a testing —
in the service of meaning, that is in the service of usefulness. Furthermore, the playfulness of
a new trope helps rupture encrusted thought, and when it is broadly applied, supplies an
example of a possible new fullness.
Jameson finds his ideas true of our understanding of narratives in general, as well as of
the creation and formal presence of literature. Stories require interpretations and often our
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experiences are present in our mind as stories. Interpretation is thus one of our chief activities
in life. Works of visual art likewise bring this to the fore by being necessarily open to various
levels of reading, of construal. For Jameson, each interpretation is in some way true. Each
explanation discloses a particular feature of the aesthetic object while evidencing a
characteristic of society. I would add that it also reveals an attitude of acceptance, denial, or
resistance to given interpretations. I realized that in my theory, I would attempt to describe
how the elements of creative form in artworks are intertwined with material reality, as
maintained by Jameson.
Various concepts derived from feminist literary theory have been partially surfacing in
other contexts in this chapter up to this point. Feminist theory contains a wide, exhilarating
rang of approaches and concerns. Three specific considerations I find most valuable. First,
many feminists concentrate on strategies of action. Although the majority of feminist literary
critics also wield grand theories, they prefer to treat these as instruments applied to attain very
specific goals. This is a pointed admonition for the recent artworld, especially for those of us
who hypothesize gladly. Don't take your ideology for the very reality it seeks to describe or
change! This reminds me that my interest is in constructing a theory, yet not an absolute one.
Rather, one that grows from an appreciation of the nuts-and-bolts of production, and thereby
endeavors to avoid too much abstracted absolutism. Second, the feminist concept of the
located self is one of the great tools of thought in history. This is the elucidation of the fact
that gender and the rest of one's personality are largely socially constructed, not solely
biological givens. Each person consists of a web of locational connections. Returning us to
my surveying metaphor, this idea shapes this chapter and my thought as a whole. Third, an
appreciation made by Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar is a key idea. They assert throughout
their historic book The Madwoman in the Attic, that it is imperative for feminists to both
partially comply with and yet contravene patriarchal literary standards.29 There has been a
backlash by those calling themselves post-feminists against certain elements of feminism they
claim are misandrist and divisive. Nevertheless, the qualities I find useful and have described
are being constructively continued in the so-called third-wave feminists. As discussed in the
section on Kristeva above, taken more broadly such strategies disclose the loophole through
which resistance can come into existence. I find this loophole to be the play with tropes.
What still remains unrealized in criticism and theory, sadly, is Susan Sonntag's farsighted feminist call for an "erotics" of appreciation in place of a dry aesthetics. A
philosophical wooing in this direction can be found in renowned art critic, art historian and
psychologist Donald Kuspit's writings. In his book Idiosyncratic Identities, he formulated
three vital necessities for rejuvenating art in our postmodern times, when "the avant-garde
[has died] from entropic pursuit of novelty." 30 These requirements are: to find the heart of
creativity in desire, to embrace idiosyncrasy, and to nourish one's yearning for healthiness.
Kuspit has continued to promote and expand on these ideas in his recent works, including his
critical essays on-line at artnet.com.31 I have learned from Sonntag and Kuspit about the
necessity of including desire as an integral element. Desire clearly plays a role in antithetical
strife, which is a form of competitive yearning. However, this struggle can be interpreted
more broadly. Interaction with foundational tropes, as I discuss below, can be fertile ground
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for personal, idiosyncratic development, especially when questioning them, combining them
in unique ways, or extending and elaborating them. I seek to develop a theory which in
practice encourages unconventionality and manifests a desire for maturation on the part of the
creator. Even if that maturity itself is not reached, the desire and will to achieve it is drive
enough. The struggle to mature is a synecdoche of the will to reach psychological healthiness.
In addition to leading us to a combined intellectual and sensual appreciation of literature and
art, Kuspit's ideas could help us value "art that possesses a quality of desire that seems to
undo the system from within, making it seem at odds with itself in unexpected subjective
ways." 32
The next candidate for discussion may be construed as the suspicion and suppression of
desire, hence the opposite of Kuspit's theory. Deconstruction has been the dominant influence
on most postmodern literature and art, or at least on its critics. Therefore, every current theory
must acknowledge this movement in some fashion; my analysis is primarily an attack on
Deconstructivist fallacies and yet is colored by the movement as well. While its wittiest
proponent has probably been Roland Barthes, the name which seems to pop up in most
instances of art criticism is Jacques Derrida. I will not launch into a description of his work,
as it has been discussed so extensively. In general, Deconstructivists concentrate on the
relativistic indeterminacy of language, which leads them to doubt the possibility of any actual
interaction with any "reality" outside expression itself (the "text" again). Furthermore, since
every language structure is determined by its context, then every expression is suspect — it is
seen as no more than the self-generated manifestation of an ahistorical, abstractly conceived
hegemonic power. Critics can only hope to reveal the self-serving aspects of any utterance.
This is the famous "death of the author," which pointedly does not include a similar "death of
the theorist." In short, I feel they are trapped in the age-old problems of solipsism, blinded by
their rediscovery of the fact that all awareness is mediated. As one aspect of their approach,
many Deconstructivists in the visual artworld have denied any possibility or desire for
meaning and ethics in art and literature, calling on practitioners of the arts to simply
concentrate on success. This places them squarely in the (also age-old) position of Socrates'
great adversaries, the Sophists. "Nothing can be known, experienced or learned, but let us
teach you about that." I see this as an especially malevolent strain of nihilism. The heyday of
the hegemony of Deconstructionism seems to be slowly evaporating, yet there is little doubt
that many postmodern artists still use these ideas quite consciously (e.g., David Salle, Barbara
Kruger, most Neo-Conceptualists, etc.). At least, they can be said to work with
Deconstruction as the principal component of their Weltbild. This, for example, results in the
Artforum mode of criticism, a mélange of deconstructivist critical theory and quasi-Freudian
psychoanalysis. Nonetheless, the technique of deconstruction can be a useful interrogative
tool, particularly in the hands of feminists or queer-theory thinkers. Disassembling potential,
ignored, or suppressed "corruption" in cultural objects and texts can indeed be enlightening,
although this notably works better with artifacts of commercial culture than with fine art and
higher literature. My dispute with Deconstructivism, and my occasional use of deconstruction
as an instrument, is incorporated into the structure of my theory itself and will come to the
fore in various parts of this dissertation.
The final literary theory I will consider is the product of the novelist and media theorist
Daniel F. Ammann. He has an inventive critical achievement in his identification of format as
an important, intrinsic element of the formal and significative structure in all media. Format is
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only one segment of his complex analytical Lesekompass ("reading compass") in his essay
"Pfade, Knoten, Leerstellen: Leserstimulation und textuelle Mitarbeit." 33 Ammann predicates
three levels of orientation in interactions with communicative texts and objects. (He uses the
word text in its widest sense, as entities being interpreted). The first of these is the
Instanzebene ("level of activation"), which refers to the subject who interacts with the text,
whether reader, viewer, author, artist, or community. Second, he posits a Manifestationsebene
("level of manifestation"), which consists of the text or other artifact being focused upon.
Third, there is the Implikationsebene ("level of implication"): the background against which
the text assumes form, such as the personal, cultural and social connotations and denotations
of its elements for the author and/or reader.
The second of these levels has three subdivisions of its own: Zeichen, Medium and
Format. The Zeichen ("sign") is the mark or series of indications of which one intends to
construe a meaning — letters, words, drawn lines, electronic images, sounds, etc.; generally a
system of these. Medium is the same word in English. By this Ammann means the tangible
data-carrier, which is comprised of the material and the technology (as well as, perhaps,
institution) in which the "manifestation" was created — a painting, a written book (text in the
ordinary sense), sound waves, moving images, etc. Finally, Format, which can also remain
the same word in English, denotes the Aggregatszustand (physical state) of the text, as
Ammann describes it in this paper.34 Format thus consists of the package of details of the
particular data-carrier, the singular vehicle bearing that text — magnetic-tape cassette sound
recording; middle-sized, easel, oil painting on canvas; square-bound, trade paper-back book;
home, VHS videotape; DVD; mp3 encoding; and so on. The term format has several
meanings outside Ammann's theory. Format often refers to computer discs, CDs, vinyl LPs,
radio waves, projected slides, billboards, TV show genres, museum installations, and other
such entities. All are explained well in his notion of format as the particulars of the holder and
displayer of communication. While the listed examples are mostly media, according to
Ammann's system, they are commonly discussed under the rubric of format because it is
recognized that their importance lies in one or more of their specific characteristics, especially
as these vary from earlier or more standard media forms. Format is truly these technical
properties as pointed out by Ammann, not the medium in its entirety. The qualities which
comprise format are those such as size, weight, scale, proportion, design, volume, duration,
etc.
Format describes first and foremost the way in which information is stored or displayed on a
data carrier, or how the content is constituted in a medium or through a specific piece of
play-back equipment.35

Ammann's insight, which I find applicable to visual art, is that the three elements of
sign, medium and format are invariably present and inextricably intertwined. Furthermore,
format as a concept had not previously been recognized for its importance and had not been
extracted for analysis. Ammann's idea functions best as a re-reading of the relationship
between the elements in those arts featuring what philosophers term the type/token distinction
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— novels, prints, poetry, multiples, etc. He radically and almost counter intuitively suggests
that each token's potentialities reflectively leave tracks on the type itself. As an example, in
the philosophy of art the term "work of phonography" has recently begun to appear to
describe those pieces of music which exist solely or chiefly as manipulated studio effects,
through multi-tracking and the like.36 In his book Rhythm and Noise: An Aesthetics of Rock,
Theodore Gracyk finds the definition of Rock music in its dedication to the priority of the
recording; he maintains that live performances of this music generally nowadays imitate the
studio-created version as closely as possible, thus displaying its preeminence.37 Additionally,
though, Ammann's theory of format is useful in reconsidering aspects of form in other sorts of
art, such as those Noël Carroll calls template works (films) or one-of-a-kind works (paintings,
drawings, direct sculpture), thus it is valuable for me. A traditional singular stone sculpture,
for instance, is made of a specific marble (material) carved in particular ways (technique).
However, it also possesses a certain size and scale in relation to viewers, and perhaps is
intended for a specific location (cultural context) and makes use of anticipated light
conditions (physical context); all of these elements are better understood in light of Ammann's
concept of format rather than material or form in general. Examples of format becoming a
chief element in artworks include Ad Reinhardt's black-on-black works which concentrate on
aspects of painting which are unphotographable, Glen Gould's collage-like combinations of
various recorded piano concert performances to make one track, David Mazzucchelli's
drawings for comic books where the reproduction technology is anticipated (and where there
is in fact no "original" outside of his layered production technique) — or, negatively, the
occasional, unscrupulous practice of gluing drawings by famous artists on stretched canvas
and claiming them to be paintings in order to demand higher prices. The last is a blatant
misuse of format. It is a genuine Rothko, say, but a forged "painting."
Those seemingly incidental aspects of form which constitute the format of pieces of
literature and art must also be taken into account in any creation or appreciation of a work.
This serves for me as a reminder that they are not transparent as is often assumed. Essential,
then, to understanding a created object is whether it is envisioned for broadcast, internet, to
hang in a specific light situation, has a particular size or scale, will exist in several formats
simultaneously, was intended for a specific context, utilizes aspects of its own reproduction,
etc., or denies any of these. Thus, format is a newly discovered aspect of form, which like
others mentioned (material, size, syntax, handling, brushstroke, vocabulary and so on),
becomes fodder for tropaic development. It displays how all formal and technical
components, even those yet unrecognized, can be either used to produce a metaphor, or
integrated into a creator's trope under the rubric of pervasiveness, which I explore in
individual artists and works in subsequent chapters.
Although various literary theories such as those I have discussed have been the
prevailing creative force behind most recent aesthetics, the tide may be changing once again.
Visually-generated tropes of thought are entering into a dialogue with the dominant literary
and verbal metaphors of thought. W. J. T. Mitchell contends in his book Picture Theory, that
a new "turn" — the "pictorial turn" — will supplant the study of cultural as we have known it
under the sign of the "linguistic turn." He models his phrase after Richard Rorty's term for this
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dominance of verbal metaphor. This is amazing coming from Mitchell, one of the leading
theorists today and the editor of Critical Inquiry, certainly one of the chief propagators of
literary theories of the verbal-Deconstructivist bent. Although published fourteen years ago
and even now not yet clearly manifested, this is obviously good news for painters. Painters,
even those seen as conceptually-oriented, are suspect for all the obvious reasons: sensuality,
insufficient fashion consciousness, working with their own hands, non-verbal thought and so
on. Novelists similarly create works which are too messy, not chastely intertextual enough,
with their life-like dialogue, multiple characters, visual descriptions, mood evocation and —
most frustrating — their continuous, frustratingly non-ironic pointing to life, even in and
through the novel's own meta-existence. As Mitchell writes though, this turning away from a
purely textual basis, from "linguistics, semiotics, rhetoric, various models of 'textuality'" will
not be
a return to naive mimesis, copy or correspondence theories of representation, or a renewed
metaphysics of pictorial "presence"....
... It is the realization that spectatorship (the look, the gaze, the glance, the practices of
observation, surveillance, and visual pleasure) may be as deep a problem as various forms of
reading (decipherment, decoding, interpretation, etc.) and that visual experience or "visual
literacy" might not be fully explicable on the model of textuality. 38

In my conjecture, I endeavor to construct a tool not limited to the verbal metaphor of
"text." Of course, my theory, as most, is clearly rooted in poetics, which had its origin in
rhetoric and the analysis of purely verbal art. Literary and cultural theory, as shown in my
discussion, is an influential context within which my theory attempts to interject itself, both to
join in the discussion and to refute certain assertions. In his essay "Let the Fresh Air In:
Graduate Studies in the Humanities," Ihab Hassan has made a good point about the place of
theory in the study of literature in general.
Despite my objections and objurgations, I believe that theory has a place in the curriculum:
a skeptical place. I mean that it must be approached with skepticism, and that it is itself a
form of skepticism. Etymologically, theory derives from the Greek theoria, viewing or
contemplation. But the intelligent eye also questions what it sees. At its best, then — as in
the best of Derrida — theory is a mode of sustained interrogation. Interrogation does not
mean deconstruction only; interrogation can proceed by models and metaphors, ways of
probing reality by constructions of counter-reality. At its best, theory becomes a kind of
quizzical poesis. 39
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Contemporary Philosophy
Philosophy matters. It matters more than most
people realize, because philosophical ideas that
have developed over the centuries enter our culture
in the form of a world view and affect us in
thousands of ways. Philosophy matters in the
academic world because the conceptual
frameworks upon which entire academic
disciplines rest usually have roots in philosophy —
roots so deep and invisible that they are usually not
even noticed.
— George Lakoff 40

The aesthetics half of this chapter begins on a more positive note than the subsection
above on literary criticism, but the positions of the two entities are roughly similar in their
influence on my thought. I have been more deeply involved with logic and philosophy for a
longer time than I have been with literary theory; hence, although my work here can be seen
as a form of literary and artistic theory, it bears the impress of much aesthetic conjecture. The
contemporary philosophy of art has supplied me with essential concepts that I have used in
my reasoning. The philosophers who interest me have more fundamental concerns than
literary theorists — generally questions of ontology, epistemology, phenomenology,
occasionally problems of metaphysics, politics, logic, aesthetic quality, and more.
George Dickie has pointed out an important distinction between the descriptive and the
evaluative senses of the phrase "a work of art." This is especially important to explain when
teaching and discussing art and art history and bears heavily on my theorizing. Eliding the
two aspects Dickie mentions leads to many of the problems people have in separating
judgments of quality from mere category decisions. In this dissertation, my theory will not
directly engage the question of whether or not the creation of what I have subsequently come
to call a metaphor(m) or central trope is an element in a descriptive, categorical definition of
art itself. This could be a potential area of consideration in the future. Certainly, however,
various theories of the ontology of art, and my reactions to them, color my thought, therefore
I discuss them below. Nonetheless, I wish to concentrate primarily on the epistemological and
evaluative. I am seeking a theory which gives insight into aspects of how great works of art
are formed and how they refer to life beyond their formal boundaries.
Whereas Dickie is concerned with the definition of art itself, Monroe C. Beardsley's
ontology concerns the definition of the philosophy of art. He asserts that aesthetics equals
metacriticism, which in turn suggests new possibilities for theorizing. To me, a useful theory
of art must be clearly both creator-based and object-based, while assuming an active
perceiver.
Ludwig Wittgenstein (in certain of his so-called "later" ideas) must be acknowledged as
a steady influence on my thought. I find two of his interlocked concepts highly useful: that of
the game as an important metaphor, and his "family resemblance" concept for categorization.
In Philosophical Investigation, Wittgenstein described his notion simply.
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67. I can think of no better expression to characterise these similarities than 'family
resemblances'; for the various resemblances between members of a family: build, feature,
colour of eyes, gait, temperament etc. etc. overlap and criss-cross in the same way — And I
shall say: 'games' form a family. 41

The notion of the game has clear affinities with my discussion of metaphor
development. The family resemblance concept can be used to best describe the divisions of
the arts, not to deny art a definition as a whole. That is, it assists in our understanding of how
painting, performance art, realistic novels, Dada, Matisse, conceptual statements,
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets, and Shakespeare can all be parts of one category titled "the
arts." Envision each style or movement as a circle overlapping several other circles, but not all
of them. Extend this three-dimensionally in order to include genres and disciplines such as the
novel, the romance, abstraction, installation, and the epic. Each resultant sphere has close
partners with which it shares certain qualities; there is a progression from any point on our
constellation of intersecting spheres to any other, yet the spots farthest apart do not actually
have any shared characteristics. I would not, however, like to extend this to the point of
canceling the possibility of any definition of art. There may not be one shared quality that
determines what is included in "the arts," yet perhaps there is some other unifying idea behind
that category. For instance, there might be a function, action or cultural position in which all
manifestations of art participate. In our time, I believe art's task consists largely of
encouraging the activity of interpretation through trope-making, which increasingly subsists
in the transgressive questioning of culturally-given tropes. In practice, whatever the definition
of art may be in an abstract sense, individual works in the arts are conjoined through family
resemblance.
The mere fact of its social "framing" has been declaimed recently as the defining quality
of art, perhaps in order to oppose the anti-categorical prodigality suggested by Wittgenstein's
notion. The philosopher and art critic Danto, who was mentioned above, has given rise to a
new theory of the ontology of art, which is currently the most wide-spread and influential one.
This is called the "institutional theory of art" and is the creation of George Dickie, who was
inspired to develop it after reading Danto's works. Danto may be responsible for the notion,
but he has continuously worked to distance himself from it. Dickie's assertion is that an object
becomes art through being accepted by those with power in the artworld. Thus, to generalize,
art is defined by institutional acceptance, hence the name of the theory. There is, for Dickie,
no essential quality which defines art as a whole. In a very watered-down and sociological
form this belief has come to dominate much of the visual artworld, and has trickled into other
fields, such as literature. Making works which illustrate this point has engendered some very
mechanically vacuous art and criticism, which is probably the cause for Danto's distrust of
this seemingly logical outcome of his own endeavors.
Danto has other ideas and purposes as well. One discerning perception he has made is
that art, at least since Duchamp, has tried to become the philosophy of itself. Most of
contemporary literature and art has indeed become, or at least integrated, its philosophy of
itself. I am guilty of this too, in my paintings, writings, and to an extent in the theory I am
developing here. Yet, I assert that this can work in other directions than those that now
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predominate. Unfortunately, many admirers of the institutional theory do not realize that this
incorporation of philosophy into works of literature and art does not limit them to doubting
their own existence. Philip Ursprung has effectively revealed an anticipation of this problem
in his book Grenzen der Kunst.42 He discusses how the artists Allan Kaprow and Robert
Smithson, each in his own fashion, altered the dominant question "what is art?" to "where is
art?", thereby challenging not only art production but also art history writing to transform
ontology into a unique form of epistemology. Yet this entails a new set of epistemological
questions, not the traditional one of "can we learn from art, and if so what?", rather "does art
serve as a tool of understanding?", "is art a model of ever-expanding and inclusive
interpretation?" and others. There are indeed many major questions and fields of philosophy
besides ontology, and even within ontology there are many potential responses beyond
cynicism. The popular, simplified institutional theory has been a kind of fuel refined from
cynicism thrown on the bonfire of sophistry built by critics enamored of literary theorists. By
basing my conjecture on interpretation through trope as thought process, I believe I can
discover a vital function of art which includes as one element, but not solely, "framing" — as
seen in the institution of the artworld. The social or cultural situation in which literature or
visual art is disseminated is one of many elements which can be utilized in the making of art.
According to Danto in The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art, aesthetics must be
separated from art in order to re-enfranchise both. This, he feels, is the necessary activity to be
conducted now that we have experienced "the end of art history." This end, though, is not the
end of art, as it is often misinterpreted.43 It is the death of the western-Eurocentric master
narrative, that single simple march-of-history idea, which was taken for granted until recently.
I fail to see this as a cause for despondency as so many people do, although their disquiet is
understandable. History has ended only as a singularity. It has a new beginning as a plurality
(although not truly pluralism, I argue), which again brings us to an expanded image of the
"text" as a braided cable or rope of many strands. 44 Perhaps, this is a situation for rejoicing as
we are finally beginning to see beyond our self-imposed limitations. Any such tale of
dominance cannot end soon enough. It is simply the long, drawn-out result of post-colonial
depression by once-and-not-future kings. This is the inevitable result of the pressure of
realizing the existence of the rest of the world, including other peoples, other cultures, other
continents, other sexes, other classes, other levels (i.e. "low" popular art), in short, the
pressure of accepting others. Re-enfranchisement is important, but it must be "worked
through" to come into existence; it cannot be merely announced or accomplished in gestures.
We now have a conceptual consciousness which offers the opportunity for an antithetical
misprision of the intellectuality and expansion of art Duchamp gave us against his own will.
What we have experienced is the death of one major foundational metaphor. Let us try to
replace it with more inclusive and charitable ones.
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In his essay "Refining Art Historically," Jerrold Levinson has proposed a logical,
historical widening of the Dickie/Danto institutional theory into an interpretive one
emphasizing conscious tradition. He sums his theory up in one sentence. "In short, it is [the
view] that an artwork is a thing (item, object, entity) that has been seriously intended for
regard-as-a-work-of-art, i.e., regard in any way preexisting artworks are or were correctly
regarded." 45 This is a promising re-reading of the institutional theory, subsuming it into a
wider and yet more personally delineated field. I would add that part of the definition of art is
to explore this "regard" through tropes, that art seeks to defy previous definitions and redefine
itself. Art has a metaphoric, agonistic ontology, which is procedural and functional: things
made to be regarded and interpreted as art-as-before and not as-art-as-before.
By contrast with the institutional theory's literally circumstantial explanation of art,
philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer offers an epistemological, process-oriented rendition.
Gadamer has more bearing on metaphor, and thus on my theory, than one would at first
imagine. He hardly discusses metaphor in his major works. Yet his ideas, especially the
remarkable one of the "circle of understanding," have extensive implications for analyzing
how our understanding operates through tropes. Joel Weinsheimer, in his book Philosophical
Hermeneutics and Literary Theory, maintains that metaphor is implicit in Gadamer's thinking.
I began my discussion of Gadamer by deriving the metaphoricity of understanding from his
twin theses that language is fundamentally metaphorical and that language makes
understanding possible. Clearly, Gadamer's emphasis on language owes much to Heidegger,
but in this respect Gadamer is indebted to the later Heidegger of Unterwegs zur Sprache —
not Sein und Zeit. Unlike [Gadamer's] Truth and Method, Being and Time situates the
as-structure of understanding prior to language. For just this reason, it clarifies the thesis
being considered here: namely that understanding is metaphorical. Beginning with Aristotle,
metaphor has been assigned to the domain of rhetoric, and as a result, we have come to
conceive it as a specific figure of speech, an identifiable form of language to be
discriminated from other, nonmetaphorical forms. Being and Time, however, suggests that
the as-structure of understanding operates in advance of language and therefore that the
metaphoricity of understanding can be neither confirmed nor denied by the presence or
absence of any particular figure of speech. 46

Gadamer's explication of the fundamental metaphoricity of understanding itself is
valuable, both in his works and those of Weinsheimer, who has translated Gadamer and
developed his ideas as they apply to literary theory. This is what later led me indirectly to
cognitive metaphor theory. Gadamer's chief work is Truth and Method,47 Weinsheimer's are
Gadamer's Hermeneutics48 and Philosophical Hermeneutics and Literary Theory. These
books have had profound implications on my thought. Gadamer terms his approach
"philosophical hermeneutics." It carries on the tradition of hermeneutics founded in authors
such as Schleiermacher, Heidegger and Ricœur. It can be seen as related, in a way, to the
earlier religious hermeneutics through Luther heading all the way back to the origin of the
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word in Greek usage, meaning "things for interpreting." Yet Gadamer's version of this
practice is overwhelmingly philosophical. It is a detailed, epistemological exploration of how
understanding itself comes into being, not just an excavation of symbol-laden texts as one
often pictures hermeneutics. I find Gadamer's ideas extremely important for correctly
conceiving of the artistic process.
The two elements of Gadamer's philosophy which have the most relevance to my
understanding of art are his assertion of the "limits of method" and his exposition of the
"circle of understanding," with its component "the fusion of horizons." Gadamer accepts the
fact that methodology, as specific strategies of interaction, is unavoidable, especially for
science. Nevertheless, much in the same spirit that feminists harbor concerns about theorizing
in the abstract, he points out that we must be self-consciously aware of the methods we use,
for they foreclose potential avenues of perception as much as they open them. Most
methodologies, such as that of the natural sciences as well as those of many artistic directions,
claim to be the unique road to truth. Method is not transparent; it is opaque with prejudices —
which word Gadamer uses to mean "pre-judgments" or "ideas-before-hand," not racial
discrimination.
Bringing this principle to play on my own developing theory, it called attention to the
fact that we must use such theories in art as tools, yet include a touch a self-doubt in their
manipulation. I desire my theory to be an informative way to discover how creators achieve
works which become irreplaceable parts of our lives. Great artworks, though, matter more
than any theory; they are not illustrations of them. Each painting is larger than any of the
explanations of it. My theory will be a model for use in understanding and creating works of
art, which are themselves models for interpreting experience.
Gadamer's hermeneutic circle of understanding is one of the great insights in philosophy
— and difficult to condense. Weinsheimer describes it as an "infinite dialectic — that is, the
circle — of part and whole, in which the whole undergoes a perpetual enlargement through
the fecundity of the exemplary particular." 49As I see it, according to Gadamer's account, each
instance of understanding conforms to a pattern similar to the following script: A perceiver
encounters an experience (object, event, book, idea, etc.) This perceiver necessarily and
unavoidably carries prejudices into this action, assumptions that are the results of history,
culture, society and previous adventures. He or she projects these prejudices imaginatively
onto the experience in order to begin to attempt to understand it. Anders Engstrøm would say
that this is a proposition.50 Such a projection involves, in my terms, tropes. These are not
propositions themselves, but the act is proposal-like: that is, these preconceptions are offered
to the mind for contingent consideration. Such pre-judging is not right or wrong, it simply is.
There is no perception "objectively" outside it and no perception so "subjective" as to be
ahistorically independent of it. The perceiver's notions-in-advance are bounced off what is
experienced, thus tested by application. Inevitably, they fall short of fully encompassing the
experience; they may even be found to be completely false. We humans, therefore, (may)
learn something with each interaction, each testing of a trope. Gadamer calls the desire for
this understanding a "passion" rather than a process. The entire package of one's viewpoints is
envisioned by Gadamer as a "horizon." Through the circle of understanding, one's horizon is
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matched to another horizon. Thereby, horizons are fused, each is widened. In the alien or
foreign horizon, one must find oneself, i.e. some aspects of one's own horizon. This allows the
perceiver to come to be "at home" in the new, expanded horizon. Likewise, one must find
elements of the alien in oneself to accomplish any understanding. We cannot avoid ideas-inadvance as much as put them under the pressure of the desire to interpret and learn through
experience. This is an exegesis of lived encounter. In the creation of works of art, artists
continuously phenomenologically "throw" themselves, in a Heideggerian sense, into new
encounters. We test the particulars of our horizons against the whole of experience ("reality").
The particulars of an incident, of each new artwork, test the whole of each of our horizons.
Gadamer's circle of understanding, described in Truth and Method, has clear
consequences for interpretation in general, but also for understanding art.
Anyone who wants to understand a text always performs an act of projection. He projects in
advance a sense of the whole as soon as an initial sense appears. Likewise the initial sense
appears only because one is already reading with certain expectations of a definite meaning.
In working out such a fore-projection, which is of course continually revised, consists the
understanding of what is there.51

A similar, complementary hypothesis was proposed by Chris Argyris and Donald A.
Schön, in an expansion of the ideas of Pragmatic philosopher John Dewey. As I mentioned in
the Prelude, learning can be seen as a recurring course of action centered on open-ended
assessment. One learns, tests, corrects and re-tests, adjusting one's knowledge even to the
extent of allowing amendment of the initial aim itself, thus forming a double-loop of
learning.52 The arts involve hermeneutic circles-within-circles, an idea which meshes well
with what I have called the questioning of metaphors. The circle of understanding is how we
put the tropes we already bear into application, finding them useful or inadequate. This then
elicits the creation of more effective ones. There is one prominent doubled-circle for creators.
There is the hermeneutic circle of understanding the experience of life in general and another
intertwined circle of understanding the possibilities available in one's media, tools, process,
and other aspects of form. For most authors and artists these two are indivisible. In his
sonnets, Michelangelo, for example, could not see his love for Vittoria Colonna except
through his love for stone carving. I develop this doubled-circle within a cognitive theory of
trope.
In some coteries it is disputed if my next thinker of choice is truly a philosopher or not.
Cornel West is a professor of Afro-American Studies and of Religion, yet he contributes one
of the most stirring political philosophies now in discussion. He, in turn, doubts the relevance
of much of the literary-critical thought now being idolized. West has said in an interview with
Anders Stephanson in Art and Philosophy, that "the linguistic model itself must be
questioned. The multi-level operations of power within social practices — of which language
is one — are more important." 53 His work revolves around questions of power and inequities
in society. West's philosophy has been a central inspiration behind my thought. West supplies
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ideas which meld well with my notions and allow the examination of ways in which trope
may be used in questioning foundational reasoning and subverting harmful metaphors.
West calls his approach "prophetic pragmatism." This term describes his philosophy
well. West is concerned with hopeful analysis (the prophetic), and realistic action (the
pragmatic). Prophetic pragmatism "promotes the possibility of human progress and the human
impossibility of paradise."54 Prophetic thought, according to West, can be broken down into
four basic components: discernment, connection, tracking hypocrisy, and hope.
"Discernment" means being historical and analytical; "connection" is his word for cultivating
empathy with others; "tracking hypocrisy" is the demand that humans, especially intellectuals,
be self-critical and not self-righteous; "hope" is his call that we face our contemporary,
generally accepted misanthropic disbelief in humans as a challenge.55 In this light, one can
understand West's controversial Left Christianity (many in the political Left do not like his
Christianity, many Christians do not care for his social politics). His involvement with
progressive African-American churches is instrumental to the extent that he finds in them
"resources for sustenance and survival." He is a genuine believer as well, stating that he finds
"Christian narratives and stories empowering and enabling." 56
West is an adamant critic of nihilism, especially because of its current, fashionable
acceptance by many creators and scholars. His clear-sighted accounts of this phenomenon in
the interview in Art and Philosophy demonstrate where his hopefulness merges with his
pragmatism.
[N]ihilism is not cute. We are not dancing on Nietzsche's texts here and talking about
nihilism, we are in a nihilism that is lived. We are talking about real obstacles to the
sustaining of a people. 57

Reality exists in what West repeatedly calls "brutal fact," especially for those without
much power such as disadvantaged minorities.
[T]here is a reality that one cannot not know. The ragged edges of the Real, of Necessity, not
to be able to eat, not to have shelter, not to have health care, all this is something that one
cannot not know. The black condition acknowledges that. 58

It is mandatory, then, that we hope against all hope. Creative and theoretical activity
must be foregrounded against a background of the tragic. "Culture is, in part, convincing
people not to kill themselves...," West has written in Prophetic Reflections, continuing that
"the question becomes, then, as cultural critics and as cultural artists, how do we generate
vision and hope?" 59 One answer I came to, inspired by West, is that we can do so by building
new tropes to live by, ones which criticize inadequate cultural metaphors, but additionally
point to wider vistas of inspiriting desire — metaphors of operativeness for "existential
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empowerment." 60 I thus began to see West, and many of the others mentioned above, through
the lens of metaphor, although I encountered their work before I discovered cognitive
linguistics.
One function of art which has continually resurfaced in this chapter and underlies all my
art theories is that art is the creation of opportunities for imaginative, tropaic interpretation.
Robert A. Sharpe's version of this idea is of such centrality to my thought that I already have
had to apply it several times in the discussions above before properly presenting this
philosopher. In his book Contemporary Aesthetics: A Philosophical Analysis, Sharpe offers a
profound, elegant definition of art which is able to account for its complexity and
contrariness. 61
Works of art are not merely objects of interpretation. Many objects are objects of
interpretation. Works of art are also created or presented as candidates for the peculiar form
of interpretation described [in his book]. As good a conclusion as any is the slogan, 'Works
of art are objects for interpretation.' 62

The uniqueness of Sharpe's insight is that artworks are objects presented for multiple
interpretations. Great works may even call for continuous, midrash-like re-interpretation by
readers and even from their own creators, which helps explain why writers and artists
sometimes change their minds about what a work means after it has been long completed.
Sharpe's philosophy suggests the essentiality in all art of a multiplicity of interlocked
metaphorical readings, and the greater the abundance converging in the work, the more
wonderful the work

Cognitive Linguistics
While reading Paul Ricœur's The Rule of Metaphor63 and the wonderful short collection
On Metaphor edited by Sheldon Sacks,64 I realized that the study of the creation of meaning
through tropes within the larger field of metaphor studies was indeed the path my thoughts
had brought me down. In examining as many sources as I could find, which was not then all
that extensive, I discovered Metaphors We Live By by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson.65 In
this short book, I found a lucid, well-written portrayal of metaphor and its significance to our
thought processes and therefore our lives. Although now a classic, the text was then rather
fresh. In fact it still is in many ways, as it has revolutionized metaphor and linguistic studies
but hardly has had an impact on fine art yet. The ideas of cognitive metaphor studies, as they
are now known, in that book and its follow-ups are even actively resisted in the literary and
artworlds, when they are known at all — as is also often true of the notions of Harold Bloom,
my other major influence. (It has been pointed out to me that I am lucky that I am not a 20-
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something wishing to teach in a major Anglo-American or French university, as my choices
of scholars are too controversial.)
Metaphors We Live By made me aware that I was not interested in "figurative language"
— or its visual equivalent — in the simple rhetorical sense, nor for purely formal reasons, nor
for its deconstruction, but rather for the way this conception manifested itself in a lucid
systematic process, one which could integrate all my other discoveries in those thinkers
described above, others unnamed and my own extrapolations. The authors Lakoff and
Johnson and their colleagues, especially Mark Turner, went on to write a variety of books, all
of which I found exciting. Each expands upon particulars of cognitive metaphor theory or
other aspects of cognitive linguistics. These include Philosophy in the Flesh,66 More than
Cool Reason,67 and many others including the very recent book, The Artful Mind: Cognitive
Science and the Riddle of Human Creativity.68 More than Cool Reason delves into specific
literary texts (e.g., Emily Dickinson's "Because I Could Not Stop for Death," Shakespeare's
Sonnet 73 and, most remarkably, William Carlos Williams's "The Jasmine Lightness of the
Moon"), which suggested to me the prospect of comparable considerations of visual art. The
implications of cognitive metaphor theory spread far beyond the initial authors' presentations.
Lakoff, Johnson and Turner may be most valuable for pointing the way, practically insisting
that others extend their notions and apply them to other questions and fields. Lakoff and his
colleagues started a series of major breakthroughs in understanding tropes. Especially in the
last few years, major cross-disciplinary communication has been cultivated concerning the
connection between "poetics" and thought in general. As I mentioned above, such a large
portion of research is now grounded in cognitive neuroscience that this new outlook on the
mind is referred to as "the cognitive revolution." The literature on the subject has exploded.
Lakoff and other researchers of cognitive metaphor point to a wider cultural application
of metaphor as a thought process, one which underlies even language itself, thus is not
dependent on it. This is the portal allowing us to explore other rooms in the architecture of
thought, not just the windowless library which too many poststructuralist literary theories
seem to take for the whole building. It is metacritically meta-formal, emphasizing cognition
and content. Analysis of the process of art-making as a cognitive process offers opportunities
for uniting a hermeneutics of suspicion with a hermeneutics of appreciation, leading to a
hermeneutics of discovery. I see in it a great opportunity for understanding art history and the
process of art-making.
There continue to be developments within cognitive metaphor theory, such as its
coordination with the mapping of the cerebral cortex and most importantly for me, conceptual
blending. Gilles Fauconnier in collaboration with Mark Turner created this theory, which
ideally supplements Lakoff's theory of metaphor.69 I will be referring to it in later chapters. I
began to apply many tools from cognitive metaphor theory to visual art such as "image
mapping" and "image schemes." I also find it instructive to see where the vocabulary of
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"foundational cognitive metaphors" is at work in the formal, technical, and stylistic aspects of
the works of artists.70 Yet the basics of cognitive metaphor theory are most important to me.
Under the inspiration of Lakoff, Johnson and Turner, I made the personal discovery which is
the foundation of this dissertation: artists create for themselves new metaphors to live by,
which readers or viewers can then also use to think with and live by.

Useful Trope
Then there is the story of the two detectives in the Chicago Police Department. One was a
naive realist who believed literally in the copy theory of representation. The other was a
sophisticated irrealist who believed in the relativity and arbitrariness of representation. Both
detectives, it seems, had to be fired from the force: the realist, because he didn't see any
need to arrest a suspect if he already had a mug shot; the irrealist, because once he had a
mug shot, he started arresting everyone in sight. 71

This joke illustrates well the state of literary and art criticism for some time. I have used
this chapter to locate my theory within this situation, mapping the distances between my
notions and a variety of philosophers and literary-critical theorists. In addition to these
cursorily delineated links, the theory of central trope is grounded in cognitive metaphor
theory. Metaphor theory offers a path out of the two "prison houses", or misuses, of language
described above in Mitchell's joke. What Th. Emil Homerin has written of metaphor and
naive belief in the context of religion holds for the arts as well.
When a myth or belief is no longer accepted as a literal account, whether due to a period of
crisis or cultural transition, it may be recast in a new form, humanizing and assimilating
more primitive dimensions by the symbolic and evocative nature of metaphor. The primary
symbols of a culture are then perceived and colored by the individual consciousness
receiving a specific complexion over long periods of time, and their multiple, often subtle,
meanings lend themselves to those religious and poetic usages whose function is to establish
man's meaningful existence in a seemingly indifferent world.72

Certain assumptions may, following Homerin's assertion, become more useful, not less.
Artworks which were previously viewed as "inspired oracles of an ecstatic saint" may now be
interpreted as "profound descriptions of humanity's existential state." 73 This is not a loss,
except perhaps of naïveté, but rather a gain in understanding.
In the next chapter I present the theory that I coalesced out of all my concerns, all my
wanderings and my surveying of useful contemporary theories. Following chapters continue
to investigate the theory and its application, testing it and thereby perhaps even altering it, in a
series of double circles of interaction with artists and artworks, including my own. My theory,
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which I call metaphor(m) or central trope, I believe, is true for all the arts, literature, visual
art, music et al., yet I will be discussing visual art principally. The human, artistic gap
between experience and its interpretation is art's proper focal point. The distance between our
desire to connect and the complex impossibility of transparent communication or unmediated
perception allows tropaic mistakes of wonderful richness.
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CHAPTER TWO
The Theory of Central Trope: Metaphor and Meta-Form

Metaphor is primarily a matter of thought and
action, and only derivatively a matter of language.
—George Lakoff and Mark Johnson 1

Paint, to Paint, a Painting, Painting
While conducting my investigation of the available theoretical landscape as outlined in
the previous chapter, I realized that my survey of the literature was best conceived of using
the metaphor of land surveying, a trope both artistically adaptable and one arising from my
personal experience. This approach suggested a hopefully productive and enjoyable strategy:
that I could frame several chapters in specific metaphors. That each would be seen within that
sub-limning, yet contribute to the overriding trope wherein I use the entire dissertation to find,
explain , test and explore my theory, resulting in a book and concomitant installation. This
artwork is an integral part of my dissertation and the process of its creation, one which
embodies the theory of central trope, while also internally reflecting the structure of the
whole, by consisting of paintings as singular artworks, as surrounding wall painting and even
the final book itself, all of which together will comprise a larger integrated totality as an
integrated single installation artwork. Through my research, I became aware of what I was
seeking: a theoretical apparatus for understanding the struggles of artists, their achievements,
at once both intellectual and concrete, one that had a truth to concrete experience. Experience
for me is painting. I am primarily a visual artist, one especially devoted to this discipline,
whatever my "expanded" ideas and intellectual interests may be. While discussing this with
my advisors, Professor Langlotz pointed out to me that the metaphor of surveying in the
previous chapter also brought to his mind the act of painting as a metaphor for what I am
doing here. I mentioned this to Professor Ursprung, who agreed. Perhaps this is, to an extent,
the elephant in the room that I did not mention — did not even think of until my two
professors mentioned it — due to it being so all-prevalent for me. My life revolves around the
daily act of painting and has indeed done so since the age of 13. Thus, I may have disregarded
its centrality, much as I only notice my dual cultures when they stand out against a
background of one another or of a foreign experience. I feel most American in Europe, and
highly European in the US now, while each of these becomes transparent to my own
perception in its own native confines. Thus in this chapter, which is the centerpiece of my
dissertation, I use the process of painting itself as the extended trope, much like a
Metaphysical poet's conceit. In this case, it appears most often as a simile, due to the fact that
I discuss the composition of my theory as being like the creation of a painting. To playfully
outline the allusive potential of painting as a trope, my subtitle above unpacks variations on
the word, all of which are parallel in English, but not so much so in some other languages. I
mean the material, the action, the object, the activity. In German the phrase would be
Farbmittel, malen, ein Bild, die Malerei; in Latin: pigmentum, pingere, tabula, picture.
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What is indeed the process of painting? It is actually quite unique to each painter,
although each of us, of course, thinks his or her variety is the best. A short outline is in order;
elements can be added or subtracted, emphasized or diminished, systematized or
extemporized, but the broad sketch remains rather similar. Artists choose their favorite
medium, form of paint, (oil, acrylic, alkyd, mixed, a.o.) and support (stretched canvas, panel,
wall, a.o.). Then they apply and blend paint, both on a palette and on the surface of the work.
Generally, it is blended before application to some extent on a palette or in containers, then
once again upon application. The most important factor is the orchestration of relationships
among the various elements; therefore this is the source of the continuous changes and
adjustments that are made while painting. For example, each color affects the colors near it.
The whole affects each part. The haptic qualities — thick, thin, glossy, matt, glazed,
scumbled, flat — must be drawn into careful accord. These are all coordinated in a give-andtake with the intentions of each artist, those aspects planned and those discovered, within the
action of thinking-in-things, thinking-within-the process, a dialogue that is highly dialectical.
What do I want? What can I get the materials to do? What does the evolving object want or
force me to do? What can I accept and use of its efficacious energy?
This is indeed an excellent metaphor for theorization and its embodiment. In fact,
painting may productively be seen as a synecdoche of the process of theorization in the
service of the interpretation of experience — one particularly rich, embodied application of it.
Let us make the comparison explicit. A theoretician or philosopher, or anyone acting in this
way (which includes many people, from time to time, not just "professional" thinkers), begins
with various givens. These are ideas one finds useful and stimulating in one's own and others'
thoughts, acquired by means of reading, listening, discussing, and (most important for a visual
artist such as a painter) viewing. These are the theoretical equivalent of the material tubes of
paint. Undeniably, some artists chose to return to the older method of making their own paint
from the base elements of pigment and binder, while, oppositely, others use whatever is
readily available, perhaps even purposefully eschewing the deluxe brands, going for
commonplace material, as Robert Rauschenberg did (at least in urban legend) with cans of
unmarked paint bought randomly in a hardware store. Most artists mix these approaches,
using what can be bought and adding various adaptations and self-made elements as needed.
Analogously, the thinker will use useful ideas of preeminent philosophers, or lesser known
eccentrics, also sometimes returning to earlier questions and reforming new answers in their
own way. Alternately, a theorist might add several completely fresh materials to the tool kit,
inventing new terminology, showing fresh acuity. One example of the importance of this last
idea is Arthur Danto's "thought experiment" of the problem of artworks indiscernible from
real objects.2 Whatever her particular approach is to received, assembled, original and altered
raw materials, the theorist seeks to combine these, applying them to subjects which intrigue
her, attempting to apply them in insightfully fresh fashions — as a painter mixes, blends,
applies and modifies paints to interpret motifs and content of his own choosing. In both cases
the key is the relationships among all these formal and conceptual elements in a dialectic of
intention and discovery. In my own case, I became interested in the theoretical aspects
underlying practice for several reasons. I wish to understand my own practice and those of my
colleagues both contemporary and historical and to defend our practice against theories I
found incorrect and dismissive. Most of all, my desire is to find a useful theory which appears
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to have a semblance of truth to the experience of painting, whereas so many others seem so
far askew, like blind men describing photography.
In the following, while using the trope of the process of painting to describe the creation
and substance of my theory, which resulted from my search outlined above, I apply my theory
to Vincent van Gogh and Ernest Hemingway, a thought experiment to both discover my
theory and to test it.

Metaphor and Meta-Form
Let us begin with my palette, in the sense of my range of color. These hues are the
recent discoveries in understanding metaphor within the field of cognitive neuroscience,
which can be used to compose a useful understanding of artistic process. In the past, two
unproductive viewpoints have seen art as solely a matter of the playing out of formal
invention or, contrarily, only the charming delivery of important messages. A third, more
recent and grave dismissal of visuality and visual art is the "linguistic turn," which is still now
predominant, although its stranglehold on the artworld appears to be loosening slightly. The
phrase linguistic turn is actually Gustav Bergman's, given new currency by Richard Rorty. 3
This is the postmodern notion that there is no reality outside language, and furthermore, that
language is itself arbitrary and only self-referential. This idea has performed the significant
work of undercutting claims of a universal standpoint from which to pass judgment on art.
Nevertheless, such a conception of language has become fetishized, detached from culture,
specific linguistic traditions, and performative function, while being used to dismiss the
efficacy and embodiment of tropaic thought possible beyond solipsism. It has often been
difficult to perceive the central and creative role of metaphor in all cognition, including the
visual, due to the omnipresence of tropaic reasoning in daily life on the one hand and the
complexity of its imaginative transformation in the arts on the other. Metaphor may seem
either fully transparent or opaque, when in fact it is the translucent essence of transmission, of
communication, itself. How this can fade from view is illustrated by the fact that naïve
viewers often discuss representational images in art as if they were the very things they depict
(actually, therefore, an elision, perhaps even a form of the trope synecdoche). This is what
René Magritte so skillfully and philosophically spoofed in his painting La trahison des
images (The Treachery of Images) of 1928–29, depicting a pipe and the phrase "Ceci n'est pas
une pipe" (This is not a pipe.)
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fig. 7
René Magritte
La trahison des images,
oil on canvas,
1928–29,
63.5 × 93.98 cm / 25 in × 37 in

For artists, the verity of images as constructed illusions is always forefront, as they craft
them. Much of the talk in the past by theorists claiming that painting has been naïvely
confused as a window misses this important point. The maker of any image cannot but see it
as a surface upon which she has conjured a vision, whether abstract or representational, when
she has sent weeks, months or more putting it together. The creator may wish that the panel
be imagined as a metaphor for a window, or that viewers have an experience similar to that of
peering through a window, but one would have to be utterly insane to have painstakingly
made something and then mistake it for its image; even Pygmalion was yearning, not
befuddled. In fact, concentration on the richness of communication's shifting degrees of
opacity is what makes visual art so dense. Trope's principal industry is to dialectically
integrate the misleading oppositions drawn above. Art's craft is to make the most of them.
With the materials and forms I have researched, altered, created and molded, I am
painting my own cognitive and agonistic theory of central trope. This ties in evocatively with
the fact that I, like most contemporary artists, have all but abandoned the palette as an object.
In his book Working Space, Frank Stella writes that abandoning the palette was one of the
most important events in contemporary art production. "What we failed to see is that it was
the loss of the palette, not the easel, that changed the face of what we see as painting."4 Most
of us now use a table top or similar larger surfaces, or alternately jars and cans, mixing colors
in larger fluid quantities, in effect accomplishing the important mixing and combination
directly on the artwork itself. This is a performative, almost existential placement of the act of
mixing, making it a process of operational discovery analogous to the way I suggest artists
discover and form their central trope and its extensions within the course of the action of
creating their work, not aforehand.
According to my depiction of metaphor(m), a vocabulary of foundational cognitive
tropes (as identified by Lakoff, Johnson and Turner) is active in the formal, technical,
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material and stylistic aspects of the works of authors and artists.5 One central trope of form is
embedded in the construction, composition, syntax, vocabulary, paint-handling, color,
dialogue, or other configurative elements of the work. It is hunted, recovered, and (seemingly
incongruously) forged in order to allow authors and artists to express their desires.
Importantly, these desired meanings include both those willed and those discovered within the
central trope itself. To come to one's own tool of vision is the great creative contest. This is
one's brush, yet also metonymically one's stroke. Contemporary artists have sought a wider
range of tools than was traditionally used. This includes Jackson Pollock's sticks; Max Ernst's
scrapers; Jack Whitten's oversized squeegees and rakes; my own ketchup bottles, signpainters' and comic artists' equipment. Likewise, no matter what the actual instrument,
contemporary creators have often pushed tropes to surprising lengths. An artist's metaphoric
vehicle is based in construction, yet is also a trope; hence, it is meta-form but also metaphor,
thus my neologism, metaphor(m), which I use interchangeably with the term central trope.
Quite often, a central trope can be a complex comprised of several metaphors and their
variations. That is, the core analogy is often innovatively transmuted by being made more
intricate, by being extended, elaborated, composed, questioned, or criticized. These detailed
applications of central trope are tools as well as content. To return to my painting metaphor,
they are the choice of brush, whether sable or bristle, or stick, or squeegee; the choice of paint
fluidity or density; of the paint's opacity or translucency; and so on. Such complexity, I assert,
in fact usually prevails in the works of the greatest artists. Moreover, the strongest creators
apply their central tropes across the widest range of aspects of their works. A metaphor(m), or
central trope, is many-in-one: a polyvalent concord based on a seminal integer of insight.
Lakoffian "foundational metaphors" are important in this portrayal of artistic creativity.
They may be envisioned as the principal constitutive underpinning, as their name implies,
comparable to basic compositional forms familiar to art viewers, such as the Golden
Rectangle of the Renaissance, the grid in Modernist art, the sequentiality of comics, and so on
—including my own notion of iconosequentiality, which I have discussed elsewhere and on
page 144 below. Yet another simile would be comparing them to the support of a painting, the
stretched canvas, wall or other object underlying the work, for even in these substrata
themselves societal and cultural factors are embedded. A fine, short description of
foundational metaphors is given in More Than Cool Reason, by Lakoff and Turner.
Basic conceptual metaphors are part of the common conceptual apparatus shared by
members of a culture. They are systematic in that there is a fixed correspondence between
the structure of the domain to be understood (e.g., death) and the structure of the domain in
terms of which we are understanding it (e.g., departure). We usually understand them in
terms of common experiences. They are largely unconscious, though attention may be
drawn to them. Their operation in cognition is mostly automatic. And they are widely
conventionalized in language, that is, there are a great number of words and idiomatic
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expressions in our language whose interpretations depend upon those conceptual
metaphors.6

Examples of such core, or foundational, metaphors are "LIFE IS A JOURNEY," "TIME
MOVES," or "PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS."On a more general level there are "GOOD
IS UP," "UNDERSTANDING IS GRASPING" or "EMOTIONAL IS DOWN."7 These tropes
permeate everyday life and culture from its mundane manifestations through to its peaks of
creative expression. Lakoff and his co-thinkers postulate a limited number of these basic
metaphors, forming categories of thought. They are in the process of assembling a
comprehensive list which will be published as a web site. These metaphors are culturally
contingent, as the title of Lakoff's book Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things displays. This
title is taken from the Australian aboriginal language Dyirbal which indeed has a linguistic
category including those members8. Within specific cultural bounds, these tropes and
categories of thought form the building material of our cognition, thus of imagination and
expression — including but not limited to language. Foundational metaphors are, in turn,
"grounded in perception, body movement, and experience of a physical and social character."9
We use these core tropes to generate specific expressions. Some particular instances of those
listed above would include "I've traveled this way in love before," "Christmas is
approaching," and "If you work hard at being a father, you'll get there." The more general
schemes could be exemplified by "Things are looking up," "Did you catch his meaning?" or
"Let's not fall to that level in our discussion." Thus these foundational metaphors ground
individual thoughts, making cognition cohesive.
I would like to highlight one essential broadening of this idea. It is reasonable to assume
that the foundational metaphors stipulated by Lakoff, Turner and Johnson are frequently
metaphors in the strict sense, but not always. These two authors are concerned with
conceptual metaphor, a thought process of making analogies, of which linguistic metaphor is
only a small part. There are various forms of comparison besides metaphor, or of perceived
correlation even outside trope as normally understood. As Lakoff and Johnson write "MORE
IS UP" is grounded in the co-occurrence of two types of experiences: adding more of a
substance and seeing the level of the substance rise. Here there is no experiential similarity at
all."10 Metaphor(m)s, certainly run the entire trope gamut: metaphor, simile, metonymy,
irony, hyperbole, catachresis, litote, synecdoche and so on, prominently including mixed
forms — thus emphasizing Harold Bloom's astute valuation of metalepsis in our current time
period, whether it is Late Modernism, Postmodernism or even Post-Postmodernism. The
allowable supports for painting have expanded into anything imaginable or found, largely
thanks to Rauschenberg. Jessica Stockholder's installations are abstract paintings upon roomfilling hodgepodges of objects. Likewise, the palette as a tool of painting has not been truly
abandoned, as suggested above, but rather enlarged. Beginning in the US in the post WWII
period, it has merged with and become the table upon which earlier the paints were only
placed, or has become a series of containers in which large batches of paint are mixed.
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Correspondingly, metaphor(m)s exist in elegant, direct image-mappings, yet also in
multifaceted, remarkable expansions or mixtures of tropes. I wish to emphasize the fact that
tool boxes and working spaces for contemporary creators are now quite generous, both
physically and conceptually, particularly for visual artists.
The highly imaginative work of discovering their metaphor(m)s is accomplished by
artists through what Lakoff and Turner term an "image-mapping." However, these authors at
first undervalued this discovery, describing image-mappings as "more fleeting metaphors."11
They assert that "the proliferation of detail in the images limits image-mappings to highly
specific cases." By contrast, they find "image-schema mappings" less detailed and more
useful in reasoning."12 Image schemas generally rely on an abstracted sense of space and
vision, yet can also be grounded in sound, others senses or even in cross-sensory, synaesthetic
perceptions. They can often be described with prepositions or simple directionality: out,
inside, from, along, up-down, front-back, etc. In the arts, both these image-metaphor activities
shade into one another along a vast spectrum of possibilities. Both of these authors have
expanded their study of visual mapping in recent books. Notably, Lakoff has intensified his
investigation of visual art in his pioneering essay "The Neuroscience of Form in Art," in the
book The Artful Mind, edited by Mark Turner13. In his contribution, Lakoff reflects on Rudolf
Arnheim, form as metaphor and presents the theory of "cogs" to explain this. Cogs are neural
circuits, involving mirror neurons, which ordinarily perform motor control, but additionally
can register and structure observation. Image schemas and force-dynamic schemas are
presented as potential cognitive explanations of the application of cogs to reasoning.14 I
believe image-mappings are purposefully interwoven by artists into this structure of
inferences as well. Furthermore, Turner's entire conception of cognitive integration and
blending offers an excellent account of how metaphor(m)s are brought into being. The
principal book on that theory is The Way We Think: Conceptual Blending and the Mind's
Hidden Complexities by Gilles Fauconnier and Turner.15
Because of its proliferation of details, image-mapping provides the bonanza of
abundance necessary for mining new metaphors, thus making it very important in visual art,
more consequential than often imagined. The operation of image-mapping is simple to
describe. A mental picture is projected in the mind's eye onto another "target" image. For
example, envision matching the appearance of a tree to that of a woman. Her litheness as she
stands slowly moving in the breeze is dramatically foregrounded in this process, brought to
the reader's attention. Creators structurally, often visually, pursue this reasoning within the
confines — or better said, using the treasury of — their media and genre. They find potential
meaning in either projecting an image onto a formal element or finding schemas adequate for
use which are natural characteristics of a formal element. This is described more precisely in
Chapter Four, where the creative process of conceiving central tropes is delineated in detail. A
few examples will suffice for now. Simply whether a sculptural form emphasizes verticality
or horizontality is a rich source of possible image schemas or image-mappings. For instance,
perhaps the piece is vertical and building-like. Therefore, it is more "up" than "down," linking
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it to all the foundational metaphors of "UP": "GOOD IS UP;" "HAPPY IS UP," etc.
Depending on the composition, perhaps the piece is vertical, yet stresses its downward
movement. This would elicit metaphors of "DOWN." Long, winding sentences could be seen
as matching the experience of taking a leisurely journey. Image-mapping consists in
conducting a kind of "sampling" of the world of experience. It does not, therefore, have to be
only a visual one, although I believe it generally is. It might be based in one of the other
senses, or as our culture becomes increasingly multimedial, it might be based on a
combination of sensory impressions.
"New metaphors are mostly structural," according to Lakoff and Johnson.16 For artists,
the structure of form and the structure of desired meaning (i.e., content) are functions of one
another. When an image-mapping is solidly rooted in structural similarity, Lakoff and Turner
refer to it as "iconic."
This is, in general, what iconicity in language is: a metaphorical image-mapping in which
the structure of the meaning is understood in terms of the structure of the form of the
language presenting that meaning. Such mappings are possible because of the existence of
image-schemas, such as schemas characterizing bounded spaces (with interiors and
exteriors), paths, motions along those paths, forces, parts and wholes, centers and
peripheries, and so on.17

Therefore, metaphor(m)s are often iconic image-mappings or image schemas raised to
life- determining power, Weltanschauungen. To return to my chapter-metaphor of painting,
here I have reached what painters refer to as their style or approach. The second of these
terms is often preferred by creators because in common use the term style has been debased,
signifying nothing more than individual, characteristic forms of expression without content or
thought — habitual, unconscious quirks also referred to as tics. True style is much more than
this. The linguistic field of stylistics shows how rich the concept can be. While such study has
chiefly been carried out on literature in books such as The Concept of Style, it has exciting
implications for the visual arts as well.18 Style is the distinctive, personal mode of production
and expression of an artist which is visibly unique to his work: one's individualistic,
intellectually and emotionally-charged mechanics of embodying meaning. In my own case,
which is discussed below, this becomes more of a modus operandi, as the term is used by
police to describe a criminal's characteristic way of committing a crime, rather than a stable
series of representational choices.
Cognitive theorists have addressed this issue primarily at the level of what is commonly
termed extended metaphor or conceit. The relationship of these two terms to central trope is
described at the end of this chapter. In Chapter 20 of Metaphors We Live By, the authors
succinctly outline how the shapes of sentences can embody metaphoric purpose. This
chapter's title could serve as a wonderful epigraph to my theory: "How Metaphor Can Give
Meaning to Form." There are many forms of tropaic reasoning by which technical aspects can
be re-envisioned and pressed into service as metaphor(m)s. Lakoff and Johnson have listed a
few resources for "indirect understanding" of entities, which are also often at work in central
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trope: entity structure, orientational structure, dimensions of experience, experiential gestalts,
background, highlighting, interactional properties and prototypes.19

The Chart
I am an inveterate lover of diagrams and charts, perhaps because I use similar structures
in my art, yet I always enjoy them in theoretical essays, no matter what they are about. Thus,
like all the theories I find most pleasing, mine has a chart (fig. 8). It describes the production
of central tropes and is noticeably based on Fauconnier and Turner's diagrams of conceptual
blending, such as that on page 46 of The Way We Think.20
I will lay the chart out in words. A formal element of art-making (the left-hand yellow
oval, Input Space 1 in Fauconnier and Turner's terms) is seen to be (or appears to be able to be
made to be) like an image (the right-hand light blue oval, Input Space 2). This cross-space
mapping yields two cognitive spaces: first, the Generic Space in the authors' terms, above the
two ovals, which I have simply titled "Space." This is an imaginary zone which contains what
the two inputs have in common, one's working space. This is pictured in my diagram with a
stage-like curve in green. It is that site wherein the blending becomes possible and useable.
Fauconnier and Turner's charts of cognitive blending suggest an equality of the two inputs
which I find especially apt for describing central metaphor in visual art. I have turned their
Generic Space oval into an embracing, stage-like form to better illustrate the way in which
this space is the background, amphitheater and world of most artists. It is indeed an arena of
sorts for artists, representing their art itself, their medium when particularized, and their life as
artists when broadened. Most importantly, mapped onto one another, the two inputs blend to
produce the metaphor(m), the green oval at bottom, the Blended Space as Fauconnier and
Turner call it. This is the specific trope unique to that creator (and often reveals the reason, or
drive behind the initial mapping). This trope, by generalization, is based in the foundational
metaphors (the larger, darker blue oval on the right) with which all think in the culture under
question. This self discovery, or self-construction, of a metaphor(m) is delimiting in that not
all core metaphors are then applicable, but is also enriching and constructive, as it permits the
artist integrated access to all the related foundational tropes (thus the larger size of the blue
oval, of which only a section overlaps with the image oval). This metaphor(m) can then be
applied to as many aspects of an artist's process and creations as she desires, or is able to
achieve, through extensions and applications of her central trope. This is represented in the
chart by the cascading, overlapping ovals emanating out of the metaphor(m) oval. One goal
and measure of artistic success is how completely a creator accomplishes a thorough
pervasiveness of the central trope throughout the elements of creation: creating many of these
offshoot ovals. The entire chain of image-mapping through trope complex to foundational
metaphors is exciting to trace in the oeuvre of artists. I do it in this dissertation to several
creators, sequencing Lakoffian chains of metaphorical reasoning. From my own experience, I
suspect creators in their own thoughts place the weight on the initial creative discernment of
seeing a trope in a technical or formal quality, for that is the vision that granted them their
individual theatre of possibilities, their future. By and large, this visual and tropaic
breakthrough is accomplished by artists in the process of creating works, the so called "happy
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accident" or "aha"-experience. This circles back on our central thesis, showing the inevitable
centrality of embodiment and performative, perceptual experience to innovation.

Space (Art / Life; Medium)

Image / Image

Formal Element

Schema

Metaphor(m)
(Central Trope)

Foundational
Metaphors

Trope Extensions,
Applications,
Pervasiveness

fig. 8 The Chart of Metaphor(m)

I have painted my way into a theory, one that is a doorway, though, not a corner. The
proof of any hypothesis, nevertheless, is in the testing. This statement has more to do with
painting than most people imagine. Artists who have chosen to be makers of objects do so
because we are unremitting believers in a world "out there," one involving our bodies and
reality exterior to us, beyond a simply conceptualized world. Very few painters are cryptoDescartian dualists in the way that many Conceptualists appear to be, except for rampantly
subjectivist Expressionists (who may go as far as solipsism). Those two groups have much
more in common than they would ever dare admit, both splitting the mind (whether thoughts
or emotions) from the body. That is one source of the enmity between the two; they share a
philosophy of mind/body split, while esteeming opposed halves and scorning the other. We
who are not of those two camps believe one cannot truly think without making. Production is
followed by judgment of the creation, both for its internal qualities and in regard to the
external experience to which it refers, which instigates alterations and adaptations, that is,
additional making — further painting — and so on, until the object appears to be complete
enough to be sent out on its own. This is the dialectic of the fabricated object and palpable
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experience. I will now carry out something similar with my theory, applying it intently to two
test cases.

Vincent van Gogh
..[C]hanges in our conceptual system do change
what is real for us and affect how we perceive the
world and act upon those perceptions.
—George Lakoff and Mark Johnson21

Two applications serve as overt trials of my theory of central trope, first to an artistic
and then to a literary oeuvre. In effect, I am painting portraits of the celebrated painter
Vincent van Gogh's art and the equally famous author Ernest Hemingway's writing as seen
through the method of my theory, looking for the presence of metaphor(m) and the process of
its creation within their works. Experimenting on these two figures, I found that they provide
excellent models of metaphor(m) at work. In each case, a central trope could be demonstrated
in their work concisely, yet without over-simplification, typifying the utility of the theory in
clarifying the nuts-and-bolts of creative achievement, which is my goal for the employment of
this concept. However, I am jumping ahead of the study itself; let me trace the inquiry from
start to finish.
Van Gogh had been one of my initial inspirations for this theory. In fact, I was
contemplating his paintings' technique and pondering his influences when the image of his
brushstroke as a small flame struck me. This led to much of the thought already mentioned in
the Preface. In contrast, I chose Hemingway as a difficult case, due to that fact that one of his
chief ambitions was to avoid metaphor. While I am primarily concerned with visual art,
Hemingway was himself openly indebted to painting. Additionally, he offers a second subject
for initial study who is far from van Gogh's aesthetic interests, techniques and aspirations.
As is well-known, van Gogh's self-professed goal was to bring the expression of
emotion into Modernist painting. He achieved this to such an extent that, since his death, he
has served as the paragon of success in the expression of passion in the arts. Granting his
personal goal, how did he realize and embody this in his actual objects? How did he
harmonize his influences from various forerunners, none of whom would seem to be an
obvious candidate on which to ground an art of passion? This is a crucial point, as the pursuit
of a central trope best begins with a close analysis of a creator's agon.
Van Gogh desired to be both Jean-François Millet and Claude Monet. His interest in
Millet sprang from the empathy van Gogh felt for the earlier painter's subject matter. Millet
expressed sympathy for the lives and environments of peasants. Van Gogh's painting The
Potato Eaters of 1885 (fig. 9) is a culmination of his immersion in Millet. This work, though,
in its heavy browns and greens, deep shadows and blocky brushwork reveals that the battle
for his own central trope had just begun in earnest at this point. Shortly thereafter, van Gogh
began to struggle with the methods of the Impressionists, following his contact with
contemporary artists in Paris. At the same time, he discovered certain Japanese prints,
including those of the prolific artist known in the West as Katsushika Hokusai. Fusing Millet,
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Monet and Hokusai into one composite predecessor figure, van Gogh applied combined
elements of their techniques in attempts to convey his personal obsession with emotion. The
desire to express passion was the focus of van Gogh's vision; it was the engine of his
endeavors.
He struggled with Millet-like subject matter and Impressionist paint application, adding
a dash of Japanese draftsmanship. From the Impressionists he seized on brilliant color and the
small, dash-like paint strokes. Nevertheless, their fascination with the play of light on surfaces
did not interest him. Van Gogh's misprision succeeded when he mapped the image of a flame
onto the dot of Impressionist brushwork. This justified and heightened his use of sharp,
glowing color and his frenzied draftsmanship. Van Gogh had antithetically become more
"primitive" than Millet, while using similar subject matter, hence could envision himself to be
"earlier" in a fashion. He painted more directly, less studiously than the Impressionists, again
a form of imaginatively becoming prior to them. The heavy, segmented strokes of Japanese
wood-block outlines offered a thicker, more direct form of mark-making which could assume
the contours of flames.
In his paintings van Gogh makes a progression employing a complex of many tropes.
The metonymies "a flame is fire" and "fire is hot" lead directly to the foundational metaphor
"PASSION IS HOT."This merges easily with "LIFE IS FIRE" and "LIFE IS HEAT."A key
synecdoche plays a major role, "the brushstroke is painting." The artist expanded this chain of
reasoning to all elements of his works, even composition, in analogous ways. "Passion is life"
is his self-acknowledged central belief. "Brushstroke is flame is painting is passion is life" is
his metaphor(m), his true central trope.
This can be seen mostly clearly in paintings such as the intense self-portraits of 1889
and 1890 from St. Rémy, the wild sky of the world famous Starry Night of 1889 (fig. 10), or
the flaming trees in Cornfield and Cypress Trees of the same year. Van Gogh had found his
central trope and himself by discovering forms which palpably embody his perception of the
world, which Robert Rosenblum in Modern Painting and the Northern Romantic Tradition
succinctly describes as a "passionate empathy with nature, as almost a direct extension of
human emotions"22. He elaborated it in varied, and highly creative, if not always "healthy"
forms. In dynamic use it could elicit perception of the blazing, living, growing soul of nature
as in the still lifes of Sunflowers from Arles. Barely restrained from swelling into a
conflagration, it carries psychological richness in the Self Portrait of May 1890 (fig. 11).
Finally, it has become a devouring holocaust in several last works, such as Crows Over a
Wheat Field of 1890.

22

Robert Rosenblum, Modern Painting and the Northern Romantic Tradition: Friedrich to Rothko (New
York: Harper and Row, 1975), p.79.
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fig. 9
Vincent van Gogh,
The Potato Eaters,
oil on canvas,
1885,
82 x 114 cm (32 ¼ in. x 45 in.)
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fig. 10
Vincent van Gogh,
Starry Night,
oil on canvas,
1889,
74 x 93 cm (29 ¼ in. x 36 ½ in.)
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fig. 11
Vincent van Gogh,
Self-Portrait,
oil on canvas,
1889
65 x 54 cm (25 ½ in. x 21 ¼ in.)
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Even in an artist often believed to have been "spontaneous" in the sense of
unpremeditated, we see how thoroughly his metaphor(m) is a function of thought and creative
deliberation. It requires a highly developed intellect, focused in a very specific way. It is often
the ability to think both consciously and automatically (i.e. unconsciously or subconsciously).
As van Gogh wrote in a letter to Anton Ridder van Rappard
...I drew [The Little Winter Gardens] several times and there was no feeling in them. Then
afterwards — after I had done the ones that were so stiff — came the others. It is the same
with the clumsy and awkward things. HOW IT HAPPENS I CAN EXPRESS SOMETHING
OF THAT KIND? Because the thing has already taken form in my mind before I start on it.
The first attempts are absolutely unbearable. I say this because I want you to know that if
you see something worthwhile in what I am doing, it is not by accident but because of real
23
intention and purpose.

To create oneself through one's works is frequently based, as metaphor(m) theory
displays, on a simple discovery. Simple in no way means easy, or unsophisticated, but rather
oh-so obvious in retrospect — yet only after-the-fact or in critical analysis, which is a
scholarly form of reflection. By simple I mean something closer to elegant, but without the
decorative overtones. A discovery which might even be seen as somewhat mad: the ability to
think otherwise, prying loose an evocative tool of self-(re)cognition. These simplicities have
the naked usefulness of truths. Van Gogh found, and formed, the element through which he
could live. It is tempting to think that he knew this, yet perhaps did not trust it enough to have
lived longer and more contentedly, but that is another story and a different conjecture. For van
Gogh, this meant that his discovery of his flame-metaphor(m) allowed him to fully express
his burning desire for expression, to communicate his certainty of the centrality of passion to
existence. This is the vicious/visionary circle of the simultaneously invented and discovered
central trope.
Expressing this in the chart, van Gogh's metaphor(m)al blending can be diagrammed as
follows (fig. 12):

23 Vincent van Gogh, "Letter to Anton Ridder van Rappard." In Letters to an Artist: Vincent van Gogh to
Anton Ridder van Rappard, translated by Rela van Messel. Quoted in The Creative Process: A
Symposium, edited by Brewster Ghiselin (New York: New American Library, A Mentor Book, 1952), pp.
54-55. Capitalization and odd syntax in original.
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Painting / Art / Life

The
A Flame

Brushstroke

Metaphor(m): The
Brushstroke is a
Flame

Foundational
Metaphors
Of Flame,
Fire, Burning

Composition,
Contours,
Hatching, etc.

fig. 12
The Chart of Vincent van Gogh's Metaphor(m)

and Passion
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Ernest Hemingway
To Gasquet, [Cézanne] said: "While being the first
to work in my way, I want to stay simple. Those
who know are simple".... Hemingway had become
aware that the strategies Cézanne had developed in
the second half of the 19th century in order to
transpose nature into art proved to be largely
parallel to what the Modernists were trying to
realize within literature in the nineteen-twenties.
That he saw this parallel enabled him to create
literary landscapes which belong to the best in
twentieth century fiction.
— Thomas Hermann24

The novelist Ernest Hemingway is renowned for the apparent straightforwardness of his
literary manner. While his style is clean and unornamented, this is the result of a refined yet
involved metaphor(m), one not so easy to demonstrate schematically. Therefore, his work
offers a rich and surprising case study. Similar to the preceding analysis of van Gogh, a
pursuit of Hemingway's central trope serves well as a trial of this theory's usefulness.
In the development of his metaphor(m) Hemingway, as most other creators, had an
agon, an antithetical battle with his personal precursor. This was not, as he claimed, with
Steven Crane; that was purposeful misdirection, a pretense most likely largely inwardly
directed. Harold Bloom asserts an important fact concerning artistic lineage. "No poet, I
amend that to no strong poet, can choose his precursor, any more than any person can choose
his father."25 Hemingway cannot decide to be the son of Crane, as much as he strove to avow
and probably even believe this. Upon close study, it becomes obvious that his real struggle
was with a conglomerate figure of a precursor composed in equal parts of Sherwood
Anderson and Gertrude Stein. Anderson represented the realist and regionalist strain of
Hemingway's desire. Stein was the penultimate Modernist, avant-garde and experimental.
Many critics of the period believed realism and modernism to be irreconcilable. Yet,
Hemingway managed to perform this impossible blend through his struggle with these
specific figures. Most of this author's remarkable achievements are complex and seemingly
unattainable when considered in isolation from achieved fact. Bloom asserts that the greatest
American poets, which we may extend to mean authors and artists in general, "make
impossible and self-contradictory demands upon both their readers and themselves."26
The painter Paul Cézanne pointed the way for this novelist. It has often been noted, and
thoroughly scrutinized by Thomas Hermann, that Hemingway "wished to write like Cézanne
painted."27 The novelist was extremely visually oriented. Hemingway was "a man to whom
the sense of vision was of the utmost importance. His writing was, from early on, influenced

24

Thomas Hermann, "Quite a Little About Painters": Art and Artists in Hemingway’s Life and Work,
Swiss Studies in English, no. 123 (Tübingen: Francke, 1997), p. 146.
25
Harold Bloom, A Map of Misreading (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975; paperback, 1980), p. 12.
26
Harold Bloom, Agon: Towards a Theory of Revisionism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982;
Oxford University Press Paperbacks, 1983), pp. 335-336.
27
Hermann, Quite a Little, p. 134.
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by paintings."28 Cézanne had overcome a conflict comparable to that which faced the author.
This painter took the atmospheric touch of Impressionism and created its opposite — an art of
solid construction. He forged a style which is clear, simple and avant-garde by making the
strokes building-block-like, by forming space purely through structured color (not a play of
light as in Impressionism), and by finding geometric simplicity in the essential shapes of
objects, landscapes and people. Cézanne's willful and original misprision of his Impressionist
forerunners was the analogy freeing Hemingway to accomplish his own necessary interpretive
contortion.
The author's tools were many, but two are most important. The first is his often
discussed use of metonymy instead of metaphor.29 The second is the chiastic structuring in his
prose, which is less renowned yet equally important. This later insight is a recent gift to us
from Max Nänny and his students, most notably Thomas Hermann.30 Metonymy emphasizes
context; it is profoundly useful in realistic endeavors. It supplies an author with "natural
symbols," or "context-sensitive" analogies.31 Metonymy is a clear, simple, real-world oriented
trope. It avoids the extravagance of metaphor, which is tainted through its propagandistic
misuse by authority figures such as politicians, businessmen, religious and military leaders.32
Extravagant metaphor is often used in lies and romantic rabble-rousing. Here, we can think of
the amplified, aggressive, ostentatious metaphors of Nazis, both neo- and historical.
Considering such modern misuse of rhetoric, Hemingway was exemplary in his "fear of
abstractions," a phrase Hermann borrows from Ezra Pound. 33 Metonymy surfaces in many
elements of Hemingway's works: descriptions, vocabulary, dialogue and even characters'
appellations. In A Farewell to Arms various figures are identified by Hemingway in this
fashion, such as "the man with the garlic," or "the men of the anti-aircraft gun." In a famous
passage in the same novel, the character Lt. Frederic Henry describes Hemingway's view of
language.
There were many words that you could not stand to hear and finally only the names of
places had dignity. Certain numbers were the same and certain dates and these with the
names of the places were all you could say and have them mean anything. Abstract words
such as glory, honor, courage, or hallow were obscene beside the concrete names of
villages, the numbers of roads, the names of rivers, the numbers of regiments and the
dates.34

28

Ibid., p. 186.
The relationship between metaphor and metonymy may be far more complex than has been assumed
for many decades. Günter Radden, for example, asserts that most metaphors may actually have
metonymies as their source. This is in his paper "How Metonymic are Metaphors?" in the book Metaphor
and Metonymy in Comparison and Contrast, edited by René Dirven and Ralf Pörings.
30
Hermann., Quite a Little, pp. 151-153. See also Max Nänny, "Hemingway’s Architecture of Prose:
Chiastic Patterns and Their Narrative Functions," North Dakota Quarterly 64, no. 3 (1997): 157-176.
31
Ibid., pp. 140-143. One subsection of Chapter 10, "Hemingway and Cézanne," is titled "The Role of
Context" and offers an excellent discussion of metonymy as a contextual device in Hemingway’s writing.
32
For a discussion and application of Roman Jakobson's dichotomy between metonymy and metaphor to
contemporary art, see Mark Staff Brandl and Daniel Ammann, "Beyond 'Like' and 'As' in Images:
Metonymy and Metaphor in Some Recent Art," Art Criticism, vol.8, no.2, (1993), pp. 98–108.
33
Hermann, Quite a Little, p. 139. Hermann cites the Literary Essays of Ezra Pound, ed. T.S. Eliot (New
York: New Directions, 1968), p. 5.
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Ibid., p. 165.
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As exhibited in this quotation, metonymy is a context-sensitive tool. Because of this,
Hemingway was able to use it to create natural symbols, that is, images which can be read as
naturalistic details, yet also may be imaginatively expanded by the reader to the level of
metaphor.35 A realistic description of Santiago sleeping in The Old Man and the Sea can also
be interpreted as a visual image of the crucifixion, symbolically making the old fisherman a
Christ-figure in his tragic, yet heroic, suffering.
Inside the shack he leaned the mast against the wall. In the dark he found a water bottle and
took a drink. Then he lay down on the bed. He pulled the blanket over his shoulders and
then over his back and legs and he slept face down on the newspapers with his arms out
straight and the palms of his hands up.36

Whereas metonymy is Hemingway's cardinal rhetorical figure, chiastic structures are
the principal building-blocks of his prose. A chiasmus, also termed a chiasm, is a patterning
device in which symmetry is achieved by following the first half of a linguistic unit with a
parallel of its form in reverse. This is typically described diagrammatically as ABBA, 1-2-3:32-1, ABCD:X:DCBA, or the like. Most frequently this involves a repetition of words, however
a chiasmus "may be manifested on any level of the text or (often) on multiple levels at once:
phonological (sound-patterning), lexical or morphological (word repetition;...), syntactic
(phrase- or clause-construction) or semantic/thematic."37
Chiastic patterning is one predominant formal technique in the Bible. It appears in the
discussions of almost every book in The Literary Guide to the Bible, edited by Robert Alter
and Frank Kermode. Shakespeare's works and the King James Version of the Bible are the
two columns supporting any English speaker's world, whether recognized or not. The Bible is,
of course, the weightier member of this pair, especially for an American, Shakespeare the
more psychological. Not only is chiasmus a foundational element of sentence structure in the
poetry of the Old Testament, but longer passages, whole sections, images and even underlying
subtexts and meanings can be chiastic. This occurs, for example, on a grand scale in
chiasmata of polarity in the first books of the Bible.
The first division in Genesis 1 was that between light and darkness. This polarity continues
powerfully throughout Exodus and beyond. On its journey through the desert, Israel is
protected and led by a column of smoke or a cloud during the day and a column of fire at
night, as signs of God's presence. These are the virtuoso effects of the master of polarities,
who has thus created a chiasm: light in darkness, darkness in light. These polarities occur at
strategic points in the composition: in chapter 14, where the division between Israel and
Egypt becomes definite, around and in the Red Sea (13:21-22 and 14:19-20), and also in
10:23, 19:18, and 20:18, where smoke and fire dramatize the theophany on the holy
mountain; in 33:9-11a, in front of the tabernacle of the congregation, where the cloud
appears only in order to screen from the people Moses' contact with God; and preeminently
in the climactic moment at the conclusion of the book (40:34-38), where the full polarity,
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Ibid., p. 142.
Ibid., p. 105.
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T.V.F. Brogan and Albert W. Halsal, s.v. "Chiasmus," The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and
Poetics, edited by Alex Preminger and T. V. F. Brogan. 1993 edition.
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day/night = fire/cloud, appears and marks how "the glory of YHWH filled the tabernacle"(v.
35b).38

Biblical chiasmata appear quite visibly in the poetic parallelism of sentences formed by
pairs of phrases. This can be displayed in Psalm 1:6, as diagrammed in The Bible as
Literature by John B. Gabel, Charles B. Wheeler and Anthony D. York, (fig. 13):

For

but

Yahweh watches over

the path of the wicked

the path of the upright,

is doomed.
39

fig. 13

In addition, one clause frequently makes an abstract assertion, while the other
paraphrases and exemplifies it, as in Proverbs 25:11-12, from the New Jerusalem Bible.
Like apples of gold inlaid with silver
is a word that is aptly spoken.
A golden ring, an ornament of finest gold,
is a wise rebuke to an attentive ear.40

Any Biblical reference or literary form carries connotations of truth. Walt Whitman
used an opposite style-feature of the Bible, yet for analogous metaphoric reasons. Whereas
Whitman used the expansive, proclamatory, litany-based inclusiveness of Biblical structure,
Hemingway contracts it, makes chiastic form firm, lean, something solid and workmanlike.
He creates blocks of relations that are similar to Cézanne's strokes and geometric substructure.
This hard-boiled solidity is also suggestive of simplicity and truth.
Nänny has "discovered close to a hundred such" chiasmata in Hemingway's work. He
describes them as "formal, quasi poetic structurations submerged under the deceptive verbal
surface of his seemingly simple, realistic prose."41 In order to make the chiastic structures
clear, in his article "Hemingway's Architecture of Prose: Chiastic Patterns and Their Narrative
Functions," Nänny has taken what are continuous prose texts in Hemingway and broken them
into diagrams with the lexical repetitions in bold-face and the semantic repetitions in bold
italics. An excellent example is a passage from "Big Two-Hearted River, Part I."
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J. P. Fokkelman, "Exodus." In The Literary Guide to the Bible, edited by Robert Alter and Frank
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The river was there. It swirled against the log spiles of the bridge. Nick looked down into
the clear, brown water, colored from the pebbly bottom, and watched the trout keeping
themselves steady in the current with wavering fins. As he watched them they changed their
positions by quick angles, only to hold steady in the fast water again. Nick watched them a
long time.
He watched them holding themselves with their noses into the current, many trout in deep,
fast moving water, slightly distorted as he watched far down through the glassy convex
surface of the pool, its surface pushing and swelling smooth against the resistance of the
log-driven piles of the bridge.
(...)
The river was there. It swirled against
1 the log spiles of the bridge. Nick looked
2 down into the clear, brown water, colored from the pebbly
bottom, and
3 watched the
4 trout keeping themselves steady in
5 the current with wavering fins. As he watched them they changed
their positions by quick angles, only to
6 hold steady in the fast water again.
7 Nick watched them a long time.
–
7 He watched them
6 holding themselves with their noses into
5 the current, many
4 trout in deep, fast moving water, slightly distorted as he
3 watched far
2 down through the glassy convex surface of the pool, its surface
pushing and swelling smooth against the resistance of
1 the log-driven piles of the bridge.42

Similarly, a segment of In Our Time is proven to have chiastic, "quasi-architectural
symmetry."
1
2

3
4

It was a
frightfully hot day. We'd jammed
an absolutely perfect barricade across the bridge. It was simply
priceless. A big old wrought-iron grating from the front of a house.
Too heavy to lift and you could
shoot through it and
they would have to climb over it.

— It was absolutely topping.
4
3
2
1

42

They tried to get over it, and we
potted them from forty yards. They rushed it, and officers came out
alone and worked on it. It was
an absolutely perfect obstacle. Their officers were very fine. We were
frightfully put out when we heard the flank had gone, and we had
to fall back.43

Nänny, "Architecture," pp. 169-170. Nänny takes his quotation from Ernest Hemingway, The Short
Stories of Ernest Hemingway (New York: Scribner, 1966), p. 209.
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As presented in "Hemingway's Architecture of Prose," Nänny finds several specific
narrative functions for Hemingway's various applications of chiastic structure, including
"back and forth movement;" "opposition, symmetry and balance;" "framing;" and "centering."
Most importantly for the theory of central trope, the novelist clearly applies this formal
element as an embedded metaphor(m), using it to "mime or enact meaning."44
Hence, we come to Hemingway's central trope. This involves a double-blend, as it
features two complementary mappings. Such complexity is described by Fauconnier and
Turner in Chapters 14 and 15 of their book The Way We Think, titled respectively "Multiple
Blends" and "Multiple-Scope Creativity."45 The couplings are far more closely knit in
Hemingway's work than several of Fauconnier and Turner's examples, such as the "Dracula
and His Patients" illustration they draw from a newspaper editorial.46 Hemingway's two
pairings are so compactly interwoven as to be almost one blend. While I would contend that
most metaphor(m)s are more akin to the iconic blend seen above in van Gogh, Hemingway
gives an inkling of other, far more intricate or even convoluted possibilities. The conceptual
integration of a number of mental image-mappings appears to be more frequent and essential
in postmodern artworks.
Hemingway's image-mapping is that of simplicity on trope (metonymy) and solidity on
structure (chiasmus). This, in turn, plays on the metaphors "truth is simple" and "truth is
solid," both of which are viewed through the lens of the metaphor "structure is the object."
This logical sequence yields the author's personal central belief: "writing is truth is life." His
metaphor(m) is "metonymy and chiasmus are solid and simple, are truth (about life)." He
extended this into his subject matter and many if not most of the other elements of his writing,
generally by analogy. His descriptions, place names, characters' names, dialogues and syntax
are among the creative particulars which bear the stamp of his metaphor(m). My point is not
to celebrate the insight of literary critics such as David M. Raabe who highlighted
Hemingway's metonymic play, nor the insight Nänny and Hermann offer into his chiastic
structuring, but to analyze these mechanics of his writing in a cognitive sense, thus expanding
our perception of the agonistic and vital purpose they serve in his writing by seeing the
significant way in which they converge in the author's central trope.47
Hemingway made linguistic form spatial and visual in an intricate and coherent
complex of tropes. Foundational metaphors are extended, elaborated and composed. Telling
the truth is one of the most important aspects (a synecdoche) of morality, thus truth is an
elaboration of "MORALITY IS STRAIGHTNESS." Furthermore, straightness is a metonymy of
simplicity. The writer is using many literary elements metaphorically, but most of all
metonymy itself. This is an unprecedented twist resulting in a great critical metalepsis.
Coherence can be an attribute or extension of truth. Two foundational metaphors active in our
society are "COHERENT IS WHOLE" and "COHERENCE IS ALIGNED."A building or
constructed work of art must be solid, that is, structurally sound, composed in a thorough
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fashion. "THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS" as well as "IDEAS ARE CONSTRUCTED
OBJECTS" are operative at that point, as applied to literary ideas, most of all to his chiastic
constructions. Extend existence and you have life, one foundational metaphor is indeed
"EXISTENCE IS LIFE," yet another is "EXISTENCE IS HAVING FORM." For the author this
meant a very specific form — his work, his writing. Hemingway has a central trope with
epistemological and ethical implications, a powerful and broadened rationality of amazing
complexity in a writer of ostensibly astounding simplicity.

Writing / Art / Life

Metonymy (The
Trope)

Simplicity

Chiasmus (The
Solidity

Structure)

Foundational
Metaphors
of
Simple, Solid,
Metaphor(m):

Structure and

Metonymy and

Truth

Chaismus are Solid
and Simple Truth

Indirect Biblical
Allusion,
Descriptions, Names,
Syntax, Criticism

fig. 14
The Diagram of Ernest Hemingway's Metaphor(m)
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These accounts of central trope in van Gogh and Hemingway have put the theory of
central trope to the test and, I believe, substantiated its utility. They also exemplify the
methodic application of this theory and both propose and evoke ways in which it is similarly
employed in the following chapters to examine a choice of artworks and topics, subjecting
them to "thick" or close-analysis. The subjects include my own work and that of other artists,
as well as various fields of visual art, including painting, installation, electronic media and
comic art (also termed "sequential art"). This dissertation focuses on visual art, however I
analyzed the author Hemingway in order to thoroughly test and present my theory. He is a
challenging case, considering his clear repudiation of (linguistic) metaphor. The section on
artist Vincent van Gogh is, nevertheless, more central to my discussion. I have violated a
prime technique of metaphor(m) in my discussion here. Due to the necessity to use quotations
from Hemingway's works and from the scholars analyzing him, and due to the clarity of the
situation, which makes van Gogh a foremost example of my theory, I have made the section
on Hemingway longer than that on van Gogh. If I had embodied their importance to my paper
metaphor(m)ally, the length of each section should have been the other way round!

Revisions in Light of Central Trope
Reflecting on the applications above and turning our eyes from the Lakoffian elements
of my thought to Bloomian ones, it can be perceived that the pervasive use of metaphor(m) is
the test of the truly forceful creator (Bloom's "strong poet," as described above). In this, we
can contribute a new concept of "genius." Rather than being seen as some kind of
transcendentally inspired originality, genius can be correlated with the attainment of
enveloping discernment, through the transformational power of the metaphor(m). Genius
becomes the inspiration to all-pervasiveness, infusing the insight ("genie") of central trope in
the entire thinking-experiential process. In a similar vein of reasoning, "pervasiveness"
replaces the inadequate concept of "unity." The now thread-worn discussions of "unity in
diversity" and the like were never sufficient, especially after Modernism, for the lived
experience of what artists attempt in the composition of artworks. The idea of "unity"
connotes something feeble, almost expended, when seen as a goal and as it is often taught in
art schools, primarily in Bauhaus-derived explanations of relational balancing. In the place of
such entropy, the theory of central trope suggests a substitution: "comprehensiveness," the
attempted-for omnipresence of one's guiding vision, a dynamic fullness. For example, it
seems evident that Jan van Eyck's detailed rendering is not merely a new formal discovery
used for its novelty alone. His style uses the dynamism of seeming opposition to energize an
integrated vision of life. His realism serves to draw in viewers, suggest transcendence, and
justify the individuality of persons and objects with the essence of God. His light is physical,
yet does not dissolve; rather, it crystallizes visible reality, being in no way mysterious or
overwhelming as in the medieval art before him. Yet the spiritual essence of God would
appear to have little to do with a powerfully material world. In this, and other elements, we
see that Jan van Eyck is a highly complex painter, in whose work many seemingly
contradictory elements are reconciled. His works offers a form of accord far more
sophisticated than any notion of unity — and this long before Modernism. I will not deeply
analyze his metaphor(m) at this point, but it revolves around his use of light as a materializing
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force to embrace and overcome contradiction in what he saw as theological truths and the
material world. This conviction suffuses and harmonizes his work: thorough pervasiveness.48
The search for this pervasiveness, tropaic omnipresence, explains a prime form of
development and growth in artists. The discovery of one's own metaphor(m) may come in a
blinding flash or in gradual steps, but learning to apply it is always a matter of slow work and
hard-won experience. Some creators only progress to certain points in this maturational
process, winning a few rounds but leaving off the end of the match. Thereby, they may even
achieve importance, but not true strength in the Bloomian sense. The novels of James Joyce
can be studied as a step-by-step realization of an ever more pervasive metaphor(m), one
carried to an apex seldom reached in the history of literature or art. In an ideally consummated
approach, the central trope would inhabit each and every decision by a creator. This is the
never-ending lustre of the praxis of artistically maturation.49
Continuing this line of discovery, we bring to light another potential revision of a
flawed conventional sentiment concerning creativity. "Reduction" has been touted at times as
the sacred goal of the arts. Beyond a doubt, as creators mature their works frequently become
not only allusively richer, but more concentrated. As comic artists phrase this, it consists in
"learning what to leave out."50 While many authors have expressed a similar perception, the
truth of this is so concretely evident in illustrative (i.e. "realistic" as opposed to humorous
style) comic artists' works. Many begin their careers working in tightly, often overly-detailed
styles — perhaps in order to achieve renown. By the late phases of their careers, many draw
with far fewer lines, yet with much richer expression. How do we retain this fine observation
concerning reduction, but subtract the level of self-mortification it reached in Late
Modernism? Reduction must be recognized not as a goal, but as a means — to embodied
metaphor(m). Reduction is redefined by the theory of central trope as an example in use of H.
Paul Grice's "Maxim of Quantity." This rule is simple: "Be as informative as is required and
not more so."51 Lakoff and Turner use this idea to clarify a guiding principle of the creation of
new metaphors, explaining their elegance and understandability; however it also deciphers the
issue of reduction in the arts. As creators develop, their use of their metaphor(m)s becomes
more encompassing, as just described. Concomitantly, as pervasiveness expands, artists and
authors become more aware of extraneous elements in their works, i.e. ones which do not
assist, or may even be detracting from, the central trope. Hence, these are extracted from the
mix. This fuller account of reduction denies subtraction for its own sake. Important is the
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necessary increase in abundance which it indirectly serves. Reduction is the drive to leave out
what does not contribute to the metaphor(m).

Considerations of Terminology
It might be argued that my theory is anticipated in some other terminology which is
already in place in poetics, hence there is no need to create new coinage; an older one could
merely be expanded. One of these existing literary terms could be broadened in purport:
conceit, image, scheme, style, or extended metaphor. One of the terms of more recent coinage
could be converted, such as aegis, perruque, or meme. These varieties of other "large" tropes
are occasionally quite useful, yet I find each unclear or inadequate for my purposes.
A conceit is a complex metaphor which runs through the entire body of a single work,
usually a metaphysical poem. It seldom goes further than this. Besides not being broad
enough, a conceit is often conspicuously improbable. It is symbolic in a lopsidedly witty
fashion, yet can be fun, as I enjoy applying it in my chapters. It is a purposefully inorganic
measure used to create an abstracted hook on which to hang a work.
While conceit is too narrow, the term image encompasses far too much, making it of
little use in a theory of trope. It can mean a metaphor itself, a concrete anecdotal reference, a
symbol, a recurrent motif, or a specific "snapshot" of everyday experience (as in the literary
poetic movement Imagism). In this paper it is used in the standard non-literary way, meaning
a mental picture of something.
Scheme has always been difficult to nail down, being intricately intertwined in poetics
with figure, trope and meter. Generally, it is used nowadays to describe a conceptual
structuring of allusion which somewhat resembles the mathematical structuring of syllables
called meter. A scheme is an applied order, perhaps a bit forced, used throughout a single
work, or a section of a larger work. It has never been seen as extending throughout an entire
oeuvre. In short, it is a one-shot plan.
Style denotes a broad formal concern. It evokes notions that seem too fortuitous for
theoretical use in metaphor theory. Stylistics would, of course, include the study of
metaphor(m)s. However, style is not precise or intentional enough to be descriptively
instrumental in the way I wish. It suggests the entire "package of delivery" of some content. It
sounds somehow independent of meaning, yet dependent on whims of the personality.
Unfortunately, the word style can call to mind no more than un-willed, unintentional,
individual tics of expression. I do not believe this to be true of an artist's style and would not
like to suggest it. A rigorously integral and achieved style is the opposite of this; it is precise
in its connotations. Due to style's associations, the word has been avoided as a general term.
The phrase extended metaphor comes closest to metaphor(m), yet does not encompass
it. An extended metaphor sits, so to speak, on top of a work, not at its root as a central trope
does. An extended metaphor is generally developed in some detail by an author or artist. It is
a more natural conceit. Nevertheless, it remains rather singular, persisting as a technical
device used in the composition of one work. The fashion in this paper in which I have used
surveying, painting, blocking out and others can be seen as either conceits or extended
metaphors.
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The newer term aegis comes from Norman Bryson. It is his attempt to expand
intertextual allusion to an important trope. This is clearly influenced by Harold Bloom, who is
an important source for my theorizing as well. Since we have metalepsis as the name for the
specific trope Bloom favors, that of intertextually playing one trope off a former one, I see no
gain in rephrasing this. Additionally, such intertextuality is a small part of my theory, but not
the chief one, which revolves around the formation of a central, pervasive trope based on an
image scheme or mapping.52
In The Practice of Everyday Life, Michel de Certeau presents his engaging idea of the
perruque. This word literally is French for "wig," but is idiomatic for stealing work-time for
one's own projects, e.g., such as is the situation when producers of small amateur magazines
(called xines) photocopy their publications at their workplaces during work hours. De Certeau
sees this as a trope in which the socially powerless hollow out a somewhat Kristevian loophole for themselves within the conditions which dominate them. This is a discerning
assessment of a little-studied phenomenon, one I find very attractive, yet more a tactic than a
trope, in my opinion, and one which is rather far afield of my theory of artistic central trope.53
This maneuver could, however, be a fertile ground for the invention of a central trope in an
individual artist's work.
The British biologist Richard Dawkins created the word meme in his book on evolution,
The Selfish Gene in 1976.54 Memes are considered cultural analogues to genes, therefore units
of socio-cultural ideas which get passed from one person to another. The term has had little
actual scientific success — no one has yet been able to clearly isolate an example or prove its
auto-transmitability. Indeed, if such an entity does exist, it resembles a virus more than a
gene. Meme is, however, highly fashionable on internet, where it is used to describe any
spread of a trendy catch-phrase or word stylization. I find it far too voguish, vague and
unproven, to be of any use.
In summary, all of these alternative rhetorical terms describe ideas which are ancillary
to, far afield of, or even surface through central trope in the contributing components of an
author or artist's vision. Many, such as conceits, schemes, style, and extended metaphors, I
would claim are instances in application of metaphor(m).
While discussing terminology, I would like to make a point concerning a way in which
my chief term, trope, is not used in this dissertation: the manner in which it currently
frequently appears in idiomatic use in the artworld. Far too often the word is bandied about in
discussions where it is used as shorthand for referring to a technique or practice within a
specific style of art, one which the speaker does not support. The person using the term is
thereby in fact accusing an artist of having key elements in his work which are the result of
unreflected habits and of unconscious, fallacious symbolism. For instance,
Neo-Conceptualists are wont to indict Neo-Expressionists for using brushwork as "simply a
trope of genius" or the like. Likewise, Neo-Expressionists will accuse Pop Art influenced
artists of "making iconic tropes out of individual handwriting" and so on. Thus, in fashionable
artworld abuse, trope becomes no more than a conventional lie. This is vaguely reminiscent of
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some of the archaic definitions of metaphor, but more importantly it is a confusion of topos
with trope, a common error.
Topoi in literature are conventional themes, motifs, character-types or style elements
that are common within a specific genre of literature. For instance, one topos in horror or socalled Gothic novels is the stormy night in a castle; one in hardboiled detective novels is the
alcoholic yet ethical loner as chief character. Thus, what artworld users of the word trope are
seeking is most likely topos. The characteristic mark of a brushstroke from the hand of an
artist as an indicator of individualism was an original invention of the Action Painters, but
could be now viewed as having become codified into a topos. Outsourcing, not producing
one's work with one's own hands, was a new aesthetic option attempting to incorporate
industrial systems into art when the Russian Constructivists first suggested it. The "found
object" appeared shockingly anti-humanistic in the hands of the Dadaists. Yet, both of these
have turned into very nearly obligatory procedures in Neo-Conceptualism, symbolizing the
content mentioned — thus topoi.
The terms trope and metaphor are used in this paper when figurative analogy in general
is meant, as is customary in literature; however, I am applying this idea to visual art. For
Lakoff and his collaborators, metaphor is a thought process rather than a figure of speech; I
follow them and use the combination cognitive metaphor to suggest this most directly. Trope,
being derived from turning, can be envisioned in evocative images and analogies. As Gerald
L. Bruns writes of Philo of Alexandria, the Hellenistic philosopher who amalgamated
Stoicism, allegory and Jewish exegesis:
Philo's word for "figurative" derives from the Greek trepein, 'to turn,' which means not
transformation (turning one thing into another) but conversion (turning something around):
when confronted with a dark saying, you can make it plain by turning it toward you, because
the light it sheds is on its nether side, shining away from you. Frequently, however, what
requires turning is not the saying but the one who fails to understand it. If a saying shines its
light away from you, you are not standing where you should be; you need to alter your place
or condition in order to situate yourself in the light of what is said.55

Synopsis
I have now finished painting a portrait of the nature of the theory of central trope. In
following chapters it is tested, exemplified and systematically studied. Let me apply a
concluding varnish of brief summation to the picture.
Trope as the basis of human thought, pressed into the tangible stuff and processes of
creativity, constitutes metaphor(m), or the theory of central trope. The foremost struggle of
strong literary and visual creators is the search for this vital, analogical tool. An important
aspect of this agonism is brought about by straining against the confines established by one's
artistic precursors. A further phase of this conflict is the attempt by authors or artists to
manifest the discovered central trope pervasively throughout their techniques, works and total
œuvre. The final result is a dialectical integration of content and form. The profile of meaning
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itself is understood in terms of the anatomy of its delivery – and vice versa. Francis Landy
writes of the poetry of the Song of Songs that, independent of whether it involves two earthly
erotic lovers or a symbolic love between God and his people, "lovers can communicate only
through the world, through metaphor. … Something happens that is beyond speech, and it
enters language only through displacement."56
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CHAPTER THREE
Excursus

Take an earful from me once, go with me on a hike
Along sand stretches on the great inland sea here
And while the eastern breeze blows on us and the restless surge
Of the lake waves on the breakwater breaks with an ever fresh monotone,
Let us ask ourselves: What is truth? what do you or I know?
How much do the wisest of the world's men know about where the massed human
procession is going?
—Carl Sandburg1

Hiking and Thinking
Each of the chapters in this dissertation ends with a short comic as personal
commentary; in this chapter, the illustrated, sequential form takes center stage. I have long
had the desire to do an extended comic sequence of one of our Wanderferien, the hiking
vacations my wife Cornelia and I do with our dogs. We not only appreciate the sites and
exercise (enduring the physical ordeal is harder for me as I am less fit than Cornelia and the
dogs who regularly do dog sport training such as Agility), but also discuss projects and ideas
of ours. This was the perfect opportunity, as Cornelia and I along with our young dog River
decided to hike a section of the ancient Via Francigena from Pontarlier, in the Franche-Comté
region in eastern France, to the town of Vevey in Switzerland, in the canton Vaud, on the
north shore of Lake Geneva. We planned ten days on this section of the ancient road between
Canterbury, England and Rome. It began as a Roman road and in mediaeval times was an
important pilgrimage route. I was at a point in my dissertation where, after the presentation of
the central aspects of my theory of central trope, I was about to apply it to my own artwork.
This was an idea of Professor Ursprung's with which Professor Langlotz was very much in
agreement. I was a bit reticent, as I generally abhor most so-called artists' statements and the
like. Perhaps it is partially the fear of nailing myself down, as changeability has always been
very important to me in my art. Also at this time, I was offered the motivating opportunity to
do one of the largest Panels painting-installations that I had ever done. It was to be made and
presented in an exhibition in an unused ex-fabric-dyeing factory in Switzerland, now an art
center. I realized this was my chance to ruminate on the application of metaphor(m) theory to
my work, followed by concretizing that thought process in a substantial piece of art, a
challenge I could not resist. This chapter is the sequential representation of our journey and
my internal and external dialogues. The painting-installation that resulted from this is
presented in and as Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FOUR.
Conceiving Metaphor(m)s

Rather than ask again: what is a trope? I prefer to
ask the pragmatic question: what is it that we want
our tropes to do for us?
—Harold Bloom1
If a new metaphor enters the conceptual system
that we base our actions on, it will alter that
conceptual system and the perceptions and actions
that the system gives rise to. Much of cultural
change arises from the introduction of new
metaphorical concepts and the loss of old ones.
—George Lakoff and Mark Johnson2

Sketching, Blocking and Brainstorming
Before I proceed to a chapter presenting and discussing the painting-installation I made
embodying the analysis I conducted upon my own art in the last chapter, I would like to
broadly sketch a picture of the realm of technical, formal possibilities available to a creator
for discovering and constructing a central trope. Thus far in this dissertation, I have used
metaphors of land surveying, painting and hiking as conceits traveling through individual
chapters. The metaphor I envision for this chapter is a specific type of sketch in which the
basic forms of a comic or storyboard are roughed in, often concentrating on areas of shadow
and light without any detail; furthermore, in such sketches various possibilities are tried out in
a kind of loose brainstorming. Drawing such studies is called blocking out a story or
composition, in the sense of laying out the broad masses of the images, not in the sense of
obstructing the view of something. Here are two examples of pages on which comic artists
have begun to block out the story they are going to draw.

1

Harold Bloom, Agon: Towards a Theory of Revisionism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982;
paperback, 1983), p. 31.
2
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1980; paperback, 1981), p. 145.
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This is similar to, and perhaps derived from, the approximate physical placement of
actors for scenes in a theatrical work during rehearsals, which directors also term blocking. In
Chapter Four, I am blocking out how I feel the metaphor(m)al thought process begins in
brainstorming arrays of options for various formal features.
To cast an eye back to our chart in figure 8, the discussion now focuses on the left-hand
oval: what formal aspects are available and how an image or image schema might be mapped
onto them: the right-hand oval. Such possibilities are likely infinite. We must keep the goals
of such creativity in mind and view my descriptions as suggestive yet not exhaustive. To
continuously widen this vast field has been a mainstay of the activities of creating artworks
since at least the advent of Modernism. One of my instructors as an undergraduate was
sculptor Roger Kotoske. He conducted a very stirring class chiefly due to one talent and
technique of his: the ability to brainstorm. Whenever we the students would bring in a work,
discuss a theme for an assignment or look at artwork in slides, he would begin to rattle off
additional possibilities for the expansion of the topic or object in other, potential art objects.
"What else could we do with this," he might say, and then brainstorm: turn it upside-down,
make it huge, put it outside, change material, intensify details and and and. Innovative
possibilities would begin to flow forth from us as well. This chapter is very much in his spirit.

Tools of Thought
What do we want our tropes to do for us, as Bloom asks? We want our tropes to change
the way we think. Through such alteration, we want them to offer us understanding, to help us
comprehend the world of our experience, and even, perhaps, to assist us in changing that
world. This is a large demand, but we should face it in all its hubris, self-contradiction,
impossibility and wonder, and not evade it in cloying irony or other self-debasement. All the
creative arts introduce new metaphorical concepts or surprising re-readings of older ones.3
This is primarily accomplished by creators through their metaphoric use of elements of the
physical world, their materials, methods and formats: their metaphor(m)s, their central tropes.

Literature
I have often found it best when contemplating, or teaching, an idea in visual art, to first
step to the side and apply it to another artform. Such analogical employment can focus one's
thoughts. For such experimental thought I frequently use music. Here I will start with
literature, roughing out some features which are ripe for tropaic transformation in this
artform.
Aspects of textual media where central trope can be found or built by authors include:
style, syntax, figurative language, length, allusion, dialogue, description, meter, poetics,
characters, narrator, narrative, reference, internality/externality, genre, time, rhyme, image,

3

Throughout this paper art means all the arts (including novels, poetry, dance, painting, sculpture,
installations, film, comics, web art, etc.), although I discuss painting most frequently due to the focus of
this dissertation and my particular knowledge and interests.
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motif, plot development, format, repetition, transition, rhythm, setting, symbolism, mood, etc.
This shotgun-like sentence, brainstormed in a few minutes, can only hint at the available
options. Such inexhaustibility is certainly a reason why authors can continue to be creative,
after the vast history of previous writing. Everything has not been done, and in truth can never
be done. Claims to this affect are generally made in transitional periods where many people
feel overwhelmed and impotent, due to an absence of one clear cultural priority and the
looming presence of a strong period shortly preceding them — e.g. Post-Shakespeare
Elizabethan, Victorian, Mannerist or Postmodernist times. By contrast, such claims also may
be made with opposite intent in a period of cultural culmination, where strong creators
become intoxicated with visions of their own importance — e.g. ancient Athenian Greece, the
High Renaissance, Romanticism, or High Modernism.
Authors swim in their own discipline, discovering and manipulating its elements as they
glide through them. Analytically, one must use a different, somewhat falsifying tactic. The art
form is conceptually disassembled, imagining the parts one-by-one. Such a discussion could
create a false impression of what I claim creators do. Yes, they are critically analytic, but in
an operative, holistic fashion, thinking through objects in the swirl of creation. To be
manageable in a theoretical study, the parts must be pointed out one-by-one and out of
context. But like a vehicle, the separate parts of a creative work do not function much at all,
however when properly assembled they take one almost anywhere.
We can start with the physical building blocks of a text: letters, syllables, words,
phrases, sentences, lines, paragraphs, pages, chapters, books, volumes. All can and have been
manipulated through metaphor(m). The process of creation is also a fruitful ground:
handwriting, typewriting, individual sheets, one long sheet, the computer, rewriting, not
rewriting, cutting and pasting, predetermined formulas, chance. Elements of construction
come into play: sentence length, syntax, grammar, vocabulary, spelling, capitalization,
graphic design, typographic conventions. Broader structures may be key: genre, period style,
traditions, sub-genre, type, structure. Narrative features often are used: style and amount of
description, persona, dialogue, flashbacks, speed of action, narrative perspective, reported
thought. Use of tropes is important: which one (simile or irony, etc.), how far-fetched the
metaphors are, how frequently tropes are used, whether they appear in dialogue or only in
description. There are many, many more aspects to disassemble: characterization, overt
philosophizing, level of transparency or self-referentiality, the intended public, level of
difficulty of the text, and so on.
The theory of central trope delimits this through one hypothesis: authors generally take
only a severely limited number of these features in hand in order to achieve their
metaphor(m)s. Most often it is only one such aspect of form. The insight gained through
tropaically using this one element is then widened throughout the other important components
of their oeuvre, yet the prime integer remains paramount. For the purposes of my theory, the
discussion of a writer's works centers on her chosen or discovered key metaphoric, formal
element. The challenge for a critic using the theory of central trope is to locate this
momentous kernel of insight without drowning in either the Scylla or Charybdis of under or
over-estimation. The description of a metaphor(m) must not become simply a witty one-liner,
limiting a significant perception to a quick dismissal. Alternately, one cannot be guided by the
global, expansive claims of creators themselves. They concentrate on the pervasive, adept
adaptation and expansion of their vision. Hence, many would deny the very existence of any
central trope, seeing it as delimitation of their powers and originality.
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In several parts of this dissertation, metaphor(m) is sought out in the works of specific
creators. Using the theory in this way is my chief purpose in presenting it — to better
appreciate the achievements of authors and artists. In "On the Sublime of Self-disgust"
Charles Altieri has expressed the necessity for applying theory to actual objects.
Theory leads us to demarcating limits. In order to see beyond those limits I think we have to
turn to concrete works of art, especially if we are to challenge the very forms of selfcongratulation that may be basic to the entire enterprise of theorizing about the arts.4

Nevertheless, another one of the joys of thinking with the theory of central trope comes
in fantasizing for oneself the possibilities of creating one. This is, in a way, to try out the
position that each and every creator must occupy. As a thought experiment, take any element
of literature above; imagine a significant vision of some aspect of life, then try to discover an
appropriate image or image-schema mapping that would be a useful tool for embodying this.
Then see if that matches to any authors of whom you are knowledgeable, or fantasize how
you would use it as a creator. For instance, let us take words. If I image-match a word to a
tree, it has hidden roots, with branches above growing and changing yet mirroring the root
system below, without exactly repeating it. In writing, I could exploit this to achieve a lively
version of language including history (the roots, or etymology, of words), yet also
foregrounding its vital blossoming in use. Already we have stumbled on a fruitful version of
language.
How could this concretely be achieved? The initial insight is usually significant, but in
tangible actualization is where genius comes into its own. That is what makes the author. As
Larry Briskman astutely writes,
The artist must build up his painting gradually, stroke by stroke; while the theoretician must
build up his conjectural explanation bit by bit (even though he may have got his explanatory
"core idea" in a flash). But if this is the case, then it is highly likely that the very thought
processes of the artist or scientist will themselves be affected by the work done so far. In
other words, the creator, in his very process of creation, is constantly interacting with his
own prior products; and this interaction is one of genuine feedback….5

Possibilities, obviously not all equally creative, could include writing only with words
of a predetermined origin, or using words which have inverted or clearly evolved far from
their original base. Words could be paired, perhaps one of Anglo-Saxon origin and one of
another origin, where the root is visible in one and opaque in the other. Latin-derived words,
which tend to become abstract or comprehensive in English, could be used in their earlier,
more concrete interpretation. The opposite of any of these ideas would also be interesting. As
one can see, the meaning dominates the form, yet the metaphor(m) could be pointed in many
different, perhaps even opposite, directions. A concern with roots in words could be
liberating, expressing pride in one's heritage; it could be fascist, seeing words in imaginary
racial terms; it could be critical of the misuse of words. Authors who come quickly to mind
who have considered the individuality of words as an important part of their creative efforts
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include Emily Dickinson, Anthony Burgess, Jack Kerouac and most importantly James Joyce
in Finnegan's Wake. Was this their central trope, a part of it, or a result of it? Each would
have to be studied in depth and in detail to discover and discuss the answer to these questions.
After the TREE-WORD image-mapping mentioned, let us probe an image schema.
Sandra Halverson has written a stimulating article "Image Schemas, Metaphoric Processes,
and the 'Translate' Concept," where she traces just such a process at the cultural level, rather
than in an individual author's work. Researching and analyzing the "translate" concept in
English from the Old English through the Middle English period, she spies a "Lakoffian
cognitive model structured by image schemas and various types of action on those
schemas..."6 The various verbs, both Old English and Latin-derived (wendan, awendan, draw,
turn, transfer, translate), demonstrate a clear metaphoric development of abstract ideational
meaning from a spatial image schema. Halverson locates this in the generic-level metaphors
"STATES ARE LOCATIONS" and "CHANGE OF STATE IS CHANGE OF LOCATION,"
which form a SOURCE–PATH–GOAL schema. This is combined with a metaphoric notion
of LOCATION as CONTAINER, building a composite image schema, which could be
summed up as SOURCE (CONTAINER)–OBJECT–PATH–GOAL (CONTAINER). When
translating, one is seen as taking an object (a word) out of one container at its location and
carrying it over to another container at another location, where it is deposited.7
Halverson's insight describes our current perception of translation well, yet the fact that
this presently-held notion does not do justice to the true creativity involved in translation is
clear. Criticism of such a pervasive image schema-mapping could be a perfect opportunity to
invent one's own mapping, and thence comes art. Finding a specific material element which is
an embodiment of an improved schema would be metaphor(m) as I envision it. While we
cannot change commonly used vocabulary overnight, perhaps it would be possible in one
poem or essay, which then might become the basis for a general metaphor at a later date. How
would such an image schema-mapping look? Perhaps the translator could be viewed as a
sculptor, re-forming the words in another material: carving the "stone" of Latin to resemble
the meaning of the word in its original Greek "bronze." In English, one could look to Latin.
The word sculpĕre comes to mind, or caelare: the latter means carving, especially in metal, as
in engraving. This would also be an appropriate image, as engravings in metal were often
made after paintings, to "translate" them into a reproducible artwork. Thus translation would
be caelātūra, the translator a caelātor. This could be seen as an image-mapping, yet because
the notion is broader and more generalized, the schema behind the operations of engraving,
carving and metal work comes to the fore, producing an image schema-mapping. If these
words could be Anglicized in an understandable, modern form, one would have a better
metaphor. Our image schema would be OBJECT–CARVE (NEW MATERIAL)–OBJECT
(IMAGE). Following the example of celestial from caelestis/caeslestia, we could form
celation and celator. These are cumbersome words attempting to quickly contribute to the
snail-like evolution of ordinary language, but the deliberation serves as an adequate
illustration of the thought process behind working with given image schemas to forge new
connotations. The generic-level, or foundational, metaphors on which this new schema relies
are "IDEAS ARE PRODUCTS," "CHANGE IS REPLACEMENT," "PERCEPTION IS SHAPE
RECOGNITION," and a metonymy of MATERAL for OBJECT. In Metaphors We Live By,

6

Sandra Halverson, "Image Schemas, Metaphoric Processes, and the 'Translate' Concept," Metaphor and
Symbol 14, no.3 (1999), p. 199.
7
Ibid., pp. 203-211.
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Lakoff and Johnson perform a similar operation by attempting to create a new metaphor of
love: "LOVE IS A COLLABORATIVE WORK OF ART."8 This metaphor, like our vision of
translation, is unfortunately not culturally pervasive, although it is healthier than those
common to our culture ("LOVE IS WAR" or "LOVE IS MADNESS").
The theory of central trope contends that each and every component of an art form can
be and often has been considered in this way. For the purposes of criticism, such thoughts
must be discovered in the novels, poems and plays of authors. For creative use, such
imaginings must be tested against the inner drive — what does this allow me to express, what
does it force me to admit, what can I twist it into saying, what truth can I show with this
metaphor(m)? Can I question it as well as use it? How fecund will it be in elaboration,
extension or composition?

Visual Art
In a similar vein, let us explore the field of visual art quickly. Aspects of visual media
where central trope can be found, or built, include: facture, composition, tools, presentation,
amount of decision-making, amount of handwork, personality, shape, number, quantity,
materials, color, subject matter, iconography, application, reference, allusion, technique, light,
space, process, presence, internality/externality, abstraction, representation, accident, amount
of preconception, scale, sensuality, etc. Again, this is a rather daunting if far from exhaustive
list.
The application of insight about experience to insight into one's means of expression is
more of a discovery than a transference. It involves the essential tropological quality of
understanding itself. It may seem confining to have to search both through one's tools and
through one's experience with the tools. It sounds like a blind man tapping out his path with
his stick, while having to simultaneously search for his stick itself. This is the situation, but it
is an interaction which brings an expansion of knowledge. The application of metaphor to
experience is the primary instance of Hans-Georg Gadamer's notion that understanding lies in
application in its largest sense. In particular, this involves the testing of our pre-judgment of a
situation against the experienced fact of it. Joel Weinsheimer has discussed this idea of
application in his book applying Gadamer's philosophical hermeneutics to literary theory.
...Gadamer argues that genuine application (which does justice to the particularity of the
particular) not only increases what one knows but additionally expands one's categories,
what one can know. Genuine application therefore cannot be conceived as the ex post facto
use of an understanding one already has, precisely because in applying one comes to
understand. Application is an element of understanding itself.9

Finding one's central trope in visual art and literature is thus quite the opposite of
restriction. It offers an artist the equipment needed to gain knowledge, while expanding the

8

Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors We Live By, pp. 139-155.
Joel Weinsheimer, Philosophical Hermeneutics and Literary Theory (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1991), p. 80.
9
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field of obtainable knowledge with each application. Once again we are allowed to glimpse
the vast sea of unlimited possibilities, boundless horizons, in creative production.
The broad implications and significance of the theory of central trope were outlined in
relationship to the elements of literature. This operates in a corresponding fashion in visual
art, so I will cut to the chase in my blocked-out tale of specific, imaginative examples of
image-mapping and image schema-mapping and the creation of metaphor(m)s.
The brushstroke was discussed closely in the section of Chapter Two concerning
Vincent van Gogh, color and geometric composition will be considered below in the chapter
detailing a painting by Charles Boetschi. Instead of such real-life examples, at first fancy will
reign for a few paragraphs in order to better serve as illustration of central trope. As in the
discussion of literature, let us randomly choose a single formal, technical ingredient of art,
improvise a somewhat whimsical image-mapping, and see where this leads.
One of the aspects of video art installations that seems the most unquestioned, hence
most clichéd, is the placement of the monitor. In many museums or galleries, it seems
inevitably to be positioned on the floor, without any base. The unacknowledged and
unconscious derivation of this from Brancusi's and Minimalism's enlightened questioning of
the base in sculpture is momentarily beyond the focus of this discussion. It is sufficient to
note the fact in order to draw a bead on this constituent of form as a potential metaphor(m).
The television cabinet itself has been creatively utilized by many artists, especially Nam June
Paik. Now and again the placement of a monitor has contributed significantly to the meaning
of a work. Bill Viola's Heaven and Earth pairs two horizontal monitors, one hanging above
and facing the other below it. Each is stripped of everything but its cathode-tube screen. This
is an integral complement of the video images the monitors play: one of a child being born,
the other of an old woman dying.

fig. 20
Nam June Paik,
WareZ Academy,
Nineteen televisions, wood framework, bell, book
covers, wood school desk, three DVD players,
1994,
322.6 x 269.2 x 200.7 cm / 127 in x 106 in x 79 in
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fig. 21
Bill Viola,
Heaven and Earth
video installation,
1992,
c. 229 x 37 x 28 cm / 90 in x 14.5 in x 11 in

Where else could monitors be placed? They could be on or sunk into the wall (both
painting-like); they could be hung in the corner (as in a bar); monitors could be buried in the
floor, swung on cables, buried in other materials, carried by animals, mounted on the museum
guards, worn as hats, replace door knobs, be distorted into odd shapes, wander about the room
robotically, be mounted on huge springs, sail by on boats, bounce on trampolines, float about
with helium balloons, show through the zipper of a pair of pants, fill desk drawers, spin on
turntables, float in magnetic fields, be put in living-rooms, be mounted in surveillance-room
rows and banks, etc. Each of these suggests a wealth of promising tropes.
What images or image schemas could be mapped onto such placement in order to
achieve a metaphor(m), making the location eloquent rather than simply arbitrary? The idea
noted in the list above of putting monitors on large springs could be used to call up the image
of a jack-in-the-box. Envision typical household-sized televisions appearing to have leaped
from Minimalist-like boxes, atop human-scaled springs. This could be a powerful, almost
frightening presence, calling forth various associations and tropes. The boxes become a
critical metonymy of the museum/gallery world, as well as a hyperbole of the toy on which it
is based. The "idiot box" assumes the position of the slightly horrific jester's head, an ironic
conceptual pun. The whole piece plays with time in two interesting ways. It would seem to
ask, "Is this what the avant-garde has evolved (or leaped) into?" It also would seem to imply
that the basis of all such new media work lies in the childish desire for ever newer toys. This
analytical, yet anachronistic combination of forces in time — one moving forward, one back
— could be a delightful metalepsis, both because of its temporal play and its reinterpretation
of the metaphors behind Minimalism and video art. Beyond artworld concerns, the piece also
suggests that we should question how an overblown toy has become "king of the living room"
in most homes. What appears on the monitor would have to be a contributing force to this
central trope. The metaphor(m) summed up is the equation: "Base is an enlarged toy" thus
yielding "television and (certain )art are linked to childishness." This is reliant on several
foundational metaphors including: "GENERIC IS SPECIFIC," (a particular toy, a jack-in-thebox, is childishness), "IMPORTANT IS BIG," (the human and TV-sized toy which is
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ordinarily hand-sized), "IDEAS ARE PERCEPTIONS" (notice the similarity of a video
monitor, and Minimal art, to toys), and probably most important, "STATES ARE
LOCATIONS," (the positioning of the monitor examines a condition in society).
Another idea would be to place monitors outside a space such as a museum, mounting
them on brackets outside each window, facing inward. They would be perceivable only
through the windows, thus emphasizing their presence outside. This would metaphorically
mimic the positions of air-conditioning units in many cities, but more importantly would
allow development of metaphor(m)s from image schemas based on OUT. As Lakoff and
Turner write in More Than Cool Reason, "it is important to distinguish image-metaphors from
image schema-metaphors. Image-metaphors map rich mental images onto other rich mental
images." Furthermore, "image-schemas, as their name suggests, are not rich mental images;
they are instead very general structures, like bounded regions, paths, centers (as opposed to
peripheries), and so on. The spatial senses of prepositions tend to be defined in terms of
image-schemas (e.g. in, out, to, from, along, and so on)."10
In an application of "STATES ARE LOCATIONS," the location of the monitors becomes
a significant state, or at least evocative of important states of art, the art world, electronic
media and society. This state is a schema of OUT LOOKING IN. Lakoff and Turner
discussed OUT as a portion of image schemas.
What do we know about "out"? We know that the basic meaning of "out" is being exterior to
a bounded space which is regarded as having an interior. If a house is the bounded region,
one may go out of the house and into the garage. If land is taken as the bounded region, one
may go out to sea. ... Since life is regarded as presence here, bounded by birth and death,
one may be metaphorically snuffed out, rubbed out, taken out, and so on.
A bounded space with an interior and an exterior is an image, but an extremely skeletal and
schematic image.... [W]e can also map this image-schema onto abstract target domains that
themselves do not inherently contain images, such as wakefulness, alertness, and living.11

This image schema could be correlated with other tropes through the relationship
between "out" and "location" as concepts. Thereby one would be able to point the
metaphor(m) of "location outside" in evocative directions. Since "EXISTENCE IS A
LOCATION (HERE)," then these monitors would be perceived as not having existence in the
same way that viewers have it. Viewing them through closed museum windows would have
the effect of highlighting the monitors' presence as not here, rather over there, ostracized.
Likewise, as "EMOTIONS ARE LOCATIONS" the televisions and their contents would be
seen as outside, where it is uncomfortable, unprotected, "out in the cold, "perhaps even
mistreated. If the videotaped imagery on the screens were of exotic scenery, the first
interpretation would be strengthened. On the other hand, if the images shown were of fragile
objects, the second inference would hold sway. Playing tapes featuring such marginal figures
as the homeless would combine the two perceptions. In contrast, the images might represent
enemies attacking. These evocations would vie for power with a perception of the televisions
as replacing natural landscape scenery, augmenting the impact.

10

George Lakoff and Mark Turner, More than Cool Reason: A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1989), p.97.
11
Lakoff and Turner, More than Cool Reason, p.97.
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After the discovery of one's central trope, the standard Late Modernist "expansion" of
this has been in fact its opposite, reduction. Creators often suppressed many qualities and
elements of the work found to be outside the central trope. In light of the concept of
pervasiveness in my theory, this can be revealed as a potential yet rather simplistic form of
achieving such an extension of one's metaphor(m) throughout the work — eliminating all
locations where it does not occur, as I discussed in Chapter Two, pages 74 and 75. A more
sophisticated and more impressive method is to do the hard thinking required to push the
metaphor(m) into as many aspects of the art work as possible, in either close equivalents of
the central trope in a specific quality of the object or reflecting it in an analogous vision.

Meaning and Form
In Chapter 20, "How Metaphor Can Give Meaning to Form," of Metaphors We Live By,
Lakoff and Johnson give some suggestions of simple operations that embody metaphoric
meaning in the physical form of expressions. They trace only a few possibilities at the
morphological and syntactical levels, that is, words and sentences. Three rules are presented
for how this occurs.
— We spatialize linguistic form.
— Spatial metaphors apply to linguistic form as it is spatialized.
— Linguistic forms are themselves endowed with content by virtue of
spatialization metaphors.12

These explanations are then exemplified in three instances. First, "more form is more of
content" ("He is bi-i-i-i-ig!”); second, "closeness is strength of effect" ("I taught Greek to
Harry" as opposed to "I taught Harry Greek"); and third, "the ME-FIRST orientation" (up and
down instead of down and up).13 In certain ways, the theory of central trope may be seen as a
vastly expanded and more particularized exegesis of this chapter in the realm of the creative
arts. Metaphor(m) subsumes this idea under a broader rendition of the interaction of form,
trope, reasoning and creativity. Lakoff and Johnson's spatialization hypothesis is a logical
corollary of the theory of central trope, in application to common speech.
This chapter of my dissertation has blocked out a portion of the potential which
metaphor(m)s offer their creators. Central tropes were displayed in action by imagining model
specimens of image and image schema mappings. This small sample of applications displays
how tropes offer us opportunities for the comprehension of our experience and how they can
lend a hand in changing it. Art is essential because it originates new metaphorical concepts or
devises critical interrogations of those taken for granted, through the pragmatic, tropaic use of
form.

12
13

Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors We Live By, p. 26.
Ibid., pp. 127-133.
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fig. 22
Cover Chapter Five: My Metaphor(m),
oil, acrylic and ink on wood,
2010,
40 x 27.5 cm / 16 in x 11 in
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CHAPTER FIVE
My Metaphor(m), a Painting Installation

I am not sure this or any of [Velázquez's] puzzles
are meant to be solved so much as merely felt. The
paintings seem to me to have as part of their
content the mysteries they transmit.
— Arthur C. Danto1

Autooptical und Autographical
The paintings, comic sequences and studies accompanying the first two chapters,
Prelude and Chapter One, were presented in a small exhibition titled "Prelude" in a gallery in
Switzerland. References to them and the visual art additions to other chapters were also
included in works in my installation titled Carried Away, which appeared in two museums in
the US as well. These experiences convinced me that I should tie this dissertation into my
always continuing artistic oeuvre and career, as had been suggested by my professors. As fate
would have it, just as I was beginning to consider Chapter Three, I was invited to make a
piece in a group show in a converted, closed-down dyeing factory in Switzerland. This venue
has a major exhibition once a year, so is something like a summer Kunsthalle. The organizers
offered me the largest and most interesting wall of the space. I decided to create an extremely
large Panels painting-installation, make it my chief work of the year, and conceive of it as a
chapter in this dissertation. Moreover, I decided to have it be concerned with my own
metaphor(m): not an illustration, but rather a full-fledged embodiment of my thoughts about
applying my theory to my own art. The process of working this out is the content of Chapter
Three. The resulting exhibition is the work comprising, and discussed in, this chapter.
This chapter, however, was not written in the order its number "five" implies. I resisted
working on it until almost the very end. Like many artists, I hate to write about myself. I
dread those horrid little paragraphs we are often forced to write for exhibitions called "The
Artist's Statement," whether written by me or by other artists. I also have genuine anxiety
about limiting the understanding of a work by writing about it myself. I feel such commentary
implies that my thoughts are the sole correct ones about a work, when I have in fact always
struggled very vigorously to make my artworks polysemic, to carry a deliberate diversity of
meanings open to the interpretation of others. I do this even to the point of being playfully,
wantonly allusive, for which I coined a term which I have used in several titles, alluscivial. It
combines allusive and lascivious, both in form and meaning. This, of course, reflects my
personal definition of art and artworks, alluded to in Chapter One. To write it out in the form
of a philosophical assertion, I would state it so:

1

Arthur C. Danto, Embodied Meanings: Critical Essay and Aesthetic Meditations (New York: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux; The Noonday Press, 1995), p. 48.
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Art is embodied multiple meanings. Artworks are objects of perception (whatever the
media) created (formed, presented, chosen, etc.) for multiple interpretations; ones which
were furthermore wrought, offered or viewed as falling within the context or history of
previous entities called "art." These are creations wherein the form and the content are
inextricably interwoven, each mirroring the other in its own terms.

Additionally, in my own art and much of what I see since the Renaissance, I believe
artworks are agonistically made to be regarded as art-as-before and not as-art-as-before. Due
to my trepidation about writing about my own artwork, I postponed composing this chapter
until I had finished final drafts of most of the rest. Then, on the island of Elba, I began to
bemoan my inability to tackle this chapter. I discussed this with my fellow guests at the Casa
Zia Lina foundation. I realized that the painting-installation itself was the chapter. This would
be fine for the art exhibition which I intend to mount in addition to the book as the final
dissertation form. However, what would Chapter Five look like in the book? Simply a series
of photographs of the work? That would not satisfy me. The other creators made suggestions:
Sonya Sobieski, a New York playwright, recommended a Virginia Wolf-like stream of
consciousness account of various unnamed characters reactions to the work. This is an
exciting idea, but beyond my literary abilities and would warrant more than a chapter of
secondary comment. Viennese Jazz pianist and composer Martin Reiter suggested an
improvisational collage, an idea I found very promising. Berlin artist Alexander Johannes
Kraut felt that drawings alone would suffice. Rüsslesheim artist Martina AltSchäfer
meanwhile discovered a book in the library of the villa titled Es war Einmal by a deceased
caricaturist she had known, Olaf Gulbransson.2 In this book published in 1934, the
Scandinavian artist relates much of his life in 200 humorous sketches with accompanying,
hand-lettered short texts ranging from observational, to humorous and even tragic. The
scheme of short anecdotes with images immediately won me over. I decided that the
installation itself would indeed be the "official" chapter, but the text would be an
impressionistic, improvisatory series of vignettes deliberating on the work: as if I were
standing in front of it, contemplating the various elements, the thoughts I had while creating
them as well as the associations they call up when completed and as exhibited.

Fig. 23
Olaf Gulbransson,
Es war Einmal, p. 22
book publication,
original: ink on paper

2

Olaf Gulbransson, Es war Einmal (Munich: R.Piper, 1934). An on-line version of the entire publication
exists at the site www.old-coconino.com, direct link: < http://www.oldcoconino.com/modules/gulbransson/eswar/eswar000.htm>.
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fig. 25

The genesis of my installation began with three visual notions, in addition to the
conceptual thoughts already mentioned. First, I knew I wanted to use an adaptation of the
image above, which I had created of a merger of a comic book, billboard/sign and frame for
the blending diagram of my metaphor(m), (figure 16 in Chapter Three, page 95).
Secondly, although I was offered the most impressive wall for my work, there was a
door in the left third, which would have to be covered over or incorporated into the work.

fig. 26
First sketchbook notes about wall for installation,
2009
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fig. 27
Carried Away, Panels and Covers Installation
oil, enamel and acrylic on canvas, acrylic on wall,
oil and acrylic on rag paper, comic magazine rack
2008-2009,
c. 426 x 426 cm / c. 14 ft x 14 ft.

Third, I knew that I wanted to continue my exploration of narrative loops, with which I
had worked in the last few painting-installations, such as Carried Away, shown in the image
above in the Krannert Art Museum in Champaign, Illinois, USA.
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Las Meninas

fig. 28
Diego Velázquez
Detail of Las Meninas
oil on canvas,
1656,
318 x 276 cm / 125 in x 109 in

While doing sketches and studies of the wall, brainstorming ideas for the work which I
had quite early nicknamed My Metaphor(m), I recalled the beautiful image of José Nieto
Velázquez in Diego Velázquez's amazing painting now called Las Meninas. I remembered
that it has been disputed if the figure represented was related to the painter or not, but that it
seemed to be agreed that he was the Queen's Aposentador (Chamberlain), the officer in
charge of household duties. This meant he was most probably depicted as calling the King
and Queen to an appointment, away from either posing for Velázquez, or dropping in for a
visit as the Infanta posed for him. I have always loved the virtuosic economy with which this
figure is painted, the white of the background bleeding into the room, yet defining the
contours of Nieto.
The work as a whole is one of my favorite paintings from art history. When I visited the
Museo del Prado with my wife a few years ago, I drank in Goya's Black Paintings, the Peter
Paul Rubens works and much else. However, like many a painter before me I was utterly
transfixed for hours by Las Meninas.3 I further recollected that Luca Giordano had famously

3

Artists frequently mentioned as having been spellbound by this painting include, a.o., Francisco Goya,
Luca Giordano, John Singer Sargent, Pablo Picasso and Edouard Manet.
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said of the painting that it a "theology of painting."4 I agree with this bit of justified
hyperbole. Las Meninas also inspired Giordano to paint what I believe is his greatest work,
the Portrait of the Conde de Santisteban (A Homage to Velázquez). Giordano's assessment of
Velázquez's painting struck me anew: in my painting-installation I was aiming at an embodied
work of philosophy, or at least art theory. The analogy I would use would not be theology, the
study of divine things or religious truth, but rather, perhaps, an epistemology of painting; or a
hermeneutics of painting; even a pragmatics of embodied cognition. Yet my approach's
descent from Velázquez's sentiment is unmistakable, albeit not it's source.

fig, 29
The author posing.

I decided to use the existing doorway as an integral element in my installation. I would
make reference to the image of Nieto, yet mix the self-portrait of the painter into the blend. I
position myself in a pose similar to that of Velázquez in Las Meninas, yet clad in my typical
attire of motorcycle jacket and jeans, with two of my favorite tools, a sign-painters brush and
a squeeze bottle. This makes a pointed contrast with the courtly attire of the Las Meninas
figures, and Velázquez's beautiful long brush and palette, while also making my figure a
combination of two "prestigious servants" of the King. I was particularly careful to include a
cross on my jacket, one I placed there myself due to my belief, not the red one of the knightly

4

This quotation has been so often repeated that it has overshadowed Giordano's own work entirely. As an
example, it appears on the first page of an unpaginated, sumptuous multiple-fold-out booklet from Scala
Press: Gabriele Finaldi, Velázquez: Las Meninas, (London:Scala, 2006).
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order of Santiago, painted on Velázquez's image according to legend by the King himself.5 I
drew this image as the basis for a painting.

fig. 30
Drawing study for painting,
pen and ink on paper with Photoshop manipulations,
2009

5

Franz Zelger, Diego Velázquez (Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1994), p. 121.
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fig. 31
Self-Portrait, My Metaphor(m),
oil and acrylic on canvas,
2009,
180 x 80 cm / 71 in x 31.5 in

The self-portrait painting followed, painted using the implements shown in the work.
The figure is life-size on a slightly larger canvas. It was placed directly in the doorway, hung
on the door, standing on the threshold. The exit sign would have been hidden by my painting.
I re-hung it to be visible, although I did not have to, as I thought it made a pleasing reference
to the paintings at the rear of the space in Las Meninas as well as an ever-so-slight indirect
suggestion, in my mind, to Jean-Paul Sartre's 1944 play No Exit, originally titled Huis Clos,
the French equivalent of the courtroom term in camera, referring to a discussion behind
closed doors.6

6

Jean-Paul Sartre, No Exit and Three Other Plays (New York: Random House, Vintage Books, 1989).
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My installation, though, was not planned as an homage to Velázquez alone, although
there are more details which associatively rhyme with elements in his great work. My piece
embodies allusive play and interplay with my theory of central trope. Interestingly, this
dissertation has caused me to make more self-portrait images that I had done in my whole
career up to this point. Like Velázquez's work the arrangement across the surface is somewhat
strange. Yet, there are a few key differences from the Spanish painter's masterpiece. Whereas,
in Las Meninas the Infanta Margarita dominates the scene, the conceptual center of my work
is the sequential series of five paintings inside the comic book representation, inside the
billboard image, inside the colossal thought balloon.

fig. 32
Detail, My Metaphor(m), center sequence
oil and acrylic on canvas, acrylic on wall
2009

Then there are the attendants, who to me are the true ideational center of interest: a maid
of honor to the left of the Princess, the dwarf maid of honor to the right, another maid of
honor to the right of her, the midget boy, a large Spanish dog, a lady-in-waiting in widow's
weeds and a Guardadamas (chaperone). In Las Meninas the dog is most intriguing. Whereas
most participants in this drama look at the viewer, the dog squeezes his eyes closed,
seemingly detached, above this stage show of life, whether royal or artistic. I have replaced
these genre portraits with life-sized paintings of a dog and a cat to the far left of my work.
Each represents family pets who had recently died. Each is on its own canvas, sitting on the
floor. They gaze at my self-portrait, or more accurately at my thoughts. Only my self-portrait
image looks at the viewer, but somewhat contemplatively lost in thought.
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Detail, My Metaphor(m), dog left (Buddie)
oil and acrylic on canvas,
2009,
90 x 130 cm / 35 in x 51 in

fig. 34
Detail, My Metaphor(m), cat left (Toby/Grisu/Lia)
oil and acrylic on canvas,
2009,
60 x 60 cm / 24 in x 24 in
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The Stroke and Agon
The paintings of these two animals are portraits, yet they are decidedly non-naturalistic,
due to the technique. I dripped the images, painting them quickly, based on preparatory
drawings much like that of my self-portrait drawing above, using a ketchup squeeze-bottle
filled with paint. First I had sprayed a rough "halo" for where the lines approximately would
go, then I dripped them in a speedy application, finally meticulously outlining the lines twice,
adding illusionistic shadows and highlights with sign-painter and comic artist sable-hair
brushes. This was my technique for all the canvases, yet the "donor panels," as I nicknamed
the two animals to the left, and my self-portrait are all three one step farther away from any
form of naturalism by being in black, white and gray tones.

fig. 35
Diego Velázquez,
Detail of mirror in Las Meninas

fig. 36
Detail, My Metaphor(m), bottom of door and two stoops,
Installation photograph
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I had not planned it, but as I saw my work finished in situ, a reference to the mirror in
Las Meninas struck me. I had a similar play with spectators in three elements: the presence of
an actual door, and two stoops, one leading to the door, the other going nowhere. Each
insinuating viewers could step into or through the work. I have created not a window into an
imaginary world, but rather the world becomes a doorway into the art. My work is neither an
epitome of representation nor a death of it (both of which have been proclaimed for Las
Meninas), rather an embodiment of a contemplation and internal dialogue concerning
embodied trope.7
Let me return to my painting technique: the dripping, outlining, spraying and adding of
illusionistic highlights and shadows. The process came to me slowly through the process of
painting, chiefly due the fact that I wished to become more clearly representational in my
paintings and to come closer in painting to the freedom I felt when drawing. After-the-fact
though I can see that it is my agonistic misreading of Jackson Pollock, through Pop, or more
accurately through major popular art influences on me, my father's sign-painting, and the
comic art of Gene Colan and George Herriman.
Pollock is "the artist to beat" ever since his radical compositional creation of the layered
"all-over." Most development since then have either tackled this, such as Pop and
Minimalism, or attempted to avoid it such as Conceptual Art. In Pollock's late works the artist
himself engaged with the question of where it was possible to go next, the question of how to
reintroduce imagery into this cosmic web of form. His attempts are generally judged to be
unsuccessful, yet I find them stimulating. One can only wish he had lived longer in order to
fight this good fight.

fig. 37
Jackson Pollock,
Out of the Web: Number 7, 1949,
oil and enamel (automotive lacquer named Duco) on masonite, cutout,
1949,
122 x 244 cm / 48 in x 96 in

7

See for example Michel Foucault, "Las Meninas," in The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the
Human Sciences (New York: Random House, Vintage Books, 1970). The best corrective response to
Foucault's assertions is an essay by Robert Wicks, "Using Artistic Masterpieces as Philosophical
Examples: The Case of Las Meninas," The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 68, no. 3 (summer
2010.
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fig. 38
Jackson Pollock,
Untitled (Cut-Out)
oil, enamel, aluminum paint, and mixed mediums on cardboard and canvas,
c.1948-50,
77.3 x 57 cm / 30.5 in x 23.5 in.

fig. 39
Jackson Pollock,
Untitled (Cut-Out Figure), (enamel, aluminum, and
oil paint, glass, and nails on cardboard and paper,
mounted on fiberboard,
1948,
78.8 cm x 57.5 cm / 31 in. x 22 5/8 in,
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His experiments included the cut-out forms above, including the aptly named Out of the
Web. Yet I find a few others more promising, such as Figure and, most of all Portrait and a
Dream.

fig. 40
Jackson Pollock,
Figure,
enamel on paper,
1948,
78.5 x 57.5 cm / 30 7/8 in x 22 5/8 in,

fig. 41
Jackson Pollock,
Portrait and a Dream,
oil on canvas,
1953,
148.59 x 342.26 cm / 58 1/2 in x 134 3/4 in,
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I arrived at this agon with Pollock, strangely enough, not by any direct consideration of
the painter, but rather by absorbing influences from two comic artists, Colan and George
Herriman. Colan is a renowned illustrator of superhero and other adventure comics from the
1940s until today; he now works in semi-retirement. The following image is of a drawing he
did for me featuring a character for which he is known, Daredevil, and a character I created as
a child and always drew in emulation of his style, Micro.8

fig. 42
Gene Colan,
Daredevil and Micro Battling Thugs,
pencil on illustration board,
1999,
37 x 55 cm / 15 in x 22 in,

The following image is a penciled page of a comic by Colan. He was the first comic
illustrator to have his art reproduced directly from the pencils, without an applied "finishing"
inking, as editors and fans quickly realized how extraordinary his drawing in graphite is.

8

When mentioning such characters, the comic and entertainment industries insist on having copyright
noticed proclaimed prominently in captions as most characters are considered by them to be corporate
property based on questionable work-for-hire contentions, according to which, unfortunately, their
creators seldom share in their financial success. So here it is: Daredevil is © 2010 Marvel Comics, Micro
© 2010 Mark Staff Brandl.
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fig. 43
Gene Colan,
Just Imagine: Wonder Woman,
"On the Street," page 4
pencil on illustration board,
2001,
55 x 37 cm / 22 in x 15 in9

The image below is a portrait I did of Colan, a study for a painting. It clearly displays
his influence, that of Herriman and how it edges near Pollock.

9

Wonder Woman © 2001 DC Comics.
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fig. 44
Portrait Study of Gene Colan,
pen and ink on paper, modified in Photoshop,
2009

fig. 45
Portrait of Gene Colan and Cliff Meth,
oil and acrylic on canvas,
2009,
100 x 160 cm / 39 in x 63 in,

This is the final painting, a portrait of Gene Colan, on the right, and Clifford Meth, an
author, on the left.
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Colan is a very unique artist in his field. He was always greatly appreciated in comics,
but not an artist whose style was much copied, even during his various peaks of popularity.
While he has had a large number of fans and "students" such as me (without directly teaching
classes), he seems to stimulate individuality rather than imitation. Colan's style is highly
individualistic and was so at a time when "house styles" were the rule. Colan is self-driven,
always experimenting, learning and improving. Even now, in his supposed "retirement," with
greatly impaired vision, he draws better than ever. George Herriman is also an influence
worth mentioning here. He is an American cartoonist, best known for his comic strip Krazy
Kat.10 He passed away in 1944, and his strip was such a unique, personal work of art that the
newspaper syndicate, which owned the rights to it, decided not to continue it with another
artist, which is uncommon. Similar to Colan, it is his loose, fluid mastery of the stroke which
thrilled me as a young artist and still does today.

10

Krazy Kat, a newspaper comic and character created by George Herriman in 1913, is © 2010 by King
Features Syndicate.
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George Herriman,
Krazy Kat Sunday strip,
newspaper publication,
original pen and ink on paper,
"6 November 1939,"
1939
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This enlarged detail taken from a panel of Krazy Kat shows Herriman's amazing, rough
virtuosity, the complete opposite of slicker styles such as that of Walt Disney studios. My
painting technique derives from all these influences and more, to discover a method of using
and going beyond Pollock, Pop Art and my vernacular sources. In addition to the
metaphor(m)al integration of this into my method of stroke-making, the compositional
metaphor(m) is equally important, wherein I blend installation, the sequence and the
traditional "iconic" presence of painting.

fig. 47
George Herriman,
Detail, panel from Krazy Kat,
Newspaper publication,
Original pen and ink on paper,
c. 1930 11

11

Unknown source, featured on webpage of Professor Edward A. Shannon,
<http://phobos.ramapo.edu/~eshannon/>, retrieved July 2010.
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fig. 48
Diego Velázquez,
Detail of artist and canvas in Las Meninas
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Velázquez portrays himself in the act of painting a large canvas, one which appears to
be the same dimension as that of Las Meninas. This is the trait that makes the artwork so
obviously self-aware and which has attracted the attention of scholars for so long. The canvas
is shown with its back toward us, thus promulgating the huge range of hypotheses about what
the image could be he is creating on the surface. There is a charged visual and conceptual
echo between the represented, half-hidden canvas and the actual painting in which it appears.
My comparable maneuver was to make this corporeal, to have the representations appear on
individual canvases, which then appear "in" and comprise the whole: a merger of embodiment
in a tangible sense and embodied trope; an image schema, image, metaphor and object in one.
This complexity was fully intentional; the allusion to the canvas in Las Meninas I only
discovered at the moment of writing this chapter, thus I am not certain whether the thought is
an exegesis or an eisegesis. That is, I do not know if I am explicating the work or importing a
subjective meaning into a reading of it. Either way, I am happy with the polysemic
possibilities: once again, my allusciviousness appears.

Memento Mori Loop
The centerpiece of my painting-installation is the group of colorful sequential canvases.
The black areas were painted directly on the wall. The outermost image is that of a thought
balloon as often seen in comics. Significantly, it contains not only the thoughts of the
metaphor(m)al merger and of the sequence, but also the image of me. I am thinking about
thinking, including myself and my artistic creations within my own thoughts, a clear
metaphor for this entire chapter. Those thoughts consist of an image of my current principal
metaphor(m)al merger. This arises from the trope "the convergence of formats=reframing," or
"visual transformation=metaphoric transformation," as made specific in my blending of the
vernacular arts of sign-painting, display and comics with the fine arts of painting, installation
and philosophical conjecture: the comic made of paintings in a billboard, as an installation.
Inside these framing devices is the central image sequence. It reads from left to right and top
to bottom, as does any book or comic within our culture, yet it must also be viewed as a
whole and can be seen as a loop. In it, the third animal appears, another Golden Retriever dog,
whose death had occurred only shortly before I did the work (the other animals having passed
away within the year before). This sad event, as well as deaths among human acquaintances
led me in a perhaps melancholic direction. I wished to complete the embodiment of my
metaphor(m) in a humanistic, hopefully poignant, fashion — not just cerebral, if impassioned,
intellectualization. The images show an autumnal scene with a sign on a post and falling
leaves. The dog, named Gina, enters in panel two, head first. Panel three she is already
walking on, we see her hindquarters.
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fig. 49
Detail of My Metaphor(m), left "page" of sequence

In the fourth panel she is almost out of the panel borders, on the right her tail still
appears, rhyming with both the fluttering leaves and a wing of sorts. Several comic pages,
torn from a magazine, blow through the scene as well. In the last panel she is fully gone. And
yet, perhaps it can begin again from the first panel: a short closed sequence or a loop or both.
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fig. 50
Detail of My Metaphor(m), right "page" of sequence

I was thinking not only of actual events, but also of Denise Levertov's title poem to the
book Overland to the Islands. It highlights Levertov's varied, masterful use of linebreak with
a purposeful mimicking of the subject matter in the line structure. Often referred to as "the
dog poem," in it Levertov describes and imitates the seemingly random fashion with which a
dog explores its environment.
Let's go—much as that dog goes,
intently haphazard. The
Mexican light on a day that
'smells like autumn in Connecticut'
makes iris ripples on his
black gleaming fur—and that too
is as one would desire—a radiance
consorting with the dance.
Under his feet
rocks and mud, his imagination, sniffing,
engaged in its perceptions—dancing
edgeways, there's nothing
the dog disdains on his way,
nevertheless he
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keeps moving, changing
pace and approach but
not direction—'every step an arrival.' 12

A loop which is also such an "intently haphazard" search is a potent trope of the
metaphoric search for and construction of meaning in life. In looped sequences I see an
instance of a potentially important compositional invention, which I term iconosequentiality.
This is my neologism for the unique combination of forms of phenomenological perception in
comics and my art such as this painting-installation. Viewers frequently perceive both the
entire page as an iconic unit, similar to a traditional painting, and simultaneously follow the
flow of narrative or images from panel to panel, left to right, up to down. In the My
Metaphor(m) installation, this is viewing the entire artwork as a whole while also reading it
left to right. Thus my work and comics are concurrently whole/part and openly linear (even
multi-linear with the possibility one has to glance "backwards" and "forwards" if desired,
while reading/viewing). They are therefore ontologically as well as phenomenologically both
iconic and sequential. Aesthetic attention becomes a wonderfully anti-purist conceptual blend
of, or perhaps flickering between, a rich variety of forms of reading and viewing, most of
which are under the control of the perceiver. The ultimate hypertext/hyperimage united with
the joys of a traditional painting image's patient always-there, self-reliant presence.
An agonistic creativity within the history of composition is crucial, not for "significant
form" or any march of history, but for personal metaphor(m)al use as I have been discussing
in this dissertation. Tackling the practical and philosophical problems of composition in art
(especially painting) has been an impatient, important, revisionist struggle throughout history.
However, this has not been true simply in order to form novel conventions, but to move on to
distinctive organizational structures, new tropes useful for the embodiment of arisen desires.
Iconosequentiality is my central compositional trope, perhaps the new "working space" for
which Frank Stella has called.13 Such a factor determines the specific modes of attention
which I wish to blend — especially a reading/viewing amalgamation. Important to me as well
is that iconosequentiality has the inherent predisposition to be tropaically democratic. It is a
step beyond Pollock's revolutionary "overall" composition, while embracing that discovery, as
well as its child, installation, and not retreating to relational balancing games or neoDuchampian avoidance of compositional agon.
In an iconosequential loop, there is a rich opportunity to create an open visual and
narrative field, where creative input appears to be asked of the viewers, including them in the
experience (even reflecting the call-and-response notion I discuss in Chapter Seven). The loop
is a tool for reflection, while simultaneously allowing one to be a part of the flow of the work.
In this case, I saw a chance for creating a memento mori, an artwork which reminds us, as the
Latin says, "be mindful of dying," or "do not forget you are dying." In this case a very specific
memento, a memoriale even, a "mnemosynum amoris inter animalium species": "a reminder
of love between species." While this perhaps may be interpreted as sentimental, it is not
intended as the anthropomorphization of animals, rather the zoomorphization of humans.
I have attempted to polysemically embody an analysis of my own metaphor(m) within a
Panels painting-installation artwork and make this, together with a textual reflection on the
piece, a section of my dissertation. This has led me into a multi-layered, allusive work, in

12
13

Denise Levertov, Selected Poems, ed. Paul A. Lacey (New York: New Directions, 2002), p. 7.
Frank Stella, Working Space (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986).
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which as I feared, I primarily wish the viewer to feel, react and contribute to the complexities
rather than desire that they be systematically elucidated. I yearn for artwork to have as part of
its content the mysteries of the metaphoric search for and construction of meaning in life and
art, a memento of tropaic hope. The painter, art historian and theoretician within me may not
be reliably unified but instead, hopefully, dynamically, dialogically harmonized.
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fig. 51
Cover Chapter Six: Central Trope, Two Contemporary Painters
oil, acrylic and ink on wood,
2010,
40 x 27.5 cm / 16 in x 11 in
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CHAPTER SIX.
Central Trope in Two Contemporary Painters' Works
In the last two chapters we considered the creation of potential central tropes in an
imaginary fashion and then saw my ruminations upon my own metaphor(m) embodied in a
Panels painting-installation custom created as a part of this dissertation. Now let us trace the
significance of realized metaphor(m)s in tangible detail by studying a single painting by
Charles Boetschi and the most recent body of paintings by Leonard Bullock. As an exception,
I have no overarching conceit in this chapter, unless an analytic essay which assays the chain
of cognitive-metaphoric reasoning behind paintings is in some way indeed a trope of itself.

A Single Painting: Charles Boetschi's Color Unit 24.1
The major effect of metaphor in this poem is
global.... Here we find a power of metaphor that
we have not previously discussed the power of
revelation. This is the power that metaphor has to
reveal comprehensive hidden meanings to us, to
allow us to find new meanings beyond the surface,
to interpret texts as wholes, and to make sense of
patterns of events.
—George Lakoff and Mark Turner1
Idiosyncratic thought requires idiosyncratic
language.
—Lakoff and Turner2

The artist, who passed away April 4th, 2006 at the age of only 48, was a friend of mine
and a partner I treasured in discussions concerning art, especially painting; thus, many of my
perceptions here are informed by long personal conversation. Boetschi's paintings, including
the one under discussion here, Color Unit 24.1 (fig. 52), are both idiosyncratic and revelatory.
They are idiosyncratic in that they ignore the pressures of many current art world fads, but
also in their very compositional reasoning. Each work is a subtle and sophisticated
combination of tropes critically utilized in a unique way — one which points viewers toward
possible personal revelations of vision.
Boetschi displays unadulterated and courageous antithetical awareness. His paintings
make clear reference to the minimalism of Donald Judd and the geometric abstraction of the
hard-edge and art concret painters. Nonetheless, he denies and inverts several of their key
premises. In his paintings, he acknowledges geometric art's tradition, but also shows that he
has taken postmodern doubt to heart. Boetschi extends the metaphors of this style, sometimes
by "backing-up", sometimes by leaping forward. He paints, a method Judd abandoned to go
into a three-dimensional form falling between painting and sculpture which he termed the
"specific object." Yet, Boetschi's surfaces are immaculately smooth. The only evidence of the

1

George Lakoff and Mark Turner, More than Cool Reason: A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1989), p.159.
2
Ibid., p. 50.
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object being hand-painted is the infinitesimally raised edges due to paint thickness where
fields of color meet. The choices of hue are unique and playful, not primary and pedantically
balanced as in art concret. The materials are traditional, unlike Judd's work. The artist
forswears both the utopian aspirations of hard-edged purist painting and the Dada-fathered
theatricality of presence in Minimalism. Therein, he is able to re-establish an activity
important to early geometric painters such as Piet Mondrian, yet scorned by Postmodernists
— the striving after integrity. He becomes technically, by choice of medium, and ethically,
through his aim, prior to his composite of predecessors.
Boetschi uses a heavily intellectualized compositional strategy based on a grid formed
of eight rectangular subdivisions. Generally, his compositions within his chosen constraints
violate the standard rules of design as learned in art school. The paintings accentuate skewed
arrangements and peculiar color. Strangely irritating yet attractive "off-hues" are adjoined in a
seemingly random fashion. There are rarely primaries or even secondaries. Personal,
emotional and anecdotal associations accrue to the various tints. Boetschi's works are
intelligent, complex and precariously dissident.
Color and Light

Color is a happily difficult entity for trope and for theory in general. It is seldom
mapped from the source domain of vision in fundamental metaphors in general speech
utterances. This may be because particular colors are so insistently real, so sensual. Although
it may be forced into a symbolic role, color does not mimetically represent anything in itself
and it cannot be abstracted. It is always a sample of itself. Nonetheless, in many visual artists
there is a mix of metonymy and metaphor in their central trope, which thereby allows the
incorporation of color. A piece of something, a sample of color, may be utilized as either
synecdoche or metonymy. This trope may then be further manipulated as a metaphor or other
trope leading to foundational metaphors. As a simple example, one might exactly match
several of the multitude of colors of "white" people's skin — none of which one can in any
fashion describe as actually white. The various yellows, browns and pinks are a synecdoche
of humanity, become a metonymy of societal division, and are a clear metaphor for the falsity
of racial definition. Obviously, color must come into play in visual art. Much of painting
throughout history has revolved around color-formed space. Light and color are inextricably
linked for visual artists. Foundational metaphors of light are thus often intricately manifested
in color.
Let us explore this at work in the acrylic painting, Color Unit 24.1 of 1998. The 200 by
200 centimeter piece may be viewed tropaically on two primary levels. First, there is the
irregular/regular aspect pairing in the "J"-formed composition. Second, there are the
individual, seemingly associative colors used where one would expect strong primaries. There
are many additional elements convincingly integrated into the metaphor(m). These include the
large size of the paintings, their scale in relationship to humans, the raised edges of the paint
and the depth of the stretcher frames. However, these are of somewhat auxiliary importance,
primarily displaying the artist's strength of reasoning in the pervasiveness of his central trope.
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fig. 52
Charles Boetschi,
Color Unit 24.1,
acrylic on canvas,
1998,
200 x 200 cm / 78 ¾ in x 78 ¾ in

Irregular Regularity

George Lakoff and Mark Turner describe several prime methods for creatively applying
foundational metaphors: extending (developing implications of the tropes), elaborating
(adding in details), questioning (casting them into doubt), and composing (bringing two or
more together).3 Boetschi is conducting several of these operations in this work, but most
importantly he is composing tropes into surprises of opposition (REGULAR / IRREGULAR),
thereby throwing their identity into question. His central trope is a productive model of
thought. In Boetschi's metaphor(m) the action of composing and fusing tropes becomes the
act of questioning them.

3

Lakoff and Turner, More than Cool Reason, pp.67-72.
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There are several ways in which a tropaic path may be established in a painting. In a
poem or novel, this is relatively straightforward. These textual works tend to unfold as one
reads, left-to-right, top-to-bottom. Thus the phenomenological experience of the reader is the
sequential path along which tropes are laid out. Paintings have an at-once far simpler and far
more complex presence. The viewer simultaneously experiences the work as a whole and as a
sequence, usually the path one's eye follows through the work, as determined by the
composition — what attracts attention first, second and so on. Planning and controlling such
consecutive visual paths is one of the staples of the education of artists in art schools and
universities. A walk through a single work becomes quite complex. The painting is always
being viewed metaphorically on three levels: the whole, the sequence, and the interaction of
these two. Although literature, especially poetry, does this to an extent too, it is not as
foregrounded or inherently important to the basic construction of textual works as it is to
visual works. The speed of the insistent interaction in a painting compels flickering attention,
a dialectic, almost split-consciousness. Therefore, Color Unit 24.1 must be viewed
metaphorically as a spatial and temporal experience and as an entire entity, including its
"internal" (e.g. arrangement, figure and ground) and "external" relationships (such as scale
and the history of art).
Boetschi is making several analogous and complementary mappings in his paintings.
The aspects of form he utilizes in his metaphor(m) are color and geometric composition,
through which he plays regularity against irregularity, typifying understanding and learning.
His chief foundational metaphor is one common to our culture, if currently theoretically in
dispute : "UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING," ("I saw the light!"). Kin to this is the famous
"IDEAS ARE PERCEPTIONS." Boetschi's personal creative extension is "perceptions are
surprising." Furthermore, philosophically important to his art are the two foundational
metaphors "IMPERFECT IS IRREGULAR" and "PERFECT IS REGULAR." His mapping
proceeds as follows. "Thinking is seeing," metaleptically then, it is "painting." Light becomes
color, (in Boetschi this is paint, but without obvious stroking, so more of an ocular than a
physical presence). His choice of quirky color is the source mapped on the target
"IRREGULARITY." Furthermore, this yields the target "imperfect," which in turn yields
"discovery" or "surprise" by steps. In an inspired turn of elaboration and extension, the
geometry of his compositions is matched to "REGULARITY," yet contrarily the arrangement
of those forms is matched to "IRREGULARITY."
Geometric yet irregular composition and eccentric, allusive colors are manifested very
particularly in Color Unit 24.1. The eight rectangular units have pleasing proportions, their
length being twice the distance of their width. Any sense of stability this could contribute to
the composition is undermined, however, by the fact that they are arranged both horizontally
and vertically in a rather willful, non-serial fashion. A classic shape feels highly conditional.
They do not line up in an obvious manner. This plays on our expectations rooted in the
foundational metaphor "COHERENT IS ALIGNED" ("I couldn't get the facts to line up").
Boetschi is hinting at incoherence and clearly manifesting disparity. "DISPARITY IS
CHANGE" is an important foundational metaphor ("His books are getting shorter"). By
bringing these two together, his central trope is thus particularized to suggest that a change in
what we perceive as coherent is necessary. Since seeing is a form of cognition and ideas are
models, his insight invites broadening to perception and life in general.
Boetschi's rectangular units are contained within the overall square of the painting's
form. This is an inversion of the expectation one has from the history of compositions based
on the Golden Rectangle. The famous Minimalist Agnes Martin also often inscribes
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rectangular segments within square paintings. She has described the effect. "The little
rectangle contradicts the square. And the square is authoritative."4 Although Martin uses
much smaller rectangles, the point made by both artists is similar. Stability and authority are
both presented and denied. "THEORETICAL DEBATE IS COMPETITION," ("They have rival
theories") read in reverse, is united with "STATES ARE SHAPES" ("He refuses to fit in"),
together questioning all our metaphors based on coherence, stability, and (thereby) authority.
The central figure in the work is a short-capped, long-based "J." It can be read as a tricolored figure on a butterscotch ground. This, too, is highly provisional. The "J" seems to be
formed of pixels which are much too large; it calls to mind the random doodles on graph
paper of a distracted science student: filled-in squares forming faces, little stick figures, or
initials. Additionally, it is too top-heavy and lopsided to the left. A viewer's eyes begins at the
top, travels down the shaft and then turns rapidly to the left where it wishes to zoom off the
edge of the painting. Boetschi presents this so self-assuredly, however, that many a design
fundamentals teacher would break his theoretical neck justifying this composition in standard
Bauhaus-derived terms. However, the painting vigorously denies such a reading, which is an
important aspect of Boetschi's metaphor(m). "Importance is central" and "EMOTIONAL
STABILITY IS BALANCE" are blatantly negated. Color Unit 24.1's geometric structure
displays a composite of elaborations and variations on foundational metaphors concerning
regularity and irregularity. This composite is then utilized by the artist as a self-interrogating
metaphor which causes us to mistrust our definitions of these concepts.
Redolent Color

As potent as this formal composition is in its own right, it acts to present color in an
even more unique and overwhelming way. Boetschi frequently professes that color is the
raison d'être of his work.5 That is, color itself — not color theory or color therapy, which
many mistake for color as experience. There are hardly ever any primaries in this artist's
work. In fact, there are seldom secondaries or tertiaries. The choice to work with only red,
yellow and blue, familiar from so much hard-edge painting, is revealed to be a conceptual act
negating color by relegating it to simple formulaic, arithmetical permutation. In
contradistinction, Boetschi creates an intuitive calculus of color desire. The hues are so
specific, yet so unnamable, that one feels drawn to refer to personal associations. Their
suggestiveness is precarious, though, by being adamantly referentially indeterminate. Color
refers directly to life outside the confines of formalism, yet retains its personal integrity by
refusing to be a symbol. The "background" hue in Color Unit 24.1, that to the left and right, is
an acrid butterscotch, equally attractive and repellant. The almost-white at the painting's top is
exactly poised between white, grey and lilac. Or is it simply assuming these guises because of
the surrounding tints? The yellow recalls Vermeer's pearlescent highlights on gold, yet it is
colder, like the sun on a beautiful winter morning. The grayed lilac below seems
paradoxically both tasteful and tasteless, were it a fashion or interior design choice. It is as
friendly as the butterscotch is discordant. In another context, it could well be a cloying
variation on ancient rose, yet here it seems to ring like a bell. Boetschi's color references
while often metonymic are all additionally similes, more than metaphors, each foregrounding
its own conditional like or as. These colors are decidedly not balanced, yet masterfully

4

Joan Simon, "Perfection Is in the Mind: An Interview with Agnes Martin," Art in America, May 1996,
p. 86.
5
Charles Boetschi, personal communication, St.Gallen, Switzerland, 2000-2006.
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composed. The size of the work at 200 by 200 cm allows the viewer to swim in the colors,
fully reveling in the stream of associative perceptions.
In color, Boetschi most clearly particularizes his central trope. "UNDERSTANDING IS
SEEING" is driven home with quiet force — color is not allowed to become a color name;
seeing is not allowed to drop to mere verbalization; understanding is both a sensual and
rational experience, not something one can memorize nor a mere pun. Imperfection becomes
perfection. REGULARITY metaphors are not only played off against IRREGULARITY tropes,
rather IRREGULARITY proves REGULARITY to be a misconception, overwhelming and
replacing it sensually. Since "OPPORTUNITIES ARE OPEN PATHS" ("Her new job offers
her better paths of development") and "IDEAS ARE LOCATIONS" ("He's always jumping to
conclusions"), Boetschi's painting offers a new, more open possibility for envisioning and
finding better perceptions.
Color Unit 24.1 is an instance of what Daniel Ammann has termed "the allusive game."
He discusses this in the novels of English writer David Lodge.
...I have concentrated on selected examples of intertextuality as they occur in their
immediate contexts. Separated from the whole, they can only be hints for what might be
salient aspects in an overall interpretation.
Now I turn to intertextuality on a wider scale. Just as lexical repetition, collocating
vocabulary or alliterative and assonantal patterns often yield persistent clusters of theme and
imagery in an intratextual, stylistic approach to the text, so intertextual references may be
integrated into a meaningful reading when they permeate the language of a novel. 6

In Color Unit 24.1 one sees the potential for such highly complex, "wider scale,"
creative, yet refined metaphoric structure in painting. Boetschi's metaphor(m) is multilayered, allusive, interpictorial (to mimic the word intertextual), and permeates every element
of the painting — most of all color and geometric composition. Let us graph his central trope
in a blending diagram.

6
Daniel Ammann, David Lodge and the Art-and-Reality Novel, Anglistische Forschungen, no. 216
(Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitätsverlag, 1991), p. 86.
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Painting / Art / Life

Geometric
Composition

Abstraction

Color

Referentiality

Geometric forms are
Nonrepresentational,
yet their Colors are
Evocative

Foundational
Metaphors
of
Regularity /
Irregularity,
Perfection /
Imperfection

Compositional
Surprises,
Impurity,
Contradiction

fig. 53
The Diagram of Charles Boetschi's Metaphor(m)

His personal central message is that unbalanced surprises in color and composition
show the contradictory truth of experience. Boetschi maps geometric composition on
abstraction (and its associations of regularity, nonrepresentationalism, even coldness) and
simultaneously oppositionally blends the colors of the geometric forms with referentiality and
evocativeness. Thus his metaphor can be stated in several fashions including: "Geometric
forms are nonrepresentational, yet their colors are referential." His central equation is:
"Composition and color are visually irregular," thus yielding "surprising perception," which
imparts "new ideas," which supply "understanding." The postmodern complexity in this
metaphor(m) is the fact that his image-mapping relies on our expectations from the history of
the forms with which he works. Significantly, this painting is both idiosyncratic and global in
implication.
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Leonard Bullock:"Venetian" Heterogeneity and Eidophor
If semantics meets its limits here, a
phenomenology of imagination ... could perhaps
take over from psycholinguistics and extend its
functioning to realms where the verbal is vassal to
the non-verbal.
— Paul Ricœur7

Let us now proceed to another contemporary painter, Leonard Bullock. The blending in
his central trope is much simpler than that of Charles Boetschi, yet nonetheless quite rich in
its effects. Bullock's opulent and engaging paintings present subtle developments in
postmodern art which entice an historical analogy as well as two newly minted concepts. It
could be said that Bullock is a "Venetian" among contemporary painters, because his art
offers an alternative to current trends, intellectually being highly of the moment but far more
visceral. As has been much described, Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese and other Venetian artists
created sensuous, painterly works emphasizing color, and light and space, thus supplying a
clear alternative to the dominant rationality of much of the art of their day, particularly that of
Rome. Bullock's work occupies a similar position within in the (post-) postmodernism of our
day.
Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity is a noun describing the situation of being composed of vastly varied,
dissimilar elements. Indeed, swirling structures of incongruous elements form the emotional
and compositional heart of Bullock's approach. The parts themselves, however visually
disparate they might be, nevertheless are fundamentally conceptually related. Each is an
"eidophor."8 This neologism comes directly from the artist, self-coined to identify his creation
of visual tropes through nodules of painterly activity, each of which contains a compressed
collection of references and allusions. The painter is sensually and cerebrally thinking with
paint — thinking through painting, in particular the stroke. Bullock's paintings embody
Venetian heterogeneity and eidophor.

7

Paul Ricœur, The Rule of Metaphor: Multi-disciplinary Studies of the Creation of Meaning in Language,
trans. Robert Czerny with Kathleen McLaughlin and John Costello (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1979), p. 214. Ricœur's italics.
8
Leonard Bullock, personal communication, Basel, Switzerland, 2007.
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fig. 54
Leonard Bullock,
To/For Whom It May Concern,
oil, encaustic, and mixed media on polystyrene,
2000-2008,
97 x 139 cm / 38 in x 55 in

The painter's work is sensual, yet not expressionist, erudite yet anti-academic. However,
what do these terms and conventions mean nowadays anyway? "Expressive" has come to
mean a reiterated compendium of style tics conventionally signaling emotiveness; the
academic is at present embodied in spectacles custom-designed to fit certain curatorial
conceits. Bullock's paintings come alive through the vicissitudes of making — what James
Elkins describes in his book What Painting Is as " 'pushing paint,' breathing fumes, dripping
oils and wiping brushes, smearing and diluting and mixing."9 Or, important to understanding
this work is the question another historian, Yves-Alain Bois (paraphrasing Hubert Damisch),
has so pointedly asked, "What is thinking in painting, as opposed to thinking about
painting?"10 As too much Postmodernist art has illustrated, art which refuses its various pasts
and ignores the present represented in its making seems mired, as if it cannot reach to the
future. It becomes a pale ghost of what it represses, cultural memory, quickened artificially by
fad, that evil twin of what it suppresses, immediate experience — that is, art-out-of-time is
condemned to be academic and mannered. In opposition to this, Bullock's work lives in an
expanded and positive sense of time, which is his Bloomian agon. Bullock struggles with
current conceptions by reaching back to a now commonly deprecated sensuality, one which,
furthermore, he displays in allusions ranging from de Kooning through Manet back to Titian.
The Postmodernist twist lies in his dissonant merger of these citations and suggestions with

9

James Elkins, What Painting Is: How to Think about Oil Painting Using the Language of Alchemy (New
York: Routledge, 1999), pp. 2-3.
10
Yve-Alain Bois, Painting as Model (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1990); quoted in Elkins,
What Painting Is, p.3.
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direct, indexical markmaking. He thus proves his art to be both more historically aware and
yet more candidly personal than his contemporaries' works. It becomes metaleptically earlier
in several fashions: through the paradoxical transgression of levels of depiction, by becoming
a record of a series of "nows," and by troping on his forerunner's trope of the brushstroke.
The Venetians
Catachresis must help where established usage
fails.
— Karsten Harries11

These comments are an oblique way to begin a reflection on Bullock's recent body of
work. However, I believe they are necessary in order to situate Bullock's particular
metaphor(m), as his painting embodies a dialogue between immediate surface and history.
Bullock's conception of visual art is not only cognizant of history and past experience, thus
broad, but also deeply rooted in the actuality of now, thus thick. This can easily be
appreciated in any conversation with him, which will inevitably range over history, potential
futures, current affairs and more, while delving into detail as required. Bullock's painting is
akin to his conversation.

fig. 55
Leonard Bullock,
Ride!,
oil, encaustic, Letraset and venetian turpentine on polystyrene,
2000-2007,
97 x 139 cm / 38 in x 55 in

11

Karsten Harries, "Metaphor and Transcendence," in On Metaphor, ed. Sheldon Sacks (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1979), p. 85.
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Bullock can perhaps be placed among the group of so-called "Conceptual Abstract
Painters." This term has been applied to that group of artists who use organic forms in an
intellectual, post-endgame creative endeavour. Such artists produce paintings which hover
between abstraction and representation; manipulate both "high" culture and popular imagery;
acknowledge art's past, yet reject reductivism; stem from certain conceptual thought
processes, but are clearly handmade. Practitioners include artists Jonathan Lasker, David
Reed, and Pia Frees. This term is clumsy and inadequate, but serves to connect Bullock to a
larger movement.
In the title of my subsection, by no means do I wish to suggest that Bullock is "quoting
the Venetian," even in the rich, complimentary sense Mieke Bal deploys a similar insight in
her wonderful book Quoting Caravaggio. I do wish to flirt with a Balian sense of
entanglement as a form of art analysis.12 To understand Bullock's work one must grasp each
painting not as a single condensed and reduced moment, but as a map of combinations of
ribbon-like strokes built of allusions, memories, ruminations and struggles.
The Venetians' great contribution was the integration of line and color in the painterly
stroke, thus fusing disegno and colore. These two characteristics of art had previously been
viewed as incompatible opposites. Theirs was creativity with vast repercussions: a
transumptive rapport of (assumed) antipodes, achieved through hard-won struggle. Thereby,
as noted by Umberto Fortis:
The classicism of the Veneto did not find its fundamental expressive force in the use of line
to create its images, but in the development of tonal painting, creating noble forms of a
solemn plasticity to attain, with Titian, an ideal of ample, monumental beauty, yet anchored
firmly in earthly reality.13

Bullock is pursuing a similar integration on a postmodern level. Analyzing how this is
achieved through his metaphor(m) is what makes his work interesting for this dissertation
Heterogeneity
Ricœur has developed a theoretical style that can
best be described as "tensive." He weaves together
heterogeneous concepts and discourses to form a
composite discourse in which new meanings are
created without diminishing the specificity and
difference of the constitutive terms. … Besides the
metaphysical complexity and heterogeneity of the
human situation, one of Ricœur's deepest concerns
is the tentative, even fragile status of the coherence
of a life.
— Kim Atkins14

12

Mieke Bal, Quoting Caravaggio: Contemporary Art, Preposterous History (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1999).
13
Umberto Fortis, The Uffizi: A Guide to the Gallery (Venice: Edizione Storti, 1980), p. 85.
14
Kim Atkins, "Paul Ricœur (1913—2005)," website Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy: A PeerReviewed Academic Resource, direct page link: http://www.iep.utm.edu/ricoeur/, last updated 7 July,
2005, accessed 16 August 2010.
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Bullock's most dynamic conception is his use of "heterogeneity," a word he uses
frequently. Let us approach this key element of the painting in a roundabout manner.
Postmodernism has been highly theoretical in an extremely ideological fashion, as I described
in the Prelude. Ideology deprives any phenomenon of its heterogeneity. It generally presumes
only something very schematic.
This word heterogeneity has its own past. It is often closely associated with the 19th
century evolution-theorist Herbert Spencer. He thought both nature and society were in a
continuous "change from a state of relatively indefinite, incoherent, homogeneity to a state of
relatively definite, coherent, heterogeneity."15 Spencer believed that there was a cultural
process wherein time would metamorphose something strictly utilitarian into something
beautiful. Bullock seems to be taking Spencer at his word, even borrowing his word. In
actuality, Bullock seized the word "heterogeneity" on his own, with no thought of Spencer,
and made of it a tool to assault the very division Spencer wishes to reify. While not dealing
with the "abject" as such, except in combination with its contrary "beauty," Bullock's notion
of "heterogeneity" has more in common with Julia Kristeva's definition of abjection than
Spencer's definition of heterogeneity. In Bullock's idea we witness a dream of transgression
through manifold variety. Bullock's conception is closely allied with the word heterodox: to
depart from or oppose standard doctrines, even leaning toward heresy.
Other contemporary artists are at work on this problem as well. Gerhard Richter's
painting manifests a perplexing heterogeneity, yet in style-leap to style-leap from series to
series, much like a doubting Picasso. Within each body of work, an identifiable, even
marketable, style still prevails. Bullock attempts to push this approach to within the
boundaries of each stroke itself. This is analogous to the developmental process of James
Joyce through his oeuvre. This author pushed his portmanteau creativity from within the
confines of the book to within succeeding chapters to within each sentence and finally to
within each and every word.
While telescoping formal elements, Bullock is also pressing them outward in the range
of their allusiveness. Bullock's thought is rather more Emersonian and Whitmanesque than
Joycean: it reflects the heterogeneity of the American population as well as the vast distances
between its coasts and borders; it reflects the rich diversity and clash of cultures and
imaginations that conjoin to form this mongrel civilization (a mélange which politicians
frequently attempt to disguise with jingoism or oppose with racist legislation). The poet Walt
Whitman wrote at the close of Leaves of Grass, "Do I contradict myself? / Very well then ….
I contradict myself; / I am large …. I contain multitudes."16
Bullock manifests heterogeneity in his materials, handling, compositions and supports
— yet most of all the bands of elements traveling through each painting which are a strange
hybrid of accumulation and stroke. At first glance, one of his pieces might even appear to be a
wild grab bag of painterly events, of visual information — however, quite frequently all
details are subsumed within a shallow atmospheric space. In many recent works this space is

15

Lewis A. Coser, "Herbert Spencer 1820–1903," in Masters of Sociological Thought : Ideas in
Historical and Social Context (New York: Harcourt, 1977); quoted on website Dead Sociologists' Index,
<http://media.pfeiffer.edu/lridener/dss/>, direct page link:
<http://media.pfeiffer.edu/lridener/dss/Spencer/SPENWRK.HTML>, last accessed 16 August, 2010.
16
Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass: The First (1855) Edition, ed. Malcolm Cowley (New York: Penguin
Books, 1959), lines 1314-1316, p. 85.
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predominantly white, like a luminous deep sky, too bright to allow quick impressions of
color. The artist achieves this effect through numerous layers of overpainting, with oil glazes,
alkyd transparencies, encaustic scumblings and nebulous clouds of spray. Within this mist
float approximately 4 or 5 major visual incidents, creating a partially veiled optical net.
Nevertheless, surprises pop forth now and again, such as hard-edged forms, vivid colors, or
even completely naturalistic images such as, in one case, an almost photographically rendered
grey skull, or a child and a tree in The Donor/der Spender.

fig. 56
Leonard Bullock,
The Donor/ der Spender,
oil, encaustic, pencil, serigraph ink and spray paint on synthetic vellum,
2006,
122 x 102 cm / 48 in x 40 in

The longer one contemplates a Bullock painting, the more complicated and richer it
becomes. The hazy atmosphere slowly reveals an unanticipated large variety of hues. Forms
appear ever crisper. The works are tonal and coloristic, enveloping subtly graphic masses of
shapes. Whereas Bullock avoids the iconic and paints highly malerisch, his work is not about
simple indeterminacy. Of central importance are his ribbons and nodules of form, which take
the place of more traditional, large paint-strokes. These grow into variformed paths, leading
one's eyes across the surface in a range of journeys. In this, he offers a new answer to the
important question of where a rectangular image can go after Pollock's "over-all"
compositions, that is, where it can go without resorting to a retreat to jejune relational
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balance, and without avoiding the conflict through appropriation or other quasi-Dadaistic
evasion. Bullock has discovered a new, personal and tropaically rich compositional form by
creating a paradoxical co-habitation of mutually exclusive elements. Think:
nonrepresentational Rauschenberg with far deeper space.

fig. 57
Leonard Bullock,
Seinpost,
Oil, encaustic, spray and venetian turpentine on linen,
2001-2002,
63 x 58 cm / 25 in x 23 in

Bullock's heterogeneity also appears in his wide range and mixture of painting mediums
and supports. In the work Seinpost, what at first appears to be luminous oil on some strange
support turns out to be oil, encaustic, Venetian turpentine, enamel spray, acrylic spray, neon
paint, and alkyd on linen. Recently Bullock's unusual support-surface materials have included
red silk, milky polystyrene and translucent, buttery fiberglass. He is even able to make
ordinary linen seem unexpected. This is reminiscent of the German painter Sigmar Polke,
who created pieces on various common fabrics — sheets, towels, or the like. This is a lighthearted play with the self-importance of the support in "fine art canvases." Polke's supports
are metonymically derived from canvas — both are after all only different types of good
cloth. Bullock makes metaphors out of purely factual effects of odd or "new" materials,
referring playfully and synecdochically to elements of traditional, painterly space creation. He
achieves a unity of real and illusory space worthy of Manet — yet with postmodern humor.
The creamy, translucent polystyrene paintings are the best to describe. These paintings sport
shallow Modernist space next to sections of built-up Late Modernist space — Pollock
inspired strata of layered paint. The back of the polystyrene is also painted on, emphasizing
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the real spatial difference between front and back due to the thickness of the material. This
simultaneously suggests a vast, atmospheric, virtual depth because of the fogginess of the
translucent plastic. Bullock thereby also integrates the wall behind the work, allowing it to
show through in spots, revealing cast shadows from the brushwork. Qualities of light,
handling and material form a blend of real and illusionary spaces, at once deeply atmospheric
and assertively flat.
Eidophor
A girl, the princess Eido, named for her beauty,
Her mother's darling - as long as she was a child.
When she was grown up - sexually mature They changed her name to Theonoe:
Theonoe, "the mind of god", because she turned out
The theological one. She knows all the gods' plans
Past, present and yet to come.
— Euripides17

What, then, ties his work together? The answer is situated in one simple yet effective
discovery, which Bullock christens with his self-invented appellation, the eidophor and in this
lies his metaphor(m).
Bullock manifests this idea most clearly in the quirky, complex nodules of activity
which are scattered over each work. These passages are "accretions of eidetic memory" (to
use the artists own words), coupled with catachrestic portmanteaus of visual observations.18
They form areas of concentration which just might be a possible replacement for the
"missing" human figure Frank Stella so perspicaciously has wished for in abstraction.19 Some
painters use bold, condensed iconic motifs for this purpose. Bullock achieves this similarly
but more messily, particularly in the layering and merger of levels of space and in the melting
of elements of markmaking into capricious trails which seemingly signify adventures. While
the notion of eidophor may be applied to the entire surface of one of Bullock's paintings, I
find it most pivotally present in these passages uniting the haphazard with the emblematic in
this expanded conception of the brushstroke. Therefore, I willfully misemploy and delimit the
term eidophor to refer solely to these elements. Whereas painters such as Willem de Kooning
or the French Tachists created compositional movement through swooping single strokes of
paint, Bullock builds strings of compilations of effects, effectively assembling an expanded
substitute for the single virtuosic stroke. These tropaically become paths of disparate
experiences, which is significant for his central trope.
In the 2002 painting Seinpost, we can see three primary eidophoric configurations. Top
center is a collision of a mottled, red-outlined conduit form with a compact, flame-like greenblue splotch. Traveling obliquely across the lower right quadrant of the work is an intricate,

17

Euripides, Helen, trans. Andrew Wilson, on website The Classics Pages,
<http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~loxias/>, direct page link:
<http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~loxias/helen.htm>, accessed 16 August, 2010.
18
Leonard Bullock, personal communication, Basel, Switzerland, 2009.
19
"Yet abstraction has dared to try to get along without the human figure. Today it struggles, at least
partly, because it has failed to come up with a viable substitute for human figuration, for the spatial
vitality and versatility provided by the human figure. It was not so much the loss of the human figure
itself as it was the loss of what the figure did to the space around itself that has been so hard to replace."
In Frank Stella, Working Space (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1986), p. 74.
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linear conglomerate. From lower left to upper right, this diagonal consists of: a scumbled and
glazed neon-orange smudge, reminiscent of Rembrandt; a sumptuous magenta see-through
curlicue; a dried-blood-colored version of the same, ambling up next to a partially removed
marine blue S-swirl; finally capped with a Velázquez-like loaded brushstroke, which
agglomerates all the preceding forms and colors in itself. A translucent cyan blue brushstroke
from the first eidophor leads the eye to the third, in the lower left. This is a glowing area of
powder blue on which a small, almost upright, Day-Glo orange stroke issues a halo of deep
violet and tumbles over what appears to be a piece of applied manila masking tape.
Appearances can be deceiving. This "tape" is a carefully applied, raised area of oil paint— a
bas-relief trompe-l'œil. These three eidophors float in the surrounding creamy white field,
which is itself marked by comb-scrapped ridges revealing a wide variety of underpainted
hues. The configurations collapse connotations of figures with evocations of their movements
and momentary events affecting them. One is encouraged to read associations into the shapes,
not like a Rorschach blot, but rather as if they were representational, while they are clearly
wholly abstract. Most of all, they appear to encourage quasi-sequential readings, each area
narratively following the other, forming bands of traversed ground. They seem sensuous,
physical, voluptuous, yet somehow amusing. The artist uses witty visual foils to remind us of
this. For example, in another painting a "racing stripe" similar to that on an automobile is
scratched through an expressive, Manet-like brushstroke, making it even faster. "Shoddy
chic" is parodied in such illusions as that of the applied "tape." There are small, almost
invisible lines of wavering text in that now disappearing technology of pressed-on lettering
called Lettraset or Presstype, so common to designers of the past generation. These phrases
proclaim philosophical and personal invectives: text as textural draughtsmanship. Bullock can
combine visceral sensibility with a self-irony that is not cynical. They form sentences, or at
least phrases, reminding the viewer of the metaphor of streets inherent in the shape of
sentences, one generally overlooked.
While contemplating Bullock's coinage, I discovered that the term eidophor had been
used once before, unbeknownst to the painter. A patent was applied for in 1939 by Fritz
Fischer for a light-modulation-based TV image projector. For his machine, Fischer also
coined the name Eidophor, "from two Greek words meaning Image Bearer." Although this
device was better than those available today, it has disappeared from production.20 From
where, in fact, does Bullock's rather more philosophical invention of the term derive? For the
painter, it is a cross between metaphor and eido. The term metaphor can be seen as a union of
meta- (meaning "over, trans-, beyond," — or through analogy in nonce coinage meaning
"transcending or sub/self-referential," such as metacriticism), with -phor from pherein,
meaning "to carry or bear." Thus metaphor is an implied analogy in which one thing is
imaginatively compared to another, where qualities are "carried over." Much as I am in this
dissertation, Bullock is concerned with metaphor in its expanded sense, as trope in general,
rather than in its more limited sense of comparing two widely separate nouns.
His second root word is the Greek eiådov which in its Latin form becomes eidos. This
term means form, figure, or shape, that is, the external or outward appearance of something. It
becomes incredibly rich in extended application and usage. In the King James version of the
Bible, it is translated into English by several words, including appearance, fashion, shape,
and sight. One of the most famous instances of its use is in Luke 3:22. "And the Holy Ghost
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Peter Yanczer, "The Eidophor Television System: Fritz Fischer," page on website Early Television
Museum, direct page link: <http://www.earlytelevision.org/yanczer_eidophor.html>, accessed 16 August,
2010.
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descended in a bodily shape (eidos) like a dove upon him, and a voice came from heaven,
which said, Thou art my beloved Son; in thee I am well pleased." This instance bears a
complex of meanings: "in the form of," "the appearance of," "in one's sight as," or "in the
fashion of" a dove. The verb form, as well as the combinatory form, of this word is eido,
which is a treasure house of wonderful combinations of the ideas "to see," "to understand" and
"to know." Again, in the Bible it is translated by a variety of terms including "to see," "to
discern," "to turn the attention to something," "to get knowledge of," "to cherish" — and my
favorite, "to behold." Jesus frequently uses this in commands to listeners, demanding that they
go and see and thereby understand and know the truth. Much of Bullock's painting has a
visual equivalent to the proclamation "behold!" — "Behold and follow the divergent paths I
have taken." The most famous use of the word eidos which does not apply to Bullock's work
is that in Plato. For this philosopher, material forms are imperfect realizations of ideal forms,
which are the true realities. Bullock's thought is completely opposite. In order to distance
Bullock's use of eidos from Plato's, I would like to describe it differently and precisely. My
pseudo-dictionary-like definition reads:
ei · do · phor (ī ' dō fôr', ī ' dб fôr') n. [ModL.:<Gr. eidos, what is seen, shape +
pherein, to carry, bear] the carrying over of visual understanding. A trope of image-making,
containing a compressed and sliding series of visual references and comparisons.
Bullock's coinage bears a rich range of references, making it an ideal mirror of the
aggregate path-like clusters of perception dominating his paintings.
Heterogeneous Eidophors
According to Søren Kierkegaard we are all a little
heterogeneous but there can be an absolute
heterogeneity, which is, however, either demonic
or divine. He himself is somewhere in between,
that is to say, more than a little heterogeneous.
— Alastair Hannay21

Heterogeneous swirls of eidophors. This an equivalent on the theoretical level of the
spiral composition of the Baroque, whose discovery allowed artists to dynamically organize
their works, while disavowing the static, enclosed geometry of the Renaissance. Expansion,
multiplicity and flux became central. More appropriate to Bullock's work would be mention
of the faceted, vector-oriented compositions of Titian, which served as an alternative
Renaissance compositional structure. In his Votive Picture of the Pesaro Family in the Santa
Maria Gloriosa dei Frari in Venice, Titian created a work that is site-specific; one which
anticipates the direction of approach by viewers as well as their final standpoint for
observation, while integrating and defying the surrounding architecture. Its lively,
asymmetrical composition utilizes competing diagonals and complex color contrasts across a
tilted oval arrangement of human figures and columns, in short, proto-heterogeneity — and
proto-painting-installation to link it to my own work. Installation and painting merged in the
1520s!

21

Alastair Hannay, "Something on Hermeneutics and Communication in Kierkegaard After All," Spreti
Kierkegaard Newsletter: A Publication of the Howard and Edna Hong Kierkegaard Library, St Olaf
College Northfìeld, Minnesota, No. 42 ( September 2001), p. 10.Originally delivered as the Opening
Address at the Fourth International Kierkegaard Conference, June 9, 2001.
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fig. 58
Titian,
Votive Picture of the Pesaro Family,
oil on canvas,
1519-1526
488 x 269 cm / 192 in x 106 in

This could serve as an astute parallel to our period. Sundry artists, especially painters,
are pressing in this direction. Jonathan Lasker proves art's histories to be plural; Mary
Heilmann is unabashedly physical and anecdotal. David Reed is able to locate mass-media
references embedded in paint. Painters seem to be in the process of inventing artistic
techniques charged with meaning that could lead to a much needed (anti-?, post-?)
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Postmodernism which incorporates the discoveries of this period into a healthier whole, yet is
not a Neo- or Alter-Modernism.
In many ways Bullock is a fellow-traveller of Reed's, but painterly. The manner in
which recent Polke paintings stand toward Richter is an analogy of Bullock's position vis-àvis other Conceptual Painting. Granted, Bullock is more Action Painter than Pop influenced,
but his work has a popular cultural feel, only more improvisational, like Jazz. And the
precursor figurehead to both battle and embrace at this moment in visual culture for many
artists is a triumvirate of Action Painting, Dada and Pop — with perhaps a sidelong squint at
Minimalism. Bullock is openly working through his own personal agon with past art
practices, yet he is not simply worshiping art's histories. He is involved in a dialogue with his
time, but is also in a debate with the past and is attempting to persuade the future. Bullock has
often repeated a favorite de Kooning quotation, "Style is fraud."22 In Bullock's art, style is
expansive, exclusivity is fraud.

fig. 59
David Reed,
#513,
oil and alkyd on linen,
2002-2004,
91 x 397 cm / 36 in x 156 ¼ in

fig. 60
David Reed,
#442,
oil and alkyd on linen,
1998-1999,
112 x 366 cm / 44 in x 144 in

22

"Style is a fraud. I always felt the Greeks were hiding behind their columns." Willem de Kooning, "A
Desperate View," Collected Writings, ed. George Scrivani (New York: Hanuman, 1988). Cited in
Dictionary.com. Columbia World of Quotations. Columbia University Press, 1996.
<http://quotes.dictionary.com/Style_is_a_fraud_I_always_felt_the>,accessed: 16 August, 2010.
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Mary Heilmann,
Kelly's Cove,
copperplate etching,
2002,
Image Size: 30 x 30.5 cm / 11 7/8 in x 12 in
Paper Size: 76 x 56 cm / 30 x 22 inches

fig. 62
Jonathan Lasker,
Ascension,
oil on canvas,
1983,
147.3 x 183 cm / 58 in x 72 in
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Cognitive Metaphor

The aspect of form Bullock utilizes in his metaphor(m) is the brushstroke. Therein he
returns us to the discussion of Vincent van Gogh presented earlier in this dissertation, yet
Bullock's interpretation of this element is unlike van Gogh's. Bullock breaks the unity of the
stroke into an assemblage of parts and blends that with the likeness of an ever-changing path
in an iconic image-mapping. This allows him access to his chief foundational metaphor, one
of the most common in our culture, "LIFE IS A JOURNEY." This is sometimes seen as a
correlate of "LONGTERM PURPOSEFUL CHANGE IS A JOURNEY," which is particularly
close to Bullock's notion, as he emphasizes the transformations from one subsection to the
next within each painterly trail. Furthermore, a subordinate instance of this trope is important
in Bullock's reasoning: "Stages of life are routes you have to travel on." A related metaphor is
"PURPOSEFUL ACTIVITIES ARE JOURNEYS." The "purposeful activity" clearly being artmaking, as the practice of painting is conflated with the endeavor of leading his life for
Bullock, as well as for most artists, as I have discussed above. Important to the construction
of his bands of painterly activity is the trope "CHANGE OF STATE IS CHANGE OF
DIRECTION," for, as I have described, Bullock's eidophor-routes consist of sequences of
course modifications, some of which can be quite jarring. These clearly serve as metaphors
for the shifting circumstances and predicaments of life. The alterations can be seen as
progress, perhaps growth in self-knowledge (because "DISPARITY IS CHANGE," "CHANGE
IS MOTION" and "THE PROGRESS OF EXTERNAL EVENTS IS FORWARD MOTION").
His mapping proceeds as follows. "Life is painting," and "painting is the brushstroke,"
both synecdoches. Each brushstroke itself becomes a compendium of personal variations and
historically associative ones, thus a metalepsis. This is mapped onto the image-schema of the
path, yet a variegated one with many stops and alterations, false-starts, restarts, changes of
surface, and so on. This is a seemingly slight yet highly original variation on the image of the
"road of life" achieved by both the elaboration and extension of the cultural mainstay, "LIFE
IS A JOURNEY." This yields Bullock's metaphor(m): "The brushstroke is a variegated path."
The blending diagram of Bullock's metaphor(m) can thus be drawn as follows:
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Painting / Art / Life
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The Brushstroke is a
Variegated Path.
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of
Life, Journeying,
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Surface,
Compositional
Vectors,
Painting Supports

fig. 63
The Diagram of Leonard Bullock's Metaphor(m)

Bullock's works concretize this central trope into a collection of painterly expressions of
quandaries with which the theory of metaphor(m) is concerned: How do we know and express
anything within a physical artistic form? How do we impel brute reality to manifest our
conceptual desires? Antithetically merged with these is the further question: How does
interaction with material form allow us to discover our visions — and can we, through art,
know at all? He addresses how our lives are informed by the historic past (his haptic allusions
to art history), our own pasts (the changes in the strokes), how we have tranquil, stirring and
more thorny experiences (the various subsections and surface treatments) — and how a large
number of such collections of experience begin to map our life as a whole.
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fig. 64
Leonard Bullock,
Eidophor (Dispute with Imitators),
oil, encaustic, spray and mixed media on polystyrene,
200-2003,
118 x 97 cm / 46.5 in x 38 in

Both Boetschi and Bullock have metaphor(m)s which actively engage with their
perceptions of tensions in tradition. Analyzing this conflict is the aspect of my theory based
on Bloom's theory of revisionism, yet I believe we need to alter his model to some extent.
This is the topic of the next chapter.
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fig. 65
Cover Chapter Seven: Call and Response Agon
oil, acrylic and ink on wood,
2010,
40 x 27.5 cm / 16 in x 11 in
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CHAPTER SEVEN.
Artistic Ground: Cultural Inheritance, Struggle, Respect, Material
and Identity
Intercultural, not globalized; call-and-response, not
Oedipal.
— Mark
Word!
— Brandl1

A Speech in Turkey
In most chapters earlier in this dissertation I applied an invented conceit to each unit
individually. This chapter's extended metaphor is an actual relic of use. While working on the
rough draft, I was invited to give a speech in Turkey as part of an artist and art student
cultural exchange between the Borusan Art Center in Istanbul and the Art Academy of
Liechtenstein, where I teach art history and painting. I decided to give this chapter as the
speech, thereby testing out my idea on a public new to me before writing it out in full. I also
attempted to metaphor(m)ally integrate some of the content of the essay into the structure of
the presentation. Moreover, I continue to find inspiration in the integration of form and
content in the marvelous book suggested to me by Dr Ursprung, Giuliana Bruno's Atlas of
Emotion: Journeys in Art, Architecture, and Film.2 Therefore, I have decided to keep as much
of the original form of the speech as possible in this final draft of the chapter, including the
PowerPoint images I used and the phrases I had translated into Turkish for them. As much as
I usually despise PowerPoint presentations, I tried to make these accompanying images
somewhat entertaining. The inset captions under some of the images are based on the
spontaneous short apostrophic comments I made when presenting the images. The pseudoepigraph above clearly reflects this trope in a light-hearted fashion. There were sections of my
speech wherein I summarized elements of my dissertation as a whole in order to supply a
sense of the context in which this chapter appears. Leaving them in would be unnecessarily
repetitive for readers of the whole dissertation. Therefore, I have eliminated them, mentioning
that fact in the first instance where this occurred below, or retained, but shortened them when
they are necessary to the flow of the speech. Pleasingly, the audience of Turkish artists, art
historians and curators was very responsive to my speech (as well as the other two by visual
artist and author Peter Stobbe and communications designer Klaus Lürzer). Thus, inspired by
the moment, I became more polemical and motivational than I had originally planned. This is
a practice I am happy to have learned from African-American preachers. For the printed
version here, I have toned this down a bit, but retained the tenor with its gradual
intensification toward the conclusion.

1

Imaginary personal communication with myself.
Giuliana Bruno, Atlas of Emotion: Journeys in Art, Architecture, and Film (New York: New Left
Books, Verso, 2002; paperback, 2007).
2
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This chapter is meant as an aside. I alluded to the idea in Chapter One, on page 26,
where I wrote, "Although clearly inspired by Freud, Bloom can be pushed beyond the
simplicity of most interpretations of Oedipal father-figure relationships." Below, I describe
the possibility of this non-Oedipal interpretation or variation on Harold Bloom's antithetical
revisionist theory of agon, of misprision in artistic creativity. Bloom's notion is perspicacious
and very influential on my theory of metaphor(m), but I believe an adaptation of it replacing
oedipal desire with dialogical call-and-response is even more promising.

fig. 66
First PowerPoint image from speech
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fig. 67
That is me as a baby, with my father, Earl B. Brandl, who about that time gave me my first brush with which
to paint.

fig. 68
Me in my role as an art historian.
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Background, Our Artistic Ground
As I began my speech in the Borusan Art Center in Istanbul, I said the following. "First,
I apologize for not speaking in Turkish. Unfortunately, I only speak English, German and
Latin. I do not want to take it for granted that everyone speaks English, but it is my mothertongue, internationally useful, and I thank you for granting me your attention." The projected
image above bears the same message in Turkish, which I attempted to read aloud. I then
began my presentation.
In my PhD dissertation, now being completed, I present, test and embody my own
theory of metaphor in visual art, which I think has a direct bearing on the interaction we are
having this week between the Art Academy of Liechtenstein and Istanbul artists connected
with the Borusan Art Center. The Title is Metaphor(m): Engaging a Theory of Central
Trope in Art. The term metaphor(m) …
(That is a representation of a fade-out, as I will spare the current readers the rest of my
introduction, as I mentioned above.)

fig. 69
Me in my role as an artist.

This theory is grounded in the continuing scholarship on conceptual metaphor pioneered
by cognitive linguists, particularly George Lakoff, Mark Turner and Mark Johnson.
Especially significant is their assertion that trope is the basis of thought, thus language, which
arises from bodily, cultural and environmental experience. Furthermore, creators' personal
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and cultural process to discover these individual central tropes is a struggle into which they
enter with their precursors, as argued by Harold Bloom in his work on poetic misprision.3

fig. 70
These are portrait sketches of the major philosophers who have influenced my theory.

I agree with literary theorist Harold Bloom that every artist must wrestle with his or her
precursors, the ones who inspired them to be artists in the first place, while also struggling
against themselves and previous versions of themselves. "Strong" creators, as Bloom calls
them, form new and independent spots for their creativity in a continuous conflict which he
terms agon. Bloom's thought is very oedipal: from the Oedipus complex (1910), coined by
Sigmund Freud from the ancient myth portrayed in Sophocles' play Oedipus Tyrannus, in
which the title character, the Theban hero, answers the Sphinx's riddle and unknowingly kills
his father and marries his own mother. Overly simplistically described, Bloom's theory
contends that artists have a central rivalry with the past, with those artists who came before
them.
However, in this speech, I assert that such agonistic, dialectical struggle is more than
simply oedipal. Art sometimes advances through homage (think of Jazz) or through wholly
new pressures and skirmishes. This is particularly important today, when many of us have

3

As developed in his trilogy of books:
Harold Bloom, Agon: Towards a Theory of Revisionism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982;
paperback, 1983).
Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973).
Bloom, A Map of Misreading (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975; paperback, 1980).
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multiple cultures and complex relationships to tradition and anti-tradition. Artists' inherited
cultures are wrestled with in complex fashions in their artworks. Creators struggle against
their inheritances, yet also pay respect to them, thus using them as material in the construction
of their singular identities, in the establishment of the terrain on which they are grounded and,
contrarily, from which they journey.

Cultural Inheritance

fig. 71
This is a painting of mine based on my own cultural inheritance. On the left, John Lennon in his Beatle days
and on the right, Superman, based on the style of his artistic creator, Joe Shuster. I was an 11 year-old
Mersey-beat fanatic after the Beatles hit the US. I heard that and saw Superman, and loved my Dad's
lettering, and knew I wanted to do "something like that."

Inheritance, roots, are important, particularly to those of us who are bi- or multicultural. A few personal facts as an example: I am seemingly simply an American from the
Midwest, Chicago. Yet actually spelled out, I am a German-American, now also Swiss, who
grew up mostly influenced by African-American culture in music and religion and Jewish
culture in the comics. The strength of the African influence on me was reinforced when my
wife and I lived in the Caribbean. My life-long best friend is an American scholar of Islamic
poetry and mysticism. Both my American and Swiss cultures alone, in themselves, are
actually highly complex mixes of cultures, even if they seldom want to admit this, except in
very simplistic platitudes. No matter what the right-wing media tries to label as
"unfashionable" or the like, combinations of cultural influences are the wave of all future
development. Due to the complexity of Turkish culture and its past, I am certain most of you
in this room have similarly multifaceted, interlocking personal roots and influences when you
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consider them. Turkey is one of the most promising areas for international — not global —
intercultural art.
Cultural Inheritance is, nevertheless, at the very least perceived and colored by the
individual and by the particularities of our times and societies. In many ways, we living artists
have lost a certain naïve belief in the conventional structures of our inherited cultures, while
still retaining them as inner drives. However, this is not necessarily distressing.
In Chapter One of my dissertation I quote the friend I mentioned above, Prof. Th. Emil
Homerin. Repeating him here:
When a myth or belief is no longer accepted as a literal account, whether due to a period of
crisis or cultural transition, it may be recast in a new form, humanizing and assimilating
more primitive dimensions by the symbolic and evocative nature of metaphor. The primary
symbols of a culture are then perceived and colored by the individual consciousness
receiving a specific complexion over long periods of time, and their multiple, often subtle,
meanings lend themselves to those religious and poetic usages whose function is to establish
man's meaningful existence in a seemingly indifferent world.4

Some so-called "lost beliefs" are better seen as returns to the spiritual bases of the
principles in ways more humanized and more useful as material for art. They are still factors,
but are most valuable when agonistically purposefully misunderstood, proclaimed and
answered.

4

Th. Emil Homerin, "Echoes of a Thirsty Owl: Death and Afterlife in Pre-Islamic Arabic Poetry,"
Journal of Near Eastern Studies 44, no. 2 (1985), p.174.
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fig. 72

Struggle
Also in Chapter One of my dissertation, I describe the heart of Bloom's theory: the
concept of a crucial, antithetical agon of each poet, which we can expand to include each
artist. Agon is Bloom's expression for the clash occurring due to the anxiety of influence.
Without exception, each artist must wrestle with his or her forerunner, the ones who inspired
them to become creators originally. This requires critical conflict, thus Bloom calls it
"antithetical." An essential feature of this rivalry is a strong-willed misreading of the
precursor's art, which Bloom terms misprision, a word he borrows from Shakespeare: "So thy
great gift, upon misprision growing,/" (Sonnet 87).
"Misprision" for Shakespeare, as opposed to "mistaking," implied not only a
misunderstanding or misreading but tended also to be a punning word-play suggesting
unjust imprisonment. Perhaps "misprision" in Shakespeare also means a scornful
underestimation: either way, he took the legal term and gave it an aura of deliberate or
willful misinterpretation. 5

Creators create themselves and their works by wrestling with their trepidation about
possibly being a laggard. "Strong" artists, using Bloom's adjective, endeavor to capture some
part of the position of their ancestor-figures, thus develop a sovereign position for themselves.
This, he claims, is an unremitting engagement, even against oneself. This bestows upon

5

Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence, pp. xii-xiii.
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artworks important roots in the achievements of individual artists. Such a focus on "agency" is
something which appears self-evidently necessary to me, yet has been ignored or rejected in
many contemporary theories. I seek a way to include agency, the conscious contribution
creators make, not only in their formal proficiency but also what they have to say, so-called
extra-formal concerns.

Respect
Philosopher and art critic Arthur C. Danto writes,
One final remark on negation …. Not every artistic tradition is woven out of nihilations of
previous art—I do not believe that the history of Chinese art can be understood in those
terms at all, inasmuch as Chinese painters not untypically sought to achieve what their
predecessors had sought, often by deliberately imitating them.6

fig. 73

Although clearly inspired by Freud, Bloom can be pushed beyond the simplicity of most
interpretations of oedipal father-figure relationships. Rather than in the Greek myth of
Oedipus, I see a clearer source for Bloom's thought in Jacob's struggle with the angel (or God)

6

Arthur C. Danto, Embodied Meanings, (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Noonday Press reprint,
1995), p. 206.
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as described in the Bible7, not detailed in the Qur'an, but discussed by Qur'anic commentators
as a walk and debate with an angel; or in the African spirit Eshu, the patron saint of
crossroads, who is both young and old simultaneously and who is fond of playing tricks on
people for the purpose of causing maturation. The river Jacob crossed to have this important
encounter is the Jabbok River, also now called the Zarqa River. The name Jabbok is quite rich
in associations, being an aural anagram of Jacob, and meaning "to flow," "to pour out," even
"a wrestling."8 Eshu is important as he embodies much of the unity of homage, development,
questioning and agon present in African-American artistic expression, particularly Jazz,
which inspired this insight in me. Thus, blending the traditions I mentioned, I call my version
Jabbok-Eshuian agon. This odd, creole blending is an application of my theory structurally
and offers a doorway into two rich storehouses of foundational cognitive metaphors, thus
helping to further integrate the Lakoffian and Bloomian facets of the theory of central trope.
Although my own music of choice is aggressive "garage" rock, the Blues (especially
Chicago's electric Blues), R&B, or, alternately, experimental music in the classical tradition,
Jazz has the most to teach us in visual art. It is the child of the blues, like R&B and Rock, yet
has made the most radical and promising structural, compositional discoveries in the history
of music as we know it.

fig. 74
(Clicking on the speaker icon in the original PowerPoint image played a sound bite of a Gospel
singer/preacher proclaiming and then being answered by the congregation and choir.)

7

Jacob is an important figure for Bloom, however my suggestion is that his account of agon should be
even more closely tied to the story and that of Oedipus be abandoned totally.
8
Easton's 1897 Bible Dictionary, Dictionary.com, (Website: http://dictionary.reference.com/), page:
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Jabbok; Accessed 8 May, 2010.
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In Jazz, individuals express themselves in soloing, yet must also listen to one another and
communicate in order to create a progression, a conversation, with harmony and accord.
Beyond this, (and syncopation, blue notes and more), the startlingly important invention in
this music, useful to a new intercultural art, is the kind of communication between players
known as a call-and-response pattern. This is a common element in the African-American
Church and its Gospel music and preaching, where there is interaction between speakers and
listeners in which all of the statements (calls) are answered by expressions from the listener
(responses) — they talk to one another. My suggestion is that we in visual art should too. If
there were African-Americans here in the audience, you would hear open agreement or
disagreement with me now. Hopefully, supportive calls of "word" or "amen," thus my
epigraph above.
We need this form of conversational, perhaps even argumentative homage and
transgression. The relations among cultural aspects can be seen as not oedipally belligerent,
but not as untroubled either: a model which presents the possibility of a productive
transmission of culture, grounded in modes of vernacular interchange. This authorizes, in a
sense, successors who also alter the traditions without being obliged to symbolically slay
them. This is not a burden of tradition —when you examine the world of Jazz you will find a
culture and a model that has been, and remains a hot bed of innovation. Rock carried that on
in open loud passion and interracial influence. Hip-hop now continues cross-generational
cultural transmission by providing new lyrics to older tunes, quite literally. We in the visual
arts can do likewise with our cultures.

fig. 75
Paintings and painting-installations of mine.
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In my opinion, as an artist, one can do whatever arises out of the true experiences of your
own background. Your sources must be personal and "earned." As an example, my own
artwork is something of a "mongrel" or "creole" combination of installation, painting, signpainting, philosophy and comics: all important parts of my biography. The word creolization
is no longer employed exclusively to describe Caribbean Creole culture. A broad
anthropological term, it now describes any coming together of diverse cultural traits or
elements to form new traits or elements — thus a complex process of cultural borrowing and
lending in an area with many different influences.

fig. 76

I am against purism in all forms. I find it morally and politically questionable. It is a trope
of fascism and racism. Comics and many other demotic, vernacular, or "street" art-forms are
inherently impure entities offering emancipation from narrow reductivism. This is a trait to
applaud and emulate in the fine arts, and one that in the call-and-response form I advocate
could incorporate Bloomian agon. I am trying to make art that is radically technically nonexclusive, even expansive. The in-betweenness of my art has important social, cultural,
psychological, even ethical implications — as well as historical-philosophical ones. The
future of art might not be posthistorical, but rather polyhistorical. Not "global" but
polycultural: a braided rope instead of a straight, single timeline. Let's allow ourselves the
vanity of hope in this direction. I have a chapter in my dissertation addressing such models of
art-historical time, how they affect our thought. In it, I proselytize for this braided rope image.
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Material
In short this intracultural as well as intercultural call-and-response is our material in the
coming post-postmodern world. It could allow us to form truly democratic, dialogical
approaches, yet based upon the theory of misprision — answering and purposefully
misreading our cultures, as I described. Let us look to our situations, our cultures, both
respecting and questioning them. Yet not look to any imagined, ethnic truisms. In particular,
let us look at our minorities. They are both inside and outside the culture, giving them a
acutely critical vantage point. Just as the best of US culture derives from the merger of
various cultures and religions, as in Jazz, Rock and comics, so can visual "fine" art reach new,
unimagined creativity by this method. For example, I feel Germans should look to the
Turkish-Germans, Switzerland to the ex-Yugoslavians, Tamils and so on (as well as their own
original four cultures), Turkey to the Laz, Kurds, Alawites, Armenians and so on. And each
minority should look more purposefully to its own minorities as well as to the mainstream
culture — and all of us to each other. A dialogue with many, many voices, disputing as well,
yet complementing one another in new ways — not unifying, harmonizing!
I am not promoting a so-called "multi-culti" approach, which advocates various cultures
tolerating one another, but retaining their differences. I believe a complex, dialectic merger is
important. Yet, this ought not to be insipid fusion, which is sentimental; this is a struggle, as
outlined above, and must bear the marks of this scuffle. It should be an allusive yet
affirmative struggle of reversals, performed with resolute discontinuity on a stage of one's
own knowledge, with psychological and spiritual desire. The artwork itself is central in this:
the way it is made, not just its idea — for the way it is made is the true idea, hopefully the
embodiment of the complex creolian, dialogical approach I have described, as personalized
from your own unique life.

fig. 77
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Identity
Do we lose identity in this openness to others, even others within us? No, rather we
gain. I never feel more American than when I am in Europe, nor more European than when I
am in the US. Being me means being American, Chicagoan, German, Swiss, African,
Christian, Buddhist, Midwesterner, big city, small town, working-class, intellectual, Rocker,
street-kid, professor, lover of comic books, painting, art history — expressing all of these and
questioning them — an artist. Being you may mean being Turkish, Ottoman, Istanbulian,
Anatolian, Muslim, Christian, secular, religious, Sufi, Laz, Armenian, Kurd, Sunni,
Byzantine, Alawite, big city, small village, European, Asian, Middle-Easterner, middle-class,
multi-lingual, whatever, — expressing all of these and questioning them — artists.
Cultural inheritances are plural, and are necessarily perceived and colored by the
individual. Let us pay homage to them, transgress upon them, criticize them, be informed by
them, blend them. Be culturally dialogical artists.
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fig. 78
Cover Chapter Eight: Metaphor(m) and The Expanded Text Concept
oil, acrylic and ink on wood,
2010,
40 x 27.5 cm / 16 in x 11 in
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Metaphor(m) and the Expanded Text Concept
Eine Kultur der Erfahrung, des Denkens, des
Bewußtseins. Entsprechend sind Fortschritte des
Menschen nur zu erzielen durch ein
fortschreitendes Denken, ein antizipierendes
Denken, ein imaginatives Denken und eine
Veränderung des Verhaltens -...- nur als Folge
eines Bewußtseinswandels. Das berühmte
"Machbare" - wir müssen es aus der
technologischen Dimension in die geistige
Dimension verlegen.1
— Christian Doelker
(A culture of experience, of thinking, of
consciousness. Correspondingly, the progress of
humanity can only be achieved through
progressive thinking, anticipatory thinking,
imaginative thinking and an alteration of behavior...- only as the result of a change of consciousness.
The famous "do-able" or "make-able" – we must
transfer this from the technological dimension into
the cerebral dimension.)

∞

RRR

An alternative title for this chapter could be "Metaphor(m) in Painting and the Novel —
After TV and Internet — After Christian Doelker." This would be more precise, if more longwinded. The new extended Kulturtechnik from such sources as TV, video games and, most of
all, the world-wide web brings the demand and necessity for more, not less literacy. One of
the gifts to scholarship of Christian Doelker, especially in the German-speaking world, is the
awareness that there is any literacy in the media in question, that it may be necessary to teach
this new development in literacy, and that it demands analysis. My contention is that this new
literacy is already so thoroughly a function of thought, a Denktechnik, that it can be present in
any medium and is often most fruitfully and effectively now embodied in the so-called
traditional media of painting and the novel. In particular, Doelker's analytic subdivisions of
his extended text concept apply enlighteningly to both these implements of creativity and
communication (the original sense of media) as well as to internet and to television, the last of
which was the medium he first examined.
A solid basis for discussing the cultural and artistic changes currently being wrought in
the realm of media can be anchored in the terminology and categories invented by Doelker in

1
Christian Doelker, Kulturtechnik Fernsehen – Analyse eines Mediens (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1989;
paperback edition 1991), p.247. Translation into English by the author.
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the books Kulturtechnik Fernsehen; Analyse eines Mediums, "Wirklichkeit" in den Medien,
and Ein Bild ist mehr als ein Bild: Visuelle Kompetenz in der Multimedia-Gesellschaft, his
many articles, TV series, CD-ROM and other publications.2 This chapter applies my theory of
central trope to paintings and novels in a direct dialogue with Doelker's "extended text"
topography of text categories, types of texts, and varieties of texts.3 Each vector of my
tripartite dialectic hopefully nudges new insights out of the others.
The necessity for greater literacy is evident in relation to a wider topology of media.
Nevertheless, in conservative incarnations of the "ignorance is bliss" notion, some have called
for less when faced with assertions that certain entities such as the internet, hypertextual
documents, TV and even comics are indeed disciplines wherein creative expression occurs.
There is no freedom from the burden of literacy (commonly jokingly termed in English
"RRR" – Readin', (w)Ritin' and (a)Rithmatic, hence the subheading above). This "burden" is
in fact less a hindrance than a moneybag one may carry, stuffed with riches for use. My
contention may conjure up shades of E. D. Hirsch's conservative campaign for cultural
literacy, or perhaps, oppositely, raise suspicion of some rootless hermeneutics of cultural
criticism. However, I see it as a call for comprehension, for radically hopeful and purposeful
mis-understanding. This reflects, in particular, my readings in cognitive metaphor, Harold
Bloom, Cornel West — and Doelker. These thinkers offer cultural reconnaissance which can
be pragmatically analyzed, taught and applied, but most of all antithetically disputed. Viewed
transumptively, Doelker's implied extended cultural literacy would include Hirsch's list as
only a small subset: an erudition of interaction and analysis as well as of common reference
points. Important questions are suggested by this notion of extended cultural literacy. How do
these things we use cause us to think? What can we think with and against them? How can we
use them to think new things which will improve the status of our lives? Literacy in this
expanded form is a metonymy, if not synecdoche, of creative democracy.

Painting and the Novel: Antithesis
Whereas both Doelker and I have been known to claim that new media "demand" a
certain learnedness, this is exaggeration. Rather, they offer opportunities. "Demand" makes
these technological developments sound all-important and dictatorial. Such language is
symptomatic of a common affliction: the adoration of new media. We must stop worshiping
or reproaching our tools and begin to use them. Their importance is in their application — the
philosophies and expressions they embody. Significance can often be better thought through
in conditions of self-imposed circumscription, testing and transgressing the boundaries of
received deliberation. In this light the traditional media of painting and the novel are the
major league of discourse. There are many other reasons to chose to work in or study these
two: slightly more resistance than newer forms to the vagaries of trendiness, self-reliance in
production, proven philosophical openness, sheer presence, anti-Puritanical sensuality, a
tradition of shedding the skin of tradition itself, a confidence in redefinition rather than
cultural amnesia and ignorance. As I discovered after moving to Switzerland from the US,
one reason often cited in Europe for painting or writing novels, or alternately for not doing so,

2

See the bibliography for reference information concerning each of these publications.
The elements of Doelker’s extended text analysis discussed here have been assembled from a conflation
of all these sources, including an English translation of Ein Bild ist mehr als ein Bild in manuscript.
Footnote references will be made only when specific quotations are used.

3
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is simply stated as "tradition." I fervently take exception with this. "Tradition" used so
abstractly has no identity other than that of a bothersome insect. The standard street myth is
that Europeans are borne down creatively by their (wonderful) tradition, while Americans are
freed to be so creative by their total lack of one. This is self-imposed self-aggrandizement by
both continental groups. Citizens of the New World have tradition — many traditions, almost
all European ones and more. They are the descendants of the Old World, not from another
planet. If Europeans have it, so do they. Additionally, North America is concomitantly not
"freer," no matter how frequently they assert that. For most minor artists and authors I have
met on both these continents tradition today seems to mean only a feeling of a burden, loaded
with little actual historical knowledge at all. What is needed is knowledge without a
debilitating sense of a weight — dialogue with and against tradition, as I discussed in Chapter
Seven. Painting and the novel offer good conditions for this in the sheer opposition they
present to the creator. True, earlier in the century there was too much emphasis placed on
these two media and this was exploited to be dismissive of many others. Yet, as noted, there is
an equally contraproductive inversion at work now. Early photographers honored painting to
an extreme. The best found their way out of this. Peter Halter describes the solution to this
problem for photographer Paul Strand.
In regard to painting this meant that as a photographer one should learn from it rather than
try to imitate it, as was common...at the time...." 4

Now "new" media — anything new — may be glorified merely for the fact of
technological newness. We in the art and literary worlds have too often only memorized the
idea of a "burden," creating for it an illusory existence.5
Paintings and novels are quintessentially antithetical. They incorporate, use and
criticize. They have achieved a condition of being perpetually "genres undermined."6 Painting
and the novel are artistic disciplines and forms which have a history of sabotaging
themselves. They are in a constant state of crisis. This makes them fertile ground for the
application of my metaphor(m) theory and for testing the broadness of the extended text
concept. I have stated this in the odd passive construction so common to art critics, speaking
of what "painting" or "the novel" does, when clearly that is a metonymy — it is painters and
authors who do things, which then exist embodied in paintings and novels. Painters and
novelists are deeply involved in a dialogue with and against the past.
...I cite again the Emersonian difference, which is to say, the American difference: a
diachronic rhetoric, set not only against past tropes, as in Nietzsche, but against the pastness
of trope itself, and so against the limitations of traditional rhetoric.7
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I would purport that in our period this is the condition of the awake perceiver
everywhere. Bloom's insight is deep, and it is Emersonian, but by no means is this limited to
one country as he presumes. The pastness of trope must be wrestled with and overcome. Each
painter and novelist must struggle with his or her daemon, who is the angel, who is the
attendant spirit (from Latin, genius), perhaps even genie: the precursor, god and self. Space is
fought for and won with blood, not avoided with new toys incorporating dead ideas. This
ineffable spar is the only way to occupy the holy ground of the other, finally creating one's
own sacred space. As I discuss in Chapter Seven, I believe this struggle should now be
reinterpreted, away from Bloom's oedipal, joust-like view and be visualized as a critical
public dialogue, modeled on call-and-response. All the same, the necessary exertion remains.
Traditional forms and formats now have aspects of new media and vice versa. Notions
are best transported to other realms in order to facilitate the greatest concentration: in other
formats, within contrasting aesthetic objects and in surprising relationships. Rudolph Arnheim
has shown that the forces of composition themselves, especially as gestalts, have
psychological force, hence convey meaning. Structure can embody disparate, complicated,
even contradictory meanings.8 Cognitive science and metaphor theory have expanded and
grounded Arnheim's insight.9 Painting and the novel have been in a permanent state of crisis
for a minimum of several hundred years. What more could one ask for as a difficult,
challenging and rewarding fray?

The Pictorial Turn
Although various literary theories have been the prevailing creative force behind most
recent aesthetics, the tide may be changing once again, as I discussed earlier in this
dissertation. Visually-generated tropes of thought are entering into a dialogue with the
dominant literary and verbal metaphors of thought. W. J. T. Mitchell contends in his book
Picture Theory, that a new "turn" — the "pictorial turn" — will supplant the study of cultural
phenomena as we have known it under the sign of the "linguistic turn." He models his phrase
after Richard Rorty's term for this dominance of verbal metaphor. This is amazing coming
from Mitchell, one of the leading theorists today and the editor of Critical Inquiry, certainly
one of the chief propagators of literary theories of the verbal-Deconstructivist bent.10
Obviously good news for painters, this could additionally herald a rebirth of theoretical
interest in the novel (and in novelists). The academic critic is the unacknowledged ideal
creator of the Deconstructivist critics, those revealers of all hidden tropes other than their
own. The author may be dead but the reviewer is not. Painters, even conceptually oriented
ones, are suspect for all the obvious reasons: sensuality, insufficient fashion consciousness,
and so on. Novelists similarly simply create works which are too messy, with their realseeming dialogue, multiple characters, visual descriptions, mood evocation and — most
frustrating — their continuous, frustratingly non-ironic pointing to life, even in and through
the novel's own meta-existence. As Mitchell writes though, what he sees as a turning away
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from a purely textual basis, from "[l]inguistics, semiotics, rhetoric, various models of
'textuality' "11 will not be
"a return to naive mimesis, copy or correspondence theories of representation, or a renewed
metaphysics of pictorial "presence"...." ... It is the realization that spectatorship (the look,
the gaze, the glance, the practices of observation, surveillance, and visual pleasure) may be
as deep a problem as various forms of reading (decipherment, decoding, interpretation, etc.)
and that visual experience or "visual literacy" might not be fully explicable on the model of
textuality."12

Mitchell's book, published in 1994 has not had since then quite the influence many of us
had hoped for at first. It appears that the linguistic turn is rather firmly academically
entrenched, and although weakened, it has not been replaced by a new form of tropaic
visuality, but rather modified into a kind of social-event literalness.13 More promising, I feel,
is how Doelker has anticipated, even gone beyond the pictorial turn. Widen Mitchell's
perceptive comments to include the mixed, multi-strand and integral entities that are at the
heart of Doelker's work, and one has a potential "turn" of startling consequences. Philosophy
has long portended an aesthetic turn with the increase in stature of aesthetics, the philosophy
of art, once almost ignored, to a position of crucial importance, impinging on ethics,
metaphysics, epistemology and philosophy of mind. Visual art since Duchamp has led the
way from mimesis and personalism to questions of the ontology of art. Post-Duchampians (by
which I do not mean neo-Duchampians) and Post-Joyceans are expanding this in new
philosophical directions, such as epistemology, the hermeneutics of meaning, and theories of
creativity, metaphor, social philosophy and more. Cognitive linguistics is highly visually
oriented, especially in its emphasis on embodied experience in its metaphor theory. This may
have been one of its initial attractions to me. The novel, with even more deaths and
resurrections than painting in a far shorter span of existence, has fought a battle on all sides.
One theorist in the poststructuralist pantheon senses the world-shaking metaphor(m)al
possibility of novels: Michael Bakhtin. His enabling "dialogical" view of art was discovered
through deft reading of Fyodor Dostoevsky.14
In fact, in a (post-) postmodern world, perceptional abilities and artistic disciplines are
interwoven.
"One polemical claim of Picture Theory is that the interaction of pictures and texts is
constitutive of representation as such: all media are mixed media, and all representations are
heterogeneous; there are no "purely" visual or verbal arts, though the impulse to purify
media is one of the central utopian gestures of modernism."15

All media are multi-strand, to use the enlightening terminology of Doelker.
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Metaphor(m)
Recently there have been major breakthroughs in understanding tropes. Especially in
the last two decades, major cross-disciplinary communication has been cultivated concerning
the connection between poetics and thought in general. My approach is inspired by the
continuing work on conceptual metaphor, primarily by scientists studying the brain. There are
other contributors besides neuroscientists, though, to the cognitive revolution, that is, to the
study, analysis and application of trope to thought. These contributors include other schools
of psychology, literary and cultural theorists, philosophers (especially from aesthetics and the
philosophy of mind), artificial intelligence and computer experts, scholars of religion,
scholars of literature, and even a few creative writers and artists. The line of reasoning
animating all of this is that trope is the basis of thought, thus language, not the other way
round. Add the insight adapted from Doelker and Mitchell that all media are now multi-strand
media and we have a new concentration on the human power of figurative imagination, which
inspires new observations and strengthens some old contentions of artists and authors.
These theories grant my metaphor(m) notion a substantial bedding in the individual
creator, as the result of a subjective contest with social and moral dimensions based in
embodied cognitive tropes. To Bloom's agonistic "why," in particular, my theory of central
trope attempts to wed the "how." Artists and authors create for themselves new metaphors to
live by, which perceivers can then also use to think with and live by. This desperate battle to
go beyond the merely formal aspects of one's inherited position relies most of all on the sheer
will to build the trope of one's existence. These are the tools to turn (the source of the word
trope), twist, bend and break the metaphors until one thereby has built one's own.
In all artworks there must be a deep-seated reason for using techniques. There must be
"earned" purposes and desires behind new text forms. In too much art, but especially "media"
art, the techniques are used only because of their faddishness. Form and metaphor are used
automatically and feebly. Two pop song writers have caricatured this situation well. It is
especially obvious in their field. "Why don't you do like everyone else....None of this long
lost art, this archaic stuff — go out and buy something," sings Dan Bern.16 "I've got nothing to
say and twelve ways to say it," sings Jimmer Podrasky.17
Extended text forms, while latent in most genres today, are melded into the substance of
authors' and artists' metaphor (m)s in the best works. One procedure to accomplish this is to
force forms of art to struggle, paralleling the efforts of creators themselves. Wassily
Kandinsky discusses this in Concerning the Spiritual in Art when he celebrates the
encroachment of the various arts on one another, proposing making use of this tendency as an
invaluable modus operandi. His famous comparison of abstract art to music is contained in
these passages. He suggests that all the arts can learn from one another and press their own
individual boundaries, "despite, or perhaps thanks to, the differences between them...."18
Instead of seeking the Holy Grail of purity as Modernism did, (Post)-Postmodern painting and
novels appear to be learning, as Kandinsky suggests, to extend antithetically. As non-trendy
forms they have an especially free reign to expand philosophically. Thanks to the dissonances
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between their techniques, their perceived functions and their actuality, they can effectively
press the extended text concept into their metaphor(m)s, thus achieving deeper resonance.
Painting and the novel are concretely embodied thought.

The Extended Text Concept
If the pictorial turn, or some similar visual centrality, comes to pass, we will have to
replace the word text in Doelker's concept, but certainly not the insight behind "extended." By
text he means the aesthetic object under consideration, which demands its own form of
interaction and interpretation, "reading." He traces the term back to its root in weaving or a
cable, which brings evocativeness back to a word which now seems too solely reminiscent of
school books. Although text is itself a trope delimiting our perception, whether we call this
idea extended text, extended system, extended form, extended virtu or extended image, it is
clear that the adjective is most important. I intend the word text here to be inclusive of all art
objects, including books, paintings, installations, TV shows, comics, computer artworks and
more.
The following two-thirds of this chapter will apply metaphor(m), through examples of
novels and paintings exhibiting it, to a handful Doelker's many Kulturtechnik-ideas from
within his extended text analysis. He has given us a topology and taxonomy that cries out for
honing on individual concrete manifestations. Let us go through several key sections of
Doelker's thought, applying my concept to each and seeking out concrete examples in visual
art and novels where the notions apply: extended literacy at work

Text Categories
Simple text. This is one simple technical form which displays one direct reference.
Such an artwork is probably sought more often than it is found, as even Hallmark cards are
multifaceted technically, albeit not intellectually. One lesson of TV has been learned, perhaps
inadvertently, even in such quasi-art as greeting cards. Everything becomes multiple — by
placement, material, arrangement, experience or reference. Allusion is unavoidable. In
advanced art, the search for significance stipulates it at this point in history. Painting and the
novel are especially ripe with multiplicity, as will be shown. In the interactive CD-ROM
Medienbildung: Kommunication, Fernsehen, Medienpädagogik, based on Doelker's work,
painting, photography, silent films, letters, noise, and signal tones are presented as examples
of simple texts.19 Although I am happy that one of my own paintings from an abstract series is
used as the illustration for simple text in this CD, I cannot concur with the authors, a team
with project directors Frank Haase and Christian Doelker, that it is one. The obvious
intentionality and allusiveness inherent in painting and photography make these media,
especially nowadays, additive at the very least. This is not always immediately or clearly the
case, yet I find it always true. A simple example would be a representational painting or photo
wherein a billboard with words occurs. One step subtler would be Eugène Atget's photos of or
Richard Estes's paintings of reflections within reflections in shop windows. The line between
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montage and "straight" image-making is far foggier than it at first seems. This argument could
be advanced step-for-step, through ever more subtle incarnations until we arrive at Kazimir
Malevich's White on White. It is important to make this distinction of simple text, but
anything not self-consciously transparent, cannot be simple in the way Doelker intends. Take
for example an abstract photograph. That so goes against our mundane assumptions that it is
clearly an additive if not integrative text by its mere existence. Our common expectations and
knowledge of this kind of image-making are based on assuming an "impersonal" photochemical process "imprinting" the real world. An unrecognizable photo throws this in our
faces. Presentation and expectation have become part of a conceptual collage. A snap-shot is a
simple text almost always, an "art" photograph seldom. This is not simply to attribute
intention to a creator. The artist may have intended to make something simple or transparent,
but within the dynamics of the object itself and its reception this is often not the case, not
even possible. Paintings often flirt with the appearance of being simple texts, occasionally
through their so-called "aura of presence."20 This is generally purposeful subterfuge.
Michelangelo destroyed notes and sketches, as suggested by Vasari, to further public opinion
that he was a directly, divinely inspired (not slowly maturing) genius.21 There are artists who
have painted the same painting over and over on successive canvas, finally keeping only the
last one, to make it seem as if the work simply flowed out of their hands, perfect in every
nonchalant mark.22 In the composition of complex artworks, especially painting and the
novel, there is such an inherent multiplicity that neither of these entities can be included in
this category. Such multiplicity is not always positive, I must add. Out of control it often
makes for bad art. That is one reason why there is no stain which is not "right," not aesthetic,
but much art which is unaesthetic, a failure. A stain on the wall as the result of a quarrel is a
simple, indexical text. Why, if painting is a simple text, isn't the novel included here as well?
It uses, analogous to painting, only one medium — it's all words. Or perhaps more to the point
in this context, why not count the essay as a simple text? As can clearly be seen, I swerve
from this category in a variety of ways within my dissertation. There are not only traditional
chapters of scholarly text, but also comic sequences, paintings, speeches, an entire installation
and so on. Even within the blocks of traditional text, though, I have often veered off the path
of "simple" text, as do two inspirations for my dissertation, Giuliana Bruno's Atlas of
Emotion23 and Philip Ursprung's Grenzen der Kunst.24 The Bruno text does this noticeably
through the author's intertwining of travel, cinema, architecture, maps, the atlas and the house;
Ursprung's does so less explicitly, yet also undeniably so, in areas where his manuscript
suggests the event-like structuring of Kaprow's Happenings or the geological, archeological
allusiveness of Smithson's Land Art works (and the artist's own prose). Most of all, as
Ursprung writes,
Ich habe mich in diesem Buch auf der Spuren von Allan Kaprow und Robert Smithson
begeben, zwei Künstlern, die sich zwar kannten, aber weder zusammenarbeiteten noch einer
gemeinsamen künstlerischen Richtung oder Gruppierung an gehörten. Der äußere Anlass,
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ihre beiden Geschichten sich überlagern zu lassen, war mein Waten entlang Smithsons halb
aufgetauchter, mit Salzkristallen dicht überwucherten Spiral Jetty im Herbst 1996. Spiral
Jetty wurde zum Ort, wo Fakten und Fiktionen untrennbar verwoben sind.
(In this book, I have followed the tracks laid by Allan Kaprow and Robert Smithson, two
artists who, although acquainted, neither worked together nor shared a common artistic
direction or belonged to a group. The experiential cause of my method of superimposing
their two histories was when I waded along Smithson's Spiral Jetty in the autumn of 1996,
when it was half re-emerged and thickly overgrown with salt crystals. Spiral Jetty became a
site where fact and fiction were inextricably interwoven.)25

Ursprung goes on to describe how this led him to the structure of his book, which unites
performative writing with thick description. This inspired me, much like Bruno's book, to
abandon any simple text approach and create a plurogenic object and text reflecting its
contents while reflecting on them.26
I would assert that painting and other non-electronic arts are simply more subtle and
pervasive in their multi-layeredness, especially in recent years. Along the lines of my
discussion here, this would make them even more of a success in terms of metaphor(m). I
refer the reader back to the W. J. T. Mitchell quotation above. The central trope in a simple
text must be either non-existent, close to that, or culturally transparent. In light of the theory
of metaphor(m), this category would have to be reworked.
Additive text. This is the Doelkerian category in which side-by-side combinations of
other texts occur without any planned interaction. It must unfortunately be admitted that
although most media are multi-media, too large a percentage are merely additive. Additive
texts, in Doelker's sense, is simply a descriptive not a judgmental phrase. Many objects in the
world are adequately or appropriately additive, such as textbooks or the newspaper. In certain
situations we want the delivery of specific information in non-conflicting units. We wish to
see them divided, as TV commercials are better separated in some fashion from the narratives,
rather than integrated into them (as they originally were in old-time radio or as they are
beginning to be once again in so called embedded advertising or product placement).
In creative work, though, additive form is primarily a mistake, lazy thinking, works with
no individual metaphor(m). Purely additive works tend to be unresolved collages of the
inherited. This is tradition at its worst. There is no further will, nor any strong, individual
desire evidenced. The best creative texts or aesthetic objects are integrated as well as additive,
thus falling into Doelker's next category. Integrality is not always achieved quickly. As
Michael Heusser points out in his book on E. E. Cummings, the poet began with an additive
notion of poetry: "poetry + painting." Cummings managed to forge this raw idea into an
unprecedented unity of effect as the "poempicture." In addition, Cummings had an additive
conception of the self, which he was able to work into a multi-stranded yet integrated and
constructed self/ves: "The Self as Text."27 One sees in this evaluation the personal and ethical
virtues for many creators of one's own metaphor(m). It becomes the very vehicle of living. It
is the lens, the activity, and the philosophy through which authors and artists discover and
interact with experience. It is their tool for accomplishing H. G. Gadamer's "fusion of
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horizons," the important concept this philosopher outlined in Truth and Method.28 Without his
metaphor(m) of self and work Cummings would not only have had no poetry, but no being,
no Dasein as such.
Kurt Vonnegut is a novelist who all too often remains additive when he should be
integrative. His collage-like texts and black humor can be beguiling, yet slight when a book
remains too purely in the genre of science-fiction, e.g. The Sirens of Titan. In SlaughterhouseFive his personal investment in the broken narrative is evident and his techniques of
disruption and distancing begin to come together as a central trope.29 By and large, he has not
fully achieved this feat. Perhaps as Bloom would say, he is an adequate, even a good writer,
but not always a "strong" one.
A merely additive painter of immense fame is the New Yorker David Salle. He paints in
what might be called a "montage" form: a hodgepodge of images from "How to Draw"
manuals, soft-porn, disruptive abstract shapes, patterns, assorted citations or allusions to
antecedent abstract art, and screwed on found-objects such as 50s chairs. This barrage
conforms completely to the accepted structural criteria of modernism, which he claims to
challenge. This patchwork may be discussing contemporary issues such as emptiness,
disunity, and absurdity. However, more probably it is simply an unconscious result of the
same. His art delivers an additive mode with no effective metaphor(m).
Integral texts — According to Doelker, this is the category of works that combine
various technical forms which then, importantly, coalesce into an organic singularity. This is,
and will remain for the foreseeable future, the most important text form to develop in
contemporary art and literature. In the CD ROM Medienbildung, examples of integral texts
are advertising posters, illuminated manuscripts, comics, and post-produced radio
interviews.30 The determining characteristic in each of these is that the parts interact to
engender the whole. The result is not one location containing many different aesthetic objects,
but one aesthetic object with many different parts. This has been the great lesson of
installation art in modern and postmodern visual art and of intermedia in the literary world.
The most obvious form of integral text consists of older text forms laid side-by-side, yet
contributing to one entire work. A fascinating member of this category is the comic book,
which unfortunately as of yet has not come close to realizing its full promise, but is on the
way. In painting and the novel, integral effects are actualized within a bracketed modality, or
such linked modalities as to be canny — that is, comely and attractive yet shrewd. This is a
contemporary version of "transparent surface style," yielding accessibility along the lines of
realism, while denying the existence of such a creature. This can be seen in the creative
writing of Daniel F. Ammann or in readable, yet writerly novelists such as David Lodge, (the
later) Philip K. Dick, Toni Morrison, Don DeLillo, or Glen Gold. In such novelists, below the
surface of the seemingly accessible interface the real activity is occurring. The superstratum is
important, playing to cordiality, yet it remains a skin, much like the Windows program on
which I first began writing this dissertation years ago. It was not truly a system at all, being a
kind of face-lift on DOS modeled after Macintosh; Windows NT and the following are indeed
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systems, yet retain the user-friendly Steve Jobs-inspired visual interface. The differences in
these notions of interaction with the user/perceiver parallel the various approaches of
individual postmodern writers. All computer interfaces now are much different than the
troublesome white-on-blue, commands only, user-unfriendly DOS of not long ago — a
metaphor for purist Modernism if there ever was one.
Salmon Rushdie is an author of thoroughly integral-text novels. His central trope is born
of the mishmash of cultures to which he is heir: England, India, Pakistan; West, East, Middle
East; etc. He is inheritor of all, truly subject to none — not even under a death threat. As an
author, he focuses on these cultures metonymically, concerning himself with their literatures,
stories and vocabularies. These cultures are, though, opaque or at least semi-translucent to
Rushdie. Rather than collage, the image that comes to mind to describe Rushdie's mixtures is
an arrangement of a complex number of particles.
Tom Marshall has written an excellent short comment on Rushdie's novel Midnight's
Children. This stirring description is itself a metaphoric evocation of the novelist's central
tropes. It could serve as an ideal, tropaically analytic incarnation of metaphor(m) in criticism.
Half the fun of Midnight's Children is following the bouncing balls of reference through the
merry tunes and wailing dirges Rushdie's languages sing. Names slide from context to
context. Actions echo across this text to others. Meaning interpenetrates. Form cannot be
avoided, though it seems tenuous. The whole is filmy. The movies have taught people to
read the techniques that bring this book to life.31

Rushdie at his best integrates the masses of bits of cultural knowledge he bears (and in
which he believes at least a little) into great compositions. He is a Walt Whitman of the
British post-colonial world. The building blocks in Rushdie's works are the individual words,
like individual citizens of that disheveled, massive country, India. His metaphor(m) is a
synecdochical / metonymic / metaphoric complex. "Words are people, are cultures, a mix of
cultures, which is the world, is life."
Hypertext. This is the most stimulating of the new forms of composition discovered
through electronic media. In this category of text, the reader or viewer determines the
sequential order of a montage. For the few uninitiated among the readers here, hypertext is
when spots, usually single words, of a text can be highlighted in some way (say by being a
different color). This is a clue that one can move the cursor on the computer screen to that
point, and by activating it (e.g. "clicking" on it, i.e. pushing the button on the "mouse"
control) the computer is commanded to turn to another page — not necessarily and usually
not even the traditionally "next" page. One can travel through a text, or among a group of
texts, in many different directions. It is like being able to flip through a book, actually many
books, at the touch of a button. Doelker and others call it "non-linear." I claim that it is still
linear, but "open-linear" or "multi-linear." One determines one's own, or many, paths through
the work. However, lines of experience are still envisioned and created. It is not iconic, static,
three-dimensional, iconosequential (iconic and sequential as in comic books), or simultaneous
whole-part (as in painting). It is still phenomenologically linear, if not ontologically so. There
are precursors to this in such things as John Cage-inspired aleatoric scores and even
magazines in the 60s which consisted of loose pages to be ordered as one liked and similar
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experiments.32 Hypertext is not as random as it is sequentially over-determined. I cannot click
just anywhere and thereby go just anywhere else. The possibilities are starkly demarcated by
the author or web designer. A better analogy would be filigree three-dimensionality, hence the
appropriateness of the word web. In short, hypertext adds many alternate vectors to the
process of interacting with the standard codex-form book text.
The question is how will hypertext be used in literature and art? How can it be added to
the compositional repertoire? How will it be incorporated into necessary metaphor(m)s? How
will it influence non-computer-based forms? Generally the uses have been mere toys, kitsch,
or adventure games, yet there are an ever-increasing number of aesthetic applications of
hypertext.33 It can be said that a form must be nearly commercially dead before it can become
of use to fine art. This is true because a kind of cultural brainstorming must be conducted on
each new form. First the obvious, frivolous ideas are used, then the commercial viable (but
still often witless) ones are discovered, and so forth, until infantile ideas are used up.
Practitioners of this nature go elsewhere, to another new toy. Others with more fantasy and
determination come and begin the struggle resulting in creative use and real metaphor(m)s.

Types of Texts
Under this rubric Doelker examines two divisions of text on a more general level than
he does so in his categories discussed above.
One strand (or monogenic) texts exhibit a one-to-one relationship of all parts. Since the
beginning of Modernism this type of text seldom occurs. A one strand novel would be, in fact,
terribly avant-garde or terribly mundane, such as a one-to-one second-by-second memoir of
one's life. Perhaps the small pre-novel prose work Microcosmographie (1628) by John Earle
comes closest to this.34 It is primarily descriptions of ordinary people. Yet already by 1653
Izaak Walton had written the Compleat Angler with beautiful, and still readable, descriptive
passages that include wit and opinion going beyond any real one-strandedness.35 The first
films of simply a train on a track or the like were perfect exemplars of this text type. Yet film
was soon transformed into narrative to keep the audiences coming after the novelty wore off.
A one-stranded painting is the great bugaboo of visual artists, that non-existent entity which
"common man" takes to be natural yet purposefully avoided by artists in order to "be
different."36 Some sort of one-to-one realistic rendering of some pleasing view is probably
what is imagined. The true ungraspability of what "transparent" realism is, what constitutes a
pleasing subject, and how culturally and period-specific this all is, makes the creation of such
a work impossible. The dream is perhaps of some imagined version of Flemish painting, with
contemporary subjects, yet with smiling people and with prettier colors. Avant-garde
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See Source: Music of the Avant Garde (Davis and Sacramento, California: Composer/Performer
Edition, 1967-1973). A small selection of music from its pages is featured on UbuWeb, link:
http://www.ubu.com/sound/source.html.
33
See Scott McCloud's on-line comics at <http://scottmccloud.com/1-webcomics/index.html>; Olia
Lialina's Zombie and Mummy at <http://www.zombie-and-mummy.org/> among others.
34
John Earle, Microcosmographie, (0riginally published1628) (London: A. Murray and Son, 1868).
35
Izaak Walton, (with additional material by Charles Cotton), The Compleat Angler (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1989).
36
This is indeed based on personal communication from relatives and friends of mine from childhood
who have little to do with the arts.
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Modernism attempted to recast the one-stranded text in new, inventive forms: in performance
art, word-based conceptual art, body art, found-object, reported "stream of consciousness"
thought, first person camera, and many other experiments. In the light of Doelker's thought, a
new enlightening perception of this work arises. Such avant-garde works can be seen as
nostalgia for direct experience and direct relations, or perhaps a requiem for the same.
Author Alasdair Gray both scrutinizes and snubs this text type. His novels such as
1982 Janine or Lanark: A Life in Four Books are duo-strand, rather than one- or multistrand.37 There are always two clearly separable styles running parallel in and out of one
another, as if each book were a cable made of only a red and a blue wire. One is always
naturalistic, social and personal. The other is a tale told in a clearly popular genre — science
fiction, soft pornography, horror or the like. Each sub-tale casts shadows on the other. Each
seems to be symbolic of the other. The impossibility of one-strandedness is brought to a head
as nowhere else. Gray's truly postmodern central trope is the yin-yang duality of mediated
life. Opposition is mapped onto genre and style itself.38
Interactive video games may be the closest we come to a monogenic para-artistic /
literary experience in our society at this moment. However, the newest games feature
repeating "heroes," have begun to be narrative, or involve actual social interaction with
others, thus shedding the skin of virtual sport, and therewith one-strandedness.
Multi-strand (or plurogenic) texts are composed of sections which would not naturally
come together. Thomas Pynchon is a zenith of multi-strandedness in literature. He seems to
know everything, use everything, and weave it all together. There are always several substrands in his books that are just slightly out of reach. The mysteries in his novels are vast, yet
almost at hand, just slipping away, like a word on the tip of one's tongue that will not come.
The Crying of Lot 49, Gravity's Rainbow and V include immense chunks of history. Vineland
assaults all aspects of American life.39 Pynchon's central message is that mystery and
confusion remain even when everything reveals its patterning and even when vast knowledge
lies at hand. His metaphor(m) is the direct mapping of this conviction onto the readers'
experiences of working their way through his novels. The reader is experientially the
detective, who is furthermore the chief character. Pynchon's vocabulary is a corollary of this
operation with its mix of intellectually sophisticated, scientific fact and odd, almost cheap,
easily decoded names, such as V's "Benny Profane."40 His facts are tantalizing, but of no
assistance. His mysteries are purposefully hidden or condescendingly revealed. Even the
syntax is sculpted by this metaphor(m), but mostly the novelist manifests it in the structure at
the level of composition.
The works of several excellent, obviously multi-strand painters could be chosen to
illustrate this text type. Three candidates are the combine paintings of Robert Rauschenberg,
the free-for-alls of Sigmar Polke, or the restlessly inclusive thought-model paintings of Lydia
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Alasdair Gray, 1982 Janine (Harmondsworth, England: Penguin Books, King Penguin, 1985) and
Lanark: A Life in Four Books, (London: Paladin, Grafton Books, 1989).
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As an aside, it is worth critically noting that it is a shame that Gray has not brought his remarkable
inventive "duo-strand" form into his occasional visual art. His paintings tend to be semi-social realist in
style, rather straightforward, naturalistic and lackluster.
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Thomas Pynchon, The Crying of Lot 49 (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1966); Gravity’s Rainbow (New
York: Viking Press, 1973); V, (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1963); Vineland, (London: Minerva, Mandarin
Paperbacks, 1992).
40
Pynchon, V.
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Dona. I displayed the inherent multi-strandedness of painting in Chapter Six in the analysis of
a painter who was a seemingly unlikely recruit, the geometric, minimalist, colorist Charles
Boetschi. My contention holds that Doelker's media literacy and extended text concept
suffuses all current good, strong, paintings and novels. In a creator such as Boetschi, we had
to look for metaphor(m)s of extended text in a more discreet form. As was shown, the
postmodern complexity in Boetschi's metaphor(m) is the fact that his image-mapping relies on
our expectations from the history of the forms with which he works. I develop the image of
multi-strandedness in application to models of the art history timeline in the following
chapter.

Varieties of Texts
This further subclassification overlaps with Doelker's other divisions, presenting what
can be seen as functions or goals of text types and categories. One fashion in which
contemporary literature and art become multi-strand is by using and redefining each of these
varieties. After the analyses above, I would like to don that second hat of a theoretician, to act
as a harbinger and allow my imagination free play, much as I did in Chapter Four. This is a
change from Procrustean to proleptic theory. I will fantasize various fashions in which a
contemporary novel or painting could make use of the insight behind each of Doelker's
varieties.
Pragmatic. Such a text is a recipe for use. Sol LeWitt's instructions through which
assistants create his wall drawings come close to this text form. However, the wall drawings
themselves are the art, not the directions. This makes LeWitt's art more akin to the fashion in
which notation and performance are related in E-Musik, so-called classical music. Lawrence
Weiner's early works were both pseudo-pragmatic and the art object themselves. He presented
instructions or descriptions such as "A Square Removal from a Rug in Use."41 Since then his
work has developed into purely abstract language, such as fragmentary lists of prepositions. It
has become an often tedious variation on concrete poetry, losing the strength it had earlier as
vague potentiality.
Novels created in this variety of text form could be composed of instructions, or serve
as instructions. Certain poetry has mimicked this form, especially in Fluxus works.42 A whole
novel would be unusual. This would be a kind of epistolary novel-cum-cookbook. Neither
visual art nor writing of a pragmatic nature, it seems, could be serious art without a heavy
dose of irony, parody or comedy. I envision a certain cheapness to such an endeavor, the artsy
equivalent to a one-line joke: a painting with scenery described in words on it, a novel telling
you how to construct a novel. This is apparently not a very promising wellspring of new
options for deeper literature or art. Perhaps we must leave pragmatic works where they
belong, as fact deliverers: books on how to rebuild your house and the like.

41
The exact phrase, thus artwork, is "A SQUARE REMOVAL FROM A RUG IN USE," also referred to
as Statement Nr. 054. Lawrence Wiener, 1969.
42
An entertaining recent example of such a poem is "Instructions" by renowned horror genre author Neil
Gaiman; it appears in A Wolf at the Door and Other Retold Fairy Tales: An Anthology of Stories, ed.
Ellen Datlow and Terri Windling (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2000).
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Documentary. This is an artwork which is a record of an event. The most famous are
TV documentaries, clearly achieved art in every sense. In the fine arts, there is always a
secondariness to be overcome in this genre. A documentary about a famous artist is a work of
art, yet somehow always ancillary to the work of the painter herself. Correspondingly,
although essays have been works of art since Francis Bacon, a paper about a specific novelist
such as J. D. Salinger always retains an overriding "aboutness." This text variety has entered
fine art in "docu-dramas" and accurately researched, historically-based fictional works. Alex
Haley has authored and co-authored two of the most extraordinary: the Autobiography of
Malcolm X and Roots.43 Popular forms have also occasionally achieved resonance, for
example James Michener's novels such as Alaska or Caribbean.44 These works suture
adventure and documentary together. Documentary detail is frequently so basic to good books
of social portent that it hasn't needed to be experimentally developed.
Many paintings display tantalizing hints of the record of their making, fused into the
meaningful structure of the work itself. This is a version of documentary creativity. In
addition to the outright "traces" left, such as the pentimenti of indecision left behind in
Abstract Expressionist works, paintings could emphasize more of their xenogenesis through
sequentiality. Other aspects of the world of painting could be documented as an important
aspect of the piece: handling, hanging, placement, etc. Eye-opening, documentary surprises
with metaphoric purport could be realized through the calculated contradiction of viewer
expectations of painterly procedure: what should be impasto or not, what is matte, what is
smooth, what is foreground, and so on.
Fictional. The "simple text" form of every sort of creative writing lies in what Doelker
categorizes as the fictional, the "story." A hyper-realized, virtual form of a novel could be
more fictional and aware of its fictionality, expressing this (which expression would then be
non-fictional). If the narratives in novels exist today as a progression along an axis from some
point x to another point y (usually with many strands doing this parallel), the true hypertext
fiction will unloose the strands from their unidirectionality. One strand will travel x to y,
another a to b, another c to d, etc. All vectors would crisscross over a given "0" point or
points, much like an ever-shifting three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Many an
axis could feature narratives of real versions of unreal entities which are representations of the
real. The future concoction of virtual-reality works that are indeed literature, and not merely
experiments or games, will necessarily entail such self-referencing and wit. Ultra-fictionality
could be created which begins to accurately model, as well as represent, experienced life.
The role of fictionality in painting has always been something of a quandary. Painting
has been accused of extreme fictionality ("through the window" illusionism), particularly in
dismissals of it. Although this was true for one or two very short periods of time in the
incomparably long history of painting, such incrimination generally betrays ignorance. Even
the most "realistic" (i.e. culturally transparent) styles of painting have required antipodal
attention. They demand to be seen as images, and simultaneously as creations, even
inventions — or there would be practically no joy in perceiving them, notwithstanding or
especially in trompe l'oeil. The surface of painting was always one of its prime aesthetic
qualities, only emphasized to exclusion in High Modernism. Even those artists who modeled
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Alex Haley, Roots (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1976); Haley and Malik El Shabazz (Malcolm
X), The Autobiography of Malcolm X (New York: Ballantine, 1965).
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James Michener, Alaska (New York: Random House, 1988) and Caribbean (New York: Random
House, 1989).
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the picture plane on the window were citing the image. They employed specificities and
artificialities of "window," in a tropaic use similar to a conceit. One aspect of fictional text
status that could still be expanded on in painting would be the questioning of the definition of
so-called abstraction and so-called representation. Both of these fictional categories could be
put to the test, put under pressure, by creating works which are both, either/or, or neither/nor.
The paintings of Jonathan Lasker, Stephen Westfall, David Reed, Wesley Kimler and Mark
Francis cross-examine these received divisions of thought.

fig. 79
Jonathan Lasker,
Systemic Autonomy,
oil on linen,
2002
152.4 x 203.2 cm / 60 in x 80 in
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fig. 80
Stephen Westfall,
Tunnel Vision,
oil and alkyd on canvas,
2006
61 x 76 cm / 24 in x 30 in

fig. 81
David Reed,
#575,
oil and alkyd on polyester,
2007,
101.6 x 406.4 cm / 40 in x 160 in
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fig. 82
Wesley Kimler,
Papillon,
oil on canvas,
2009,
274 x 274 cm / 108 in x 108x in
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fig. 83
Mark Francis,
Ventril,
oil on canvas,
2003
86.4 x 101.6 cm / 34 in x 40 in

Ludic. This is a text or other aesthetic object which is a game. Forays into the ludic in
the arts have been made using stochastic procedures. This area of text has unfortunately
tended to appear only as superficial entertainment or simple-mindedly ironic art. The ludic
text variety has had a few successes in multimedia and intermedia work. It crops up in
surprising ways when successful, usually, for example in the activities of production itself,
which are not always immediately visible as such within the finished piece. This occurs in
Boetschi's choices of colors, which he does randomly and spontaneously, without regard to
the others already in place. Resolved ludic works are indebted to the antithetical misprision of
Dada performed by John Cage. He was the contemporary Emersonian transmitter, and more
importantly mis-reader, of Duchamp to the American arts and thereby the literary, musical
and art world at large.
In the future the ludic text variety will certainly be an important aspect of virtual,
hypertextual art objects, whether predominantly literary or visual. How can this element be
used, become an integral aspect of a metaphor(m), something more than a charming trick?
Even the important ludic musical compositions such as those of Iannis Xenakis based on
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games didn't fully succeed aesthetically, in some opinions.45 Cage's visual, literary and
musical works succeed, but usually as documentation of ludic compositional activities, not as
ludic activities by the perceiver in the interaction with the work itself. This is also true of
Hans Arp and various contemporary artists applying his use of chance. One fantasy which
comes to mind, as a potential ludic creative act, would be paintings which change
sequentially, while retaining their metaphorically important iconicity of presence. Another
possibility would be novels through which one can playfully cruise, yet which are so
thoroughly composed that the experience yielded is an important embodiment of the text's
Weltanschauung.
Intentional. These are persuasive texts. This variety has a justifiable presence in design,
television production and various forms of advertising, but has not interested literature or fine
art very much. This is not to claim that there can be no politics in fine arts. As has been
pointed out by many, including most recently the Deconstructivists, literature and art are
inherently political. There are good art works and novels which are intentional because of
their social criticism. Examples include Thomas Hardy or Nelson Algren's novels, good
sermons by black preachers such those favored by Cornel West, and much feminist art,
including Barbara Kruger. Often such works are not strictly or solely intentional.
Intentionality is only one of many layers. A strength of feminist culturally-critical art lies in
the very laying bare of its own and other's intentionality, thus integrating its persuasiveness
into its metaphor(m). Likewise the preachers of the black Christian community clearly use the
social-progressiveness they find in their reading of the Bible as a foil for the larger
conservative context in which religion in the world, and much of white Christianity, now
places itself. This they do with a self-assured aesthetic theatricality, blended with proselytism.
Nevertheless, athough Doelkeresque intentionality exists in art a large number of purely
intentional artworks are clichéd, hence boring, hence powerless.
All these text varieties described by Doelker can be converted into one another in
certain conditions. For instance, by "zapping", the constant clicking through channels on
television using a remote control, many viewers turn other text varieties into a ludic one. They
play their TV. If this were done live, one might be able to compose works analogous to the
current music created by DJs with scratching and sampling techniques. It would then no
longer be only ludic, but also fully artistic — fictional to an extent, yet more appropriately
music-like, an integral text. Integral, mixed, and hypertextual versions of these varieties could
conjoin to metamorphose each of them into authentic art or literature. A composite of several
might yield a visual-textual music of sequentiality, capable of being developed to excitingly
Joycean dimensions in broadened versions of painting and the novel.
There could be several more entries added to this list of varieties, continuing Doelker's
line of analysis. I suggest four further categories of my own creation.
Presentational. This is a text or aesthetic object-form which dramatically shows what
exists and how it came to be, in a kind of pragmatic-documentary combination and
elaboration. I envision this as a kind of radical pointing, a prescription for an actual event.

45

According to Roar Schaad, and avant-garde composer in Illinois in the US, he and many colleagues
who treasure Xenakis's music did not find the game-structured pieces such as Duel and Stratégie
aesthetically appealing. According to Schaad, the works in concert felt too contrived rather than musical
or philosophical. Personal conversations with Schaad, 1979-1981.
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Allusive. These are texts and objects which are a cross between fictional, documentary
and ludic text varieties. Happy, meta-textual play creates a hypercognition or hyperimage of
cultural reference. While I see flirtation with this idea in various postmodern novels,
installations and other works, perhaps such an aesthetic work can only become fully realized
when the interface possibilities between computers and users has reached a much more
technically sophisticated level.
Philosophical. This is a variant of the intentional variety. These are texts which are
analytical, i.e. persuasive, but not preachy. I think such works already exist. Doelker would
most probably simply include them under the category of intentional works, but I think they
need to be separated, as persuasiveness is secondary to inquiry in some artworks. Arthur
Danto perceives Andy Warhol's Brillo Boxes in this light.46
Composite. I am certain that texts in the extended sense exist, and will come to be,
combining all or many of the above listed varieties— the many and various specific works
with which creators surprise us.

In this chapter painting and the novel, my theory of metaphor(m) and Doelker's
innovative idea of expanded media literacy, in the particulars of his extended text concept,
have prodded and goaded one another in a protracted dialogue. Each reveals intriguing
characteristics of itself in attempting to interact with the others. Their conversation as a whole
is a reminder that rather than worshiping each new toy as it appears, or bemoaning each one's
potential wickedness, we must concentrate on analysis and effective use of our new
discoveries. We should also play with our toys, remembering that toys may not be "real,"
however they are tools for thought, learning, fun and art.
Extended text notions derived from electronic, popular, mass or niche media grant
opportunities to consider new forms of interaction. The concepts, not the hardware, are what
are important. This was displayed in our discussion by how well these concepts functioned
when manifested in a dialectic with painting and the novel. What do we do with these
thoughts? How can we integrate them in indispensable ways into the metaphor(m)s of
literature and art — and thereby in the antithetical and creative understanding of life? The
answers each of us finds to these questions will bring the simply technological dimensions of
our inventions to profound and essential ones.
Likewise, we can reconceive any and all of our concepts by analyzing and judging the
tropes upon which they are built. We may even wish to actively invent a new metaphor(m)al
model for our core ideas at various levels of culture. I do this in the following chapter by
studying various models of the art history timeline and then constructing a new one.

46

Andy Warhol, Brillo Boxes, original 1964, refabricated in 1970. An image of the work is in fig.100
below. For more discussion of Danto's view, see my Chapters One and Nine in this dissertation, as well as
Arthur C. Danto, The Transfiguration of the Commonplace (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 1981).
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fig. 84
Cover Chapter Nine: Timelines
oil, acrylic and ink on wood,
2008,
40 x 27.5 cm / 16 in x 11 in
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CHAPTER NINE
Timelines, Comics and a Plurogenic View of Art History

To a fellow compulsive diagrammer.
— James Elkins1

Models of Art History
As I began applying the theory of central trope to various artists and artworks, I asked
myself how it could also be employed to consider broader questions. One outcome of this
speculation was the preceding chapter, where I used metaphor(m) to address painting as a
whole, the novel and Christian Doelker's notion of the extended text. Similarly, in this chapter
I asked myself what a model of art history itself could look like if I treated the standard
timeline as an artwork of sorts, and attempted to create a new one which would embody a
central trope incorporating a contemporary conception of history while retaining heuristic use
as a learning device. The mere hubris of challenging traditional and current models of art
history and endeavoring to construct a new one is highly agonistic. Once again, I feel this is
Bloomian, yet not Oedipal. I am not aiming to utterly dismiss the timeline, as some have
done, as I discuss below. In a dialogical fashion I am answering back to the calls of the
models of art history now in use, trying to improve upon them by shaping a new and better
trope for understanding the discipline.

1

James Elkins, personal communication: autograph in book, Stories of Art, 2008.
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fig. 85
Cartoon concerning Arthur Danto's discovery of Andy Warhol's Brillo Boxes sculpture, David Carrier's
interpretation of that and my response.
Post-His-Terakal
ink on paper,
2001,
20 x 20 cm / 8 in x 8 in 2

I believe I have discovered a useful metaphor(m) in the image of a braided rope: a
simple, yet evocative image which allows one to teach art history as a developmental
succession, yet avoid teleological inferences; to retain a core focus, yet eclipse the illusion of
exclusivity; to clearly indicate that there is a wealth of art not being immediately presented in
the standard survey, yet maintain a pragmatically serviceable picture. I began my
considerations originally by searching for an adequate model of a timeline with which to
teach the history of comics and sequential art. Thus, I present and scrutinize the handful of
models of both art history and comic history I found to be most widespread. I compare and
contrast them, evaluating each for strengths and weaknesses. Some of these models are
openly proclaimed, some are unacknowledged, even unrecognized by their proponents. Yet I
am certain they ring true; I assessed a wide variety of publications, panel discussions, and
interviews with scholars, teachers and creators in my search to locate these models. Finally, I
present my own trope for the timeline and explain why I believe it is an improvement.

2

This cartoon was made for use as an illustration with an article I wrote on David Carrier's book, the
Philosophy of Comics, wherein I first criticized Danto's theory of art history. Danto, upon discovering my
article and cartoon, expressed his enjoyment of it. I gave it to him and it now hangs over his desk, or in
the form artists like to write, it is "Collection Arthur C. Danto." Mark Staff Brandl, "Art, Philosophy and
Comics: Beyond The End of Art History, A Discussion of The Aesthetics of Comics by David Carrier,"
The Art Book, 8, no. 2 (March 2001): 26-28.
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The conceit or extended metaphor shaping this chapter is a type of internal debate. This
chapter is a model of thinking through and arriving at a new thought model by agonistically
arguing with existing ones under the light of cognitive metaphor theory. I tested the waters of
this debate in two seas while writing the chapter. First, in a preliminary presentation of the
idea at the annual conference of the CAA (the College Art Association, the US national art
historians organization) in Chicago in a session titled "Comics in Art History" organized by
art historian, professor of 18th and 19th century European art, Patricia Mainardi and art
historian, professor of Rococo and comics art, and artist Andrei Molotiu. Their input as well
as that of the audience was extensive and informative. Then I discussed the idea while writing
the final draft with my fellow guests at the Casa Zia Lina foundation on Elba, a New York
playwright, Viennese Jazz pianist, and two German visual artists, who I introduced in Chapter
Five. They were helpful, especially Martina AltSchäfer, a Rüsselsheim artist who deals with
metaphoric compositional structure in her large-scale figurative drawings. Thus, this chapter
is metaphorically an intertwining of presentation and dialogue which is a record of how it
actually came into being. This in many ways also resembles an expansion of the form of a
diagram with explanation.
Art history, like anything else, has its own history, as well as the history of teaching it.
Art history has most productively been practiced and taught as the scholarly study of works of
art through their historical development and in their stylistic and geographic contexts. This
was accomplished primarily in three sub-disciplines until recently. As the famed art historian
Ernst Gombrich declared, "the field of art history [is] much like Caesar's Gaul, divided in
three parts inhabited by three different, though not necessarily hostile tribes: (i) the
connoisseurs, (ii) the critics, and (iii) the academic art historians."3
This has dramatically changed: connoisseurs are regrettably long gone; critics are
sliding steadily farther and farther down the slope into insignificance. Historians remain, yet
are under the pressure of several new cohorts or competitors: art theorists, curators, and
increasingly creative philosophers of art. (It is notable that no one seems to mention collectors
or artists in discussions of artworld power, two glaring omissions, but that is another story.)
The relationships among this crew can be strained and have affected the conceptions and thus
the teaching of art history. Instructors of art history have increasingly found arguments for
why the presentation of the small standard canon is inadequate — quite rightly, when one
contemplates the sexism, classism, geographical chauvinism, even ageism in it. Much of art
history has unfortunately become limited to discussion of the traditional narrow canon, or,
worse, abstract and feckless conceptualizing about so-called conditions for judgment,
timorous avoidance of any timeline due to postmodern guilt, treating artworks as mere standins for particular ideologies. The problems with the first option are obvious and have been
widely criticized; I described them above: it is constricted, nationalistic, continentally
chauvinistic (favoring Europe and North America), racist, and so on. The second, however, is
no better; it is a pathographic, symptomatic vision of art. The avoidance of any model is
pernicious; it is fearful and an active impediment for beginning students to learning about and
appreciate art.
But how are we to teach art history, avoiding both the Scylla and Charybdis I have
mentioned? As both a docent of art history and a practicing artist, I began struggling with this,
while simultaneously contemplating the additional opportunity I was offered to teach the

3

Ernst Gombrich, The Essential Gombrich, (London: Phaidon Press, 1996), p. 7.
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history of comics, all while writing my dissertation on metaphor(m). Comics, with their
creatively "impurist" blending of diverse traits and very short yet multifarious history, lead
me to a new visualization of art history: one with convolution, expansiveness and
development.
On the following three pages are the handouts I use when teaching the Introduction to
Art History survey class.
fig. 86, 87 and 88
Quicky Crash Course Timelines
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ART HISTORY TIMELINE,
QUICKY CRASH COURSE (SHORT FORM)
Prehistoric 30-20000 BCE----------------------------------------------------------------Egypt (Ancient) c.2500 BCE ------------------------------------------ --Other Early Civilizations
Mesopotamia c.2000 BCE ----------------------------------------- -----------------------/Babylon/Sumeria
Africa c.1000 BCE ---------------------------------------------------- --(-Benin, Zimbabwe, Mali, Ife)

China c.1000 BCE------------------------------------------------------------------------Pre-Columbian South America c.500 BCE ---------------------------------------------------(-Toltec, Olmec, Aztec, Mayan, Navaho)

India c.1500 BCE ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------Greece (Ancient) c.400 BCE----------------------------------------------Rome (Ancient)-----------------------------------0 (1-----------------------------------Byzantine c.500 CE----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Middle Ages/Medieval c.1000 CE----------------------------------- --incl. Romanesque, Gothic, Islamic)
Japan c.1100 CE --------------------------------------------------------- -------------------Renaissance 1400s CE ------------------------------------------------ ----Mannerism late 1500s CE ----------------------------------------- --------------------------------Baroque 1650 CE----------------------------------------------------------Rococo 1750 CE --------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------Classicism/ 1800 CE --------------------------------------------------- -Romanticism/-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Historicism - both)
Academicists late 1800s CE------------------------------------------- -----------------------------Modernism 1850 CE ---------------------------------------------------- -----------Postmodernism 1980 CE --------------------------------------------- NOW
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MODERNISM (Close-Up) (all dates rough approx. for comparison)
Realism 1850---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Impressionism 1860----------------------------------------------------------------Post-Impressionism 1880 ------------------------------------------------ ----------------Fauvism 1900 ---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------Cubism / Picasso 1910-------------------------------------------------------------------Analytic 1910 ------------------------------------------------------------Synthetic 1915 ----------------------------------------------------------- ------------Futurism 1915 ---------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------Expressionism 1915 ------------------------------------------------------- --Dada 1916---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Surrealism 1920 ------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------Constructivism 1925 ------------------------------------------------------- -------------Abstraction (De Styl, usw.) 1930 --------------------------------------- -Social Protest Art / Murals 1940 --------------------------------------- --------------------------Abstract-Expressionism 1950 ------------------------------------------ ---(Action Painting)
Color Field / Post-Painterly late 1950s -------------------------------- ------------------------Pop Art 1960-----------------------------------------------------------------Op Art 1965 ------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------Hard Edge /Formalism 1965-----------------------------------------------Kinetic 1965 ------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------Minimalism 1965 ------------------------------------------------------------ -Fluxus / Neo-Dada 1965 -------------------------------------------------- -----------------Conceptual Art 1970 ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------Performance / Body Art 1975--------------------------------------------------------Photo-Realism 1975-------------------------------------------------------- -Installation 1975 ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------Earth Art / arte povera 1975 --------------------------------------------- -(spec. example: Joseph Beuys 1975) ----------------------------------- ---------------------------
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Postmodernism (Close Up) (all dates rough approx. for comparison)

Feminism 1975 ------------------------------------------------------------- ------

New Image 1978------------------------------------------------------------ ---

Pattern 1979 ----------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------

Neo-Expressionism 1980 ----------------------------------------------- ------(many Neos, Graffitti, usw)

Neo-Geo / Appropriation 1985 ----------------------------------------- ------------------------

Neo-Conceptual / Video Installation 1990 ------------------------- ------(Neo-Conceptual Academy)

Conceptual Abstract Painting 2000 ---------------------------------- ---

Feeble Painting 2004--------------------------------------------Neo-Conceptual "Activities" 2004------------------------------------------------------------------------

Social Practice Art 2008--------------------------------------------------------

Extended Painting 2010---------------------------------------------------------------------------?

Post- Postmoderism?
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While I still find these "crash course" timelines useful and students enjoy having them, I
wanted an over-all timeline image. I drew a large one about 3.5 meters or 12 feet long and
hung it permanently on the wall behind where the images are projected during class, for
casual reference whenever anyone desired. A rather standard one, it ran left to right, along a
straight line, travelling through all the major epochs, periods and movements. It was much
like those seen in well-known art history textbooks. I added political and other cultural events
above the time line to give a certain amount of context. However, whenever I looked at it, the
basic image of a straight line disturbed me. It was not tropaically evocative in any way of how
I saw history. It did not display a creative metaphor(m).
I began sketching various images as potential timeline substitutes, including doing so
with students, inspired by James Elkins's first chapter in his book Stories of Art.4
Here is an Example from his book.

fig. 89
A plate drawn by James Elkins showing one of his imaginary conceptions of art history.5

4
5

James Elkins, Stories of Art ( New York and London: Routledge, 2002), pp. 1–38.
Ibid., plate 1, pg.3.
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And here is the famous diagram by Alfred H. Barr, Jr. of art between 1890 and 1945. 6

fig. 90
by Alfred H. Barr, Jr.

Concocting our own similar page-filling images was an enlightening experience and I
can recommend it. Nonetheless, it offered no new form useful for general instruction. In
particular, I wanted to address an existing instructional condition which I find notably
harmful. In various schools of which I am aware, there is an increasing tendency to teach no
timeline whatsoever due to the postmodern fear of the limitations of the canon. There are
instructors who follow the Octoberists and perform only meta-history, discussing the
inadequacies of the standard timeline, but not in fact teaching that standard aforehand, nor
offering any replacement for it. One art historian I know teaches only two artists in a yearlong Introduction to Art History class; she delves into them in depth, which purportedly gives
students tools for dealing with all of art history. I find that preposterous. Others teach
thematically — e.g. a survey of how differing artists dealt with fire over the run of history.
This is too much like superficial art appreciation classes and far too restricted; it verges on
vapid.
Weighing heavily on my mind was the fact that practicing artists with completed
degrees, in addition to beginning students, had been repeatedly approaching me requesting
that I conduct some sort of remedial continuing education class in general art history. The

6

Alfred H. Barr, Jr. (Barr designed the diagram in 1935 for the exhibition "Cubism and Abstract Art.").
Reprinted in James Elkins, Stories of Art (New York and London: Routledge, 2002), pg. 12.
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word had spread after I had jokingly summarized the survey in several panel discussions.
They were hungry for some sort of skeleton on which to base their own personal study of art
history, a traditional desire perhaps, yet also paedagogically a proven one. Most importantly,
the artists and students with whom I spoke were also open to critical questioning of the
timeline. The two desires are not mutually exclusive; in fact, I would assert that one requires
the former to conduct the latter. I created a purposefully entertaining, yet completely straightforward, hour-and-a-half-long lecture wherein I explain the entire history of art from
Prehistoric through Postmodern.7 By its mere speed alone, it becomes amusing, yet viewers
have told me that it is also edifying. Titled "A Quicky Crash Course in Art History," it is
somewhere between lecture and performance art. I have done it in both English and German. I
have further developed it as well into the year-long course I teach at the Art Academy
(Kunstschule) in Liechtenstein.
Yet, I had still not solved my self-posed problem of how to present a concise,
understandable image of the entire history of art which also clearly exhibited the accurate, to
my mind, criticisms of the standard timeline introduced by feminists and then expanded by
other socially progressive thinkers. At the same time as I was struggling with this problem, I
was offered the opportunity to teach a class in comics and sequential art. I wished to begin the
week-long module with a short overview of the history of that artistic form. My musings on
how to present the history of comics finally showed me the way to a new image of the entire
art history timeline.
Before I review various conceptions of the timeline and reveal my own, let me be a bit
coquettish with the attention of the readers. What are the apparent differences between the
history of fine art and the history of comic (or sequential) art? First, almost the entire history
of comics occurs in what is known in the culture at large as Modernism, the most recent part
in Postmodernism. Modernism began approximately in the late 1840s; comics, as we know
them, began in the 1830s. In the world of fans of comics there is an unfortunate abridgment of
this history into the Golden Age, Silver Age, Bronze Age, and the fully misnamed "Modern
Age," meaning comics from the mid-1980s until the present day, as CGC (Certified Guaranty
Company), the commercial comic grading company, and the Overstreet Comic Book Price
Guide maintain.8 This last designation is nonsensical and separates comics' terminology
naïvely from the rest of culture. Even in stylistic terms alone, The Watchmen comic9, Maus10
and Andrei Molotiu's Abstract Comics: The Anthology11 are clearly "after Modernism," thus
Postmodern. Second, comics has a comparatively clear beginning with Rodolphe Toepffer
and his stories such as the Histoire de M. Jabot created and published between 1831 and
1846.12 The history of fine art, in comparison, begins somewhere in the mists of prehistory as

7

A 37 second version of my PowerPoint images which accompany this performance/speech is on-line on
youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIP0a6HBAUs.
8
Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide. York, Pennsylvania: Gemstone Publishing.
9
Alan Moore (author), Dave Gibbons (artist), Watchmen: Absolute Edition (New York: DC Comics,
2005).
10
Art Spiegelman, Maus I: A Survivor's Tale: My Father Bleeds History (New York: Pantheon Books,
1986).
11
Andre Molotiu, ed., Abstract Comics: The Anthology: 1967-2009 (Seattle, WA: Fantagraphics Books,
2009).
12
Rodolphe Toepffer, Histoire de M. Jabot. (Whitefish, Montana: Kessinger Publishing, 2010).
Wikipedia contributors," Rodolphe Toepffer," Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, website:
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rodolphe_Toepffer >. Please also note that in this sentence and many
others, comics is treated as a singular collective noun. This is the standard practice in the field of the
study of comics.
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art, religion and magic, perhaps as long ago as 100,000 B.C.13 Third, the history of comics is
exceedingly "compressed." It passes through phases fairly analogous to the epochs of fine art,
yet within only about 110 years: from simple, "primitive" beginnings; through foundational,
illustrational handicraft; traditionalist sophistication; various experimental stages; unique
Renaissances; avant-garde expansion; through to Postmodernism. Fourth, and most edifying,
comics has always contained a considerable breadth. A wide variety of intertwined genres and
approaches exist simultaneously, contrasting with, complementing, and influencing one
another. One example would be the 1960s, with its mainstream superheroes, humorous
cartoon animals, mystery comics, war stories, science fiction, horror comics, parodies, film
adaptations, underground comix, pornography, religious tracts and much more. All of these
characteristics have much to teach us about the true nature of art history, but chiefly the last
named trait.

Timelines
Let us now take a short look at the eight prominent visions of the timeline, that is, art
history and the instruction of art history. I have drawn them and clarify them, each in turn.
This is followed by a parallel, corresponding series of comics history timelines. I also critique
them, highlighting the problems with each. Finally I present my own heuristic diagram of the
history of fine art (and comics).
Here is an image of all the timeline models I discuss before coming to my own.

13
For example: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, "Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History,"
<http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/preh/hd_preh.htm >.
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fig. 91
Models of Art History Timelines

Let us progress through this figure, one timeline at a time. First, each image is presented
and then the philosophy of history it illustrates is discussed.
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fig. 92

According to the customary presentation of art history, art fades into history, its origin
uncertain, marches on, and does not end: the well-established notion of a general march of
history. This is tolerable, simply not enough. It does not reflect the real complexity and
multifariousness of actual history, in fact, it suggests exactly the opposite: a tidy,
hierarchically clear, perhaps even evolutionary chain of events. I call this the standard time
line.

fig. 93

Giorgio Vasari was the Mannerist painter whose book The Lives of the Most Excellent
Italian Painters, Sculptors, and Architects, from Cimabue to Our Times, started art history.14
The Vite, as it is nicknamed among art historians, is spotty, anecdotal, full of rumors,
conjecture, folk etymology of names, incorrect "facts," — and is downright entertaining.
Vasari believes, as many people of his time did, that the arts began in the mists of history,
steadily improved, reaching a pinnacle in ancient Greece, then declined, only to reach a new
and higher peak in the Renaissance. What happens after that is not entirely clear in Vasari's
theory. It appears that he believed art could, at best, stay at this level of achievement. This
was to be accomplished by emulating the great geniuses of the Renaissance, especially
Michelangelo. His writing concentrates on the individual lives of those artists he chooses to
discuss; at points, it reads like a scattershot soap-opera. I thus see his timeline as a simple line,
with two crests, the first Ancient Greece and Rome, the second, the Renaissance, the one he
minutely describes.

14

Giorgio Vasari, The Lives of the Most Excellent Italian Painters, Sculptors, and Architects, (originally
published 1550), trans. Gaston du C. de Vere. (New York: Random House, 2006).
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fig. 94
The Discobolus,
marble Roman copy of original Greek bronze by Myron,
c. 450 BCE
height 155 cm / 61 in

fig. 95

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel's conception of history is the quintessence of the
teleological philosophy of history and began the tendency toward eschatology (discourse
about last things) that has become so common. This philosopher argued that history is a
constant process of dialectic clash and that it progresses. I agree with the first, and guardedly
grant the idea of development, albeit not one that I would call progress. Hegel's teleology is
passively, perhaps even innocently, accepted by many nowadays. It was recently actively
taken up anew by Francis Fukuyama in his The End of History and the Last Man.15
According to Hegel, "Art is and remains for us, on the side of its highest possibilities, a
thing of the past," Philosophy of Fine Art.16 He may be over-interpreted, and was himself
rather vague about what exactly he felt about art from his own time, especially if you read his
original texts in German, but he has long been seen as believing that true beauty and
perfection in art ended in ancient Greece. Since these are his values in art, it is fair to say that

15

Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man (New York: Avon, 1992).
Georg W. F. Hegel, The Philosophy of Fine Art (Hegel's Lectures on Absolute Spirit) 1820-1829
(London: Continuum; Facsimile of 1920 edition, August 1, 1999).

16
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for Hegel art ended in the Antique. Thus several of my students came up with the image of a
famous Greek sculpture holding back any further advance in a straight timeline. Hegel's idea
is primarily based in two teleological fallacies; first, he is attributing agency and a goal to the
flow of time and, second, even if there were a goal, it would not necessarily be perfection or
perfection according to a Greek understanding of it.

fig. 96

Heinrich Wölfflin in 1915 in Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe ("Principles of Art
History") formulated five pairs of opposed or contrary precepts in the form and style of art of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries which demonstrated a shift in the nature of artistic
vision between the two periods.17 This has been expanded on occasion by other historians into
a permanent state of shifting swings of the pendulum, or waves of ebb and flow — something
like a dialectical version of the idea of cyclical history so very popular in Eastern religions.18
The most famous of these, and for many years the dominant philosophy of art history's
timeline, was Clement Greenberg's teleological vision of the progress of art through backand-forth discoveries of "significant form." Greenberg's theory is Hegelian in that he believes
in evolution and improvement in art, yet it is also a very Oedipal version of Wölfflin's
pendulum: linear one period, painterly the next, etc.19 This model is clearly too limited. Such
agonistic, dialectical struggle does occur, as I have discussed in this dissertation, but it is
neither the only option nor the only struggle. Art sometimes advances through homage or
through wholly new pressures and skirmishes, as I explored in Chapter Seven. Moreover,
history appears to have stronger and weaker periods, "peaks and valleys," and has far more
than one set of alternating waves, at the very least.

fig. 97

Ernst Gombrich offers a timeline highly similar to Hegel's, but ending with Realism.
For him, a motivation toward illusionism is the explanation of all of art history. Following
Danto's criticism, we can see that Gombrich fails to account for the evolution of Modernist

17

Heinrich Wölfflin Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe: Das Problem der Stilentwicklung in der neueren
Kunst. (Basel: Schwabe, 2004).
18
Wölfflin's idea has been highly influential on all formal and formalist analyses of art and has inspired
other historians who believe in cyclical changes of art styles, including Clement Greenberg. There have
been other such cyclical or pendular theories of art history as well including that of Johann Joachim
Winckelmann.
19
Clement Greenberg, "Cézanne and the Unity of Modern Art," The Partisan Review, vol. 18, no. 3
(1951); reprinted in Affirmations and Refusals, 1950-1956, vol. 3 of Clement Greenberg: The Collected
Essays and Criticism, ed. John O'Brian (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), pp. 82-91.
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and contemporary art away from standard representational naturalism.20 Accordingly,
Gombrich's theory is unable to encompass Pablo Picasso, Marcel Duchamp, in fact almost all
artists after about 1845. In his wonderfully written, but thus inadequate book The Story of Art,
Gombrich does seem to founder after Courbet.21

fig. 98
Gustave Courbet,
Bonjour Monsieur Courbet,
oil on canvas,
1854,
129 x 149 cm / 50 ¾ in x 58 5/8 in

Therefore I have drawn Gombrich's timeline quite like the illustration of Hegel's, but
being called to a stop by Courbet from his painting shown above. Criticisms can be made of
Gombrich's eschatological and teleological timeline comparable to those I discussed
concerning Hegel's, thus I will not reiterate them.

20

See, a.o., Arthur C. Danto, Embodied Meanings; Critical Essay and Aesthetic Meditations (New York:
Farrar, Straus and Giroux; The Noonday Press, 1995), p. 205.
21
Ernst H. Gombrich, The Story of Art (Oxford: Phaidon Press, 1989), pp. 405-509.
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fig. 99

Arthur C. Danto's theory of art history is probably the most widely accepted at this
moment, although I believe Danto has been misinterpreted and simplistically mouthed by
much of the artworld. In the chapter titled "The End of Art" in his book The Philosophical
Disenfranchisement of Art, Danto clearly describes the end of history, rather than of art itself:
"When one direction is as good as another...."22 According to this model, linear progress
existed in art history up until the found object, or found-object-like art.

fig. 100
Andy Warhol,
Brillo Boxes,
acrylic and silkscreen ink on wood,
1969,
dimensions variable, stack of units, each
50.8 x 50.8 x 43.2 cm / 20 in x 20 in x 17 in

22

Arthur C. Danto, The Philosophical Disenfranchisement of Art (New York: Columbia University Press,
1986), p.115.
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Danto thanks Andy Warhol's Brillo Boxes for his insight: an art object that is
indiscernible from a real non-art object. After the end of this linear progress, anything goes.
Art has become its own philosophy and progress has disappeared. Pluralism reigns. There is
much to discuss here, but I will limit myself to my own re-historization of pluralism and
indeed progress itself as concepts, which again, I derive from the brief yet multifaceted
history of comics.
There might be a dynamic version of pluralism, were we to follow Diana L. Eck of The
Pluralism Project at Harvard University, who suggests that pluralism is or could be "not
diversity alone, but the energetic engagement with diversity."23 Unfortunately, I do not find
this to be true of the current use of the idea in the artworld. Moreover, pluralism is not unique.
It has been used to describe many art periods in the past. Let me quickly historicize it. Here is
a modification of one of my charts above. Each arrow points to a time which has been
claimed to be pluralistic.

23

Diana L. Eck, "What is Pluralism?" The Pluralism Project at Harvard University, website direct page
link: <http://pluralism.org/pluralism/what_is_pluralism.php>. Eck's italics.
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Art History Timeline, Quicky Crash Course (Short Form)
Times of Pluralism Marked
Prehistoric 30-20000 BCE--------------------------------------------------------Egypt (Ancient) c.2500 BCE ------------------------------------------ --Other Early Civilizations
Mesopotamia c.2000 BCE ----------------------------------------- --------------------/Babylon/Sumeria

Africa c.1000 BCE ---------------------------------------------------- (-Benin, Zimbabwe, Mali, Ife)

China c.1000 BCE ---------------------------------------------------- ---------Pre-Columbian South America ------------------------------ ---------------(-Toltec, Olmec, Aztec, Mayan, Navaho) c.500 BCE

India c.1500 BCE ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------Greece (Ancient) c.400 BCE ----------------------------------------- -Rome (Ancient)---

0 (1) -------------------------- ---------------------------------

Byzantine c.500 CE ------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------Middle Ages/Medieval c.1000 CE----------------------------------- --incl. Romanesque, Gothic, Islamic)

Japan c.1100 CE --------------------------------------------------------- -----------------Renaissance 1400s CE ------------------------------------------------ ----Mannerism late 1500s CE------------------------------------------ -------------------Baroque 1650 CE -------------------------------------------------------- ---Rococo 1750 CE ----------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------Neo-Classicism/ 1800 CE--------------------------------------------- -Romanticism/ ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------(Historicism - both)
Academicists late 1800s CE --------------------------------------- ---------------------------Modernism 1850 CE ---------------------------------------------------- -----------Postmodernism 1980 CE --------------------------------------------- NOW

fig. 101
Pluralisms
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Here are a few citations of scholars who have described the pluralism of these periods
of art history. Franklin Einspruch explained late Antique Greek art, Hellenism, in terms of
pluralism: "The artistic achievements of Greece simultaneously peak and founder in
Hellenism." 24 This is so pervasive a description of this period that it has been used the other
way round. Tim Muldoon claims that "we are living amidst a kind of postmodern Hellenism"
now. 25 Francesca Tronchin, discussing Late Roman culture writes: "As the pluralism of
Roman art itself rises in stock among scholars, however, such additive or syncretistic systems
are now being paid fresh attention."26 Susan von Daum Tholl in her entry on Carolingian art
in the Encyclopedia of Medieval Germany states, "Historians of the period have repeatedly
uncovered a pluralism."27 Judith Steinhoff demonstrates that Siena's Trecento, Mannerist,
artistic culture of the mid- and late fourteenth century was intentionally pluralistic in her book
Sienese Painting After the Black Death: Artistic Pluralism, Politics, and the New Art
Market.28 Franklin Toker claims that the period to most strongly evidence "different and even
opposing art movements was the eighteenth century… in France and Germany with the
Rococo movement."29 Austrian art historian Hans Sedlmayr, in his book Art in Crisis: The
Lost Center, claims pluralism for all the architecture of Historicism, the period(s) which
painters know better as Romanticism and Neo-Classicism.30 Corinne Robins's book The
Pluralist Era; American Art, 1968-1981 claimed the exclusive application of the term
Pluralist to the art of the 1970s and early 1980s, before the explosions of Neo-Expressionism
and Neo-Conceptualism occurred. This was a common claim at that time, though Pluralism
was actually often denigrated in order to promote either of the two named Neos. This was true
until very recently, when the term Pluralism appears to be in the process of being co-opted by
the Neo-Conceptualists themselves.31 And then there is now. One example is Jim Auer's 1995
review "Seductive and Sensational: Art Museum Exhibit Embraces Pluralism," in the
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel.32
To summarize, pluralism is nothing new. It has historically arisen within and/or been
used to describe the cultural experimentation and fumbling about after any given "strong"
period of art history and before the next one arose. At this art historical moment, the shadow
of High Modernism hangs over us, much as that of the Renaissance did over the Mannerists.
In place of Donatello, Leonardo, Raphael, etc., — and most of all Michelangelo, we have the
School of Paris, the Action Painters, Pop Art, the Conceptualists, Minimalists, etc., — and
most of all Duchamp; or, in comics, the shadow of Jack Kirby, Will Eisner, Harvey
Kurtzman, and Osamu Tezuka. Pluralism is a standard condition of transitional periods and is

24

Franklin Einspruch, "Sliding Gracefully Down the Slippery Slope of Hope," Artblog.net: Franklin
Einspruch on making art, looking at art, and other requisites of life, blog website, direct page link:< http:
//artblog.net/?name=2004-06-16-09-02-hope> (2004), last accessed 1 September, 2010.
25
Tim Muldoon, "Shepherding the Postmodern Flock," Chicago Studies 42/1, (spring, 2003), pp. 81-92.
26
Sinclair Bell and Francesca Tronchin, "Between Canon and Kitsch: Eclecticism in Roman Homes,"
Session Description for the 8th Roman Archaeology Conference, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor,
Getty Research Institute, (April, 2009).
27
Susan von Daum Tholl, s.v. "Carolingian Art and Architecture, Painting," Medieval Germany: An
Encyclopedia, ed. John M Jeep (New York, Garland, 2001).
28
Judith Steinhoff, Sienese Painting After the Black Death: Artistic Pluralism, Politics, and the New Art
Market (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
29
Franklin Toker, Course Description, "Department of the History of Art and Architecture, Fall Term
2001;" University of Pittsburgh, website direct page link:
<http://vrcoll.fa.pitt.edu/ftoker/tokerfile/0010sb01-10.html>, last accessed 14 August 2010.
30
Hans Sedlmayr, Art in Crisis: The Lost Center (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2006).
31
Corinne Robins, The Pluralist Era: American Art, 1968-1981 (New York: Harper and Row, 1984).
32
Jim Auer, exhibition review "Seductive and Sensational: Art Museum Exhibit Embraces Pluralism," in
the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (September 10, 1995), pp. 1 and 15.
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most often taken to be an end point, yet it never was one. As New York painter David Reed
said to me, "We must get over trying to be the first or thinking we are the last. We are in the
midst of a long line or artists. There are those before us and there will be many after us."33
I have heard it contended that this time there has been a "sea change," as the saying
goes. This new period of Pluralism, or whatever else it may be, has changed everything. This
is both true and false. Every change in art history has made this claim, and in fact has changed
everything afterwards, that itself is, thus, not uniquely true. This claim of a "sea change" has
been made, and I believe is indeed true, just not uniquely so, of the Renaissance, Modernism,
Cubism, Dada, Surrealism, Abstract Expressionism, Pop Art, Conceptualism,
Neo-Expressionism, and others. Most importantly, there will be other such "sea changes" in
the future.

fig. 102

Post-Modernist was originally a hyphenated term when it appeared in wide use in the
1980s. The trendier it became, the less frequently the hyphen appeared, in emulation of
French usage. The 80s conception of art history, particularly embraced by the
Neo-Expressionists, but some Neo-Conceptualists and others as well, is one I refer to as the
"shopping mall" theory of history, or simply Postmodern. The idea that all styles of the past
were equal, equally dead, and free for reuse as one wished: just pick and choose, as at a
shopping center, or from a huge cabinet of curiosities. Spontaneous emotion and/or supposed
irony were seen as enough to cover for rootless plagiarism. A student of mine helped
concretize my notion in this image of a timeline which is not a line at all, but rather a chest of
drawers with dusty old artifacts in no particular order, which are free to be sorted through and
selected with no thought of history or content.

fig. 103

The last of the art history timelines and timeline substitutes I analyze is one I call the
Non-Hegemonic or when less magnanimous, the Symptomatic timeline. This might also be
called an anti- or non-model, anti-canon: "I give up." I have already objected to this approach

33

David Reed, personal communication, 2000.
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above. In the name of "decentering the discourse" or the like, some art historians do nothing
innovative, allowing their fear of incorrectness to lead them into a far worse scenario, a
descent into a consensus-correct yet unproductive morass of avoidance. They teach only
potential systems of interpretation, nothing about the primary subject — art — itself. This is
often coupled with a deconstructive, quasi-Freudian perception of art as no more than a
symptom of some social sickness, one in need of some all-knowing theorist's interpretative
cure. Yes, thank God, the wide acceptance of the Western canon as self-evidently universal
(even in non-Western regions) is over; yet it is not being significantly enlarged in such a
model, but instead becomes a shrunken paucity of visual-aids to criticism. Heuristically, this
vision of art history is clearly useless.

Comics Timelines
Let us now take a short look, analogous to the discussion above, at nine prominent
timeline models for comics history. I have also sketched, explain and criticized them, each in
turn. As a start, here is a table displaying how the timeline models for fine art and for comics
parallel one another quite closely.
Equivalences:
FINE ART HISTORY
Standard
Vasari
Hegel
Wölfflin
Gombrich
Danto
Postmodernist
Symptomatic
Braid

COMICS ART HISTORY
Homogeneous Lump (No Standard)
Erratic
Originless Steady State
Peaks and Valleys
Superheroes
Alternative
Pluralistic Denouement
Sectarian (separate from other history)
Disputes about the Canon / Building
Braid

fig. 104
Chart of comparative timelines.

Here is an image of all the comic art timeline models followed by a short analysis of
each of them. As can be seen in the chart above, they are quite analogous to the major models
of art history. Dissecting them was the activity that helped guide me to attempting to form a
new model for art history as a whole, one informed by cognitive metaphor theory, Bloomian
agon and my idea of metaphor(m).
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fig. 105
Timeline Models of Comics History
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fig. 106

The standard timeline of comics is — none. In the world at large, particularly the
popular press, comics is seen not as an art form (the 9th art as the comics-friendly French have
it), but rather an undifferentiated mass, a pop fad, like bellbottoms, Tamagotchi digital pets or
baseball caps on backwards. The form is seen as having only a rather mute presence, little to
no development. Thus I have envisioned it as a picture of a homogeneous lump (with a
suitably crowd-pleasing cartoon-starburst background).
R. Z. Sheppard's approving review of Michael Chabon's Pulitzer prize-winning The
Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay34 describes it, among other things, as a "serious but
never solemn novel about the American comic book's Golden Age," yet an editor nailed a
typical title above Sheppard's text: "Books: Biff! Boom!"35 Derik Badman sums up such a
view of comics in his review of Reading Comics: How Graphic Novels Work and What They
Mean by Douglas Wolk,36 writing "think of all those 'Biff Bam Boom: Comics have grown up'
articles that still appear."37 What can we learn from this? That art history, fine or comic, can
indeed appear to be one large glob when the standard timeline is presented over-reverently
and flatly, or when not taught at all as in the case of the symptomatic art history approach, or
due to the lack of survey courses about history, whether comics or fine art.

fig. 107

Erratic is my term for the kind of spotty, limited sense of history autodidactic artists (or
those who studied under the Symptomatic approach) often reveal. They have knowledge of
their one or two private influences and not much more. This generally limits them to being
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hacks in comics or followers of fashion in fine art.38 For instance, in many interviews with
comic artists, one hears the same few names: Noel Sickles, Alex Raymond, Hal Foster,
among the older generations, later Jack Kirby, now "manga" (often without the speaker even
having heard of Osamu Tezuka's Mighty Atom / Astro Boy begun in 1951or Machiko
Hasegawa's Sazae-san begun in 1946, the two bases for the manga style). Most of these are
great artists, but there are many more, and a familiarity with them and the contexts from
which they arose can result in far more individual art. Choosing your own influences is a
large part of independence. What is the lesson to be considered for a timeline model? Art
history instruction must not be too prescriptively reverential, but also should not be left to the
vagaries of what one accidentally stumbles over. A solid skeleton of history, even if limited,
offers developing artists something upon which to hang their independently gained
knowledge, something upon which to build, something to critique and wider opportunities for
discovering their own choice of precursors. This is especially true when the timeline is
presented with supplementary criticism and attempts at expansion. An adequate model must
somehow offer clear structure, yet also already in itself visually suggest its own inadequacies.

fig. 108

The model I term the Originless Steady State is in fact a combination of several
erroneous beliefs: that comics history has no beginning, that it has no development and that it
is therefore some sort of simple presence, not therefore much different than the media notion
of comics as a lump. Generally, people who follow this view do not believe there is a
teleological end to comics history, as their counterparts in fine art do, yet they believe there is
no real beginning to it. In an endless regression based on the continuum fallacy (also called
the fallacy of the beard in logic), they find comics stretching back to prehistoric cave
paintings or the like. The continuum fallacy is when someone believes that two conditions, or
in our case periods or artforms, cannot be considered distinct, or to even exist at all, because
between them there exists a continuum of states, or because their "edges" are fuzzy. This may
be true of painting to an extent, but think how ludicrous it would sound applied to film or
photography, two modern artforms historically analogous in many ways to comics. In short,
beware of "fishing expeditions." If one searches hard enough, there is almost always
something earlier that is somewhat similar but that fact may simply be a coincidence, not
truly, essentially linked to the object of study, or if linked, perhaps only a distant ancestor.
That is why we have the prefix proto- in our languages and the idea of precursors in our
cultures. For instance, ancestors of comics include Japanese scrolls, Trajan's Column and the
work of William Hogarth; none of these are comics in the sense it is used today. Scott
McCloud, in his justifiably praised book Understanding Comics, incorrectly tries to push the
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Hack is the common term in the world of applied art, illustration and comics for a creator who is simply
work-a-day, probably with little natural talent; one who is employed as a drudge, doing inferior,
derivative work for pay, with no aspirations to art.
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origin of comics back to ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs. This is indeed a fishing expedition in
which he mistakenly collapses pictographs with visual sequentiality.39
As example of what the "Steady State" model advocates need to know is the origin of
their beloved artform. The medium as we know it today began to take form in the 19th
century, among European and American artists after the consolidation and creation of
foundationally essential characteristics by the man entitled to be lauded as the creator of
comics, Rodolphe Toepffer.
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Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (Northampton, Massachusetts: Kitchen Sink,
1993).
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Rodolphe Toepffer,
pages 9, 10, 11 and 12 from Histoire de M. de M. Vieux Bois,
original pen and ink on paper,
drawn 1827, published in Geneva 1837 and following
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Toepffer was born in Switzerland in 1799. His father was a regionally well-known
painter, yet Toepffer was less gifted with technical drawing abilities. He became a teacher of
French, yet had an amazing idea which manifested itself in his books published in the 1830s
and 40s. These were the first true comics. What made his works different from previous
narrative images was his invention of panels, closure, and the interdependence of the acts of
reading and viewing. Furthermore, he knew what he had accomplished, writing about it in
theoretical articles and even sending copies of his comics to Goethe, who, incidentally, loved
them, encouraging Toepffer to produce more.40 In 1843, Rodolphe Toepffer formalized his
thoughts on these picture stories in his Essay on Physiognomics.41 Thus, we have the
necessary and sufficient conditions and self-awareness of his innovation which are essential
for identifying him as the initiator of a new form. This is parallel to the information we have
for Wassily Kandinsky which separates his imaginative creation of abstract art from earlier
forms of patterning or decoration.
David Carrier, in his book The Aesthetics of Comics, maintains that comics have had
no genuine progress, in the way that fine art has had. That is, "all of these changes in comics'
content have not been accompanied by any dramatic developments in their visual
technology."42 I disagree and would point out the ever increasing discussions in journals and
books on comics concerning history (Golden Age, Second Heroic Age, Underground Period,
etc.), and formal innovation (narrative techniques, Will Eisner, "camera" angles, Jack Kirby,
etc.) Carrier, though, does not wish to denigrate comics, but rather highlight his belief that
fine art as well no longer has, perhaps never exclusively had, a single historical tale solely
based on sensational stylistic evolution. These two assertions, though, should not be
combined. The sense of historical development is of utmost importance in a timeline model,
albeit one without a teleological goal — and the fact that not having one clear goal and a
straight line to it does not mean that no clear historical fruition has occurred. Additionally,
although it is difficult to represent this in an illustration, it is important when teaching and
presenting a representation of art history to explain the logic behind definitions and
designations, including imparting a comprehension that epochs, periods, movements and the
like have overlapping, blurry edges. Conceptions such as fuzzy categories, paradigmatic
categories and so on must somehow have room within a model.

fig. 110

The model of comic history I refer to as Peaks and Valleys is not held to be true, at least
openly, by many comic historians, but is important to describe, as I have met quite a few fans
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who believe it. These are primarily the same people who also hold to one of the two following
models. This is the belief that there were better and worse periods for comics. It is much like
the pendulum of Wölfflin, but more judgmental. Of course, if you hold to the belief that
superheroes or alternative autobiographical comics are the epitome of the artform, then
periods are qualitatively rubbish in any time such as the 1950s, with few superheroes, or
before the 1970s, with virtually no autobiographies.
This is plainly a harshly restricted view of any artform, but it has a kernel of truth in it.
There do appear to be stronger and weaker periods of art, when one considers quality on the
average at a given time, even if individual artists can be stronger or weaker in any timeframe.
At the highest quality level of achievement, no artist is truly better than another: e.g., Picasso
is not better than Michelangelo. Nevertheless, the Renaissance, Baroque, Modernism, the
High Classical period of ancient Greek art — all appear much more creative and selfconfident than Mannerism, Rococo, Postmodernism and Hellenism, for example. Likewise,
popular music from 1960 to 1968 appears more resourceful and confident than, say, that from
1974 to 1980. Or the Marvel Comics "age" in the 60s can be, and has been, so compared to
the comics of the 50s at DC. A useful model of an art history timeline needs to suggest this,
yet allow for open disagreement about value judgments.

fig. 111

There is also a version of the history of comics which focuses only on heroic fiction,
envisioning superheroes as the end and epitome of comic art. While it is true that superheroes
may be the only genre completely original to comics and actually one of my personal
favorites, it is only one of many possibilities, and as it is a highly popular subgenre, it has
often been far too mediocre. People who support this version of comic history often conflate
the comic book industry and the medium. Instead of Toepffer, such histories usually begin
with adventure pulp magazines. A similar limitation of vision is also present in Germany
where they tend to see comics as coextensive with the "Ducks," (the Disney adventures of
Donald, Scrooge McDuck and other related figures), nothing more, nothing less. Certainly,
Carl Barks was a genius, the artist, author and creator of many of these characters. Returning
to superheroes, in my opinion Jack Kirby holds a position within comics comparable to a
combination of Michelangelo and Picasso in fine art. However, either superheroes or Donald
Duck alone hopelessly restricts the medium, keeping it in a self-made ghetto.
For an example of such a conception of comics history in practice, there is Gary Scott
Beatty on the Comic Arts Direct website. He has "A Brief History of Illustrated Stories
(Comic Books)" which, as he claims, "concentrates, not on my own favorites, but on defining
movements that shaped our industry." After the revealing use of industry as a metonymy for
artform, Beatty lists as important comic events: Gilgamesh, the Bible (no pictures!), The
Shadow, Mad magazine, Giant Sized X-Men No. 1, "Crisis on Infinite Earths," and,
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fortunately, Zap No.1. 43 Some of the earliest books on comics promoted the superhero
timeline. These include two of my childhood favorites, The Steranko History of Comics by
James Steranko,44 and The Penguin Book of Comics by George Perry and Alan Aldridge.45
The most notorious magazine catering exclusively to fans of superheroes is Wizard
Magazine.46

fig. 112

This model is favored by a comics public similar to the superhero cadre, yet the two are
avowed enemies. Alternative comics means non-mainstream comics from smaller publishers,
yet has in many minds come to be identified almost solely with autobiographical works such
as the graphic novel David Chelsea in Love.47 As Wikipedia wittily describes this
phenomenon, by the 1990s "the autobiographical genre had turned into English-speaking
alternative comics subculture's 'signature genre' in much the way that superhero stories
dominated the American mainstream comic books, the stereotypical example recounting the
awkward moment which followed when, the cartoonist sitting alone in a coffee shop when his
ex-girlfriend walks in."48 This timeline is generally identical to that of the superhero idea
above, but goes on to culminate in autobiographical graphic novels. The chief proponent of
this worldview is The Comics Journal magazine, from Fantagraphics, which, however,
publishes a far wider range of creative works.49
The truth is that in addition to superheroes, comic books have traditionally featured a
great variety of storytelling genres. There have been comics about crime, cowboys, romance,
horror, war, funny animals, magic, science fiction, true adventures, sports, teenagers,
pornography, religious comics, biography, TV and film adaptations, and more. Varieties of
alternative comics include, besides autobiographical books, also underground, hippie, punk,
social criticism, music adaptations, thrillers, drama, African-American themed, fantasy,
abstract comics and more.
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Covers displaying some of the wide variety of genres which have been featured in comics.
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Both of these cases, the Superhero and the Alternative Comics models, are significant to
consider when envisioning a potentially new timeline: we see that in truth there has been an
extraordinary variety of artistic approaches existing concurrently, while not falling into a
pluralistic chaos; however, this multiplicity is often straightjacketed into one or the other of
two false teleologies.

fig. 114

This model of comics history is a duplicate of the Dantoesque fine art timeline, also
ending in pluralism. I have discussed the difficulties with this well enough already above. Let
me add, though, that akin to the 7 examples I described of pluralist periods throughout fine art
history, there have been at least 4 times when pluralism appeared to rule the history of
comics: at the end of the Golden Age, at the end of Silver Age, during the so-called Blackand-White-Explosion, and now. Obviously, since their inception, comics have been multigenre, multi-style, multifaceted, diversified, and yet do not lack certain strands of
development. Hence pluralist and yet not, at all times.

fig. 115

This is a solipsistic conception of history peculiar to comics. There are those who
suggest that comics should ignore larger art and cultural history and simply concentrate on
itself, as a unique entity. I refer to this model of comics history as Sectarian, as it promotes a
rather stand-offish separation of comics from mainstream culture. Jason Ramos offers the
most cogent argument for this position that I have read, although I do not agree. He writes:
I would offer that those who are as intrigued by the idea of trying to make sense of the
overall historical / theoretical narrative of comics (like me), should try to begin to create
new language for it. Comics continually come off as an "insecure" medium, forever seeking
the validation and attention of the art-world discourse. There are models for mediums that
hold their own with their own history, language, and legitimacy, Venn-diagramming into the
fine art world to varying degrees (photography, architecture, film).50
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Jason Ramos, "Reflections and Generalizations of the Culture at Large," on Commit to Making a
Masterpiece Every Time: The blog of Los Angeles based artist Jason Ramos, blog website:
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accessed 1 August, 2009.
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Ramos is of course wrong about architecture, which has long been an integral part of
standard art history, and about photography, which has been incorporated into art history for a
few decades. He is right to an extent about film, but this has not always been advantageous
for the medium. I agree with him that there is "an advantage to be gained, artistically, from
comics retaining something of its culturally illegitimate status." Also, comics scholarship does
need to develop its own vocabulary for elements peculiar to the form; for instance, two terms
I have personally brought to the study of comics are iconosequentiality and comigraphic.
Neither comics' cultural status nor having new vocabulary precludes envisioning a more
complete timeline for comics, for art history and for the integration of the two.

fig. 116

There is no "symptomatic" conception of history in comics yet. The scene has not been
invaded by poststructuralist doubt. The comics canon has just begun to be consolidated.
Perhaps the first important attempt was Art Spiegelman's "Masters of American Comics," of
2006-2007 with in-depth presentations of 15 influential artists: Winsor McCay, Lyonel
Feininger, George Herriman, E. C. Segar, Frank King, Chester Gould, Milton Caniff, Charles
M. Schulz, Will Eisner, Jack Kirby, Harvey Kurtzman, R. Crumb, Art Spiegelman, Gary
Panter and Chris Ware. This immediately elicited extensive discussion about who was
missing, including an entire exhibition "Out of Sequence: Underrepresented Voices in
American Comics" in 2008-2009. Curated by John Jennings and Damian Duffy, the
exhibition showcased, as they said, "areas of sequential art that might otherwise be
overlooked or underappreciated. These areas include the work of women and minority artists
and small press and webcomics creators," and abstract and gallery comics artists. It explored
"alternate histories of American comics" and suggested "some of the limitless possibilities for
the medium in the past, present, and future."51 Instead of maintaining a rigid canon or
rejecting the idea in toto, comics currently has the enviable position of having a canon in a
constant state of dialogical construction. I label this model, or more exactly stated modelbuilding activity, Disputes about the Canon / Building the Canon.

The Braided Rope Model

fig. 117
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After this study, analysis and debate, both with others and myself, came the real work:
proposing a solution for the problems I critiqued. This contemplation of models for the
history of comics and the concomitant comparison of them to those in the history of fine art
brought up the question, what kind of model could I create? What form would this take if it
incorporated history as I have described it, characterized by ruptures; simultaneous paths;
aspects coming in and out of focus; hidden roads; ignored elements; mainstream currents;
discontinuities where a path ends, yet begins again later; non-teleological — and yet with
forms of development, not a static mass; where there is indeed historical change, movement
and direction. I took my clues from comics, and my terminology from mass-media theorist
Christian Doelker. (A concern with the overlap of philosophy, comics and "fine" art of course
returns me to the interests within my own artworks.) I published two essays on Carrier's book
The Aesthetics of Comics in 2001 and 2003.52 I found the book very intellectually stimulating
as was my long email exchange with Carrier in which I further honed my notions. Carrier's
book is a promising cross-over among art history, philosophy and comics. Furthermore, in it
he presents a direct struggle with the Danto-Dickie Institutional Theory of the ontology of art
now so dominant, which I touched on in several parts of this dissertation, particularly in
Chapter One. I mentioned some of Carrier's points when I presented the Dantoesque model
timeline above. My response, in short, is that I do not feel that we now have an end of either
art or art history. It is the death of one western, reductivist master narrative: that single,
simple march-of-history idea which was taken for granted until recently. This is also a history
of art which has ignored vernacular art such as comics, the contributions of women, the entire
world outside Europe and North America, and much more.
Carrier writes, "unlike Danto, I think that there is more than one way to tell the story of
art's history." While this would seemingly call for multiple histories, Carrier terms such a
position "posthistorical."53 Numerous and divers stories are not necessarily "post-story;" they
simply embody the amendment of one dominant tale into many narratives. The art of comics,
with its history of addition and variation rather than reduction, has inspired me to a new
model. Art history could have many narratives or even narrative climaxes other than ontology
or formal reduction; and multiple ones at that. The future of both fine and comic art might not
be posthistorical, but rather polyhistorical. As I mentioned in Chapter Eight, while most
literary theorists use the term text to prejudicially favour reading over seeing, Doelker traces
the term back to its root in weaving or a cable. (texo, texere: to braid, weave).
This is a highly evocative image which inspired in me a new metaphor for the timeline.
I picture, in a very Wittgensteinian manner, an interwoven mass of filaments, some longer,
some shorter, each a "history," each independent to an extent, yet touching on various others,
some ending only to begin again farther on, all travelling nonetheless in a certain concert. To
use Doelker's terminology, we could have an art history which is plurogenic (multistrand), as
opposed to Greenberg or Danto's monogenic (single strand) conceptions. This is an image of
history as a cable of integrated stories; we have simply focused far too long on only one
strand.
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fig. 118

At first I thought of a cable. However, stumbling in internet across one another's
similarity of thought, art critic John Perreault and I discussed and hybridized our two streams
of thought. Perrault had asked a class he taught, "What if the current rigidity and defeatism
were not caused by the critics, the curators, and the historians but by their image of history?"
After first flirting with an image resembling the DNA double helix, Perrault settled on the
braid. He writes, "But isn't the braid too difficult to use? The heuristic braid diagram is the
visual equivalent of multitasking and polyphony, and no more difficult than these. … If you
can follow a fugue or the various voices in jazz, then you can braid."54 Crossing that with my
vision of the cable, we achieved the new model: a braided rope. A rope can be made of
various intertwining plaits of strands, sometimes even in opposite rotations, it can have
strands of various thicknesses, and even have some frayed filaments, yet retain much of its
tensile strength. Most of us have bodily experiences of working with thick ropes, know how
they are linear, yet can be coiled, knotted and so on. All of these properties are metaphorically
useful for a promising model of art history.
Here is my final sketch of a new model for the art history timeline.

fig. 119

I have drawn this quite large for hanging in the classroom, far more detailed and with
specific benchmark dates. Above the braid, I have also a variety of societal, political and the
cultural events (such as the World Wars, appearances of alphabets, Buddha's birth, and much
more). The blue strand in the middle bears all the customary epochs and periods of art history
from my survey class as shown in figures 85, 86 and 87 above. Throughout the year, students,
in addition to learning these, add various other facts and events to appropriate strands, filling
in comics history, Chinese art history, more information about women artists and so on.
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John Perreault, Artopia website: < http://www.artsjournal.com/artopia/>. Summary of his "braid" ideas
on The Art Section website, "The Braid: A New Paradigm for Art," direct link to page:
<http://zoolander52.tripod.com/theartsectioncopycopy/id1.html>,last accessed 27 August, 2010.
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A New Metaphor(m) for the Timeline
Let me list what I feel are a few of the strengths this metaphoric model adds to the
teaching and study of art history. Following cognitive metaphor theory, it allows us to access
a variety of cultural metaphors to focus on, yet critically regard, our subject. We retain
something of the "CAUSES AND EFFECTS ARE LINKED OBJECTS" which dominates most
standard timeline models, but it becomes only one helpful trope among many, not the central
one. Metaphors of weaving and construction become more important. "IDEAS ARE
CONSTRUCTED OBJECTS" comes to the fore, with its important corollaries, "The mind is a
builder" and "Thinking is building/forming/shaping." We become keenly aware that our idea
of art history is an object built by us, thus one that is not beyond reproach (or praise) and can
be altered at any time. A braid is generally felt to be a very handmade object as well,
reestablishing metaphorically the personal body-based experiences and embodied reasoning
that most artists feel is too absent from art history instruction. The braid metaphor helps to
thus humanize a trope that sometimes appears all too predetermined. The various strands that
form the braid are also path-like, giving us access to those foundational metaphors and their
implications. "Reasoning is following a path" is one such trope. "Arguments are paths on
which thought travels" is another. Both assist the viewer of such a timeline to conceive of
following the strands, jumping between them, looking for hidden ones and so on as actions
involving working out history itself in one's mind, placing the emphasis on personal
interpretation rather than simple memorization. The braided-rope timeline still has a
"mainstream" main strand, which helps anchor the students' knowledge as they first learn
facts. Oppositely, it helps to draw attention to the fact that much is occurring outside the
tradition Eurocentric area of focus, such as Chinese art, which we could, and later should,
study as well. The braided strands display how very much is taking place simultaneously in a
variety of locations. They highlight the existence of long, unbroken lines of tradition in areas
and fields that appear to have come and gone in the normal timeline, such as icon painting. In
the additions to be brought by students, hopefully it will be clearer that Africa is not just a site
for so-called primitive art, that it has long and often sophisticated traditions, but also ruptures
due to colonialism and wars. Supplementary strands focusing on women's handicrafts, folk,
popular and vernacular culture can be added. Transformations can be displayed, such as that
from handicraft into design. It becomes clear that ideas continue on past their peaks of
influence, disappearing temporarily, perhaps even ending (such as Dada), only to start up
again in a new fashion later. Crossovers and mergers can be shown, such as women into the
mainstream of artists, popular elements into fine art, and the like. Comics will of course be
expanded, as I also teach a module on them, thus I can use the same timeline, beginning
where comics have their own, separate history, yet showing at what points this artform comes
close to fine art, perhaps now beginning to merge with it as photography has. Best of all, it is
a learnable, understandable heuristic image that frankly exhibits that art history is also a
question of where one is focusing one's attention.
I believe I have discovered a useful metaphor(m) in the image of a braided rope: a
simple, yet evocative image which allows one to teach art history as a developmental
succession, yet avoid teleological inferences; to retain a core focus, yet eclipse the illusion of
exclusivity; to clearly indicate that there is a wealth of art not being immediately presented in
the standard survey, yet maintain a pragmatically serviceable image.
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fig. 120
Cover: Conclusion,
oil, acrylic and ink on wood,
2010,
40 x 27.5 cm / 16 in x 11 in
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CONCLUSION

But what feature will the speculative discourse on
being answer to the paradox of the copula, to the
apophantic is/is not?
—Paul Ricœur1
To state 'that is' – such is the moment of belief, of
ontological commitment, which gives affirmation
its 'illocutionary' force. There is no better
testimony to this affirmative vehemence than the
poetic experience. Along one of its dimensions, at
least, this experience expresses the ecstatic
moment of language — language going beyond
itself. It seems, accordingly, to attest that discourse
prefers to obliterate itself, to die, at the confines of
the being-said.
—Paul Ricœur2

In this Conclusion the illustrated, sequential form assumes a larger role, much like
Chapter Three. This time, however, I am interspersing the comic sequences with pages of
pure text. The basis of the adventure here is a Wanderferien, a hiking vacation my wife
Cornelia and I did with our dog River. We hiked a section of the Westweg, the long-distance
hiking trail running through the Black Forest, much as we did the Via Francigena in that
earlier chapter. While doing this, I contemplated, drew sketches and wrote notes for the
Introduction and Conclusion chapters of my dissertation. Readers will already have seen the
small sequence at the end of the Introduction mentioning this.

1

Paul Ricœur, The Rule of Metaphor: Multidisciplinary Studies of The Creation of Meaning in Language,
trans. Robert Czerny (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977; paperback 1993), p. 306. Ricœur's
italics.
2
Ibid., p. 249. Ricœur's italics.
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A theory is a picture of the world, one way to think about reality, a suggested method
for seeing experience in that way. It suggests both is and is not, and even, I assert, should be
and should not be. Artists can picture life particularly well, thus being implicitly theorists.
Small changes in the pictures with which we think, in our metaphor base, the stuff of the
creative arts, have major importance. The operations of extending, elaborating, composing
and, most of all, questioning may seem slight tools, yet they can build impressive edifices of
understanding. Metaphor theory in general and my metaphor(m) idea in particular point out
some of the instantiations of this drive. Trope-as-reasoning links theorization and creativity to
everyday thought on the one hand, and to revelatory ideation on the other.
An enclosed quotation is enlightening here. This is Bloom citing Emerson, adding
framing comments which are equally important.
Emerson is totally Vichian when he identifies rhetoric and reality, in his late essay "Poetry
and Imagination":
For the value of a trope is that the hearer is one: and indeed Nature itself is a
vast trope, and all particular natures are tropes. As the bird alights on the
bough, then plunges into the air again, so the thoughts of God pause but for a
moment in any form. All thinking is analogizing, and it is the use of life to
learn metonymy.
What Emerson is not saying is that we are in the dungeon of language. Lacan asserts that "it
is the world of words that creates the world of things," and Jakobson, less figuratively,
allows himself to insist that the poetry of grammar produces the grammar of poetry.
Emerson, like all central poets, knows that the grammar of poetry produces the grammar of
poetry, since poetry is a discursive and not a linguistic mode. Holmes remarked that
"Emerson was eminently sane for an idealist," and such sanity is eminently useful now in
current discussions of the arts of interpretation.3

Equally resonant is Bloom's typical lack of footnoting. He sees interpoetical, as opposed
to intertextual, metaleptical analogizing as part and parcel of his own thoughts. Borrowed
metaphors are reformed by the glass of one's own fashion, thus becoming one's own. He is
scholar enough to name the people from whom he has borrowed, but artist enough to see no
reason to make a specific roadmap to an idea's "first" expression. This can be academically
frustrating, yet yields an (I believe unconscious) unity of form and content — thus it is
Bloom's own metaphor(m). It assumes the visual, graphic presence of a double indentation
when quoted by me, highlighting this trait.
The aim of this paper has been to establish, characterize and investigate an original
theory of trope in literature and art. I have been delving into how the "grammar" of art
produces the grammar of art through embodiment in the stuff of lived reality, seeing art as a
corporeal, dialogical mode.
This commenced with the Prelude, where I sketched out the personal motivations
behind the development of my theory within the boundaries of my activities as an artist. My
passion for art history and art theory as tools for the working artist guided me not only to the

3

Harold Bloom, A Map of Misreading (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975; Oxford University Press
Paperbacks, 1980), p. 68.
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art I practice — an "extended" form of painting, of installation art, of comics as an artform,
and of display sign-painting, — but also to the inclusion in my dissertation of art custommade for it, including sequential art sections. This returns us to my journey through the forest.
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Immediately after the Prelude, in Chapter One: Wandering and Surveying; Links to
Literary Theory and Contemporary Aesthetics I reviewed speculations which I feel are allied
or parallel with my own in the two fields of literary theory and contemporary aesthetics.
Using the metaphor of land-surveying as an overriding authorial conceit, I appraised the
landscape of theories in which mine must also be located. However contentious many of them
are with one another, I discussed how they are often complementary in their contributions to
understanding art and in particular to my vision of trope. The intellectual environment in
which my literary theory exists was thus mapped. Furthermore, this served to address those
debates which have influenced my thought and acknowledged those theorists with whom I
feel intellectual kinship.
In Chapter Two: The Theory of Central Trope: Metaphor and Meta-Form, my notion
was set forth distinctly, yet broadly. Using the process of painting itself as the extended trope
within the chapter, I textually painted a portrait of the nature of metaphor(m), delineating how
it is a theory of trope, as the basis of human thought, pressed into the tangible stuff and
processes of creativity. I discussed some of the terminology used in the dissertation and
described and presented the chart, based on Fauconnier and Turner's diagrams of conceptual
blending, which I use as a basis to analyze the production of central tropes by artists. Finally,
I applied my theory illustratively to the oeuvres of the realist, Modernist novelist Ernest
Hemingway and the expressionist, Post-Impressionist painter Vincent van Gogh. This was to
exhibit the utility of the theory in clarifying the nuts-and-bolts of artists' and authors'
achievement of "style" in two differing, distinctive creators whose bodies of work display
substantially realized metaphor(m)s. The closing sequential art page reiterated and graphically
visualized van Gogh's metaphor(m).
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In Chapter Three: Excursus, I realized a long-held aspiration to do an extended comic
sequence of one of our Wanderferien. The second of these hiking comics is the source of this
chapter, the Conclusion. In Chapter Three I used our 10-day hike on the ancient Via
Francigena from Pontarlier, France to Vevey in Switzerland to contemplate the application of
my theory of central trope to my own artwork. This necessitated that I reflect on my entire art
career up to that point. Additionally, to help analyze my thoughts, I discussed my oeuvre with
Cornelia, Daniel F. Ammann and Thomas Emil Homerin before, after and during our hiking
trip. Professor Ursprung suggested the idea that I interpret my own art through my theory.
("Artist-theorist, theorize thyself" might be an alternate epigraph.) Professor Langlotz
concurred; he had, after all, suggested the scheme of utilizing conceits corresponding to their
contents in chapters. After overcoming my trepidation, I realized how right they were. I
certainly could not write a dissertation claiming that performative embodiment is the heart of
art and not perform and embody my theory within the text! This chapter thus became a
sequential depiction of our travel interwoven with my internal and external discourses, at once
a tropaic conceit and an actual comic depicting a real event. The painting-installation that
resulted from this self-examination was described and reflected on in Chapter Five.
Chapter Five: My Metaphor(m), a Painting Installation is, in truth, not the text, but
rather the large painting-installation that I created and exhibited that summer. I concretized
my ruminations on central trope and my own work in a piece of art, polysemically
embodying, not simply illustrating, an analysis of my own metaphor(m) within a Panels
painting-installation artwork. This was an experiment I could not resist, yet which was highly
challenging to me. ("Painter-theorist, paint thyself" might be the parallel alternate epigraph
here.) I then wrote a textual reflection on the piece in an improvisatory series of vignettes
scrutinizing the finished work as well as my thoughts while making it. The structural device
of a principal extended metaphor, which I used in the text of many chapters, is therefore even
more tangibly embodied in this chapter than elsewhere.
The process of working out my metaphor(m) is the content of Chapter Three; the result
of this is the artwork comprising Chapter Five. Between the two of them I inserted Chapter
Four: Conceiving Metaphor(m)s. I wrote this chapter while simultaneously painting My
Metaphor(m), (the title I finally gave to the painting-installation comprising Chapter Five). It
was included before the presentation of my own work both to reflect the biographical fact of
its creation and because I wished to broadly outline a picture of the realm of formal
possibilities accessible to a creator for realizing a central trope before physically utilizing this
thought process. Furthermore, I wanted to emphasize the cognitive performance all artists go
through while constructing a work: actions, thoughts and decisions which consist of struggles,
brainstorming, fantasies, revisions, critiques and discoveries.
The conceit I applied to this chapter was a type of sketch in which the essential imageflow of a comic is roughed in. This is called blocking out a sequence. Chapter Four blocked
out, in broad forms, the potential which metaphor(m) offers in use. I brought the theory of
central trope directly into play with a variety of invented visual artworks and alluded to
similar speculations on possibilities in other media. This was in order to suggest how a central
trope works in and through the specifics of tropaically envisioned formal elements. Such a
panoramic view revealed the importance of form as meaning. In particular, central tropes
were displayed in action by imagining model specimens of image and image schema
mappings. This was to suggest the further potential of the theory and to properly locate each
more lengthily discussed creator within his or her own agonistic world. Future uses of the
theory of metaphor(m) can include deeper appreciations of other artists, but also analyses of
single drawings, periods of artists' careers, hypermedia, films, series of paintings, installations
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and more. This sample of applications displayed how tropes offer us opportunities for the
comprehension of our experience and how they can lend a hand in changing it.
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In Chapter Six: Central Trope in Two Contemporary Painters' Works, I traced the
significance of realized metaphor(m)s in tangible detail by studying a single painting by
Charles Boetschi and the most recent body of paintings by Leonard Bullock. I explored the
application of the theory of central trope to a geometric, abstract painting by Boetschi and to a
series of abstract, painterly works by Bullock. This served to subject the theory to close,
practical examination through using it to scrutinize paintings by two seemingly stylistically
antithetical artists. In Boetschi's case we saw how his conceptions of color and form viewed
through foundational metaphors of irregular and regularity resulted in startlingly fresh
geometric yet irregular compositions with unconventional, evocative colors. In Bullock's art
we observed how opulent haptic aggregations of allusions to history and personal experience,
when seen through foundational metaphors of life as a journey, map our phenomenological
experiences of being. Both of these artists' metaphor(m)s (and the image-mappings which
comprise them) displayed antithetical postmodern complexities.
The form of Chapter Seven: Artistic Ground: Cultural Inheritance, Struggle, Respect,
Material and Identity was not only an applied conceit, but also the shape of its actual first
presentation: a PowerPoint-illustrated speech I gave in Istanbul as part of a cultural exchange.
Throughout this dissertation I have found inspiration for the integration of form and content in
Giuliana Bruno's Atlas of Emotion: Journeys in Art, Architecture, and Film and Philip
Ursprung's Grenzen der Kunst: Allan Kaprow und das Happening, Robert Smithson und die
Land Art. This chapter demonstrates this through the fact that I kept as much of the original
form of the lecture as possible in the final version of the chapter.
Additionally, Chapter Seven was meant as something of an aside. In it, I temporarily
decentered cognitive linguistics, the chief inspiration for my theory, and concentrated on the
nature of the struggle I believe artists undertake when creating their metaphor(m)s. This I
base on Harold Bloom's notion of creative misprision. Nevertheless, I used the process of
rethinking core tropes which is at the heart of metaphor(m) theory to alter Bloom's notion. I
described the possibility of a non-Oedipal variation on Bloom's antithetical revisionist theory
of agon in artistic creativity. I lobbied for a call-and-response-styled misprision of Bloom's
theory of misprision. In my version, this struggle is a performative dialogue. The
"replacement of the father" is eliminated. Bloom's metaphor of Oedipus is supplanted with a
creolian combination of two images: Jacob's wrestling with the angel (or God); and Eshu, the
African spirit of the crossroads, trickery and maturation. On the road, crossing the River
Jabbok, each artist struggles with his angel, who is Eshu and God. When the dispute has been
carried through, Eshu renames "our Jacob," Israel (he who struggles with God) but most of
all, gives him his own name, Eshu.
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In Chapter Eight my dissertation took what might appear to be a heavily literary and
electronic media bypath. This was an exploration of a multi-genre and cross-disciplinary
application of the theory of central trope. The expanded text concept from literary theory,
most evocatively used in the media theory of Christian Doelker, was analyzed under the lens
of metaphor(m), focusing in particular on the interaction of these suppositions in the fields of
painting and the novel. The theory of central trope and Doelker's idea of expanded media
literacy were thrust into a dialogue in order to fully wield the assertions of metaphor(m) in an
expansive fashion. Indeed, the conceit of Chapter Eight was a dialogue, as I applied ideas
from cognitive metaphor to Doelker's topology and taxonomy of categories, types and
varieties of extended texts. New, broadened Kulturtechniken from such sources as TV, video
games and, most of all, the world-wide web were shown not only to necessitate more, not less
literacy, but also to bring new, potentially fruitful opportunities into play for creating works of
art. This was demonstrated by how well these concepts functioned in dialectic with painting
and the novel. It was advocated that artists will be able to use these fresh possibilities by
integrating them into their metaphor(m)s, thus into their antithetical and creative
considerations of life. The chapter ended with a sequentially illustrated imaginary squabble
between two parts of my personality.
After applying the theory of central trope to various artists and artworks, I asked myself
how it could also be employed to consider broader questions. One outcome of this speculation
was Chapter Eight, as just described, where I used metaphor(m) to address painting as a
whole, the novel and notions of the extended text. Correspondingly, in Chapter Nine:
Timelines, Comics and a Plurogenic View of Art History, I asked myself what a model of art
history itself could look like if I treated the standard timeline as an artwork of sorts, and
attempted to create a new one which would embody a central trope incorporating a
contemporary, critical conception of history while retaining a heuristic use as a learning tool.
To culminate my dissertation, I sought a metaphoric model for the teaching and study of
art history informed by cognitive metaphor theory: an image that would allow us to access a
variety of cultural metaphors to envision our subject, both clearly and questioningly. I
discovered a beneficial metaphor(m) in the image of a braided rope. This is a straightforward,
yet expressive image which supports art history's diachronic development, yet avoids
teleological abstractions. It also is an image that maintains a learnable core, yet defeats
illusions of exclusivity; it clearly reveals that there is a wealth of art not being immediately
discussed in the standard survey, while remaining a practical, utilitarian illustration. I gave the
first draft of this chapter as a presentation at the College Art Association's annual conference
of art historians in Chicago in February of 2010. My speech outlined my hopes for this tropaic
model as well as my process of inventing it through my considerations of other major timeline
models in the histories of both fine art and comic art. Accordingly, the conceit of this chapter
was the form of an illustrated lecture.
Thus, two more wide-reaching chapters concluded my dissertation. The summary of
them also closes out my Conclusion, just as our Wanderferien was wrapping up.
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My dissertation has asserted the preeminence of the search for meaning, through
metaphoric creativity, in art. This is not an attempt to restore some imagined, missing hint of
a purport preceding the created text or object. It is an affirmation of the quest for meaning as
the central struggle in creativity. It is no longer viable to seek to discover some imagined
intention of meaning — the artwork is the achieved meaning, through its metaphor(m). Each
artwork is a complex of multiple meanings performatively embodied. Historical fact is a
necessary and enlightening frame of reference to anchor finer associations; nevertheless what
a creator principally intended is always for that specific object to exist. What all creators try to
do can likewise be plainly described. They try to tell truths — with emphasis placed on the
verb and the plural noun ending. Yet these simple-sounding essentials are the bases for
immeasurably rich creations. There is no objectivity beyond this. In the same way, a purely
subjective response is of little pragmatic value, only perhaps inadvertently as a direction for a
viewer's own thought or as a guide to the thoroughly perplexed. A theory of creative
metaphoric thought cannot be wholly "objectivist,", "subjectivist," intentional, structural,
paralinguistic, deconstructive, biographical, and most of all not formalistic. Each of these
methods of interpretation places the weight of the meanings in an artwork in some imagined,
abstracted camp far from home, or in some cul-de-sac of unrecognized catachresis.
The greatest danger for and from theorists is that they tend to create situations wherein
works of art are arbitrarily expurgated from any living process and from all contexts, (be they
cognitive, historical, economic, or various others). As a practicing artist and art historian with
strong analytic proclivities and the penchant to cerebrate, I have attempted to construct a
theory in resistance to this, an anti-theory of sorts, if you will: one which emphasizes living
process, personal struggle, cognition, agency and historical context. I suggest only in passing
other contexts, which may be subjects for the future. My aim was to clearly present, employ
and test the theory of central trope, pursuing its use through several forms and strata of
creative practice. The Prelude gives personal and contemporary historical context; Chapter
One supplies philosophical and theoretical context; Chapter Two elucidates my theory;
Chapter Three applies my theory to my own oeuvre; Chapter Four imagines the potential
utility of the theory of metaphor(m) as a tool for understanding and creating visual art in
general; Chapter Five offers a creative interpretation and use of my theory; Chapter Six
employs the theory to analyze a single painting by one artist and a series of works by another;
Chapter Seven probes the agonistic aspect of the theory of central trope and offers a new
tropaic base for it; Chapter Eight evaluates conceptions of the extended text and new media in
light of my theory; Chapter Nine draws on the theory of metaphor(m) to consider an
assortment of models of art history and propose a new one; the Introduction initiates the
dissertation; the Conclusion brings my theoretical journey to a close. Hence, I examined
metaphor(m): the theory of central trope, from diverse standpoints, and through various levels
of magnification.
Metaphor(m) is proposed as a general theory of trope in the arts. If this or any other
hypothetical analysis of art is worthy of any serious consideration, it is in its usefulness for
fuller understanding and criticism of the works before us: as creators, as perceivers and as
creative perceivers. Interpretation should seek the transformative through two important
questions. What does the act of interacting with this work allow me to discover in life? How
does this change and improve experience, i.e. "reality"? Metaphor(m), the theory of central
trope, is a theoretical and critical approach emphasizing allusiveness and playfulness within
concrete perception, linking striven-for content, discovered form, antithetical historical and
critical cultural awareness.
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Ausbildungen
1969 - 1973

Pekin Community High School
Pekin, IL USA
High School Diploma and
University Examinations
(with High Honors)

1973 – 1978

University of Illinois, Champaign USA
Bachelor of Fine Arts (with Honors)
(Nebenfächer: Kunstgeschichte, Philosophie,
Literatur, Psychologie)

1978 – 1980

Illinois State University, Bloomington USA
Graduate Study in Art History

1990 – 1992
und 1995

Handels- und Dolmetscherschule St. Gallen
Deutsch (Diplom und Zertifikat)

1995 – 2000

Columbia Pacific University,
Novato, California USA
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2007

ISME / Universität Zürich
Latein Diplom

2002 - 2008

Universität Zürich
Zürich, Switzerland
Doktorandenstudium in Literatur, Komparatistik

2008-2011

Universität Zürich, Switzerland
Doktorandenstudium in Kunstgeschichte

Jetzige Arbeitsstellen
ab 01.08.06

Dozent für Kunstgeschichte, Designgeschichte
und Malerei
Kunstschule Liechtenstein, Vaduz FL

ab 01.08.06

Bildnerisches Gestaltungslehrer
Blumenau Sekundarschule, St.Gallen

ab 01.02.10

Dozent für Kunstgeschichte,
Höhere Fachschule Bildende Kunst, GBS
St. Gallen

Besondere Kentnisse und Fähigkeiten
Seit 1980 zahlreiche Veröffentlichungen und Vorträge in Englisch und Deutsch über Kunst,
Literatur und Kultur; verschiedene Preise und häufige Ausstellungen. (Siehe bitte
nachfolgenden Laufbahnbeschrieb.)

Kunst
Mark Staff Brandl, wurde 1955 in Peoria, Illinois geboren und hat mehrere Jahre in Chicago gelebt. Seit 1988 ist
er in der Schweiz ansässig; eingebürgert 1995; wohnt in Trogen AR.

Einzelausstellungen (Auswahl)
2009

Art Trogen Galerie, Trogen, Switzerland

2008

The Sharkpit, Chicago

2007

The Artist Project, Chicago Art Fair USA

2006

Projektraum exex, St. Gallen, Schweiz / Switzerland

2005

Tony Wuethrich, Basel, Schweiz
Galerie Dorfplatz, Mogelsberg, Schweiz / Switzerland

2004

Laura Martin-Transient Gallery, New York USA

2003

Kunstraum Kreuzlingen, Thurgau Schweiz

2002

Noser Art Projects, Montalcino, Siena, Italien
Altes Zeughaus, Herisau, Schweiz
Espace Lhomond, Paris, Frankreich
Galleria Turchi, Montalcino, Siena, Italien

1999

Galerie W, Heiden
Schloss Wartensee, Rorschacherberg

1997

Kunsthaus Richterswil (Katalog)

1996

Galerie Kaj Forsblom, Zürich

1993

Brewers Bay Centre, Tortola British Virgin Islands

1992

University of Rochester New York
«1981 - 1991» Miniretrospektiv: Werke von 10 Jahren

1988

ARC Gallery-Rawspace, Chicago (Katalog)

1987

Prairie Avenue Gallery, Chicago

1984

American Centers, Kairo & Alexandria Ägypten

Gruppenausstellungen (Auswahl)
2010

Apex Art Gallery, New York
Central Booking Gallery, artist's book, New York
CUNY James Gallery ,"Silent Pictures", New York (Katalog)

2009-10

Kunstmuseum St.Gallen, "Heimspiel"

2009

Belmar Art Lab Museum, Belmar, Denver, CO USA, "Out of Sequence"
Museum Morsbroich, Leverkusen, Germany, "Moralische Fantasien",

2008-9

Krannert Art Museum, Champaign, USA, "Out of Sequence"

2008

Kunstmuseum Thurgau, "Moralische Fantasien" (Katalog)

2007

Sharkpit, Chicago, USA

2006

Musée d art et d histoire, Neuchâtel, mit Steve Litsios (Katalog)

2005

Cafe Gallery, London UK
Coleman Project Space, London UK
Kasko, Basel
Castelluco di Penza, Siena
Galerie René Steiner, Erlach Schweiz / Switzerland
Galerie Kultur im Bahnhof, St. Gallen

2004

Kunst.Vorarlberg, Dornbirn Österreich
Kunstmuseum Olten, Schweiz
Kunstmuseum St. Gallen, "Heimspiel"

2003

Laura Martin-Transient Gallery, New York und Mailand, Italien
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Kunstmuseum Thurgau, Ittingen
Kulturhaus Basel
Zentrale Kunsthalle für Malerei, Moscow, Russland
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Kunsthalle Baden-Baden, BRD
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Kunstmuseum St.Gallen
Galleria Turchi, Montalcino, Siena, Italien

1999

Galerie Adrian Bleisch, Arbon
ProjectsUnited, Schloss Brunnegg, Kreuzlingen

1998

Kunsthaus Richterswil, Zurich (Katalog)
Kleines Kunsthaus, St. Gallen

1997

Kaj Forsblom, Helsinki Finland

1996

Kaj Forsblom, Zürich Switzerland

1995

KunstRaum, Romanshorn (Katalog)

1988

Hyde Park Art Center, Chicago (Katalog)
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee USA
National Art Gallery, Managua Nicaragua

1987

Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago

1986

Robbin Lockett Gallery, Chicago
N.A.M.E. Gallery, Chicago

1985

Museum of Contemporary Art, Bookstore, Chicago (Katalog)
Randolph Street Gallery, Chicago

1984

Marianne Deson Gallery, Chicago

1983
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1982

Illinois State University Gallery, Normal

1980

Kathryn Markel Gallery, New York

1979

Los Angeles Institute of Contemporary Art, L.A. USA
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ART IN AMERICA, NY, Corresponding Editor

—

THE ART BOOK, London Swiss Correspondent /Korrespondent, incl. ”Issues: Re-reading
Kandinsky,” “Jonathan Lasker,” “Herzog und de Meuron,” and “Hemingway and Art”

—

CRITICAL REVIEW, Internet Ezine, NY, Regular Reviewer.

—

UMAR IBN AL-FARID: SUFI VERSE, SAINTLY LIFE, by Th. Emil Homerin, cover of book,
Paulist Press, New York, 2001 (ISBN 0-8091-0528-4)

—

LEX BRAES: STILL Catalog Essay.

—

MEDIEN LESEN: DER TEXTBEGRIFF IN DER MEDIENWISSENSCHAFT, “The Expanded
Text Concept and Central Metaphor in Painting and the Novel”, (Buch/Book) Verlag
Pestalozzianum 1999 (ISBN 3-907526-66-X)

—

JOHN SEERY Catalog Essay.

—

APARTMENT SHOW: KUNST IN PRIVATEN RÄUMEN, Essay; Edition Fink 1997 (Buch/Book).
(ISBN 3-906086-22-4)

—

NOISMA No.35, März 1997 , St. Gallen, «Bildsprünge» Publication Piece mit/with
Daniel Ammann.

—

SAITEN, Juli 1998 Publication Piece mit/with Daniel Ammann, Sept. 1998

—

OSTSCHWEIZER AZ 22. März 1995, 2. Nov. 1995 Ausstellung Reviews

—

FÖN Nov/Dez., No.11 1994, St. Gallen, «Hermann Reinfrank - Künstlerportrait» mit
Daniel Ammann.

—

THE CARIBBEAN WRITER 1994, «Dusk, North Side of Tortola» Poem.

—

ART CRITICISM Vol.8, No.2 1993 , New York, «Beyond 'Like' and 'As' in Images:
Metonymy and Metaphor in Some Recent Art» with Daniel Ammann.

—

THE JOURNAL OF AESTHETICS, US, Winter 1993 Book Review.

—

ART/WRITE Summer 1988, Chicago, «What Representation Represents»

—

IN THE DARK May-June 1988, Chicago, Catalogue Essay

—

WHITEWALLS Summer 1986, Chicago, Publication Piece

—

NEW ART EXAMINER Frequent Contributions 1979-1986

—

EAR MAGAZINE EAST (NY New Music) January 1983

—

THE FLUE (Franklin Furnace) 1982, New York.

Artikel und Besprechungen über Brandl (Auswahl)
—

ABSTRACT COMICS: THE ANTHOLOGY, ed. Andrei Molotiu, Fantagraphics Books,
Seattle, 2009.

—

BAD AT SPORTS radio podcast, 30. November, 2008; Interview with Brandl.
<http://badatsports.com/2008/episode-170-mark-staff-brandl/>

—

TV PROGRAM, University of Illinois, Champaign November/December 2008
http://www.sharkforum.org/2008/12/out-of-sequence-krannert-art-m-1.html>

—

SIDETRACK, WILL-AM Radio, Champaign Illinois, 2. November 2008

—

MY ART SPACE, e-zine, 25 June, 2008; Interview with Brandl.
<http://www.myartspace.com/blog/2008/06/art-space-talk-mark-staff-brandl.html>

—

DER TOSSTHALER 12. Juni 2006

—

KUNST-BULLETIN Mai 2006, von Ursula Badrutt-Schoch.

—

ART IN AMERICA June/July 2005, by Judith Trepp.

—

PAPERMAG, New York, 3 April 2003, “Scope Art Fair”, by Carol Lee.

—

ARTNET Magazine, 10 March. 2003, by Walter Robinson.

—

SEQUENZ Feb. 2003, “Here Comes the Impuritan”, von Daniel Ammann.

—

SWISS NEWS December 2002.

—

THE ART BOOK, London, March 2001, vol. 8, issue 2, painting as cover image

—

ST. GALLER TAGBLATT
“Comics, Cage und die Beatles” von Gerhard Mack, 30. Aug. 2000
“Fast eine Liebesgeschichte” von Ursula Badrutt-Schoch, 18. Jan. 2003

—

CRITICAL REVIEW, internet, New York, July 1999.

—

SÜDKURIER, Konstanz, von Alexia Sailer, 14 Jan. 2003.

—

CASH 27 Feb. 1998.

—

SAITEN oft ab1997, inkl. “ ein Künstler Revolverheld” von Kaspar Surber, Jan. 2003.

—

WIE EIN NEANDERTHALER FALSCH BELICHTET von Daniel Ammann; 1990 (Buch).

Preise und Stipendien
2010
2006
2003
1997
1997
1992
1990
1990
1986
1984
1979-80
1978
1978

Casa Zia Lina, Working Residency, Elba, Italy
Pro Helvetia, Zurich
College Art Association, NYC
Kulturdirektion Appenzeller A.Rh.
Werkzeitbeitrag der Stadt St.Gallen
Stiftung für Ostschweizer Kunstschaffen, St.Gallen
University of Rochester N.Y., Aus. Beitrag
Genossenschaft Migros St.Gallen, Kat. Beitrag
Kant. Amt für Kulturpflege, St.Gallen, Kat. Beitrag
New Music Chicago (IAC, Chic. Coun. on Fine Art)
American Center, USIA
Friends of the Arts, Bloomington USA
Atius-Sachem, Champaign USA
Mary C. McLellan Scholarship, 2nd.

Sammlungen / Kunst am Bau
Museum of Modern Art, New York
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York
Victoria and Albert Museum, Art Library, London
The Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles, LA CA USA
Kunstmuseum Thurgau, Warth
Graphische Sammlung E.T.H. Zürich
Swiss Institute New York
Kunstmuseum St. Gallen
Krannert Art Museum, Champaign Illinois, US
International Museum of Cartoon Art, Boca Raton Florida, US
Lakeview Museum, Peoria Illinois, US
Oberstufenzentrum Grünau, Wittenbach Switzerland
Gemeinde Goldach, Switzerland
Kanton Appenzell AR, Switzerland
Gehörlosenzentrum Trogen
SUVA St. Gallen
Stadt St. Gallen
Kanton St. Gallen
Joseph and Eva Beuys, Düsseldorf, Deutschland
Illinois State University Union, Bloomington US
Dirksen Congressional Center, Pekin US
S. Gulbenkian, Lisbon Portugal

